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RÉSUMÉ

Celle-ci constitue la cinquième dans une série de Conferences Pan Pacifique des lissais
Non Destructifs, tenues tous les deux ans. L'honneur d'accueillir la conférence est
partage'par les pays situes le long de l'Océan pacifique - cette année le Canada en a
la responsabilité'.
Les invitations de soumettre des presentations pour cette conference de trois jours
ont attire'beaucoup d'intercl. Ceci a donne' au Comité technique une tache extrêmement
difficile, celle de choisir, parmi un nombre énorme, 46 soumissions (plus 10 autres en
remplacement) pour presentation à la conférence et inclusion dans les compte-rendus).
Les soumissions choisies offrent une perspective internationale sur les progrès dans
les techniques d'essais non destructifs telles que les ultrasons, le courant de
Foucault, la radiographie, les pénétrants liquides et a particules magnétiques, cl
également leurs applications diverses dans les pays qui y sont engage's.
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ABSTRACT

This is the fifth in the series of Pan Pacific Conferences on Nondestructive Testing
held once every two years. The honour of hosting the conference is shared among those
countries bordering on the Pacific Ocean, this year the responsibility being granted
to Canada.
The Call For Papers for this three day conference attracted significant interest.
This provided the Technical Program Committee with an extremely difficult task in
reducing the overwhelming response to only 46 papers (plus 10 alternates) for
presentation at the conference, and inclusion in these proceedings. The selected
papers provide an international perspective on advances in nondestructive techniques
such as ultrasonics, eddy current, radiography, magnetic particle and liquid
penetrant, as well as their diverse applications in the various countries involved.
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FIFTH PAN PACIFIC CONFERENCE ON NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING
FOREWORD
The objectives of the Pan Pacific Committee (PPCNDT) are to advance science and
engineering related to nondestructive testing in Asian and Pacific coastal countries,
to disseminate information, and to encourage research. A further related objective,
which provides the driving force for this conference, is to organize meetings devoted
to mutual understanding among experts and those actively involved in the broad field
of nondestructive testing.
International commiuee members for the Fifth Pan Pacific Conference on Nondestructive
Testing are:
o President:

H.D. Hanrath - Canada

o Past President:

T.E. Goldfinch - Australia

o Sub Secretary:

Y. Ishibashi - Japan

o International Directors:
C.K. Beswick - I.A.E.A. Latin America
N. Niwa - Japan
G. Martin - Australia
Y. Jinzhong - People's Republic of China
V.V. Klyuev - U.S.S.R.
G.C. Wheeler - U.S.A.
Success of the conference reflects the hard work performed on behalf of the PPCNDT by
the host country working committee:
o Chairman:

H.D. Hanrath

o Treasurer:

P. Boyle

o Technical Chairman:

H. Chapman/R. MacNeill

Technical Committee:

o Local Area Chairman:
Local Committee:
o Conference Secretariat:

M. Fingerhut, D. Mclntyre, Wm. Sturrock, S. DeWallc
Wm. Havercroft, C. Kittmer, R. Szucs, D. Heath,
J. van den Andel
A. Kozak
D. Stasuk, C. Sanderson, A. Elander
N. Harding

We express appreciation to the keynote speakers, authors, exhibitors and delegates in
making this conference a unique experience in international collaboration.
diaries Kittmer
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CINQUIEME CONFERENCE PAN PACIFIQUE DES ESSAIS NON DESTRUCTIFS
PRÉFACE
1 .'objectif du Comité Pan Pacifique est d'augmenter la science et le ge'nie affiliés aux
essais non destructifs, de propager ces connaissances, d'encourager la recherche dans
les pays d'Asie et de la côte du Pacifique, et d'organiser des assemblées dévouées a
l'entente mutuelle parmi les experts et ceux qui sont activement engage's dans le
domaine des essais non-destructifs.
Les membres du Comité international pour la Cinquième Conférence Pan Pacifique des
Essais Non Destructifs sont:
o President:

H.D. Hanrath - Canada

o President passé:

T.E. Goldfinch - Australie

o Sous-secrétaire:

Y. Ishibashi - Japon

o Directeurs internationaux:
C.K. Beswick - A.I.E.A. Amérique latine
N. Niwa - Japon
G. Martin - Australie
Y. Jinzhong - République de Chine
V.V. Klyuev - U.R.S.S.
G.C. Wheeler - E.U.A.
Le succès de cette conference est dû aux travaux accomplis au nom du CPPEND par le
comité du pays hôte:
o President:

ÎÎ.D. îlanrath

o Trésorier:

P. Boyle

o Conseiller technique:

H. Chapman/R. MacNeill

Comité technique:

o Président régional:
Comité regional:
o Secretariat:

M. Fingerhut, D. Mclntyre, Wm. Sturrock, S. DeWalle
Wm. Havercroft, C. Kittmer, R. Szucs, D. Heath,
J. van den Andel
A. Kozak
D. Stasuk, C. Sanderson, A. Elander
N. Harding

Nous souhaitons exprimer notre gratitude aux orateurs, auteur, exposants et délégués
pour avoir fait de cette conférence une expérience unique en collaboration
internationale.
Charles Kittmer
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CALCULATIONS ON THE ECHOES WITH VARIOUS PULSE SHAPES
Kanji.moto
Japan

Paper: A-8-1000

Abstract:: I had already reported to 4th PPCNDT (1) and 11th WCNDT (2).
In these reports, the sound fields had been mainly studied. Recently I
had calculated with the echoes to clarifying what shape of pulse is important
effect at Ultrasonic Testing.

1,
Introduction
When the flaw size is evaluated by Ultrasonic Testing using such as AVG method,
the results were not always correct. This reason is depend on many parameters,
for example,linearity of amplitude,frequency, contacting,nonuniformity of
probes and so on. Recently I thought that the shape of pulseis one of the
important parameters- Then I had studied for many years on this problem and
reported. Here I had clarified the maximum difference of next peak in pulse
is most important.
2.
Theory of calculation
Sound fields and reflection are usually caluculated by following
equation-

Rayleigh's

This equation depends on Fourier Series of continuous sine waves, then
it is diffcult to calculate in various pulse shape. I had changed to
following equation for time domain.
(2)
Intrgration has conducted by numerical method,and d*/dn and 1/x are
simplified to constant,
3*
Pulse shape
Actual pulse shapes in Ultrasonic Testing are many. Sometimes the extraordinary
pulse shapes are happen such that 1MHz probe has actually recieved 5Ifflz
signal.. Then I had concentrated to conparatively normal pulse shapes.
After observingusual instruments, I have used initially 3pulse shapes as
shown in Fig 1, 2, 3 for calculations.
One half wave is changed by only
peak value A like as Asine x, and divided to 10-100 parts for numerical
method,, As special pulse shape, each peak values changed appropriately.

4.

Another parameters

Reflecting body equql to ds
After several calculations,
to amplitude of echoes. As
on reflection, and is taken
phase (k) corresponding one

5=

of equation (2) is divided simply to 2-10 j--.irts.
each part having same area has been large effect
shown Fig. 4, each part has different distance
same. Maximum distance in Fig.4 named to MAX*
wave length to 2 ,

Results on Che case of each wave having same period

5 and 6 show the maximum peak values of echoes using the pulse shapes
of Fig., 1,2,3a Because the interferences of sin wave i s important, MAX.
phase (K) had taken to the coordinate. As the effect of pulse shape, E- has
r
been defined as follows,

E. -[(MAX,peak / tflN.peak) - 1 ] x 100 (%)

(3)

MAX, ana ME!. peak has selected among the maximum peak values of echoes of
Fig., 5 and 6, Fig. 7 shows the results with changing the number of reflecting
areas, The effects of pulse shapes is comparatively sharp against MAX.
phase (K), On the actual Ultrasonic Testing, maximum peak of echoes are
evaluated by changing the probe's position and direction,then we could
eliminated such a sharp effectin ordinarly case.
If you want to find the effect of pulse shape simply, using the 2 reflecting
parts and the distance corresponding C?T(K). you can easly calculate. The
echo is remained the difference of next wave peaks, then the maximum,
difference of next peak becomes to the amplitude of echo(highest wave peak)
Ihad studied by changing the peak, value of each wave,but i t is difficult to
explain simply,,

6a

Results on the case of non-uniform period

With the actual pulse of Ultrasonic Instrument, each wave has not exactly
same period, By observing the actual echoes, the periods of even good
pulse shape have several % deviation of each wave. On the calculations
the period of each half wave had been changed nZ between next half wave
for simplification.
Results of echo amplitude are shown in Fig.8 and 9.
and the effect of pulse shape in Fig.10. The sharpness of the effect
of pulse shape (E ) isslow down,and the peak of E. is also smaller by
changing period.

7.

Conclusion

Comparing the evaluations by different instrument,the results are not same
exactly .because of diffement pulse shapes. The most important reason
among pulse shapes i s the maximun difference of next peak. I think that the
the difference of next peak depends mainly on the sharp or slow rising time
and the short or broad pulse width. Then we must observe the pulse shapes.
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DEVELOPMENT OF CdS AND ZnO PHASE INSENSITIVE
TRANSDUCERS FOR ULTRASONIC INSPECTION
JlrlVrba.J. McCubbln
Canada

Paper: A-8-103.

ABSTRACT
The detection of phase distorted beams by a conventional (phase sensitive) piezoelectric
transducer often leads to erroneous results. This paper describes the development of
phase insensitive Acoustoelectr ic transducers which are not affected by phase
conditions within the ultrasonic beam. A simplified theory of the Acoustoelectric
transducer operation is presented and possible materials for their construction are
reviewed. The construction of actual transducers based on Cadmium Sulphide and Zinc
Oxide is described and the experimental results demonstrating their phase insensitive
characteristics are presented

!

INTRODUCTION

The ultrasonic detection of objects of irregular shape or of objects with nonuniform
elastic properties (such as glass, carbon composites or human anatomical structures) is
complicated by phase modulation of the acoustic wave front. The detection of such
phase distorted beams using conventional piezoelectric transducers is difficult and may
actually produce misleading results.
The detection situation is greatly improved if so called "phase insensitive" transducers
are used. The phase insensitive transducers are sensitive only to the energy flow in the
ultrasonic beam and their output is independent of the phase variation within the beam.
Two different approaches to the design of phase insensitive transducers have been
identified. The first utilizes a conventional piezoelectric transducer with dimensions
sufficiently small such that the phase of the ultrasonic beam may be assumed constant
over the transducer area (ideally, these transducers should have dimensions smaller
than the ultrasonic wavelength. For immersion applications in water and frequencies of
approximately 10 lil-lz this condition implies transducer dimensions smaller than 0.015
cm). In the second approach, the phase insensitive transducer may be constructed using
piezoelectric semiconducting materials and utilizing the Acoustoelectric (AE) effect
[1,2,3],

- 7 -

This paper will concentrate on the phase insensitive transducers constructed on the
basis of the AE effect and the discussion will be specifically concentrated on Cadmium
Sulphide (CdS) and on the newly developed Zinc Oxide (ZnO) transducers. The theory of
the AE phase insensitive transducers will be briefly reviewed in Section 2 and the
materials suitable for AE transducer applications will be discussed in Section 3. The
transducer construction will be presented in Section A and the experimental results
obtained with the AE transducers will be discussed in Section 5.

2. THEORY OF ACOUSTOELECTRIC OPERATION
if a material exhibits the piezoelectric effect and is simultaneously conducting
(semiconducting), there exists an interaction between the charge carriers and ultrasonic
waves [4.5]. The ultrasonic wave inside the material generates periodic variations of
the stress, which in turn generates periodic variations of the piezoelectric potential. If
the material is also semiconducting and free charge carriers are present, then these
carriers may become "trapped" in the valleys of the potential field associated with the
ultrasonic wave. As the ultrasonic wave propagates through the material, it "drags" the
trapped charge carriers with it. As a result, a low frequency electric current is
generated inside the material.
Converse effects also take place. The ultrasonic wave inside a piezoelectric
semiconductor undergoes an electronic attenuation caused by its interaction with the
charge carriers (in addition to a lattice attenuation, otL). This additional attenuation,
oCt, may be expressed as (6, 71:
X- t • a) • Qo
0^ =

(I)

Where R is the Debye length, to is the ultrasonic radial frequency, X is the
electromechanical coupling constant, % is the ultrasonic wave vector and x is the
relaxation time constant. The electric current resulting from the above interaction may
be expressed as [8]:
u
j =—

<xE - E

(2)

v
where u is the mobility of free charge carriers and otE, v and E are the ultrasonic
attenuation, velocity and energy, respectively. Eq.2 indicates the basic principle of
operation of the phase insensitive transducer. The electric current is proportional to

the incident ultrasonic energy, f-. and to the electronic attenuation, o(,f( which in turn is
proportional to the strength of the electromechanical coupling constant, X.
The AE phase insen.-iitive transducer may be opei ated either in pulsed or continuous
wave modes. Hi tins papei, we shall be concerned only with the pulsed operation of AE
transducers. In this mode the dur/it ion of the ultrasonic pulse is assumed to be less
than the transit time thrmjgli me transducer thickness
The AE transducer operation is shown schematically in Fig. I. The incident ultrasonic
wave enters the transducer cavity and is repeatedly reflected back and forth by the
cavity walls (paths labeled by A, B, C, andD in Fig. la). The AE current is changing
direction depending on the direct ion of propagation of the ultrasonic wave inside the
cavity and as a result, the AE voltage exhibits an oscillatory shape with periodicity
directly related to the ultrasonic transit time through the cavity thickness.
Simulated AE voltages are shown in Fig. I b (for a broadband receiver) and in Fig.! c (for
a narrowband receiver) Figs.; b and I c show the evolution of the AE voltage for
successive transits A, 8, C and D through the transducer cavity. The broadband receiver
mimics closely the actual oscillatory variation of the AE voltage inside the crystal,
while heavy filtering (narrow band receiver) produces one polarity AE voltage.
The AE transducers are also Piezoelectric and therefore an ordinary piezoelectric (PE)
voltage is also produced (Fig. Id) The PE and AE voltages are superposed at the
transducer terminals, but can be separated by exploiting their differing frequency
content.
The AE current (or voltage) is directly proportional to the AE attenuation, ot^ as shown
in Eqs. I and 2 The attenuation oCE is a function of the ultrasonic frequency, f, and
material conductivity, o A contour map of oCE as a function of 6 and f is shown in Fig.2
forZnO(v=6.1 x ios cm/sec, u=200i;nWV-sec, T=IOC, X=0.112).
The attenuation exhibits a peak as a function of conductivity at a constant frequency.
For example at f=5 MHz, the ZnO attenuation peaks for o~2 * 10"5 (O-cm)"1. The
existence of the attenuation peak can be understood as follows: at low conductivity the
attenuation is proportional to the charge carrier density and therefore the attenuation
increases with increasing conduct ivity At high conductivity (or high concentration of
the charge carriers) the attenuation decreases because the recombination rate
increases, leading to shorter lifetime, or time available for electromechanical coupling.
Maximum attenuation exists for free charge carriers with lifetimes approximately equal
to 1 /f. At higher frequencies, the peak of attenuation in Fig.2 shifts to higher

_

C)

_

conductivity because shorter lifetimes (and higher free charge carrier concentrations)
can be tolerated.

3. MATERIALS FOR ACOUSTOELECTRIC APPLICATIONS
3 I Material

selection

The construction of the phase insensitive transducers requires materials which exhibit
both piezoelectric and semiconducting properties. A variety of materials were surveyed
19 to 14] and their semiconducting, piezoelectric and mechanical parameters were
tabulated. The materials were compared from the point of view of their suitability for
AE transducer operation in a low frequency region below approximately 50 MHz.
The electromechanical coupling constant, X, has been calculated for eligible materials
and the results are shown in Fig.3 for hexagonal and cubic materials of the II-VI group
and for cubic materials of the Ill-V group.
The magnitude of the AE attenuation is directly proportional to the electromechanical
coupling constant, X (Eq. I) and therefore the best material for AE transducer
application w i l l have a large value of X. Fig.3 indicates that the materials with the
iargest constant X are the hexagonal materials belonging to the 11-VI group (note that
the horizontal scale in Fig.3 is logarithmic, and the magnitude differences between the
hexagonal materials and cubic materials are substantial - one order of magnitude or
more). Specifically, the best known materials for the construction of phase insensitive
transducers are ZnO and CdS
We have used the above two materials for construction of AE transducers. CdS is
especially convenient for experimentation, as It is photoconductlve and Its conductivity
can be adjusted to a desired range by simply varying the intensity of Illumination. The
disadvantage of CdS is that during its operation the AE transducers must be associated
with a lamp (which for ordinary low photoconductivity CdS is rather bulky and
cumbersome).
Transducers for practical applications should be small and easy to handle. Therefore we
have developed AE phase insensitive transducers based on ZnO with conductivity
permanently adjusted to the desired range. The ZnO transducers are small and compact
and their use is not hindered by any cumbersome lamp.

3.2 Material

preparation

The material preparation for CdS transducers was very simple. Special, high
photoconductivity CdS crystals were purchased [15] and directly packaged into a
transducer
The material preparation for ZnO transducers was however more complicated.
Hydrotherrnally grown (Li duped) ZnO crystals were purchased f 16J. The conductivity of
the crystals was not in the correct range required for At" operation and therefore had to
be altered by annealing
In both cases the crystals were rectangular, with the crystalographic c-axis oriented
normal to one pair of crystal surfaces. These surfaces were then equipped with ohmic
contacts before they were used for transducer preparation. The dimensions of the
crystals were approximately 1 * i * I cm3 for CdS and 0.5 * 0.5 x 0.2 cm3 for ZnO (the
large faces were perpendicular to the c-axis).

4. TRANSDUCER

CONSTRUCTION

Piezoelectric transducers are usually equipped with matching and backing layers. The
matching layer is used to protect the exposed surface or the transducer and to provide
more efficient ultrasonic coupling from the working fluid or material into the
transducer The backing layer is usually attached to a piezoelectric transducer in order
to limit the ultrasonic reverberations inside of the transducer and to increase the
transducer bandwidth
We have constructed transducers for immersion applications, the immersion fluid being
water. Therefore a A / 4 matching plate was constructed to provide the impedance match
between the transducer material and water The matching plate usually Increased the
magnitude of the received signal by 50 to 100 %.
The effect of the backing layer on an AE transducer has been simulated by a computer.
The backing layer, in contrast to a piezoelectric transducer, actually broadens the AE
transducer temporal response This can be understood as follows; if a perfect backing
layer was attached to an AE transducer, the ultrasonic wave would completely escape
from the crystal after one transit, but the accumulated charge carriers in the
transducer would remain and would be slowly dissipated by the time constant of the
device and its associated circuitry. For example If a perfect integrator was connected
to the transducer, the signal would remain "on" indefinitely. Therefore from the point of
view of an AE phase insensitive transducer, the narrowest signals are obtained with
poorly matched back surface (and well matched front surface). Based on this argument
it is concluded that the backing layer is undesirable and the maximum improvement of
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the transducer signal can be achieved by configuring the front surface matching layer
for the best possible transmission.
The actual transducer packaging differed for CdS and ZnO. For CdS, the transducer
crystal was equipped with a matching layer and electrical contacts. It was then
mounted inside a container together with a small lamp and separate connectors for a
lamp power supply and the ultrasonic signal output (a small, approximately 3 W lamp
was adequate because special, high photoconductivity CdS crystals were purchased).
The ZnO transducer packaging was much simpler and more compact. The transducer
crystal was equipped with a matching layer and electrical contacts, and packaged in a
small metal container with a single connector for ultrasonic signal measurement.

5. TRANSDUCER

EVALUATION

The evaluation of the phase insensitive characteristics of the AE transducers was
performed using three different methods, variation of the ultrasonic angle of incidence,
distortion of beam phase, and measurement of teflon inclusions in a carbon composite
plate.
5.1. Angle of Incidence
The AE and PE responses of a phase insensitive transducer exhibit different
dependencies on the angle of ultrasonic beam incidence. The PE response is generated at
the transducer surface and is strongly dependent on the phase distribution within the
incoming ultrasonic wave. Functionally, the magnitude of the PE signal varies as
sin(x)/x, where x is proportional to the sine of the angle of incidence, v. An example of
the calculated angular dependence of the piezoelectric component of the ZnO transducer
signal is shown In Fig.4 by the curve labeled MZnO PE calculated".
The dependence of the AE response on the angle of ultrasonic incidence is more
complicated than that for the PE response. The calculation must consider the power
reflection coefficients at the transducer surface, the longitudinal to shear mode
conversion, anisotropic variation of the material parameters (especially the coupling
constant X), corrections for the input aperture variations and the effects of diffuse
scattering at the transducer walls. The details of the computation are not discussed in
this paper, only the calculated results are shown In Fig.4 by curves labeled "CdS AE" and
"ZnO AE".
An ultrasonic wave was generated in a water tank using a conventional piezoelectric
transducer located approximately 10 cm from the AE phase insensitive transducer. The
output of the AE transducer was monitored as a function of angle between the ultrasonic
beam and the normal to the transducer front surface Both AE and PE responses of the

phase insensitive transducer were monitored and are compared with the calculated
responses in Fig.4. The agreement between the calculation and experiment is very good
for angles & V i t ' ' 3 F o r larger angles, the measured AE response is smaller than
predicted. This effect, is not understood in detail, but it is suspected that the error was
caused by the ultrasonic beam partly missing the receiving transducer at larger angles
of incidence
5 2. Distortion of the beam phase
The ultrasonic beam was passed through a plexiglass plate with a variable thickness
step. One half of the beam was transmitted through the thin section of the plate and the
other half was transmitted through the thick section. The variable thickness step was
moved in the ultrasonic beam until the phase difference between the two halves of the
beam was approximately A/2. When the A / 2 phase difference was reached, the PE
signal significantly decreased while the AE signal remained nearly unchanged. The
experiment is outlined in Fig.5, where the left hand photograph corresponds to the beam
without any phase distortion and the right hand photograph corresponds to A / 2 phase
distortion. The upper trace in both photographs corresponds to the AE signal and the
lower trace corresponds to the PE signal. It can be seen that the A/2 phase distortion
practically eliminates the PE signal, while the AE signal is nearly unchanged. The
residual PE signal was caused by insufficient filtering and by variable phase distortion
across the beam diameter
5.3. Measurement of teflon inclusions in carbon composite plates
Carbon composite plates represent an example of an internally complicated material
which potentially distorts the phase of the transmitted ultrasonic beam. Variable size
teflon inclusions were embedded in the carbon composite plates and scanned using
conventional PE transducers and a CdS AE phase insensitive transducer. The results of
the CdS tests indicate improvements of resolution and edge definition [3]. Similar
experiments with the ZnO transducers are presently in progress.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Acoustoelectnc phase insensitive transducers based on photoconductive CdS are
convenient for experimentation, although their practical applications are hindered by
the need for a bulky and cumbersome light source. This paper dealt with the general
Improvement of phase insensitive transducers, elimination or minimization of the light
source and general transducer packaging considerations and performance evaluation.
The light source was reduced to a small lamp by using high photoconductivity CdS
crystals.
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The major improvement of the transducer, however, was accomplished by complete
elimination of the light source using permanently doped ZnO crystals. The newly
developed ZnO transducers were shown to exhibit the correct phase insensitive
behaviour (tested by variable angle of incidence and phase distorted beam) and their
sensitivity to the ultrasonic energy appears to be better than that of the CdS
transducers.
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Fig. 1: Schematic representation of an Acoustoelectric phase insensitive transducer
operation, a. transducer cavity, b. Simulated AE signal assuming a broadband
receiver, c. Simulated AE signal assuming a narrow band receiver, d
Piezoelectric signal (schematic). The simulations for items b and c were
performed for CdS, v = 441 *10 5 cm/sec, crystal thickness = 0.97 cm, reflection
coefficients at the back and front surfaces = 0.5.
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Fig.2: Contour map of AE attenuation, <XEl as a function of ultrasonic frequency, f, and
material conductivity, 6, for ZnO (v=6.1 * 105 cm/sec, |i=200 cm2/V-sec, T= 10 C,
X-0.112)
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Fig.3: Review of electromechanical coupling constants, X, for a variety of hexagonal
and cubic materials of II-VI and I l l - V groups.
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Experiment: * ZnQ PE
O ZnO AE
• CdS AE

CdS AE

critical
Fig.4: The dependence of AE and PE signals ror znu and CdS on the angle of ultrasonic
incidence, v. The incident angle is normalized by longitudinal critical angles
between the water medium and the transducer material. v c r i l CdS « 19.1 deg,
^crit zno ~ '3.8 deg. The solid lines correspond to calculated angular variations
for PE signal on ZnO transducer and AE signals for CdS and ZnO transducers. The
measured angular dependencies are denoted by discrete points: * ZnO, PE signal,
o ZnO, AE signal, and • CdS, AE signal. The measurements and computations
were performed for an ultrasonic frequency of 8 MHz.

(a) no phase distortion

(b) %X/2 phase distortion

Fig.5: The response of ZnO transducer to a phase distorted ultrasonic beam. Upper trace
- AE signal, vertical scale 0.1 Wdiv, lower trace - PE signal, vertical scale 0 2
V/dlv. Horizontal scale Is I usec/dlv. (a) no phase distortion, (b)
approximately A / 2 phase distortion.
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ABSTRACT
Defect classification techniques from ultrasonic examination informal.j onr,
were investigated in submerged arc welded steel pipes and electric resit'tenc
welded steel pipes. The ultrasonic examination equipments were developed for
acquiring various kind of ultrasonic informations, such as echo amplitude
pattern, indicated defect length, echo amplitude change due to probe
rotations. Automatic scanner suitable to SAW pipes was also developed. The
effective features against the classification was investigated, and the logic
for discrminating planar defects from voluminal defects in SAW pipes war.
developed and applied to the sample pipes.
1 INTRODUCTION
Submerged arc welded (SAW) steel pipes and electric resistance welded (ERW)
stuol pipes are typical welded pipes that are widely used for line pipes, heat
exchanger tubes and mechanical
tubeis.
These pipes are examined by
nondestructive
testing methods such as radiographic, eddy current ;u;ii
ultrasonic testing. For example SAW pipes are first examined by ultrasonic
testing in whole length of weld, and then tho detected parts and both ends artfinally examined by X-ray radiography. The examinations are done for quality
control before expand]on ,and for quality .'insurance after expansion.
in-lino or off-line ultrasonic tet-.tings are widely ur.od in the procurer, of
wolded pipot, as described above, because ultrasonic testing has high
detectability to planar defects such as cracks affecting seriously nioehnnirvi]
strength and corrosion performance.
However, in the process ultrasonic
examination, a rejection level id usually determined only by echo amplitude.
Therefore it is difficult to classify the defect types by these data.
It is well known that skilful examiner fairly well evaluates the defect,
typos in the weld from the informations of weld and test data. It is al:*u
reported that pattern recognition technique is useful for differentiating
cracks from geometric reflectors in tho weld of 304 stainless steel pipes(1).
However there are few reports about defect classification in the proetw
ultrasonic
testing.
The
present
paper
describes
ultrasonic
defect,
classification techniques applicable for ERW pipes and SAW pipes.
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2 DEFECT TYPES IN ERW AND SAW WELD
Weld defeat types are mostly determined by a weld process. Fig.1 shows
typical weld defects in ERW and SAW pipes. For example, penetrater is a very
small defect where chrome oxide is caught in the weld, which occurs due to
slow welding speed and excess heat input in the low and high alloy steel ERW
pipes. It is expected that ultrasonic informations from these defects are
different to each other, because the shape, size and orientation are assumed
to be different to each other.
3 DEFECT CLASSIFICATION IN ERW PIPES
3.1 Experimental Procedure
Table 1 shows the experimental conditions, and Fig.2 shows the block
diagram of ultrasonic equipment used for the investigation of defect
discrimination in ERW pipes. A test pipe was immersed in water and fixed as
weld line is up. Various kinds of weld defects were inserted in test pipes by
changing the welding conditions. The weld was examined from both side with
two probes suported by a manipulator. The positions and angles of probes were
set by instructions of CPU so that sound beam reached inner surface, middle
depth or outer surface at the weld center. Refraction angles were set at 45
degrees for inner and outer part examinations, and at 60 degrees for the
middle part examination.
The manipulator was moved along the weld line, and echo amplitude exeeding
a threshold level and beam path distance were continuously transfered from an
ultrasonic flaw detector (Krautkramer KB 6000) to the CPU. RF signals of
defects were digitised by using a AD converter (Biomation 8100) at the
position where echo amplitude got to a. maximum.
Unfocused beam probes and focused beam probes were compared in tht.
experiment. Echo amplitude patterns along the weld and peak echo RF signals
were used to extract ultrasonic characterises of defects.
3.2 Experimental Result
Figure 3 shows an example of detection of closely spaced penetraters.
Figure 3 (a) shows echo amplitude patterns along the weld line when using two
types of probes. It is observed that penetraters were not separately detected
by unfocused beam, but they were separately detected by focused beam. It is
olear from the figure that focused beam is more efficient to detection and
discrimination of penetraters. Figure 3 (b) shows an example of distribution
of ultrasonic indicated length of penetraters measured with the focused beam
probe. It was also shown that many of other defects were evaluated longer
than penetraters . From these results it is indicated that penetraters are
discriminated from other weld defects by using indicated length measured with
the focused beam probe.
Figure 4 shows examples of RF signals from two types of defects. As shown
in the figure, it was observed that the signal patterns from internal defects
are complex and signal duration time of those is long. On the contrary,
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signal patterns from defects open to surface are simple and duration time of
those is short. This phenomenon was assured by using thin plate specimens
including artificial internal and surface defects. From this experiment it is
consumed that the reason of signal pattern difference in those defects is from
the fact that corner echo is predominant in a surface defect, but edge echoes
and surface echoes are superimposed in a internal defects.
It is shown from these results that duration time is also the effective
feature against the defect classification.
/, DEFECT CLASSIFICATION IN SAW PIPES
The defects in the weld of SAW pipes, described above, are classified into
two main groups, planar and volumimal defects. From the view points of
fracture mechanics, planar defects such as cracks and incomplete penetrations
are more critical than voluminal defects such as slag inclusions and
blowholes. Therefore, we have investigated a rough discrimination technique
apllicable to in-line examination and a precise discrimination technique
apllicable to off-line examination, by which two groups of defects are
discriminated to each other. In the present paper the precise dicrimination
technique will be mainly discussed in the following sections.
4.1 Experimental Procedure
^.1.1 Test Pipe
SAW pipe samples including various types of defects were first tested to
obtain the ultrasonic characterises of each flaw type. The samples were
sampled from U0 pipes including natural defects detected by the in-line
inspection system of Kashima Steel Works of Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd.
Some crack samples were artificially produced. After basic experiments using
pipe samples were made, SAW pipes in the process have been actually tested.
4.1.2 Ultrasonic Equipment for Off-line Discrimination
Figure 5 shows a block diagram used for the investigation of the off-line
discrimination technique.
An automatic scanner which consists of two probes and a X-Y scanner is
fixed on a examined part of a pipe. One probe of the scanner is used for the
conventional angle beam examination from parent metal of both sides (on-plate
examination), and other probe is used for normal beam and angle beam
examinations from the weld bead
(on-bead examination)(2)(3).
On-bead
examination is not only suitable for detection of voluminal defects and
transverse cracks as presented in papers (2)(3), it was also efficient to a
defect classification described later.
When one probe is used for examination, other probe is pulled up. The used
probe is scanned following the curved surface of a pipe with a spring. The
probe consists of a tranr.duser and a water storing cup by which water column
coupling is performed.
Scanning cotroller cotrols a probe scan along and across the weld. The
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controller also rotates the on-plate examination probe. The scanning order is
instructed with an CPU. The GPU acquires data from an ultrasonic flaw
detector (krautkramer KB6OQO) during scanning. The gate of the flaw detector
covering the weld moves with probe scanning across the weld. After each
scanning is over, the CPU processes the data and displays B-C scope of
defects. After a defect is selected, the precise scans are made in small
areas to obtain an indicated length of the defect and echo amplitude pattern
along the weld. In the on-plate examination, echo amplitudes and RF signals
at several rotation angles of the probe are also obtained. All acquired data
are stored in a disk.
After all scans are made, ultrasonic features described later are extracted
and discriminating evaluation is made.
4.1.3 Ultrasonic Equipment for In-line Discrimination
Figure 6 shows a block diagram used for the investigation of the in-line
discrimination technique.
Six sets of probes are scanned along the weld. Beam path distances, echo
amplitudes and positions along the weld of defects detected by each probe are
collected by a CPU. The CPU stores the all data in a disk. After the test of
whole length of a pipe, the echo amplitudes of same defects deteced by
different probes are compared to each other.
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
A.2.1 Discriminating Features
Basic experiments showed the following facts.
(1) Indicated defect length is effective against discrimination between
voluminal and planar defects, but indicated defect height is not effective.
(2) On-bead normal beam technique is effective in order to discriminate cracks
from other defects, because the detectability of cracks by this technique is
very low while that of the voluminal defects is fairly high.
(3) Echo amplitude drop due to probe rotation is an effective feature in order
to discriminate incomplete penetration from other defects, because echo
amplitude drop of incomplete penetration is always large.
U ) Duration time of RF signal and the number of peaks in echo amplitude
pattern along the weld are also effective against the discrimination.
Figure 7 shows the percentage of each type of defect which indicates the
ultrasonic characteristics separated by a threshold level in the features,
peak number and echo amplitude drop. Finally we selected 5 features for
discrimination of voluminal and planar defects. Table 2 summarize tendencies
of each defect type for 5 ultrasonic features.
4..2.2 Classification Techniques
In off-line discrimination, 5 features described above were selected. Then
two threshold levels was determined to separate the feature space into three
areas, namely voluminal defect area, undetermined area and planar defect area.
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Marks are given to each area in the way that plus marks are given to voluminal
defect area, zero mark to undetermined area, and minus marks to planar defect
area. When the area has high effectiveness against the discrimination, large
number cf mark is determined.
Figure 8 shows an scanning order determined to extract the features in
off-line discriminations. After whole scanning, the marks of a defect are
calculated in the features and total marks are calculated to the defect.
Figure 9 shows an example of three-dimensional display obtained after on-plate
scanning. Figure 10 shows a classification result obtained in this method.
It is known from the figure that all planar defects are discriminated in the
plus area of total marks space.
In on-line discrimination, detection pattern of 6 channels and echo
amplitude difference between longitudinal defect detection channels and
transverse defect detection channels were used for defect classification. It
was indicated that this method fairly well differentiate planar defect from
voluminal defects.
/, CONCLUSIONS
The investigation for classification of defects in ERW and SAW steel pipes
were made, and the following resuls were obtained.
(1) The indicated length of defect measured by focused probe is an effective
feature for discriminating penetraters from other defects in ERW pipes.
(2) The duration time of RF signal from a defect is fairly effective against
the discrimination between surface defe^ects and internal defects in ERW
pipes.
(3) In order to differentiate planar defects from voluminal defects in SAW
pipes, indicated defect length, peak number in echo amplitude pattern along
the weld, detectability with on-bead normal technique, echo amplitude drop
with probe rotation and duration time of RF signal are effective features.
(4) By considering the effectiveness of the features described above to each
defect type, total classification probability ie increased.
Further study in defect classification in SAW pipes has been continuously
made to aplly this technique to practical use.
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Table 1 Test condition for the investigation of ERW pipes
Test pipes

Outer Dia.:38.1-50.8rara Wall thickness:1.6-4.2mm

Probes

Unfocused typesiQMHz, 1/4. inch Dia.
Focused type:10MHz, 1/4 inch Dia., 20mm F.L.

Artificial defects
for calibration

Notches of 2% and 10% of wall thicness and
aide drilled hole of 0.8mm in Dia

Natural defects

Inclusions , hook cracks, penetrators and so on

Table 2 Used features for defect classification in SAW pipes and
characteristics of each defect type in the feature
Defect type Hot crack
Features ~~"~~~"~~^^^

Incomplete
penetration

Slag
inclusion

Blowhole

Indicated
length

Large

Medium or
small

Small

Peak number in
Large
echo amplitude
pattern along weld

Small or
medium

Medium

Small

Echo amplitude
in on-bead normal
beam technique

Low

Low to
high

High or
medium

High or
medium

Echo amplitude
drop with probe
rotation

High probability in
small

Large

High proba- Small
bility in
small

Duration time

High probability in
short

high probability in
long

High probability in
long

Medium or
large
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Fig.1 Defect types in ERW and SAW pipes
Fig.2 Block diagram of ultrasonic testing equipment for ERW pipes
Fig.3 Detection examples of penetraters in ERW pipes
Fig.4 Typical wave forms in time and frequency domains of surface and
internal defects of a ERW pipe
Fig.5 Block diagram of ultrasonic equipment for off-line discrimination
Fig.6 Block diagram of ultrasonic equipment for in-line discrimination
Fig.7 Percentage of each defect type satisfying a condition in a typical
feature
Fig.8 Scan order for off-line discrimination
Fig.9 3-dimensional display of a defect in a SAW pipe (blowhole)
Fig.10 The result of defect classification of test specimens in off-line
discrimination
Table 1 Test condition for the investigation of ERW pipes
Table 2 Used features for defect classification in SAW pipes and
characteristics of each defect type in the feature
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Weld seam
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(1) ERW Pipe

(a) Hot crack (HC)

(b) Incomplete penetration (IP)
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(d) Blowhole (BH)

(2) SAW Pipe
Fig. 1 Defect types in ERW and SAW pipes
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Fig. 8

Scan order for off-line discrimination
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The result of defect classification of test specimens
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EVALUATION OF SIZE AND ORIENTATION OF SCATTERERS BY ULTRASONIC
SPECTROSCOPY

Paper: A-8-1400
D.K. M a k
Canada

ABSTRACT
Frequency domain analysis of an ultrasonic signal offers many benefits for
flaw characterization. Its independence of conventional amplitude response
facilitates a more accurate and reliable technique. For certain defects,
procedures can be developed to analyze ultrasonic spectra from the interference frequencies or minima which are derived from their directivity
functions. Frequency minima obtained from spectral analysis can be used to
characterize the shape, size and orientation of the defect. However, the
equations for the orientational dependence of the ultrasonic spectrum on
the flaw response were not rigorously derived by previous workers. A new
set of equations are derived here using radiation field theory. The equations have been applied to a single pulse-echo transducer. Experimental
data have been collected on circular voids oriented in different directions.
The spectral data agree quite well with the results of theoretical calculation. Both the sizes and orientations of the scatterers were deduced.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonic spectroscopic techniques for defect characterization have been
developed significantly over the last ten years, [1,2,3]. The principle of
these techniques was to irradiate a flaw by an incident pulse consisting of
a broad band of frequencies and then analyze the frequency content of the
scattered pulse from the flaw. The flaw, by virtue of its size, shape and
orientation generates interference producing maxima and minima in the resulting spectrum. By considering any two frequency minima from any two
transducer positions, the size and orientation of the flaw can be determined
[4]. The equations used in Ref. 1 were taken from Ref. 3. However, they
were not derived correctly. A new set of equations are derived below.
2.

THEORY

A transducer transmitter T radiates acoustical pressure onto a surface in
the yz plane (Fig. 1 ) . The radiation produced by the vibration of the surface is received by a transducer receiver R. Since the acoustical pressure
is symmetrical with respect to the x axis, the polar angles of the transducers are chosen to be 0 for convenience. Each infinitesimal element in
the yz plane of polar coordinates (a, V) of a vibrating surface mounted
in an infinite baffle contributes an element of pressure dp given by:
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r

2

where *% is the distance from the surface element to the receiver, A^
is an amplitude factor, u is the circular frequency and k is the wave vector. The pressure produced at the point R is the sum of the pressures that
would be produced by an assembly of such sources.
If the distance from the point R to the center of the coordinate system is
large compared with the linear dimension of the vibrating surface area., an
approximate expression for the pressure at a considerable distance from the
surface is given by [5]:
dp = il e j(.ot
r

- k r 2 ) e jko sin 6 2 c o s 4-

(2)

2

where rg is the radial distance of R from the center of the coordinate
system.
The acoustic pressure dp^ received by the surface element from the radiation
generated by the transmitter transducer is

(3)
r

l

where r{ is the distance from the transmitter to the surface element and
Aj^ is an amplitude factor.
By using an approximation similar to that described above, Eq. (3) can be
written as:
Sin 9

^

Pi

1

C O S

*

(6)

where r\ is the radial distance of T from the center of the coordinate
system.
Thus, dp can be written as:
A
dp =

j(ut - kr) jkc(sin e + sin 6 )] cos V
e

r

r»

where r = r^ + rg
and A is an amplitude factor.

e

l
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,u,
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Using arguments similar to those of Ref. 5, for a rigid circular piston, the
acoustic pressure detected by the receiver will be given by;
_
p

=

rxr2

kr)

e

2J1[ka(sin a, + sin e o )]
ka (sin e^ + sin 62)

where a is the radius of the cylinder.
It should be noted that 9 is positive when measured counter-clockwise from
the x-axis, and negative when measured clockwise.
When 9i =-9^, the pressure is a maximum. This corresponds to a specular reflection.
It can be shown that the argument in the Bessel function is common to directivity functions describing the angular dependence of other far field radiation patterns, viz, a dipole, n tupple pole, line and ring.
Experimentally, frequency minima are observed by the receiver and they
correspond to the null points of the appropriate directivity function. The
null points indicate frequencies that are void of radiation in a particular
direction. Here, the acoustical axes of the transducers are arranged to line
up with the center of the radiator, such that the minima from the directivity
pattern of the transducers do not affect the spectrum from the radiation.
For Eq. (5), the null points of the Bessel function are
irf d
— —
c

(sin 9
1

+ sin 6 ) = K
2
m

(6)

where d = diameter of the piston
c = velocity of sound in the medium it propagates
f m = frequency where null points occur
When a single transducer is used as transmitter/receiver, Eq. (6) reduces
to

—
c

(7)

sin e : K
m

where 9 = 0^ = 9 2
and is the ansle between the acoustic beam and the normal to the circular
disk.
Eq. (7) differs from equation given by Serabian [2] which was deduced from
the equation of Gilmore and Czerw [3]. However, the equation of Gilmore
and Czerw [3] was not derived rigorously. When 9 is small, the equation
of Serabian does approximate to Eq. (7).
If the circular void is oriented at an angle ot to the vertical (Fig. 2)
9 = $ - a
where <t> is the anscle of the acoustical beam with the vertical.

(8)
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Again, the angles are positive when measured counterclockwise from the vertical, negative when measured clockwise.
For a transmitter-receiver system,
i = 1,2

(9)

Eq (6) nan be written as
^
c

[sin (*. - a) + sin ( *_ - a)] = K
1
2
m

(10)

If the two tranducers are moved to other orientations $3 and
another similar equation can be written.
nf d
— — [sin(*_ - a) + sin («.. - a) ] = K
c
3
f
n

(11)

Combining Eq. (10) and ( 1 1 ) , a and d can be solved
-f
f
rr- (sin <t>. + sin *_) + —

tan

m

d =

(sin <t)_ + sin <t. )

K.
1
r_
!\
3
H
m
nf
f
" m
jr- (cos 4>n + cos *») + •=— (cos * , + cos <)>,.)
i\
L
c.
n.
J
4

(12)

n

Kmc
itf [ s i n (1(1.-a) + sin(<t> - a ) ]
m
l
2

sin(*^-a

(13)

The equations given by Gilmore and Czerw (3) and Serabian (4) only agree with
Eq. (12) and (13) when 6^3 are small.
For a single transmitter/receiver,
(11)
Eq. (12) and (13) reduce to
-f
m . .
—
sin *
tan <* =
m
-f
—

2itf

+ r

. .
3in •

n
f

cos *. + -7T- cos <)i-

m
d =

f
n

n
-a)
1

(15)
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3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Aluminium blocks were fabricated with inclined 4 mm diameter flat-bottomed
holes (Fig. H ) . The orientations of the holes a were -10°, -20° and -30°.
A broadband immersion transducer with a central frequency of 7 MHz was located such that the hole was in the far field region. The transducer was
tilted to different angles with respect to the vertical. At eaoh angle, the
transducer was moved such that its aooustioal axis lined up with the hole,
this ensured that any minima in the directivity function of the transducer
would not affect the spectrum of the hole response.
As the orientations of the transducer could be measured, the angles of refraction $£, in the aluminium block could be calculated. At eaoh orientation, the spectrum of the void signal response was reaorded. Examples of
the spectrum are shown in Fig. 4-10. Eaoh minimum of the spectrum can combine with any minimum of a spectrum in a different orientation to yield the
orientation a of the hole (see Eq. 15). It should be noted that in Fig.
10, frequencies have to be assigned as negative when 9 is measured clockwise from the normal of the hole. Experimentally, as the transducer angle
was increased, there would be certain range of angle where minima were not
observed within the bandwidth of the transducer. This is approximately the
direction where the acoustical axis lines up with the normal to the hole.
If frequencies were assigned opposite signs on either side, Eq. (15) will
yield the correct value for a. if a transmitter-receiver system had been
U3ed and the transmitter held at a fixed orientation, frequencies would
have had to have been assigned opposite signs when the acoustical axis of
the receiver is on opposite sides of the specular reflection direction.
If n transducer-orientation measurements are taken, there aren C2 combinations of choosing any 2 orientations. If there are p minima in one orientation and q minima in the other, there are pq ways to calculate a and d.
All these values were calculated and their averages and standard deviation?
were determined and listed in Table 1. They are compared with geometrical
measurement values made with vernier calipers. The results agree within the
limit of experimental error.
4.

CONCLUSION

Using the equations derived, it has been shown that the size and orientation
of circular voids can be determined by using a single transducer in the
pulse-echo mode. The frequency minima of the spectra were used in the
evaluation. The independence of this method of conventional amplitude
response makes spectral analysis a more accurate and reliable technique for
flaw characterization.
5.
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Table 1 - Comparison of results calculated from spectrum analysis
with those from geometrical measurements

Geometrical Measurement
4 mm
-10 degrees
4 mm
-20 deerees
4 mm
-30 degree

Spectrum Analysis
1.13 ± 0.73 mm
-9.5 ± 4.5 decree
t.01 ± 0.35 mm
-20.1 ± 1 . 4 decree
4.10 ± 0.51 mm
-30.4 ± 3.8
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Fig. 1

Coordinate system used in deriving the radiation characteristics
of an extended surface. The transmitter T radiates an acoustic
wave to the surface which re-radiates it to the receiver R.

Fig. 2

Acoustic ray striking the circular void at an angle * to the
vertical. The void is oriented at an angle a to the vertical.
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Transducer

4 cm

Fig. 3

Aluminium block with 4 mm diameter flat-bottomed hole.
Orientation of the hole with respeot to the vertical are
a = -10°, -20°. and -30°.

FiK. 4

Spectrum of the scattered response from the 4 mm diameter hole
oriented at a = -30°. Orientation of the transducer in water
with respect to the vertical = 0°. Vertical scale in the spectrum
is linear. Horizontal scale is 1 MHz/div.

Fie.

Spectrum of the scattered response from the 4 mm diameter hole
oriented at a = -30°. Orientation of the transducer in water
with respect to the vertical = 1°. Vertical scale in the spectrum
is linear. Horizontal scale is 1 MHz/div.

- '.0 -

Fia. 6

Spectrum of the scattered rp;?ponsp from the H mm diameter hole
oriented at a = -10°. Orientation of the transduoer in water
with respect to the vertical = 2°. Vertical scale in the spectrum
is linear. Horizontal scalp is 1 MHz/div.

Fia. 7

Spectrum of the scattered response from the ^ mm diameter hole
oriented at a = -30°. Orientation of the transducer in water
with respect to the vertical = 3°. Vertical scale in the spectrum
is linear. Horizontal scale is 1 MHz/div.

Fig. 8

Spectrum of the scattered response from the '4 mm diameter hole
oriented at a = -30°. Orientation of the transducer in water
with respect to the vertical = 3°. Vertical scale in the spectrum
is linear. Horizontal r.cvilo is 1 MHz/div.

Fig. 9

Speotrum of the scattered response from the 4 mm diameter1 hole
oriented at a = -30°. Orientation of the transducer in water
with respect to the vertical = 5°. Vertical scale in the spectrum
is linear. Horizontal scale is 1 MHz/div.

Fig. 10 Spectrum of the scattered response from the 4 mm diameter hole
oriented at a = -30°. Orientation of the transducer in water
with respect to the vertical = 9 ° . No data were taken when the
transducer was oriented at angles of 6°, 7° and 8° to the vertical
as the acoustical ray would strike the hole almost normally, and
would not therefore generate too many minimum frequencies within
the transducer bandwidth.
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COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL ULTRASONIC IMAGING WITH PHOTOELASTIC
IMAGING
Kasaburo Harumi, K. Date, M, Uchida, H. Shimada

Paper: A-8-1430

Japan

ABSTRACT

A new pliotoalastie visualization of ultrasonics proportJonaJ in Llic iniensitv.
of ultrasonics has been developed, The results obtained by this menus and by
numerical vesunlization are in very good agreement, thus verifying the reliability of the two methods.
1.

INTRODUCTION
[ )i)

Several earlier reports on photoelastic (P-E)visualication were made by Date
and be also proposed a new method 'in which the light intensity is proportional
to the intensity of ultrasonics. Harumi performed visualization by numerical
experiments, and the results agree with experimental results within 2 nr 3 dB .
error, his results are now used in verification and prediction of experiments
Numerical experiments have been performed in the same manner as the experiments
by Date, and the two results show very good agreement even in the details of
many pictures. This is true even though the materials are assumed to be stee]
Ln the mumerical experiments and glass in the photoelastic experiments. Wo
believe these results verify the reliability of the two methods qualitatively.
2.

REFLECTION OF TRANSVERSE WAVE OF 45 DECREE INCIDENCE BY A CYLINDRICAL HOLE

Figure 1 shows a photoelastic picture of reflection of a transverse wave by a
cylindrical hole, and Fig. 2 is the vector diagram of displacement vectors corresponding to Fig. 1. Two minima in the reflected transverse wave RT are
clearly observed in both figures, as are the two reflected longitudinal waves
KL1 and RL2. In Fig. 1 the intensity of the longitudinal wave is illustrated
rather weakly ( about half the Intensity of the transverse wave ) , because the
wavelength of the longitudinal wave is about twice that of the transverse wive
and the light intensity is proportional to the stress.
'•'fgure i sliows .) V-K figure in which Liu- incident transverse wave li r.as
passed a hole, and the two rotating surface waves on the hole exactly come
together on the surface? three parts of the reflected transverse waves and two
minimums are observed. Figure 4 shows mumerical results of the same instance,
and again, the two roaring surface waves exactly come together in the incidentdirection ( shown by an arrow ) on the hole. Three parts, KT1, RT2, and K'H of
the reflected transverse waves and the two reflected longitudinal waves KL1 and
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RL2 are also been observed. Figure 5 represents the P-E picture slightly after
the incident wave IT has passed, and Fig. 6 is a numerical figure of the displacement vectors. These figures clearly prove the very good agreement between
P-E and numerical results.
3.

REFLECTIONS BY AN UPPER OF A CRACK FOR 45 DEGREE INCIDENCE

Figure 7 shows a P-E picture of the reflection of the transverse wave of 45
incidence by the upper edge of a crack with rectangular tip shape, and Fig. 8 is
the corresponding numerical picture when the incident wave IT has passed the
edge. RL is the reflected longitudinal wave and RT is two reflected transverse
waves having their propagating center at the two corners of the upper rectangular edge of the crack tn Fig, 8; these are also observed in Fig. 7. Figure
9 shows the P-E figure when the incident wave has passed the lower edge, and
Fig. 10 is the corresponding numerical picture. RT is the transverse wave reflected on the right surface of the crack, and H denotes the head wave connecting the incident wave IT with the reflected longitudinal wave RL. Two edge
waves RT1 and RT2 from the upper edge are also observed in Fig. 10, and again
in Fig. 9. Very complicated edge waves from the lower edge are seen in the
P-E picture of Fig. 11, and the save waves, SI and S2 are also visible in Fig.
12.
4.

REFLECTION OF LONGITUDINAL WAVE BY A CRACK PLACED PARALLEL WITH THE
PROPAGATION DIRECTION

Figure 13 shows the reflection of the longitudinal wave produced from a normal
transducer placed on a free surface, and IL is the incident longitudinal wave
propagating downwards. Two transverse waves from the two edges of the normal
transducer are observed, as well as transverse and longitudinal edge waves RL
and RT. These latter waves are also found in Fig. 14, and the two transverse
waves from the transducer are denoted as EW in this figure.
Figure 15 is a photoelastic picture in which the incident wave IL has just
passed the lower edge of the crack, and Fig. 16 is the corresponding numerical
picture. RT2 in Fig. 16 is a head wave connecting the transverse edge wave RT1
with the incident longitudinal wave; the longitudinal edge wave RL reaches and
Is reflected on an upper free surface of medium, and in both figures two transverse waves EW arrive at the upper edge of the crack.
Figure 17 is a photoelastic picture and Fig. 18 is the numerical picture
in which longitudinal edge wave ?X tn Fig. 16 is reflected on an upper free
surface; it becomes RLL and mode converted transverse wave RLT in both figures.
Edge wave EW from the lower edge is also observed in both figures.
5.

REFLECTION OF A LONGITUDINAL WAVE BY A CRACK PLACED PERPENDICULAR TO THE
PROPAGATION DIRECRION

Figure 19 is a photoelastic picture of reflection of the longitudinal wave
from a normal transducer by a crack placed perpendicular to the propagation
direction of the incident longitudinal wave. Fig. 20 is the numerical picture
of this. IL is the incident wave from the normal transducer and is reflected
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by a rectangular shape crack. The reflected transverse and longitudinal waves
RT1 and RL1 are observed in both figures. Transverse waves EW shown in the
previous section are also observed. Figure 20 and 21 show the reflected longitudinal wave Kl. and the mode converted transverse wave RT; transverse edge wave
TE with its propagating center near the right edge of the crack is clearly
observed in both figures. S Is a surface wave at the end of TE propagating on
the two free surfaces of the crack, and H is the heak wave connecting TE with
the reflected lungitudinn I wave KL on the lower side of the crack.
The very good agreement of the two results verifies the validity of the
two methods, even In the details of corresponding pictures.
CONCLUSION
We thus can see in these five cases that the two very different methods of
photoelnstii1 and numeri <M L visualization exhibit remarkable satisfactorv agreement, at least (|ual i i.-u ivel.y. This is true despite differences in materials
that is steel fur numerical experiments and glass for photoelastic experiments,
and the difference oi* the directivities of incident waves.
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Fig. 19 Reflection of the longitudinal wave by a crack
placed perpendicularly.
Fig. 20 Numerical result for Fig. 19. EW
turasverse wave from the transducer;
RL reflected longitudinal wave; RT
reflected transverse wave.

21 Reflection by a crack
placed perpendicularly.

Fig. 22 Numerical result for Fig. 21. TE
transverse edge wave from the right
edge of the crack; H head wave; S surface wave.

ULTRASONIC FLAW DETECTION CLOSE TO SURFACE WITH FOCUSING PROBE
Paper: A-8-1515
Shinobu Satonaka, Itauro Tataukawa, Mltsuharu Yamamoto
Japan

ABSTRACT

The present study proposes a new method of ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation of internal flaws in a shallow layer inmediately beneath the surface
using a focusing probe. This method is based on a composite effect of convergence of ultrasonic beam and of its attenuation due to multiple reflections
between the surface and flaws, and there appear two peaks seperately in the
screen picture under the condition that the focus of ultrasonic beam is beneath
the position of flaws. The first and second peaks are corresponding to the
surface and flaw echoes, respectively. The appearance of second peak indicates
the existence of flaw. In the scanning detection, the peak profile of second
peak shows the type and distribution of flaws. This method is useful for evaluation of flaws either at shallow depth or in a thin plate.
1. introduction
Recently, composite materials such as explosively cladded plate, diffusion
welding plate and thermally sprayed coating are widely used to increase the life
of engineering components. Their excellent properties are performed by bonding
or welding an expensive alloy which has superior properties and is thin plate or
layer to a low cost base material. Until now, attentions have been fixed on the
development of bonding and welding method and their bonding mechanisms.
However, the performance of these materials depends upon the flaws in bonded
zone as well as properties of surfacing alloys. In paticular, the flaws in the
interface of these materials must be avoided for the constant quality control,
and various methods of nondestructive testing are carried out to inspect these
materials. The premising methods are ultrasonic testing, acoustic
emission
analysis, optical holography, thermography and X-ray inspection1 '» 2 ). Among
them, the ultrasonic flaw detection is widely applied to the flaw detection for
ease of measurement.
However, it is difficult to detect the flaws at a shallow depth by the
conventional method of ultrasonic testing since the flaw is too close to the
surface to distingush the individual echoes of surface and flaw. Although
various methods have been3 developed
to improve the nondestructive assessment of
flaws at a shallow depth '"5', some problems still remain, such as accuracy and
special device.
In this paper, a newly developed method for inspection of flaws at a
shallow depth is proposed with a single focus type probe by immersion method.
The experiments are conducted to observe the echo patterns of various types of
flaws in the surface layer of steel specimen and to clarify the effects of
water path and flaw depth on the echo pattern. Moreover, the applicability of
this method with a scanning device for inspection of flaw in explosively

cladded plate is confirmed by microscopic examination.
2, Experimental procedure
2.1 Test piece
Fig.1 shows the dimensions of test pieces prepared for this study. Test
piece A contains artificial plane flaws parallel to the front surface at depth
of 0.1mm to 1.0mm. These flaws are the interfaces between different thickness
gauges and base metal which are bonded together at their ends. Test piece B
contains a groove of 10mm in width and 17mm in depth. In test piece C, three
hole defects are arranged at interval of 7mm and in test piece D, two pairs of
hole defects are arranged with different separations. A band-type flaw specimen
is made by welding and machining, as shown in Fig.1(b). Besides these test
pieces, an explosively cladded steel plate is used for scanning detection. All
the test pieces are made of mild steel.
2.2 Testing procedure
Fig.2 shows the experimental apparatus adapted in this investigation, which
mainly consists of ultrasonic flaw detector, focusing probe, differential transformer, X-Y chart recorder and water-filled tank. The transducer used is 20mm
in diameter and of 5MHz resonant frequency and the focal length of focusing
probe is 46mm. The focusing probe is mounted on a support so as to keep the
probe at right angle to the front surface of specimen. The support is moved
through a screw driven by a motor to scan the specimen. The position of probe
is measured by the differential transformer fixed to the tank frame and its signal of position is amplified and converted to the X-terminal of X-Y chart recorder. Otherwise, ultrasonic pulse echoes reflected from the front surface and
flaws are displayed on the oscilloscope screen in the ultrasonic detector, representing A-Scan display. If the gate is set at appropriate time base corresponding to the flaw echo on the oscilloscope screen and the signal in the gate
is converted to the Y-terminal of recorder, the amplitude change is recorded on
the X-Y recorded chart, from which the type and distribution of flaws are estimated. In the experiment, firstly a focused-beam immersion test of test piece A
has been done in the water-filled tank in order to observe the appearance of
surface and flaw echoes, and to clarify the effects of water path and flaw depth
on these echoes. Moreover, a theoretical calculation is carried out on the basis of the theory of sound, from which the effective method of inspection is
discussed. Secondly, the scanning detection of test pieces B, C and D are conducted to clarify the accuracy and resolving power of detection and the scanning
patterns for various types of flaws. The band-type flaw specimen and explosively cladded plate are inspected by scanning over them, and the results are compared with those of microscopic examination of their cross-sectional area to
assess the applicability of this method.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Detection of plane flaws
Fig.3 shows the surface echo of a flawless plate at water path 46mm, in
which the focal point of ultrasonic beam coincides with the front surface of
plate. The surface echo is represented by sine wave and its distribution with
respect to time approximates to the Rayleigh's probability density function. If

the water path increases or decreases so as to make the focal point deviate from
the front surface, the amplitude of surface echo decreases, as shown in Fig.4,
while there is no much change in the distribution with erspect to time. The
maximum amplitude is obtained at water path 46mm, at which the focal point coincides with the front surface of plate. This results from the fact that the
ultrasonic beam converges as the water path approaches to the focal point and
diverges as the water path seperates from the focal point. The dotted line in
Fig,4 represents the relation between the water path and amplitude of surface
echo used for the theoretical calculations, as shown later.
Fig.5 shows the typical screen pictures of test piece A at water path 36mm
and 46mm. The flaw depth is Q.4, 0.7 and 1.0mm in (a), (b) and (c), respectively. At water path 46mm, the screen picture of test piece A is almost similat to
the surface echo of flawless plate shown in Fig.3, and the flaw echo is not detectable. On the other hand, there appear two peaks at water path 36mm. The
amplitude of second echo depends upon the water path and the flaw depth, while
the amplitude of first one is dependent upon the water path and independent of
the flaw depth. Fig.6 shows the relation between the flaw depth and the time
delay of second peak t o from the start of surface echo. The position of second
peak is independent of the flaw depth under the constant water path, and increases with decreasing water path. The generation of second peak is observed
in the water path where the focal point is located beneath the plane flaws.
After these results, it becomes clear that the second peak is formed as follows.
In the presence of flaw at a shallow depth, the transmitted wave converges
with multiple reflections between the front surface and the flaws. During the
multiple reflections, the sound pressure of transmitted wave increases as the
ultrasonic beam converges, but the reflection factor of each reflected wave to
the incident wave decreases with the repitition of reflection. Therefore, the
amplitude of each reflected wave depends upon the extent of convergence and the
attenuation due to the multiple reflections. Although the resultant wave is
given by the superposition of each reflected wave on surface echo, it shows two
peaks on the oscilloscope screen and the position of second peak is constant regardless of flaw depth under the constant water path in which the focal point is
located beneath the flaw, as shown in Fig.5. Consequently, it is considered
that the second peak is mainly formed by the reflected wave most focused at the
flaw, since the time required to make the ultrasonic beam most converge at the
flaw is almost constant regardless of flaw depth and the sound pressure is highest in such reflection. Hence, the shorter the water path is, the longer the
time delay between the first peak and the second one is.
3.2 Theoretical consideration on formation of flaw echo
It is considered that the appearance of second peak depends upon the sound
pressure due to the convergence or divergence of ultrasonic beam and the attenuation due to the multiple reflections between surface and flaws. These effects
are confirmed by the theoretical calculation based on the theory of sound. In
the calculation, the following assumptions are used: (1) The ultrasonic beam is
a sine wave and its distribution with respect to time t is represented by the
Rayleigh's probability density function. (2) The coefficient of reflection at
the flaw is unity. (3) The transmitted wave from water to the material is governed by the law of refraction(Snell's law) and converges in the material during
multiple reflections.
Then, the reflected wave at the front surface f 0 can be represented by
fo=Po<wd).r0.t/c2.expt-t2/2c2). sin

fot)

(1)
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where po(wd) is sound pressure at water path wd; r o is reflection factor to the
incident wave at surface;u is angular frequency; c is constant which represents
the distribution of ultrasonic beam. The po(wd) is not generally known, however
it can be supposed that po(wd) is estimated from the relation between pp(wd).ru
and water path wd since the amplitude of surface echo in Fig.4 is equal to the
po(wd).ro and r 0 is determined by the acoustic impedance of water and material.
In the calculation, the relation between the water path and po(wd)-ro is given
by the dotted line in Fig.4.
In the presence of flaw at a shallow depth, the multiple reflections occur
and each reflected wave is superposed on the surface echo, showing time delay
corresponding to the repetition of reflection. Here, i th reflected wave f. is
x
represented by
fi=pi(wd).ri-(t- 9?/w)/c2. exp[-(t-«ft-/w)2/c2].sin(wt-%)

(2)

where p.(wd) is sound pressure of transmitted wave at i th reflection which is
calculated by exchanging the transmitted path up to i th reflection to water
path; r. is reflection factor of i th reflected wave to the incident wave. <ni
is phase angle.
The resultant wave f after multiple reflections can be calculated by
f=Ef.

(3)

Fig.7 shows the echo patterns of subsurface flaw 1mm in depth at water path 32mm
which is calculated from eq.(3). In the calculation, c=0.35,^> =3.1415X107(rad/
sec) and the reflection time is 10 instead of infinity. Although the time delay
t 0 shows a little deviation from the experimental results, the resultant echo
patterns agree well with the experimental pattern shown in Fig.5. Fig.8 shows
the relation between the reflected time i and the relative amplitude of i th reflected wave to the amplitude of incident wave at focal point p. (32)-r./po(46)
at water path 32mm. The reflected time at maximum p. (32) r. increases^ith decreasing the flaw depth, and the product of this reflected time and the flaw
depth is nearly constant, from which it is confirmed that the second peak is
mainly formed by the reflection of most converged ultrasonic beam at the flaw
and the position of second peak is constant regardless of flaw depth under the
constant water path. Therefore, the appearance of second peak shows the existence of flaw. If the gate is placed on the position of second peak, the
scanning pattern shows the distribution of flaws.
3.3 Scanning detection of band-type plane defect and hole defect
Fig.9 shows some scanning patterns for test piece B which contains plane
flaw. These patterns are obtained from the peak profile of second peak at water
path 46, 40, 36 and 30mm. There is little change of amplitude over the scanning
pattern at water path 46mm, from which it is impossible to detect the flaw.
However, the stepwise pattern corresponding to the flaw appears at water path
below 40mm. As long as the ultrasonic beam impinges on the whole area of flaw,
the echo height remains constant, however it decreases rapidly at the end of
flaw where the ultrasonic beam impinges partially on the flaw. The width of
step decreases slightly with decreasing water path, since the distribution of
ultrasonic beam becomes wide in accordance with the extent of convergence.
Fig.10 shows the scanning patterns for hole defects of 1mm in diameter(teat
piece C) at water path 32, 36 and 40mm. Comparing with that of plane defect,
two peaks are observed on the scanning pattern for single hole defect. This

pattern cones from the annular distribution of ultrasonic beam arid is conspicuous at water path 36nro. In the case of two neighbouring hole defects, this two
peaks pattern approaches each other and interacts below 1.9rom in interval between two hole defects, as shown in Fig. 11.
From these results, it should be noticed that with decreasing water path,
the accuracy of detection becomes worse, while the detectability of flaw at a
shallow depth becomes easier. According to the peak profile, there are two
types of scanning pattern, that is, wavy and stepwise patterns reflected at hole
defects and plane flaws, respectively.
3,4 Distribution of flaws
The type and size of flaw can be distingushed in accordance with the scanning pattern. When the scanning detection is performed over the whole area of
specimen, the type of flaw and its distribution can be examined.
Fig. 12 shows the results of scanning detection over the whole area of welded plate in Fig.Mb). The scanning interval is 2mm and the water path is 39mm.
For each line scanning, a stepwise pattern which represents plane flaw, or unbonded zone is detected at the middle region of specimen, although a little
change of echo height appears on the stepwise pattern. Therefore, the plane
flaw is distributed in the middle region of specimen, the width of which is almost constant. Fig. 13 shows the microphotograph of unbonded zone at the position® in Fig. 12. The unbonded zone is plane and its dimension coincides with
the result of scanning detection.
Fig. 14 shows the results of scanning detection for an explosively cladded
steel plate of 14mm in thickness, in which welding interface is at a depth of
Iran. The scanning condition is the same as that in Fig.12. The scanning pattern® is a reference pattern of flawless plate which is obtained from another
clad plate. Since the echo height of stepwise pattern® gives the threthold
height of flawless region, the existence of flaw is judged from the deviation
from the threthold level. Comparing with the results in Fig.12, irregular
pattern of higher value than the threthold one appears at the both side regions
of specimen. It indicates that the wavy flaw exists in this region. At the
center region, fine wavy patterns are observed, showing the interspersed flaws.
The sound welded interface appears at the center region of upper and lower
scanning. Fig, 15 shows the microphotograph of interface section of explosively
cladded steel plate at position©, © a n d ® in Fig. 14. At position<&the interface is perfectly bonded with a fusion layer, while the irregular plane flaws
and the interspersed small flaws are observed at position Q) and ®, respectively.
These observations are in good agreement with the above-mentioned results of
ultrasonic detection. However, the information on the natural flaws cannot be
simply classified to the stepwise or wavy pattern similar to those of artificial
flaws. So, it is important to judge the flaw type from the shape and echo
height of scanning pattern.
4. Conclusion
The results obtained are summarized as follows.
(1) When the focus of ultrasonic beam is beneath the position of flaw, there
appear two peaks in the echo pattern which are corresponding to the surface
echo and the flaw echo, respectively. The second peak due to the flaw
consists of multiple reflections and is mainly formed by the reflection
most focused at the flaw during multiple reflections.

(2) The amplitude of flaw echo depends upon the flaw depth and the water path
and the echo shows longer time delay than that in the conventional method.
This time delay is constant regardless of flaw depth under the constant
water path,
(3) The pratical way for flaw detection is observation of scanning profile of
the delayed peak. According to the peak profile of scanning detection,
there are two types of echo pattern, that is, wavy and stepwise patterns
reflected at interspersed flaws and plane flaw, respectively.
(4) The size and distribution of flaws can be judged from the scanning detection
over the whole area of specimen. This ultrasonic flaw detection with
focusing probe is available for the evaluation of flaw close to the surface.
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ABSTRACT
A cooperative research program developed
by AssociacSo
Brasileira de Ensaios Nao-Destrutiyos (the Brazilian Society
for Non Destructive Testing) permitted evaluation of the
reliability of inspection by ultra-sound of joints welded by
the submerged arc method, containing defects of the "fusion
flaw"
type. The results obtained by fourteen different
inspectors are analyzed.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In Brazil, non-destructive testing (NDT) acquired vigorous
drive
from
1978 onwards, with the advent of strict
qualification schemes such as those of Instituto Brasileiro de
Qualidade Nuclear (1BQN) and PETROBRAs - Petroleo Brasileiro
S.A. A number of different training programs have been set up,
with considerable emphasis on those coordinated by ABENDE.
Notwithstanding
unquestionable technical progress,
doubt
still
remains
as to the precision, of the NDTs for
determination of a number of parameters. A typical instance is
the test by means of ultrasound in which the following
parameters have to be determined (Figure 1 ) :
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

amplitude of echo (maximum H);
location of reflector;
determination of reflector length;
determination of reflector height;
identification of reflector.

Every one of these factors is important for detecting and
subsequently evaluating the significance of a discontinuity;
but there is no quantitative definition on the precision of
determination of each parameter.
These aspects have been studied both in Brazil and at the
international level, with emphasis on the programs of the
Pressure Vessel Research Committee in the United States,
through the Heavy Section Test Programme (HSST), and, in
Europe, the Plate Inspection Steering Committee Project (PISC
Project). Both these bodies have endeavored, in cooperative
programs, to evaluate the reliability of ultra-sound for
inspecting thick welded plates.
For purposes of implementation in Brazil of programs requiring
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high precision, such as nuclear programs, inspection of
offshore structures while in service, construction of high
responsability military equipment, it is important that an
evaluation be made of the possibilities afforded by our
technical staff and of the techniques that are being employed.
Taking these factors into account, ABENDE has launched a
cooperative program bringing together a number of different
companies, that evaluated the reliability of ultra-sound
inspection techniques for welded plates with discontinuities
e* i-v-- "lack of fusion" type.
This paper presents the results obtained by fourteen qualified
inspectors inspecting ten meters of weld performed by the
submerged
arc process on plates 38 and 45 mm, thick,
containing a total of 29 different detects of the "lack of
fusion" type.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

2.1

Materials used

Ten samples were made up, measuring approximately
1,000 x
600 mm, from SAR 50 BN carbon steel plate, to the dimensions
shown in Figure 2. The plates used had been inspected
previously by ultra-sound using a normal detecting probe, so
as to check whether or not they contained double-rolling
defects
that
might
interfere
with
future inspection
activities.
After
(four
were
thick

approval in this inspection, the plates were then cut
being 38 mm thick, and six, 45 mm thick) and the grooves
prepared
(nine in single "V" form and one from a 45 mm
plate, in double "V" form).

The defect samples were prepared from a bar from which the
parts for insertion in the groove for welding were cut. The
defect samples prepared totalled 60, and the dimensions varied
from 14 to 62 mm in lenght, positions being
randomly
distributed within the samples.
2.2

Placement of defect samples and preparation of original

iia
The defect samples were mounted on the basis
of the
preestablished orientation
(distance and depth) and in ten
sets of plates labelled respectively Aj/Ajj A 3 / B 2 ; C 2 /C 2 ,
C 3 / C 3 ; D ^ D j ; Fj/F 2 , F3/F,,; G3/G,,and H J / H J . The defect samples
were inserted in the chamfer by welding, using the TIG
process. After placement of the defect samples, a photographic
record was made so as to document the respective positions.
The values recorded after placement of the defects were
compiled so as to maintain the position of the original jig.
2.3

Weldin.q

After the defect samples had been attached and the

first

jig
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was ready, the samples were covered with weld material using
the TIG process, with appropriate protection against the risk
of melting during the welding. The sequence of the welding
operation was; a pass with a coated root electrode; fill-in
with
submerged arc; gouging at the root; fill-in with
submerged arc.
At the end, the first inspection was made using ultra-sound so
as to check whether or not the defects introduced had been
damaged during welding. The defects detected by ultra-sound
were sized, and the values obtained were duly recorded. It was
then noted that a number of defects had been eliminated during
welding.
3.

INSPECTION

The samples were checked by fourteen different inspectors
qualified by PETRQBRAs/SEQUI using procedures qualified in
PETROBRAs standard N-1504. The procedures in question have as
their common factor the establishment of the sensitivity based
on the ASME Reference curves.
It was defined as the criterion of registry that
all
discontinuities exceeding 10 mm with reflectivity higher than
20% of the reference curve should be reported. In case of
reflectivity exceeding 50% of the reference curve, they were
also to be reported independent of the respective length.
Inspections were recorded in reports to a scale of 1:1,
especially prepared for the project, and intended to minimize
errors in data transcription (Figures 3 and 4 ) .
4.

PREPARATION OF JIG

The actual values were obtained by visualization of the
defects, which as possible by fracturing the weld in the
region adjoining it.
The plates mostly contained six defects, so that it was hard
to fracture any particular one separately. With the aid of the
last inspection jig, the plates were marked in relation to
their defects by the symbol "I" (Roman N2 1) on material
extending 20 mm on both sides (Figure 5 ) .
After making the cut in relation to the portion of plate in
which the defect was located, other cuts were also made. The
sample was then cut in the vicinity of the defect with a view
to diminishing the section resistent
to
the
fracture
(Figure 6 ) .
After being prepared the sample was placed in a recipient with
acetone and dry ice, which induces a drop in temperature thus
rendering the material fragile. After fracture, the material
displays the corresponding britle fracture, which makes it
easier to visualize the defect, since the plastic distortion
is minimal (Figure 7 ) .

- IS 2 The following dimensions of the various defects were then
measured: distance from zero point of plate, length, depth and
height. With the aid of the drawing for the groove and the
above-mentioned dimensions the distance from the defect to the
axis of the weld could then be determined. The fractured
samples
were photographed and the final values of the
measurements were taken as the gauge for the defects. This
gauge is the reference point for comparison with the values
obtained in the phase of inspection and is summarized in

Figure 8.
5.

ACHIEVING OF COMPATIBILITY OF RESULTS

A comparison between the initial gauge, the real gauge and the
inspections carried out showed that, apart from the loss of a
number of defects during the process of placement, a series of
unintentional ones were introduced.
The defects lost were mainly those located close to the root,
where as the unintentional ones were of the type of slag
inclusion.
Bearing these facts in mind, it was decided to
results on the basis of the following premises:
a) only defects of the lack of fusion type,
introduced, were covered by the study;

analyze

the

intentionally

b) a computer program was drawn up to correlate the defects
encountered by the inspectors and those of the gauge;
Under the program it is deemed that a defect has been
when:

located

a) the center of the reported length lies within the edges
the real defect;
b) the length reported does not exceed twice nor is less
half the real value;

of
than

c) the depth reported is not larger nor smaller than 9 mm in
relation to the depth of the central point of the actual
defect (Figure 9 ) ;
The result of these compatibilization exercises is
in Figure 10.
6.

summarized

RESULTS

The computer program
following data:

generates

listings

containing

a) gauge;
b) results obtained by each inspector, including
compatible with the gauge;

defects

the

not

c) messages indicating the degree of compatibility between the
reported defects and the actual ones.
When a particular defect

displays

compatibility

of

center,

- 63 length and depth,
actual defect.

it

is

deemed

to be compatible with the

When two or more defects are compatible with the same actual
defect, an analysis is made of the listing and the reported
defect is adopted with more precise parameters.
The height of the defects was
achievement of compatibility,
discussed in item 7.4.

not
for

used as a factor for
reasons that are to be

After achievement of compatibilization, graphs were
having the following characteristics:

drawn

up

a) Actual area x amplitude (figure 11)
Aimed at correlating the area of the defect with the size
encountered by the inspector, in relation to the reference
curve.
b) Actual length x amplitude observed
12, 13, 14)

by

inspector

Divided between three graphs, permits correlation
amplitude encountered on the screen in relation
reference curve and the actual length of the defect.

(Figures
of
of

the
the

c) Actual length x measured length (Figures 15, 16, 17)
Permits evaluation of the degree of precision of sizing of
the length involved. This parameter has been broken down into
three graphs to permit better visualization of the points,
avoiding excessive overlapping.
d) Actual depth x measured depth (Figures 18, 19, 20)
Also divided into three different graphs, permits
of the degree of precision in sizing the depth.

analysis

e) Actual height x measured height (Figure 21)
This parameter appears on one graph alone, since only seven
of the inspectors felt qualified to carry out this sizing
operation; it permits analysis of the degree of precision in
sizing the height.
f) Actual area x number of detections (Figure 22)
Gives the number of times a defect
function of the actual area involved.
g) Number of defects per meter x hours of
23)

was

detected

inspection

as

a

(Figure

Indicates time spent with equipment turned on for an
inspector to analyze one meter of weld, in terms of the number
of defects in existence. In this graph, attention was paid to

- 64 the whole of the defects encountered by the inspectpr in the
respective plate, even if the results were derived from a
defect non-intentional in relation to the project or from a
false indication.
7.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

7-1

Amplitude

Of all the parameters obtained in
the
inspection
by
ultrasound, the amplitude of the sign on the oscilloscope
screen is undoubtedly the simplest one to obtain and is also
the sign of basic importance for determining the other
parameters. In many applications it is the only parameter used
in the standards for purposes of approval or rejection of a
discontinuity.
A number of studies have been published on the actual
correlation between the amplitude and the significance of the
discontinuities, though with but meagre success.
In the analysis of the results obtained in this project, an
endeavor was made to first of all correlate the amplitude with
the area of the discontinuities. The area was defined as the
product of the greatest height by the greatest length of the
discontinuity (Figure 24).
It is observed in figure 11 that the
quite considerable.

scatter

of

results

The correlation between the length and the amplitude
not very good (figures 12, 13, 14).

is

is
also

This scatter is apparently caused by a number of factors, such
as the ability of the inspector to maximize the amplitude, the
variations in surface attenuation, differences from equipment
to equipment, mistakes in plotting the curves, and in the
reading of the screen, etc. A better definition of the problem
should be achievable from complementary research programs.
It is, however, obvious that the paramter of amplitude may
entail gross errors of evaluation if utilized individually*
7.2

Lenght (L)

The graphs of length (figures 15, 16, 17) display sound
correlation between the measured values and the actual values.
There is a widespread tendency towards under-dimensioning, and
this probably occurs as a result of the adoption by inspectors
of the 6dB method for measuring length.
7.3

Depth

The graphs of depth (figures 18, 19, 20) display sound
correlation. The scatter encountered is basically a function
of the differences inherent in the manual operations of each
inspector.
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Height (t)

Only seven of the inspectors reported the height parameter.
The remaining ones alleged lack of theoretical and practical
knowledge. This is understandable, inasmuch as Brazilian
training and qualification systems did not cover this type of
technique, at the project start.
Even those inspectors that did report the height (t) did so
with a considerable margin of error, implying much scatter in
results (figure 21).
This scatter is a function of the dearth of training and the
difficulties inherent in the methods of measuring the height
dimension.
7.5

Detectabilitv

The ability of detection on the part of the inspectors and the
respective procedures are given in Table II and figure 22.
There is a definite tendency to increase detectability
increases in the area of the respective defects.
Figure 10 also
considerable.
7.6

shows

that

the

inspector's

influence

is

Speed

The time required for inspection goes up with the
defects per meter, as may be noted from figure 23.
8.

with

number

of

CONCLUSIONS

The ultra-sound test displays sound detectability when used
for the inspection of welded joints with discontinuities of
the "lack of fusion" type.
The length and depth parameters are evaluated with
degree of precision on the part of the inspectors.

a

sound

The parameter of amplitude displays poor correlation with the
parameters of length and area of discontinuity, and further
studies will be required for determination of the respective
causes.
The processes of measuring the height of the discontinuity is
unknown to many inspectors and is of meagre precision when
carried out by them.
The data obtained in this cooperative project are fairly broad
in nature, permitting statistical analyses in greater depth.
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Figure 24 - Definition of descontinuity area

THE USE OF PHOTOTHERMOGRAPHIC FILMS WITH INDUSTRIAL RADIOGRAPHY
Paper: B-8-1000
Greg McCarney
rsA

The word 'Photothermographic' implies making an image through the combination of
light and thermal energy. For those unfamiliar with this technology, I would like
to introduce a silver-based photothermographic process; one that we at 3M company
refer to as the 'Dry Silver1 imaging process. Dry Silver can be considered an
unconventional photographic process, although the technology for this imaging
process has been utilized commercially since the 1960's. Until recently, though,
Dry Silver was not adequate for the radiographic detection of internal
discontinuities. This paper will discuss the technologies that have made possible
Dry process screen radiography for industrial applications, and how improved films
developed should increase the utility of this system for radiography.
A Dry Silver photograph is thermally developed, rather than development by
immersion in or contact with liquid photographic chemistry. Dry Silver materials
have been under research and development at 3M company for over 20 years. ' They
have been an imaging media utilized for industrial, business, medical and military
applications. Eastman Kodak, Fuji, Konishiroku, and Oriental Photo are also
engaged in research and development activities in this technology. Let's consider
the basic chemistry behind this process and then some actual applications.
As the name implies, Dry Silver chemistry produces a silver image via a dry
prc.vess. The primary components in this chemistry are a reducible silver salt or
silver complex, which is the source of the silver for the image formation; a
silver halide, which is the light sensitive component, a binder for the coating,
and a developer or reducing agent. The interesting aspect of this chemistry is
the catalytic process of silver reduction involving the two chemical forms of
silver: The small grairs of light-sensitive silver halide form a latent image
when they are light struck. These latent image sites catalyze the reduction of
adjacent silver ions from the non-light sensitive silver salts during the thermal
development process. The driving energy for the imaging process is the brief
application of heat in the presence of a weak photographic developer, which is
contained in the photographic coating. The process steps for this chemistry are
exposure, which results in latent image formation, and thermal development,
wherein a silver image is formed.
In a Dry Silver film the jrains of silver halide are distributed throughout the
coating in reactive association with the silver salt and developer. The silver
salt provides elemental silver for the image formation during the thermal
processing step.
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The conventional means of applying this thermal energy is a roller that transports
the film past a curved resistance heater, although other principles of heating are
being employed.
Typical development conditions for this chemistry are
approximately 130 C for six seconds, although the total throughput time is about
15 seconds,
If you consider what the features of this Imaging technology imply for the end
user, I think you may anticipate some of the advantages listed here:
1.
Rapid access to the image, because the process of exposing and developing is
brief and dry.
2.
No preparation, maintenance, or disposal of wet chemistry, because all the
chemistry required is contained in the photographic coating. A well designed dry
processor is a sophisticated but low maintenance appliance that supplies a uniform
level of thermal energy.
3.
There is an element of portability to this imaging system, because of the
compact size of the thermal processor and the fact that no additional chemistry is
required.
4.
The light detector is silver halide, which affords image amplification and
spectral sensitization to any part of the visible spectrum, and to the infrared as
well. Silver halides are also inherently sensitive to ultraviolet light.
iis chemistry forms a high resolution fine grain silver image. Dry silver
5.
This
images stored under proper file storage conditions are just as useful ten years
later.
The sum of these characteristics constitute an imaging system that has broad
applications and due to i t s dry processing feature is very easy to use.
I would also like to note two areas in which photothermographic imaging materials
pose limitations for users:
1.
Partly because the silver halide is very fine grain, Dry silver materials
exhibit high covering power but have not had sufficient photographic sensitivity
for consumer photographic applications. That has not been a problem in many
electronic imaging systems utilizing lasers, CRTs, or pulsed lamps, and the
photographic sensitivity of these materials has been increased significantly over
the last ten years.
2.
Secondly, the developed image is not chemically fixed to remove or complex
undeveloped silver, which remains in low density or white areas of the image. The
white background can discolor slightly over a number of days if left out in a
brightly lighted room, but the image will continue to be usable. Unlike
stabilization papers, fixing or washing is not required to stabilize the image for
long term file storage. A chemical means of stabilizing the imaged sheet from
further change is being studied in our laboratory.
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The advantages oE this imaging technology has lead to i t s use in a variety of
black and white imaging applications, such as these;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Picture Facsimile
Computer Output Microfilm (COM)
Computer Graphics Hardcopy
Medical Recording
Oil Well Logging
Graphic Arts

This is an indication o£ the applications and variations of this basic technology.
Recently, we have focused our attention on higher performance films, including
applications in the field of radiography. For dry radiographic imaging to be
practical, a phosphor or radiation intensifying screen is required. This lead to
the utilization of our technology in rare earth phosphor screens as well as new
processor designs to make possible a dry imaging system for radiography.
The three elements o£ this dry-process tadiographic imaging system, which we call
the Inspex
system, are the photothermographic film, the phosphor screens, and
the film processor.
The phosphor screens utilized by this system are of the rare earth type and
represent an improvement in system speed and image quality over calcium tungstate
screens. ' '
The total efficiency of a phosphor or intensifying screen is the
product of its X-Ray absorption, energy conversion, and light transmission
efficiency components. The Inspex
system rare earth phosphor is Terbium doped
gadolinium oxysulfide, which is considerably more efficient than blue emitting
calcium tungstate phosphors in conversion efficiency of X-Ray energy to visible
light output.
Terbium activated gadolinium oxysulfide is principally a green
emitting phosphor, with a peak emission at 546 nanometers. These phosphor screens
are available as a series offering increasing light output, with the highest
resolution occurring with the slowest, finest grain screen. This gives the user
sane latitude in optimizing system speed and image resolution. An intensifying
screen is a requirement for this system, whether for X-Ray or isotope radiography,
due to the low Level of silver halide in the film.
The Dry silver tibn must naturally be spectrally sensitized to the light emission
of the phosphor screen, and this is done simply by the selection of the appropriate sensitizing dyes. This shows the relative spectral sensitivity of this film.
The spectral response is tailored to the green emission of the fluorescent screen
as well as some of the minor spectral emissions in the blue region. The film substrate is a white translucent polyester film, which allows a radiograph to be
viewed either by reflected light or by transmitted light when placed on a backlit
viewer. This film incorporates a thermally bleached filter dye to reduce light
scatter in the coating. The dye is added to improve image sharpness, and it is
completely bleached in the brief period of thermal contact experienced by the film
during development.1
rn figure one the characteristic curve (D log E) of the
Inspex film's response to the excited screen is shown. This characteristic curve
was obtained using a Phillips X-Ray generator set at 100 kv. As this survey
shows, an exposure of about 400 milli-roentgens is required to reach a reflection
density of 1.0. The film construction consists of two thin layers of the premixed
Dry Silver chemistry applied to the polyester base. The direct response to X-Rays
or gamma radiation with this film is extremely low, because of the very small
amount of silver halide present in the coating.
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Inspex
) Dry Silver film for these applications has a contrast gradient of about
2.5 to an optical exposure in the green region of the spectrum. The film contrast
allows good subject thickness latitude but limits the ultimate radiographic
sensitivity and image contrast. Therefore, future radiographic films are being
developed with higher film contrast and dynamic range. In figures two through
four, the optically generated characteristic curves of several dry process films
are shown. The two experimental films are coated on white polyester and
transparent blue tinted polyester, respectively. With these new formulations, we
have seen a significant improvement in radiographic sensitivity. The film of
figure three shows 2% sensitivity to aluminum with greater latitude to thickness
and technique than Inspex
) film, increased dynamic range, and has exhibited 4%
sensitivity to .75 inches of steel with in iridium 192 source. The transparent
film of figure four is very high in contrast, and the film contrast would probably
be reduced in a final product construction to broaden subject thickness latitude.
The high contrast and maximum density are achieved with a fraction of the silver
required in a conventional wet-processed film, and image grain is also very tine.
We believe this film will be useful for light metal and steel, with X-Ray and
gamma sources.
Cassettes for this system can be rigid, flexible, and vacuum designs, but for
maximum definition the cassette should facilitate intimate contact of the film and
phosphor screen.
New thermal processors have been developed in our laboratories to provide the
improved level of development uniformity required for radiographic quality. These
processors are essentially of the same engineering and design specifications, but
in two sizes to handle 8" by 10" or 14" by 17" radiographs. They are very well
regulated in their temperature control, easily portable, and have been designed
for low maintenance. They also incorporate recently patented segmented heater
designs. 110 )
The Inspex
) film was intended to be a competitor for radiographic papers, with
possible applications as a supplement of film radiography, in an evaluation done
at Harwell, England by Parish and Jones of the Atomic Energy Research facility,
they found the dry process film radiographic sensitivity to be higher than Kodak
Industrex 620 paper, and lower than Kodak CX film for most thicknesses^if aluminum
tested. Wire penetrameters were used for this study. For the Inspex
) film and
screen combination, radiographs indicate a maximum sensitivity to X-Rays of 2% for
aluminum of .5 inches to 2 inches thick, and a 2 to 4% limit for steel up to one
inch thick when hole type penetrameters are used. As with any other film, the
performance is affected by the radiographic technique. Currently, the potential
applications we see for dry process film radiography are the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Metal Castings
Foreign Object Detection
Food Grain Infestation Inspection
Electronic Components (with Microfocus Tube)
Internal Structure inspection (Composites)
Weldment Inspection
Airframe Discontinuities
orientation Radiographs (Code-film Supplement)
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The Inspex system has also been used for the location of reinforcing bars in
concrete with a gamma source. There is currently no code approval for any
photothermographic process film for radiographic inspection.
(Slides illustrating film/screen system applications for weld, airframe, food
grain, and light metal casting inspection shown here)
Summary:
Heat developed photographic materials are a unique and useful class of image
recording media. The very nature of the processing frees us from the problems of
wet chemical development, and offers a convenient and portable alternative.
This technology is now being focused on, among other technical fields, the
creation of usefuLjjjroducts for the industrial radiographer. The first such film,
designated Inspex
, is intended for applications where radiographic sensitivity
of 2 to 4 percent is sufficient and primarily for X-Rays generated at 200 kv or
less. Two new films of higher sensitivity are under laboratory development and
testing and represent a new generation of easy to use dry process imaging
materials.
I would like to acknowledge the contributions of many individuals within 3M
company for their contributions to Dry Silver research and product development.
In particular I would like to thank Dr. Thomas Lyons, Dr. Roberto Oggioni, Mr.
David Morgan, and Ms. Judy Dow-Grant, and John Winslow for their contributions in
the tield of dry process radiography.
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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON THE GEOMETRIC
UNSHARPNESS FOR RADIOGRAPHIC INSPECTION OF ANNULAR OBJECTS
Tu Yaoyuan
People's Republic of China

Paper: B-8-1030

< I RHI../I
U s i i w t h e t h e o r e t i c a l -formulas f o r
calculating
tf :tc unsnl i.-trpness i n r a d i o g r a p h i c i n s p e c t i o n of a n n uKif o b j e L h i deduced by t h e a u t h o r and w i t h the; a i d of
m i c r u c o i i i p u t p r . , v a l u e s o f g e o m e t r i c u n s h a r p n e s s can be c a !c:ul =:((..f-:-d „ =tnd t h r e e g r o u p s of r e l a t i o n c u r v e s between ue~
o i n e t r i c u n s h a r p n e s s and h a l t - e - f f e c t i v e a n g l e has been
given i n t h i s paper.
The ••author b e l i e v e s t h a t whan a n n u l a r o b j e c t s <nr& ra d i o g r a p h e d , t h e g e o m e t r i c unsharpness must be t a k e n as a
it'-'w r e t i t r d i n t c o n d i t i o n f o r i m p r o v i n q r a d i o u r a p h i c s h a r —

t . I WIFCOIJI.U..;T

ION

i i n ' i? t h e cieoinetr i c. unsharpriess can t i t r o i . g i y a f f e c t t h e appe,...r a n e e of t h e r ad:i o q r a p h i c i m a g e , i t s m a g n i t u d e s h o u l d be c o n t r o l l ed r r f ->quentl y . The v a l u e c>f t h i s unshar pness (Ug.> i s u s u a l l y g i v e n
i.jy t h i 1 - f o l l i j w t n q e q u a t i o n

l.i.-i-

(1)
f --b

W h e r e d--the s i s e o+ the r a d i a t i o n s o u r c e
f v:the s o u r c e to 11 1 m di s t a n c e
h~lhe o b j e c t to film d i s t a n c e
It i Ti well known that t h e geometric u n s h a r p n e s s is a c o n s t a n t
tor radiographi cr. inspection of a plate,and it isn't so for an annular o b j e c t , tn l-iqure 1 ,Ug l~Uq2~Uq3,.and in F i g u r e 2-4 U q O < > U g .
Fur £iu annular DIJ ,iec t., I., h e si.:e of t h e r a d i a t i o n s o u r c e d and
•I he-- source? -f 11 in d i s t a n c e f a r e often given,, s o that, the u n s h a r p n e e s
depends not only on the t h i c k n e s s of t h e w a l l , b u t also on t h e
he'I f -eft a c t i v e a n g l e , if d and f -are v a r i a b l e s t o o , the g e o m e t r i c
r pne^vs l.lq can be e x p r e s s e d as
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Ug«F(f,R,r,d,0)

... (2)

The concrete formulas related to equation(2) were first deduced by author. They are more complicated than the formula given
for the plate,but with the aid of microcomputer,the values of
the? untsharpness can be calculated and used ta make some relation
curve® between urmharpnes© and half-effective angle.
2.

FORMULAS OF THE UNQHARPNESS FOR AN ANNALAR OBJECT(7, fj

2.1

Single wal1-single image technique

.,

J

1
ry* -RCOS0-4>)

2.2

Doub1e wa11-a i ng1e i mage t e c h n i que

1

-- tf)Jk*r]

-i

t=
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2.3

3.

Double wall-double image technique

THE RELATION CURVE BETWEEN UNSHARPNESS AND HALF-EFFECTIVE
ANBLE

The geometric unsharpness •for an annular object can be calculated from formulas(3)-(5).The calculating program is as Fig.5.
In the program,F is the source—film distance;Ri is the external radius;R2 is the inner radius; D is the size o-f the source; B
is the hal-f-e-f-feetive angletin radian) ;Q is the half-e-ffective
angle<.in degree);U is the geometric unsharpness.
The value o+ thra unsheirpness -for any half—e-f-feetive angle
can be calculated from the program.If calculated values of the
unsharpness e\r& plotted against half-effective angles,the resulting unsharpnees-halfeffective angle curve can be used to find
unknown unsharpness from known half-effective angle.Usual 1y,the
half-effective angle can be determined from that thickness through which the oblique rays at the side of the beam pass is not
more the 1.1 times thickness traversed by the central rays. C7.2J
Following are some unsharpness-halfeffective angle curves.
3.1

Single wall-single image technique(Fig.6-Fig.9)

3.2

Double wall-single image technique(Fig.10-Fig.11>

3.3

Double wall-double image technique(Fig.12-Fig.13)
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4.

DISCUSSION

An annular object with 775mm external radius and 50mm wall
thickness is radiographed by single wall-single image technique.
The source-film distance is 700mm and the source size is 4mm.
It is obvious that when the thickness ratio through which
the oblique rays and the central rays pass is 1.1,the half-effective angle should be 11°.From Formula<3) or Fig.6,the geometric:
unsharpness calculated w i n be 0.347mm.
According to ISO/DIN, for class A,the unsharpness requirement is

tft
l.lg«

»0. 49mm (t"50mm)
7.5
and for class &
t»
Ug=
«0. 245mm <t=50mm)
1 5
This means the radiographic image quaility of the annular abject
can only come to class A.The better image quality,class B specified by ISO/DIN,can be attained by changing the source-film distance or the size of the source. C7.3)
From Fig (6) and Fig (7), if 0=1000mm or d<=3mm,so the geometric unsharpness can tally with the standard.
Ug<-0.245mm(t =50mm)
Fig.8 gives Ug versus t characteristic.The smaller the
thickness of wall, the smaller the geometric unsharpness.Fig.9
gives Ug versus t characteristic.Becauss t is a constant,valuer
of minimum unsharpness for various external radiurs approach same
one.For Double wall-single image and Double wall-double image
technique,Fig.10- Figl3 show relationships between Ug and £. The
details are not given in the paper.
5.

EXPERIMENTS

As shown above,the geometric unsharpness can strongly affect
the appearance of the radiographic image.
Usually,a penetranter is used to indicate the quality of the
radiographic technique.The DIN penetranter is one that is widely
used.For indicating the quality of the radiographic inspection
of an annular object,a wire can be used to entwine the annular
abject.Its diameter depends on the thickness of the wall.
The image quality is indicated by the length wire visible
on the radiograph.The smaller the geometric unsharpness,the longer the length wire visible.
Tables 1-3 are the e>:pri mental results,the diameter of the
wire is o.16mm.
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6.

CONCLUSION

6.1

Formulas(3>- (5) should be used for calculating the geometric:
unsharpness af an annular object.

6.2

When an annular object is radiographed,two conditions must.
be simultanity satified.First,maximum thickness through which
rays pass is not more than 1.1 times the thickness of the
wall;Second,the value of the geometric unsharpness is necessary to tally with the standard.

«b,3

If the value of the geometric unsharpness calculated with
maximum thickness equal 1.1 times thickness of the wall is
more than that one specified by the standard,the source-film
t:li stance(f) or the siae of source(i.©.type of X-ray instrument i must be changed,

7.
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TABLES AMD FIGURES

8. :i Table 1; Single wall-single image technique
R=52mm r=45mm d=4mm
f

Qeff

300mm
500mm
1000mm

19
20
22

Leff
34.48mm
36.30mm
39.93mm

L
62mm
64mm
74mm

Uq

0.115mm
0.069mm
0.034mm

Table 2s Double wall-single image technique
R«32mm r~45mm d--4mm

f

Qef f

300mm
600mm
VOOmm

27
25
24

Leff
49.00mm
43.37mm
43.56mm

L
52mm
63mm
75mm

ug
0.115mm
0.056mm
0.037mm
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Table 3s Double wall-double image technique
R=25.5mm r=22mm d=4mm
Qeff
800mm
1000mm
1200mm

79
79
80

Leff
35. 13mm
35. 15mm
35. 60mm

Ug
28mm
30mm
40mm

Where Qeff is the half-effective angle.
Leff is the effective length.
L
is the length wire visible.

0.264mm
0.210mm
0.174mm
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3.
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Fig. 5

Calculating program

START
INPUT
F,R1,R2,D
PRINT
F,R1,R2,D
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PHOTOGRAPHIC DOCUMENTATION IN REALTIME RADIOGRAPHIC IMAGING
PROCEDURES AND OTHER INSPECTION PROCEDURES USING VIDEO
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
Paper: B-8-1100
Robert Phelan, Peter Talpe

USA

In 1940 four children playing in the woods lost their dog. The result of
their search for the pet, who had fallen into a hole from which he could not
escape, was the discovery of the famous "Caves of Lascaux".

The walls of these caves were adorned with marvelous hunting and animal
scenes painted between 20 and 30,000 years ago.

Thanks to these renderings and discoveries found in similiar caves we have a
clearer picture of how our ancestors lived 25,000 years ago.

What our ancestors have done is transmit information in a "non real time
way".

This capability of transmitting information in non real time is one of the
major distinguishing factors between the human race and other living species.
The evolution of human knowledge and know how has been possible only because
of this capability of conserving information independently from the
individual who generated it.

With this in mind we come to the subject of my presentation dealing with the
photographic documentation of video images.

-
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In this presentation we will give a brief summary of the advantages and
disadvantages of photographic documentation as opposed to electronic
documentation in general and video tape documentation in particular.

We will then touch on how to make high quality photographic documents of
video Images, and finally time permitting discuss ways of improving image
quality by photographic recording.

Differenct methods for recording permanent documents:

We will not talk in detail about the various photographic methods for
recording video images - information on each is found in the literature.
Rather we will concentrate on some of the differences between photographic
recording and video tape recording.
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Tape recording of video images advantages:

Some advantages of video tape and electronic recording are shown here. They
are:
1. Ease of production
2. They can be real time
3. The recording of moving scenes is not a problem
Disadvantages:

. i.OSS
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The disadvantages of video tape and electronic imaging are listed here. They
are:
1. Loss of image quality - at least for video tape - with
other electronic devices it may be possible to reduce or
eliminate the loss of image quality but this can cause
other drawbacks.
2. Complicated viewing and handling.
3. Difficult filing retreval and communication.
4. Archival problems.

I f the purpose of recording the event is to crate an image to look a t , a l l
electronic methods are inconvenient.

Some of the inconveniences of tape are listed here:

o/ve

NO

s/cntAe- Ar A

/AtP/vt'Pv/tt.
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All of these limitations may not apply to other electronic systems.

In photographic recording the situation is different:

1. There is no problem with image quality because the
resolution and grey scale reproduction capability can far
exceed that of the video system.
2. One major advantage of film, often taken for granted is
that you do not need special equipment to view it.
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There are disadvantages to photographic recording:

1. Not real time procedure
2. Quality is influenced by imaging procedure.
3. Documentation of moving scenes is difficult.

In summary, we can say:

i

.

.

.

.

.

. AKejwe-T/o^

.

.

.

. . .

t-OHf«W/f'HT

That for video tape or electronic recording the problem is in the display
area whereas for photographic recording the problem is in the production.

Let's now see if we can do something about these disadvantages of
photographic imaging.
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There are few areas we shall look at:

1.

Tut

1. First the objectives we wish to achieve.
2. The recording material.
3. The equipment.
4. The operating procedure.
First the objective:

-me
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To replace the image on the monitor for off line evaluation.

In the first approach we must consider the image on the video monitor
adequate for the real time inspection being performed.

Therefore, all we

want to do is produce a document for off line evaluation which is in all
aspects equivalent to the image on the viewing monitor.

We are looking particularly at applications that require continous time
reproduction. We must accept the restrictions that the images to be
documented are not moving and for the time being consider only black and
white reproduction, although we are working with color imaging also.

Now something about the recording material.

- U2 -

The most important factor in selecting a recording material will be the
capability of grey scale reproduction. Video monitors typically have a
brightness range of 1 to 100 or a

log E of 2 in the straight line

position of the H & 0 curve. Even the best wet processing paper does not meet
that requriement and the capabilities of dry thermol paper are lower still.
This means that with these materials there will be either a loss of contrast
or part of the grey scale will not be reproduced. With film the required
D m ,« can easily be reached leaving room for contrast enhancement if desired.

The next link in the chain is the equipment.
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For optimum image quality a separate imaging monitor is required. If this
monitor is intergrated into a video imaging dence and combined with daylight
handling of the film, we have an ergometric system that approaches that of a
video tape recorder.

The use of a separate monitor allows us to optimize the characteristics of
the monitor for the specific purpose of making photographs without having to
consider constraints typical for a viewing monitor.
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A video imager typically has the following components:
1. The specific imaging monitor
2. An optical system to project the image on the built-in
monitor onto the film plane.
3. A shutter mechanism to control exposure time.
4. Film transport and positioning device.

A typical video imager could look like this:

\

This is a picture of a video imager: about 70cm high and 30 x 50cm in flow
space. The film supply magazine contains film for about 1000 exposures and
can be loaded and unloaded in daylight. The take up magazine which can hold
up to 100 images can be attached to a small table top processor of the type
shown here for a fully daylight system.
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The method for hooking up the imaging monitor to the real time system is
shown in this slide. It is connected to the same video signal feeding the
viewing monitor.

THf

vi2>fo iflAiC*

fa

•n.TMC Mt*f

Vr'Dfo

ll'trrML

How is such a monitor set up and operated?

*rn§

There are two basic steps to consider:
1. At the time of installation the unit has to be adjusted
to work with the available video signal. This
procedure is a little complicated and requires some
experience.
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2. Once this initial adjustment is made, routine operation
is simply a matter of pushing a button.

in order to understand the initial set-up procedure, it is necessary to
distinguish the different steps in the image forming process.

In the first step the object information is transformed into a video signal,
the diagnostic step. This can be done by simply using a TV camera or a
computerized imager processing device may be employed.
This video signal is what we have to work with. It is transformed to a
visual imager on the viewing monitor and to a film image by means of a video
imager. The purpose of the initial adjustment is to generate on the film an
image at least equivalent to the image on the viewing monitor.
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THtl

Inib means that initially a good reference image has to be produced on the
viewing monitor.

Then the brightness and contrast of the imaging monitor are adjusted in such
a way that the resultant film matches the image of the viewing monitor.

IM

(t~\.r)

g ctwmttr
We don't have time here to go through the adjustment in detail, but here are
a few basic principles.
1/2 an hour.

An experienced operator can set up the unit in about

But the first time one tries it half a day can elapse before an

acceptable document is obtained.
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Once the initial adjustment has been made on a particular system, the image
on the film will remain equivalent to the image on the viewing monitor for
each subsequent object because we are using the same video signal the system
was orginally set up for.

During operation of Real Time Systems, there are three levels of adjustment.
The first we call diagnostic adjustment - kV or MaM. Diagnostic adjustments
affect the modulation of object information into the video signal.
Adjustments at this stage will affect viewing and imaging in the same manner.

The second level of adjustment is the viewing monitor.

In simple real time

systems without image processing the operator may change the contrast or
brightness on the viewing monitor. We must be aware of the fact that in this
case the imaging monitor will not follow and consequently the image on the
film will no longer be equivalent to the image on the viewing monitor.
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This slide outlines the rules that must befollowed during routine operation
to insure high quality documentation of video images.
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Wpro

Image improvement by means of photography is a subject for a lecture on its
own. We should just like to point out the dramatic effect of photographic
image integration on quantum noise reproduction and penetrameter sensitivity.
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This slide shows positions of 3 video images:
1. The right one is an 0.08sec exposure (2 frames)
2. The middle one has a 0.32sec exposure time (8 frames)
3. The left one 1.26sec (32 frames)
The difference is obvious and doesn't need further comment.

The resulting

image surpasses the quality of the viewing monitor.

This improved image is important in the cases where "second opinions" are
requested.

The primary objective, however, remains the faithful documentation of the
real time image for off line non real time evaluation purposes.

I do not believe that anybody will be interested in these non real time
documents 20,000 years from now but nevertheless remember what makes the
human race so much more intelligent than other species.

At least I hope we are more intelligent.

Thank you.

-
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ABSTRACT
'I he binding power between film and substrate is a< important parameter for
prac-tlc application. However how to measure it is a problem to have to be
invest igated.
In this ppaper, we will present a test method of scratch process monitored
by Acoustic Emission. The critical load can be exactly obtained in time by
AK.
In addition, the influence of processing parameters on critical load
ran he sensitively reflected. So AK is a ecnomic and reliable method for
measuring critical load.
!n this paper, critical loads of different films and empirical formula are
',; iven out , too .
].

INTRODUCTION

i.'p Lo now, the research on preparing and application of films have extensive-^
1 y be n.it iced. Because the films possess many important characteristics, it
is applied to many modern domain of science and technology, for example,
electronics, engineering optics, nucleonics. Space, biology and son on [_ll .
In sum up, the prospect of films is very extensive.
However the binding power of film on sbstrates is a important parameter. It
vi11 immediately influence the performance of film elements, so people are
extremely interested in measuring binding power. Since 1930's, the methods
of measuring binding power have begun to be investigated ^ 2 1 . Untile 1969,
various methods of measuring binding power were sumarized by Campbell [_3] .
Now,many new methods
appear again, for instance hapervelocity centrifuge,
ultrasonic vibration, blast wave, etc. Recently Kazushi Yamanaka etc £AJ
ol'^erveil the shelling of films among compressive marks and microstructure of
interface, as microeracks, inclusion, plastic strain etc by ultrasonic m i rro.srope. However up to now, scratch is still a simple and feasible method
for measuring binding power. To use this method can make us to obtain the
order of magnitude of binding power and influence of processing parameters
on i t .
The scratch test on measuring critical load was presented by Heavens in 1950
£"i]. Although the test method is simple, the critical load is hardly determined, so we try to determine the critical load during scratch by acoustic
eni ssinn (AK).
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In chis paper, the method of scratch process monitored by AE and some testing
results will be presented,
2. MECHANICAL CONSIDERATION ON SCRATCH TEST
A spherical compression head which compresses a sample with film is shown
in Fig.1. Surning up the results of Benjamin, Weaver and Laugier, the followin;.', relationship will be got
' =»kR/7"r\7n*
(1)
a
o o
where
;?a is the binding power of film on substrate, P o the hardness of substrata, Pr the critical load at which film can just be damaged, R the radius
of compression head, k proportional constant. From equation (1), as long as
i\,, !\. are measured, the binding power, o a , can be obtained,
i. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
The experimental arrangement is dtscribed in Fig.2. The scratch system is a
i-v;<rovement flMT-1 microhardometer. It's stage is driven by a motor which
is controled by a control system. AE transduce* is coupled on specimen which
is adhered on stage. The signals which are received by transducer passed
:>riM!:ipl if ier and SF-2 AE monitoring system to plotter.
Veasuremonts of AE were carried out under following conditions, preamplifier
l-.-iin: tiOdK, main amplifier gain: 3'*dB, threshold voltage: 0.5V, filter bandwidth: 100-140 KHz. Vickers diamond compression head was used in this test.
' i'.v film thickness and the depth of scratch trail was measured by interference
microscope.
-i. PREPARATION ON FILMS
T!ie different films on different substrates were prepared ay different method.
Table I show preparing methods of films and arrangement case of films with
sulist rates.
Mil- hollow cathode discharge equipment of KLD-500 type was used to deposite
iiN films, but Al films were prepared by vacuum evaporation.
'.. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

"' • ' 'M _U lm on glass
;
"U.) show the results on AE monitoring. For film given thickness, AE signals bog.-in to appear at definite load (2lg) which is refered to as critical
In.-ul. It was observed that the film was partially damaged at 21g by optic
mi'thod. At 20JL;, not only AE signals didn't appear but also the film didn't
bv damaged, too.
The AE signals from same glass substrate without Al film
during scratch began to appear at 39g (See Fig.4.).

Above results demonstrate that AE monitoring method for measuring critical
load is reliable and exact.
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Relation of critical load vs. film thickness is showed in Fig.5,
following empirical formula can be got
Pc=at

From Fig.5.

(2)

where Pc is c r i t i c a l load, t is thickness of film, a is slope of straight
line.
Relation of groove depth (d) vs.
empirical formula can be given
d=B(P-Ps)

load (P) is showed in Fig.6.

Following

(3)

where Pg is Intercept on abscissa, E is slope of straight line, This formula
reveals that plastic strain appear only when P is more than Ps. So P s is a
materials constant which expresses the ability of bearing elastic strain.
5.2 TIN film on steels
TIN films were plated on different substrates (carbon steel, tool steel and
stainless steel) by hollow cathod discharge. The relations of film thickness vs. critical load (Pc) measured by AE are shown in Fig.7. This figure
show that the relation of P c vs. film thickness (t) is linary when t is less
than 5.5 pm, which is to satisty equation (2), too, but the valumes of a are
different for different substrates. The a for stainless steel is the largest among these substrates.
The critical load suddenly descend at about 5.5pm, which is perhaps that
mismatch of expand coefficient produce bigger stress in films than in free
films. Another reason is the internal stress increases with film thickness.
To use AE technique can measure the influence of processing parameters on
critical load. Fig.8,9,10 show the influences of baise voltage, substrate
temperature and N2 partial pressure on critical load. The "influences of
substrate temperature and N_ partial pressure on critical load are obvious.
So the optimal processing parameters can be selected by AE.
5.3 Ni and Al film on stainless steel
As these films and stainless steel possess very good toughness, films and
substrate are simultaneously deformed during scratch. The bigger load, the
thinner films to be scratched, but the films don't crack until up limit of
microhardometer load. Thereby it is difficult that the binding power of
both toughness materials is measured by scratch and AE monitoring.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of Benjamin etc, AE technique can be used to measuring
the critical load (or binding power) of some films.
The influence of processing parameters on critical load can be sensitively
reflected by results of AE monitoring.
!'s can be considered to be a materials parameter which expresses the ability
of hearing elastic strain.
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Table 1 Arrangement case of films

with substrates
mild substrate

hard substrate

NT*—-^sub s t r a * ^

glass

tool steel

carbon steel

stainless steel

ion-plating

ion-plating
vacuum
evaporating

film N s
TtN
AI

ion-plating
vacuum
evaporating

Fig.l Stress analysis of film.

compress Ion
head

transducerr ^

sample

SF-? AE
system

iifler

motor

control
system

function
recorder
O3011lOSCQpe

"ig.2 Block diagram of test system
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Klg.3 AE behaviors of specimen with
20 nm thick Al-fiXm during
scratch.
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Fig.5 The relation of critical load
vs. thickness of Al film on glass.
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Fig.4 AE behaviors of glass
substrate.
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1 Abstract
When one attempts to apply the theoretical analysis to the realistic object.the difficulties will be encountered in its own complications of the external shape and its internal structures. Currently the method of the theoretical analysis to the radiography is based on calculation of two types of
contributions: one is the direct penetrating,and the other is the once scattered. In the real world,however,the multiple scattering also contributes to
form the radiograph.
To get over these difficulties the author intends to construct new systematic approaches by means.of the Monte Carlo simulation methods. These approaches,known as MORSE-CG ,are recognized its validity in the fields of the
neuclear engineering. This method has the prominent ability to describe the
complicated shape of the materials. So if we arrange the method to match the
situation found in the radiation inspection,we can expect to construct of the
new model which is applicable to the various circumstances encountered in the
radiography. And also by its own nature of the Monte Carlo simulation the
multiple scattering can be treated essentially in the same manner as the
single or directly penetrating radiation.
2. The bases of the Monte Carlo simulation in radiography
In the radiation non-destructive inspection the history of the radiation
ray will be divided into the three subsequent stages.
1) generation of the radiation ray
2) interaction with the materials
3) penetration out of body or termination of its history
In the Monte Carlo simulation the observed quantities are derived from the
statistical properties of the contributions from mutually independent radiation ray. The history of the individual ray is determined randomly,which is
usually simulated by means of the mathematical random numbers. The interaction of the individual radiation ray with the materials is really the probabilistic process. From this point of view the application of the Monte Carlo
method is the proper approaches to analyze the phenomena of the X-ray scattering and penetration. We will discuss in the following section the random
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number representation for the various physical processes.
2.1 Determination of the type of the interaction
The interaction of the X-ray with the material is composed of the three
types: photo-electric absorption.Compton scattering and pair creation. In the
ordinary range of energy the effects of the pair creation are considerably
small. Then it is reasonable to neglect its effect. The secondary X-ray,which
could be emitted on the transition from the excited or ionized state to the
ground state.has the smaller energy than that of the primary ray. So its
contribution is also negligible. Therefore in our case it is sufficient to
take account of two types of the interaction for the X-ray: photo-electric
and Compton processes.
We can determine which type of interaction takes place on the collision on
based of the cross section. We denote Sabs and Sscat as the macroscopic
cross section of the absorption and the scattering respectively, and also r
as the uniform random number between 0 and 1. When the following relation is
satisfied we assign the scattering as its interaction,otherwise the absorption.
r > Sabs / Sscat

(1)

2.2 Representation of the distance between the subsequent collisions
The probability distribution of the distance between n-th and (n+l)-th
collision is determined as the following. The probability of a collision
which takes place at the distance between x and x+dx is given by equ. (2).
P(x) = u(E)exp(-u(E)«x)dx

(2)

where u(E) is the linear absorption coefficient. Therefore the distance
distribution between the subsequent collisions,S(E), is derived as
S(E)=-ln(D / u(E)

(3)

where r is the uniform random number.
2.3 Representation of the scattering distribution
After the Compton scattering X-ray changes its energy and direction to go.
Both of these quantities are obtained according to the well-known KleinNishina's formula. On the other hand the random number representation of this
formula is also provided as the Kahn's double rejection method . The direc-
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tion to go after the collision is calculated in equ.(5).
cos0 = l-Xn+l + X n

(5)

where Q is the difraction angle between the incident and the scattered Xray. "Xn+l.Xn are the wave length after and before collision respectively.
2.4 History of X-ray
The history of X-ray begins at its generation in the radiation source. The
energy should be chosen as described in Section 2.1 to produce the specified
spectrum. Thereafter X-ray goes through the material. Here we neglect the
effects concerning with the interaction with the air between the radiation
source and the surface of the material. First collision point is calculated
according to Section 2.2. If this assigned point is located outside the
material,the history of X-ray terminate here. Otherwise the collision point
still remains in the object,then the interaction will take place. If the
designated type of the interaction is the absorption,the history of X-ray
will terminate. Otherwise the scattering takes place,then the next collision
point is calculated and then same process will be repeated until X-ray finally terminate its history.
2.5 Representation of the object shape
In this theory we will adopt the method of a combinatorial geometry (CG) to
represent the form of the object. In this method the object is assumed to be
constructed as the assembly of the geometically simple fundamental building
elements. These elements are shown in Table 1. Each element is able to
distinguish its exterior and interior region. Moreover we can specify the SUIP
and the common area among two elements. The concept 'zone' is defined to mean
the uniform region which is constructed of the assembly of the fundamental
building elements. So the whole of the system is divided to the definite
number of zone. The arbitrary point in the system should be belonged to the
unique zone. In the method of CG the shape of the object is perfectly represented by the position and the direction of the individual element,and the
expression to define the zone.
3. Composition of the model
The model are decomposed into three parts.
1) Preprocess
2) Simulation execution
3) Output control
The function of the preprocess is to interpret the particular configuration
in the radiography and to convert them to meet the requirements in the

simulation e.vrt":;: i, ,1 pruor.uii. The parameters of this model is shown in Table
2. The second step of uw program execute actually the simulation of X-ray
interaction which r. '-sscnMal lv same process as in the real world. And it
records the <n:'orm.>r-H>-; ,thorn the escaped ray from the object. The final
step of tin* prixij\»n ; iviuie-, Hit- various type of the output based on the data
o b t a i n e d in i.he siiwii.r n.'ii.
The prou;ti: u; wi M "-:h i'i t.tic language PL-1 .Fortran and Assembler. It is
designed l o -an m ;i,o • urciuttr: lilTAC M-24BD under V0S3, It takes about two
hours in n v t;:n: !,, Mw,vV,itj in ,tw:-a:s of X-ray.
4 . A p p l i c a t i o n (<< i h e 5l.tr. bill i j o i n t
The corn"iduration o\ the inspection is schematically shown in Fig 1. The
test piece contains four vacant holes in the base material. To see the
overall features of ths;; model the result of the simulation is displayed in
the form of the dw.itv plot m Fig 2.
This figure indicates the high
density portions .it the corresponding position of the internal holes, three
of which are dearly rii.uinguished,but the smallest one is not. To examine
this point in Hf-raiJ H e dose distribution along the center of line is
Plotted in F;j t n which the curve denotes in the order of the increasing
magnitude the mul i \K1;\ lii; sin-jie scattering, the direct penetrating and the
sum of three ror.i.rMnition respectively. The distribution of the direct penetrating ray ••jp;t*.s properly four peaks corresponding to the interior holes.
Both of the .scat trroti X-ray tlu-.tribule almost uniformly throughout the observation range. And .l.o ;;i this case the amount of the multiple scattering ray
is considerably .wilier than that of the others. Under these circumstances it
is reasonable to neglect the effect of the multiple scattering at all. This,however, is the r,prn -iiic feature in this case owing to the particular configuration. One can not expect that the same result will be applied in general.
On this point we will consider in detail soon later.
The dose of the direct penetrating ray is simple to calculate from the
value ol linear absorption coefficients. The peak height observed in the
curve of the direct penetrating ray agree with those calculated value within
3 X error. On the ether hand the dose of the scattering ray is difficult to
estimate numerically.in fact, the contribution of the multiple scattering is
practically impossible to estimate in the conventional method. Owing to the
Monte Carlo simulation we can obtain simultaneously the informations about
the scattering process also. The amount of the scattered ray varies with the
thickness of a base material and the X-ray energy. These dependences are
Indicated in Fig J.S respectively.
In Fiq 4 the amount nf the direct penetrating ray decreases as the thickness of a base increases.as is expected from the value of the absorption
coefficient. The amount of the single scattering ray increases gradually,which could be rnasidererl as approximately constant. Contrary to the former
two constituents 'he amount of the multiple scattering ray increases rapidly.and exceeds the former two contributions at a thick base region. This
feature is assumed to be resulted from the increase of the collision probabi-
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lity in the process. In Fig 5 the amount of the direct penetrating ray
increases rapidly as the energy increases,whereas both type of scattered rays
decrease. This is considered as the consequence of the decrease in an absorption coefficient,
From the above expression we can conclude that the amount of the scattered
ray is considerably larger than that evaluated in the conventional way. And
also it could be main contribution in a certain circumstances.
The effect of the reinforcement is indicated in Fig 6. The rectangular type
of the reinforcement cross section has the most obvious contour image .whereas the circular and the triangle type has obscure image,both of which are
hard to distinguish.
To investigate the numerical accuracy of this model the dose distribution
across the internal small hole (lmm radius) is shown in Fig 7 for the case of
a flat plate. The good agreement between the simulation result and the calculated value indicates that this model could provide the sufficient accuracy
with the adequate X-ray histories.
5. Conclusion
The new model has been constructed for the radiography by means of Monte
Carlo simulation method. The characteristics of this model is as followings:
1. The model can be applied to the arbitrary circumstances encountered in
the radiography due to the object representation in CG as long as the shape
of the object is described by the assembly of basic elements.
2. The model provides simultaneously not only the result in a local phenomena but also in a global feature due to the Monte Carlo simulation.
The simulation results agree well with the analytically calculated values.
This model can be applied in a same manner to the various configurations. We
could expect that this method is to be a unified evaluation model in the
radiography.
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Table 1 Fundamental building elements in the method
of Combinatorial Geometry
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THE SAFETY ASSESSMENT AND NDT OF IN-SERVICE PRESSURE VESSEL
He Zeyun, Yuan Rons, Liu Olng, u Zezheng
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People's Republic of China

ABSRACT
By means of Chinese CVDA-198/+, the"Code of Pressure Vessel
Defect Assesment", according to the criteria of use, we have
widely made the NDT of assesment. for many in-service pressure
vessels. It can shorten the overhaul period of a. vessel, save
the cost and ensure the true safety of a vessel in service.
Based on 50 samples of experiences of practical examination
of in-service pressure vessels, this paper reviews the requirements of che code for NDT, the selection of examination
plan, the establishment of examination procedure, the determination of the defect sizes including length, self height,
distance between defects and defect, location, the judgement
of defect, nature, the requirements of a defect record and the
NDT personnel, etc.
INTRODUCTION
As a. kind of important components, pressure vessels are widely
used in petrochemical, light industry, metallurgy, machinery,
power, sea, nuclear, space fields. A large variety of these
pressure vessels are relevant to the life and property, so
safety and economics are the two key problems of PV. Both of
them have close relations with the PV Defect Assessment Code
CVDA-8i*. The application and spread of the code will brinq
about effective economics. As instance, for pressurization of
a reactor and regenerator in a-, factory, we took NDT and safety
assessment for their 1500 m welds, the direct economic benefit
is to save installation cost ¥ 6,230,000 and the indirect economic is about ¥ some ten million.
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CVOA ts mainly aim at supplying- practice assessment methods to
the common failure* forms such as brittle fracture, fatique, leakage, clastic unstable, it also provide (for stress corrosion,
corrosion fatigue creep and creep fatigue) with a general guiding principle. In all these cases, the property, size {especially
the height and depth in the direction of the wall thickness of
vessels;. shape and location of the defect are the base date of
the safety assessment. Because different ways are used for different defects, different formulas and date are thken for different defects such as surface defect, buried defect and penetrated
defect and the assessment ways to dieal with the co»planer defect
and non-planer dtefect group are very different. In many cases
if the main date of NQT including the distance to the surface,
depth, height and the distance between the defects have some discrepancy, it will make an obvious difference on the result of
the assessment. So the accuracy and reliability of the qualitying, quanlitying and locating have important effect on the
safety assessment.
1. ^uALiruriVE LAMINATION
For the purpose of convenience in engineering, based on the char a c t e r i s t i c of different defects have different effects on service performance. CVDA is divided a l l defects into two qroups.
One qroup is planer defect including crack, incomplete fusion,
lack of penetration, undercut, lamination and so on. Another
grouo is non-planer defect (volumetric defect) including blowhole, inclusion and e t c . I t is well known that the planer defect Is more dangerous, so the code of "fitness for the purpose" requires MOP to classify different kinds of defects qual i t a t i v e l y , at least to distinguish planer defect or not.
As regards the planer defect, escape of defect often exists
in X-ray radiography especially when the plane of the crack is
not parallel to the X»ray. For example, in the case of incomplete fussion and lack of penetration in single-V groove or
double-V groove. The plane in which the defect is located is
parallel to the weld junction of the weld and i t has angle with
the direction of X-ray, the defect won't be shown in the X-ray
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to determine the self-height and depth ot defects with ultrasonic testing, Generally, the ultrasonic testing doesn't be used
to determine height quantitatively, it is only used1 for the location and length of the defects. To determine the heiqht of defects is a special requirement of safety assessment. Therefore,
in order to ensure the accuracy of the height (depth) measured,
it. is necessary to test in laboratory before have to get the
necessary date. Base on the plenty of test result from the laboratory, we can ensure the heiqht accuracy errors within 10 to
20 %. Before determine the height for in-service vessel, it is
necessary to calibrate the instrument, according to various
materials and thickness to establish the working procedure, this
including the selextion of instrument, probe and sensitivity.
For example, for austenitic stainless steel, we should use the
high power ultrasonic detector with narrow frequency bond. For
the detect ot ditterent thickness ~>nd ditterent location we
should use different determination method ot heiqht.
We examined a 1000 M spherical vessel No. 032-1+ in Yue Yanq
Petro-chemical Plant, more than a hundred' cracks were found.
Their height were between 3 to 6 mm by 6 dB mathod. But when
dissecting and reweldinq, it was found the real height were
between 2.3 to 7 mm. The general accuracy is about 95% and the
max. error was 23$.
Of course, in order to raise the determination accuracy, to
use the focusing probe method, the extremity diffraction method1
and surface wave method for surface crack and check each other
by crack depth meter are all effective measures. So, by means
of ultrasonic testing to determine the heiqht and depth of
defect, if properly, the result is satisfying and it is easy to
operate and convenience to be used in wcrkina site.
PRACTICE QCAMPLIS
No. 1 spherical vessel in Shanghai Petro-chemical Plant Branch
2, the operating pressure is 15.6 kg/cm , wall thickness is 25
mm and meduim is liquid CL. It was examined in 198U by 100$ Xray test. Among nearly lb>00 X-ray films, there were 596 films

- uo film because the two surface of crack are very close. It often
occurs in site detect. For instance, we examine a 1000 fr
spherical vessel Ho, 6 in Yue Yang Petro-chemical Plant, these
serious planar defects were detected when taking ultrasonic
examination for weld C. Then we reexamined them by X-ray radiography, but we could not find any defects. Finally, by means of
dissevering to identify, it was found that incomplete fusion
and crack which areparallel to weld junction exited in that
three area. Another examole is that during the examination for
•j

che 2000 M shperical vessel in Shanghai Pecro-chemical Plant,
we only found blowholes from film No. AB2F61. But after reexamining, we found a crack with length of 85 mm and height of
k mm by ultrasonic test. From the film No. AB2T7O, only inclusions were detected, after reexamination by ultrasonic test,
one lack of penetration which is 100 mm long and 7 mm heiqht
was found. From film No DERT75 and 78, only inclusions we^-e
found, after reexamination by ultrasonic test, we found two
incomplete fusions near the inclusions, they were 80 mm lonq and
6 mm high.
From chose examples we find that 100JS X-ray examination cann't
mean absolute safety, f" rom the view of the safety assessment,
the defects which are easier to be detected by X-ray examination qenerally are the volumetric defects which are loss dannerous; for more dangerous defects who planar defects such as
incomplete fusion and lack of penetration, they are easy to be
escape of defect. Generally, this kinds of escape of detect are
not caused by the level of detective personnel; but caused by
the detect test itself and it is difficult to avoid.
It is well know that the ultrasonic has a heiqht sensitivity to
the planar defect and has a height possibility of detected, but
it does not mean there is not any escane of defect. It is dependent on uhe detecting technical level and responsibility of MOT
personnel, besides some technical reason. Here is an example,
someone examined a- weld in which a plenty of oblique-crack with
k5 anqlp by convention ultrasonic test and was qulified. Then
another one reexamined this weld and moved ahead and rotated the
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k5° angle were found. Therefore, in order to avoid to escape
this kind of defects, it is necessary to move the probe at 15°
to 1*5° angle to seam obliquely, to ensure to detect this kind
of defects
2. QUANTITATIVE EXAMINATION
"fitness for the purpose" code requires quantitative examination to defect, especially to the buried defect, it is required
to determine exactly the self-height of the defect. For the surface defect, it is required to determine exactly the depth of
the defects. Because both two are the key size to fafety assessment.
For example, in buried crack:

5=«<£)2

(i)

The equivalent crack size , a which is used to evaluate the
crack dangerous degree, is mainly depend on the half heiaht of
the buried crack a , both the coefficient fl and nfi are dependent on the crack appearence
0- / C
(the radio of crack
half height and the half length). The variable ranqe of
ira
is small. For example, if /c = 0 to 1, Jl = 1 to 1.13 and
<f = 1 to 1.57 So for the buried crack, the height 20. is a
determinative factor and generally, the length is secondary.
To the surface crack

a = a ( ±- )2

(2)

It is simillar to the buried crack,the surface crack depth a
(here the depth is equivalent to the half height) is the determinative factor and generally, the length is secodary.
The comparison of blackness of X-ray films is one of the methods
to determine the height of the defects, but as mentioned above,
in some cases, to planar defects such as crack it will exist
escape of defect and the comparison method of blackness can not
determine the buried depth of the defect, as well the accuracy
is poor. So it wouldn't be used in safely assessment, instead,
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of qrade IV and grade V. The weld length needed to be reweld
was 130 m. It was a heavy work to rewelding and it would influence the period of overhaul, According to the preliminary result
calculated by fracture mechanics, we reassessed and screened the
b96 X-ray films; and finaly, we selected 196 X-ray films which
have serious defects, a part of grade I and IT X-ray films and
someareas which we^e imposible to be detected by X-ray radiography. They were about 91 m long altogether. We reexamined them
by ultrasonic testing. First, ot all we scaned the 91 m welds by
6 dB method and 10 dB method respectively and then determine the
height and nature of them. All the NOT took only 5 days. The
result of NOT shown one crack, 85 mm long U mm high; incomplete
fussion was 7, the biqqest one was 120 mm long and 7 mm hiqh;
lack of penetration was k, the biggest one was 180 mm long and
7 mm high. There were 22 strip indusion. After safety assessment
we only rewelding 17 films. The rewelding were reduced obviously
and quaranteed the time limit for the project. After operating
about two years, the result is effective and ensure the safety
and economics.
Other practice, such as the weld E on Mo,032-6 spherical vessel
in Yue Yang Petro-chemical Plant, a crack which was 95 mm lonq
and 9 mm hiqh was detected by ultrasonic 6 dB method- After dissecting in site, the actual length measured was same, 95 mm long-,
and the actual height is 8 mm, it was 1 mm less than determining value. Another example was the longitudinal weld No. 11 and
No. 12 on No. 032-5 spherical vessel, two cracks which were 25
mm lonq and 10 mm and' 8 mm high respectively were detected by
6 dB method. During the dissecting and rewelding, we measured
the actual height were S mm and 9.5mm.
3. LOCATION
CVDA code requires to determine exactly the distance between
defect and free surface as well as the distance between the
defects. For the former, to buried crack, if the distance between defect's end and free surface PI is less than Q.k times
of the defect height, the buried defect will be classified as
surface defect. For the surface crack, if the distance between
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the end to the back wall is less than 0.3 times of wall thickness, it will classified as penetrated crack. The code stipulates in the direction of wall thickness, when the least distance
between two defects which is on close to another is less than
the height of the smaller defect, these co-planer defects should
be combined to a bigger one. When the plane distance between
two detect in non-planer is less than the size of smaller defect,
they should be treated as the defects in co-planer. For all these
mentioned above safety assessment required NDT to determine the
location more occurater, because sometimes a little different
of location size will lead to quite difference result to safety
assessment.
In order to meet the requirements metioned above, the ultrasonic
testing is a major testing to detect defects now. The essential
requirement to it is similar to those mentioned above, 'he NDT
personnel should have some essential knowledge of fracture
mechanics and can examine comprehensively by current various
tests, that is, make use of the result of X-ray radioqraphy,maqnetic particle testing and dye penetration testing to determine
, asses and record the defects. Because ultrasonic testing is
more sensitive to planar defects, and the possibility of detecting- defects is higher than other testing, X-ray test is more
obvious to detect volumetric defects, it is easy and accurate
to determine the nature of defects and easy to record. The maqnetic particle and dye penetrate testing are sensitive to surface defects and the possibility of detecting defects is hiqher.
Different tests have their own advantages and shortcomings, so
it is impossible to meet the need of safety assessment by usingonly one testing. For instance, in the weld E of spherical
vessel No. 032-7 of Yue Yang Petro-chemical Plant, there were
m
any lack of penetrations and inclusions existed in the middle
of weld. So the reflex wave was very strong there, and ultrasonic testing could not distinguish what kinds of defects it
was. After reexamined by X-ray radiograph, the defects could be
distinguished from the fi]ms, and supplied with a reliable
assurance to determine the self-height of defects irr this zone
for ultrasonic testing. Another example is in tb* weld E of
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sphericalvessel No 032-5 of this plant, because of the corrosion
caused by H 2 3 in the internal wall, There we**© some faligue cracks
in the heat-affected zone. Owing to the direction and location
of the cracks, it is impossible to distinguish the reflex wave,
the root crack and the reflex wave from the weld root. So neither ultrasonic testing nor X-ray radiograph can detect accurately this kind of surface cracks. This problem can be solved
only by magnetic particle testing on internal wall. So PV safety
assessment, require base on the result of NOT combined examination.
k. IHK DETECTING OF JhK MAIN DEFECTS
It should be recognized that there ace still some difficults to
meet the requirement of CVDA Code, especially to determine the
self-height and the buried depth of defects accurately by current conventional NDT.
But "fitness tor the purpose" code need not to describe the
exact shape and size for each defect, it emphasize to examine
the dangerous area from the view of affecting service condition.
For example the high strain area is more dangerous than general
area and a longitudinal defect of a cylindric shell is more dan*
gerous than che horizontal one, because the load condition is
different. From the view of material character, it is should
emphasise to examine the fracture toughness where the detect was
located. In these two former cases, if a big detect won't influence service, the smaller defects of the seme kind need'n't to
be took into account. Because "fitness for the purpose"code
considers the three m a m elements: stress, fracture touqhness
of material (including weld) and crack size, so the defects can
be divided into two groups: acceptable and unacceptable. Therefore, for the HOT personnel, it can meet the requirement of safety assessment that to ensure the defect that be dangerous is
escaped and to pay attention to the bigger defects on determining the nacure of detect, quantification and location. There
need no widely examination for the varisized defects and to
spend time on the safe area and less dangerous dbfects. This is
a safe, good, fast and economic way.
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The special requirement of sately assessment of in-servics pressure vessel to NOT makes the record way is different from the
conventional one. The conventional NDT makes examination and
record according to the Chinese Standard GB 3323-82 "The Radiography ot Steel Welds and the Classification of the Film" and
JB 1152-81 "The Ultrasonic Inspection on Butt Weld of Steel Boiler
and Pressure Vessel". The NOT of safety assessment is recorded
according to the limit ot the length and the self-heiaht of dedefect which is evaluted for the typical area under more serious
condition by personnel of safety assessment. When those defects
less than this limit value, they won't be recorded. So the numbers of record defects are much less uhan those in usuall case.
Therefore the detecters can concentrate their energy on determining defects carefully to improve the quantification accuracy.
Of course, this record can make some disadvantage, that is,
owing to the cause of the quantity and nature the defects detected by other ways don't record in NOT record of safety assessment
and sometimes there is a muddled idea, i.e. the result of the
testing is selt-contradistory. But for safety assessment this
way of record is enough.
b. THE (iUALITY REUUI^MEN T OF DEFECTED
In order to ensure the quality of a project, it is important to
improve the quality level of NDT personnel of safety assessment.
It is required that they not only have skilled NDT technic and
the essential knowledge of PV, but also have the essential knowledge of fracture mechanic and the practice experince related
to the safety assessment, as well as the knowledge of weldinq
technology, material and so on. For example, if usinq a unproper
welding conditions in electro-slag welding process the oblique
cracks may occur in the weld. In another case the transverse
cracks may occur when using acid electrode, in this case the defects which amplitude not too high by ultrasonic testing can not
be neglected. It is better to reexamine it from the weld metal,
along the longitudinal direction, in this way the transverse
crack can be avoided to escape.
The NDT of PV safety assessment is a new detpct method, it has
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some special "-equiremen t s . There are many problems, especially
Co determine accurately the height, nature and location, need
us further explorinq, p r a c t i r e and to perfact and to improve
the technique continuously.

1. The Safety Assessment of The Two Tanks to Rise Pressure.
Liang Ronq-ie, "Petrochemical Equipment" Q6-k
2, CVDA - 198i+ "Pressure Vessel Defect Assessment Code".
"Pressure Vessel" 33-1
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ABSTRACT
The historical development of the Canadian system for certification of nondestructive testing personnel is reviewed, from the earliest involvement by the Canadian
General Standards Board in 1955 to the present day. A review of the rationale
for NDT standards is presented and the mechanism whereby standards are published following their development by special interest committees is described.
The current structure through which standards are developed, maintained and used
is described, with particular reference to the role played by the independent Certification Agency.
The paper concludes with a look at some current issues of
concern and predictions for the future.
INTRODUCTION
Nondestructive testing (NDT) is playing an ever increasing role in modern industrial operations.
There is an evolution from mandatory testing, performed
manually, towards viewing this technology as an important tool in assuring the
quality of products, or the efficiency of the manufacturing processes, as demanded
in today's commercial world. In concert with the change of emphasis from testing
of finished product to evaluation of the manufacturing process itself, there is a
movement towards a greater degree of automation of NDT procedures, that is,
there is less reliance on manual operations. Rather than reducing the demands on
those knowledgeable in NDT, this development is increasing the level of skill and
ability required to successfully implement new techniques or to adapt traditional
techniques to new applications. The process of qualification and certification of
NDT personnel is becoming more important as a mechanism whereby the competence of those performing NDT operations may be established and attested.
There are four fundamental situations where qualification and certification of NDT
personnel are of benefit, namely:
(i)

Internal Needs - An employer, or an independent organization, may wish to
establish the competence of those performing NDT operations within that
particular concern. Also, it may be desirable to measure the success of
technical education programs in NDT. The formal measurement of the performance of personnel against a well established, independent standard may
be invaluable.
It is to be noted that this type of need for a
qualification/certification standard is taking on growing importance as the
role of NDT changes.

(ii)

Contractual - In a contract between a supplier and purchaser where NDT is
called for, it is a matter of convenience to specify the demonstration of
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competence of those performing or designing the
referencing a well accepted and existing standard.

NOT

procedures by

(iii)

Code Requirement - Some codes, eg, ASME pressure vessel code, require
nondestructive testing.
This must be performed by personnel who have
demonstrated their competence according to a certain standard. An alternative would to be to specify, in detail, the requirements for qualification
within the code itself but this would be inefficient if appropriate existing
standards are available.

(iv)

Regulatory - For the most part, regulatory bodies are concerned with public
safety, worker safety and protection of the environment.
NDT plays an
important role in establishing the safety of many structures, including
bridges, nuclear reactors and pressure vessels, and it is almost always most
appropriate if the regulator can refer to independent standards delineating
the requirements of those performing NDT procedures.

Having indicated the value of standards specifying the manner and degree to
which NDT personnel are to demonstrate their abilities, a description of the
Canadian system for certification of NDT personnel, including the development of
standards, follows.
Some of the current certification issues which must be
addressed are also described.
Finally, predictions about the future of the
Canadian certification system are made.
CANADIAN SYSTEM FOR CERTIFICATION OF NDT PERSONNEL
Canadian General Standards Board
NDT standards in Canada are produced by standards committees administered by
the Canadian General Standards Board (CGSB).
CGSB, which is part of the
Federal Department of Supply and Services, is a member organization of the National Standards System in Canada which is coordinated by the Standards Council
of Canada (SCC). Part of the role of the SCC is to ensure that standards are
developed in the country as needed and there there is an appropriate level of
Canadian participation in the development and use of international standards
produced by organizations such as the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).
CGSB is one of five standards writing organizations accredited by the SCC to
develop National Standards of Canada in various subject areas, including nondestructive testing. The SCC also accredits certification organizations and testing
organizations to operate certification listing programs and testing programs that
use standards as their basis.
Development of Standards by CGSB
Requests for development of new standards are investigated to determine more
about the problem the standard is to address and to confirm that standards
development is both feasible and desirable in addressing the problem. If standards
development seems appropriate, a committee including a balance of representatives
of user, producer and general interest groups is established.
Membership on CGSB standards committees is unlimited. The only requirements
are that voting members have demonstrated an interest in the subject of concern
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to the committee and that they participate in the activities of the committee. It
is up to the CGSB Committee Secretary to ensure that a balanced membership
composition is maintained.
The standards committee develops drafts of the standard and, once agreement on
he requirements of the standard appears close, formal written ballot responses are
requested from all voting members of the committee. Negative responses accompanied by comments are reviewed by committee members and appropriate changes
are made to the draft until consensus approval is obtained. Note that consensus
does not necessarily require unanimity but it does require more than a simply
majority.
All opinions must be considered and weighed, and the final decision
must reflect the will of a substantial majority of those entitled to vote.
This
may be a lengthy process.
A standard approved by a committee is reviewed at a second level to ensure that
the standards development process has been carried out properly and, for a National Standard of Canada, a final approval by the Standards Council is required.
Standards are then published and made available to everyone.
The work of the committee does not end with the publication of the standard.
The committee is responsible for maintaining the standard, including reviewing and
deciding on changes recommended from any source. Committee members are expected to make a long term commitment to their standards work, and to donate
their time to participate.
Canadian NDT Committees and Standards
Records at CGSB go back to the minutes of a conference on NDT held in Ottawa
on 14 March 1955. Those present at that conference decided to organize two additional subcommittees of the already existing (since late 1952) Committee on
Specifications for NDT, in the areas of ultrasonic testing and penetrant methods
of inspection.
Also on 14 March 1955, the Subcommittee on Industrial Radiography held its third meeting to discuss the work of three panels set up to study
radiography of light castings, heavy castings and welds and to set up a fourth
panel of the radiography subcommittee to study qualification of radiographic personnel. A subcommittee on magnetic particle inspection had been organized sometime before the 14 March 1955 conference.
The three original subcommittees on radiography, ultrasonics and penetrants
(expanded to include magnetic particles) were elevated to full committee status
and each committee established subcommittees which developed and maintained
standards for certification of NDT personnel. The first certification standard, 4 8 GP--4 Certification of Nondestructive Testing Personnel (Industrial Radiography
Category) was published in October 196*5]
On 4 May 1970, the certification subcommittees held their first joint meeting and, at a joint subcommittee meeting
held on 26 November 1975, a special task force on certification standards recommended that the certification standards be revised to a three- level system "in
recognition of the strong tendency in this direction in the certification standards
programs developed outside Canada". In early 1976, work was initiated to revise
the certification standards and, later that year, it was agreed that CGSB should
feel free to amalgamate the three certification subcommittees and to restructure
the NDT committees if desirable.
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Presently, there are six CGSB committees which are active in the NOT subject
area.
As its name implies, the Committee on Certification of NDT Personnel
develops new standards and maintains existing standards covering the certification
of NDT personnel.
It also supports the operation of the NDT certification
program by reviewing issues of concern and developing recommendations to appropriate bodies, such as. the other NDT committees and CGSB management. To
a large extern, the need for certification standards work is identified by the industry representatives on the committee. The total voting membership on this
committee, including the user, producer and general Interest representatives is 42.
The certification committee is currently responsible for five certification standards
covering each of the five traditional NDT methods - radiography (RT). ultrasonics
(UT), magnetic particles (MT), penetrants (PT) and eddy currents (ET). The members of the certification committee may or may not be expert in these NDT
methods.
Indeed, a? they are expected to represent the needs of industry in
terms of personnel requirements, individual members may have little NDT expertise and yet still provide valuable input into the committee's work.
However,
technical expertise is an essential resource to the certification standards work.
This expertise is provided by the members of the four (RT. UT. MT. PT and ET)
NDT "methods" committees either through formal recommendations from the
methods committees or through the participation of members who are on both the
certification committee and one (or more) methods committee.
The methods
committees also develop and maintain standards covering the proper performance
of NDT procedures (3 for RT. 1 for UT. 2 for MT. 1 for PT and 1 for ET). in
addition to the support they provide to the certification committee and the CA.
Each methods committee now has 15 to 25 voting members.
The remaining NDT committee is the Coordinating Committee on NDT. Its roles
are to identify and determine the extent of the need for standards covering new
methods of NDT. to maintain a longer term overview on the need for and implications of NDT standards in response to technological and societal change, to
provide recommendations to the certification committee and the five methods
committees regarding standards for which these committees are responsible and to
provide recommendations regarding the operation of the NDT certification
program
The coordinating committee addresses concerns that may affect the
NDT system as a whole. It includes the Chairpersons and Vice-Chairpersons of
the NDT standards committees and senior representatives of the CA, the Canadian
Society on NDT Inc. (CSNDT) and the NDE Institute of Canada.
All CGSB NDT committees are very active at this time. Of the 13 NDT standards currently in publication, maintenance action is either presently being undertaken or wili soon be initiated on 12 standards. A new edition of the certification standards for radiography personnel is under development and work on new
editions of the other 4 certification standards will be started very soon. All new
NDT standards and new editions of existing NDT standards will be proposed as
National Standards of Canada.

Certification
The role of the various committees is to design and maintain the standards. The
nature of the committees, especially the geographic distribution of the membership, is such that direct implementation of the standards would be very difficult
to realize and for this reason an independent body has been empowered to act as
the administrator.
This body, or Certification Agency (CA), confirms the
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eligibility of candidates for certification, sets, supervises and evaluate both w r i t ten and practical examinations, and maintains all pertinent records.
The CA
reports information regarding certification and refers matters on which guidance is
required to the CGSB Committee on Certification of NOT Personnel.
Although
the ultimate responsibility for the standards lies with this committee, the CA has
earned and has been granted a considerable, and necessary, degree of autonomy to
make decisions regarding the administration of the certification program. For example, in the Canadian system, the CA issues and renews certificates as appropriate, without specific reference to the Personnel Certification Committee.
Another area of autonomy has been the building of question banks in each NDT
method and the choice of questions on any given examination paper.
However,
the magnitude of this task has prompted the formation of small "expert" subcommittees, drawn from each of the methods committees, to provide confidential assistance to the CA in terms of review and renewal of the question banks.
The CA is, as much as practical, free from potential conflict from individuals,
employers, employee groups, manufacturers, educational organizations, etc. At the
present this role is fulfilled by the NDT Section of the Physical Metallurgy Research Laboratories, a part of the Federal Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources, located in Ottawa.
Examinations
The CA has the sole responsibility for setting, supervising and evaluating both
written and practical examinations.
Certification examinations are offered at
three "sessions" during the year and by special arrangement at times outside of
the published schedule.
The geography of Canada is such that travel by all candidates to a single examination centre would be an unreasonable burden on some. For this reason, the
CA has established a network of regional examination centres across the country.
These centres are not subsidiaries of the Physical Metallurgy Research
Laboratories but rather independent organizations that have been approved and
audited by the CA to act on its behalf.
The setting and evaluation of the examinations in the peripheral centres remains the sole prerogative of the CA.
Training
The CGSB standards have a requirement that candidates for certification must
have completed certain educational requirements, specific to the NDT method in
which certification is sought.
The standards contain information describing the
topics that must be covered and provide comprehensive guidelines regarding the
weight that is given to each subject area.
Courses on NDT are offered by a number of community colleges throughout
Canada, either as a subject by itself, or, more often, a component of a course
with a wider scope such as Mechanical Engineering Technician, Metallurgical Technician or Materials Testing Technician. To the best of the authors' knowledge, no
Canadian university offers comprehensive coverage of NDT topics in any undergraduate course. However, certain universities, notably the University of Toronto
and Queen's University, are supporting graduate work in this discipline.
Several equipment manufacturers offer technical courses in support of their
equipment sales and usage. Although these courses may be excellent in terms of
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CQSB certification is based on a three level system with Level ill being the most
senior, Level III personnel are expected to be familiar with all methods. Level
I's in UT. MT, PT and ET are allowed to perform "specific calibrations and
specific evaluations for acceptance or rejection determinations, according to writ"
ten instructions", but Level I's must be supervised by and must receive the necessary Instructions from, a Level II or III Individual.
The standards define training and experience prerequisites for eligibility for certification at each level depending on the method and the formal education that
the candidate has. Tables 1 and 2 show the experience and education requirements for level and method.
TABLE 1
Training Requirements for Eligibility for Certification
(Expressed In hours of training)
Level 1

Level 11

PT

MT

ET

UT

RT

PT

MT

ET

UT

RT

Complete at Least
2 yrs. University
or College

4

8

12

24

21

4

4

11

40

47

Secondary School
Graduation

4

12

17

40

33

8

8

13

40

47

Elementary School 12

24

55

40

100

16

16

32

80

123

TABLE 2
Experience Requirements for Eligibility for Certification
(Expressed In months of supervised NDT work)
Level II

Level

Same for all
formal education
levels

PT

MT

ET

UT

RT

PT

MT

ET

UT

RT

1

1

1

3

3

2

3

9

9

9

Each certification standard included appendices of recommended training course
guidelines and hours on each topic, and sample questions of the type used on the
certification examinations.

As described earlier, the requirements in the certification standards are developed
by a standards committee, which includes a balance of user, producer and general
interest representatives and uses a consensus decision making process.
In this
way. all points of view are provided a forum for expression and are considered.
The resulting requirements in the standards should therefore be practical and more
readily acceptable to all affected m tha NDT industry.
The period of validity tor cmtification has been extended from one year to three
years starting with the January 1987 renewals. This lengthening Of the period will
lessen the administrati/a burden on the CA. To renew certification at the end of
this period, certified pHisonnei are required to "provide evidence of satisfactory
vision" and. on request uy the CA "satisfactory proof that the applicant has
worked during a given period of time and practiced the relevant test method".
Recertification is required .vhon a certified person is not employed In the particular NDT method for a continuous period of three years or more.
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
The Standards Council of Canada (SCC) prefers Canadian participation in international standards work to be through the "harmonization" of Canadian Advisory
Committees (CAC's) with domestic standards committees. The only role of the
CAC is to develop Canadian positions on developing international standards.
Canada's participation in the NDT standards work of the technical committee on
NDT (TC 135) of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is
through an overall CAC and several other (sub) CAC's for each of the seven
ISO/TC 135 subcommittees.
Ail but one of the rnemnors of the CAC's is also a voting member of more than
one of the CGSB NDT standards committees. However, the converse is not true.
Attempts to expand the membership of the CAC's, especially the CAC on ISO/TC
135/SC 7 - Personnel qualification, with more members of the CGSB Committee
on Certification of NDf Personnel have not been successful. In the view of the
authors, this could result in problems because the ISO standard for qualification
and certification of NDT personnel will be considered for adoption in Canada once
it is published. The Canadian committee which will decide whither to adopt parts
of. or all. of the ISO standard will bo the CGSB Committee o<\ Certification of
NDT Personnel. The probability of adoption of the ISO standard in Canada could
be improved if more of the members of the CGSB certification committee participate in its development
Changes which would make the ISO standard more
acceptable in Canada should be proposed at this relatively early stage in its
development. There is also the need to ensure that the international consensus on
certification issues is reviewed by the CGSS Certification Committee to ensure
that appropriate changes are made now to the Canadian standards. The benefits
of widely adopted international requirements for certification of NDT personnel
are many and have been documontnd in other papers.
CURRENT ISSUES OF CONCERN TO THE CGSB CERTIFICATION COMMITTEE
In all CGSB certification standards except radiography, Level I personnel are allowed to make limited interpretations.
The reason for this is that some NDT
methods, unlike radiography, do not give as "hard copy" so as soon as the probe is
removed from the specimen, the "evidence" disappears. The rationale here is that
the person manipulating the probe does decide whether an indication exists or not.
A proposed amendment which would have allowed limited interpretations by Level
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I radiographers has not been approved. Not all committee members believe that
limited decision-making by Level I's should be accepted.
Another issue is the supervision of Level I personnel by Level II or Itl personnel.
Several times in the past, committee members have stated that they know of
situations in "other companies" where the Level II supervisor is actually distant
from the job site where the Level I is conducting NDT.
Defining more clearly
what is meant by "supervision" is an issue that is certain to be raised again.
Knowledge of radiation safety is one of the subject areas that is currently tested
for CQSB certification in radiography.
In the past, the organizations with
regulatory responsibility for radiation safety (Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB)
for gamma radiation and Health and Welfare Canada and the provincial governments for X radiation) have referenced CQSB certification in their regulations.
These regulatory authorities have recognized that CQSB certification includes
requirements for demonstrated competence In the actual radiography method which
goes beyond the radiation safety mandate that these authorities have. The AECB
has established its own requirements which cover the safe handling of the (gamma)
radiation source and the other regulatory bodies are in the process of developing
their own requirements. Once these separate radiation safety requirements are in
place, the CGSB committee must decide whether or continue to include additional
radiation safety requirements as part of the examinations for radiography certification or to simply reference the requirements of these regulatory authorities.
Difficult Issues which must be addressed by the committee related to recertification. Should recertification or re-examination to some extent be required after
some number (second, third, fourth?) renewal of certification?
Should personnel
who have been unemployed '-? some specified period during the three year certification period be required to successfully complete recertification requirements
before their certification is renewed?
Related to this issue, should certification
be withdrawn upon presentation of proof of incompetence?
What proof is
required?
Complicating factors in the analysis of these issues are the "human
rights" of the individual and the legal liability of the CA and the members of the
standards committee.
Each of the methods committees have established subcommittees which are
reviewing the question bank used for the certification examinations to recommend
appropriate changes and to develop additional questions as required. These questions subcommittees and a separate task force will also study the materials and
processes requirements and examinations to develop recommendations for consideration by the certification committee. At issue is whether a common, general
materials and processes examination (perhaps augmented by additional method specific requirements) can be developed for all methods.
Some committee members have commented that the experience requirements for
eligibility for certification are too low.
A task force has been established to
study the practical experience requirements (among other Issues) for aircraft
structures certification. It is likely that the experience requirements for all NDT
methods will be reviewed closely as new editions of the certification standards are
developed.
The certification committee has spent considerable time at recent meetings
clarifying its relationship with the CA. Most members of the committee and representatives of the CA appear to agree that a better defined liaison between the
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two would be desirable. How this revised liaison should be established and the
roles that each body should play in the administration of the certification program
promises to be an active item for r,omo time to come.
THE FUTURE
The existing CGSB standards will be maintained and updated to reflect advances
in technology and the changing needs of both industry and society. In addition,
new certification standards will be developed but these will tend to follow need
rather than the development of now technology.
Already being considered are
standards related to personnel certification in acoustic emission and underwater
NDT inspection.
However, there seems to be very little industrial demand In
Canada for certification of personnel performing acoustic emission testing and this
area is likely to remain relatively dormant until such a demand develops.
The approach being considered for certification of personnel performing NDT underwater, or more simply the performance of NDT by divers, Is different than the
approach taken by other certification organizations in other countries. A prerequisite to certification may be that the diver must be separately certified In the
particular NOT method in which application is made. This will ensure that the
diver has the experience and has received the requisite training in the method,
without regard to the diving aspects. This approach recognizes that underwater
Inspection, particularly that associated with offshore oil and gas Installations, is
seasonal with physical demands which are often incompatible with long careers in
this occupation. Requiring "normal" NDT certification will provide the diver with
on-shore job opportunities both during the off season and following a professional
diving career.
In addition to the "normal" NDT certification requirements, the
candidate will probably have to meet the full requirements for diving personnel
plus demonstrate practical competence in performing NDT underwater.
It is predicted that personnel certification standards in the five traditional
methods may be augmented at some future time not only by standards in acoustic
emission and diver NDT but also in visual inspection, leak testing, thermography
and perhaps others.
As ND T technology advances, the methods committees will revise and update the
recommended practice manuals.
In some cases, this will mean generating new
manuals to cover special situations or where radically new technology receives
widespread acceptance.
For example, a new radiography manual is close to
completion and the ultrasonics committee is considering a manual dedicated to advanced techniques such as crack tip diffraction and the related processing techniques such as time of flight and synthetic aperture focussing.
It Is inevitable that all of the NDT standards committees will have to come to
grips with the advances that computers are bringing to the industry. In terms of
personnel certification, this will largely mean further computerization of the
renewal process, question banks and eventually the direct use of computers in setting, performing and marking examinations. Another aspect that has to be considered for the future is the evaluation in a practical sense of the candidate's
competence in dealing with the ever growing computerization of NDT equipment
and systems. Similarly, as computers grow more common and their capabilities
increase, the methods committees will have to deal with the implications on the
performance of NDT in general. Today we are using techniques that are completely out of the question without the massive intervention of computers. It is
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essential that we have sufficient knowledge not only to apply these techniques but
to ensure that they are applied correctly and that malfunctions can be recognised
and rectified.
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DETECTION OF THIN LAYER OF FOREIGN MATERIAL IN PLATES BY
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCY SPECTRUM
Paper: A-9-08.

Cao Dongxu, Li Mingxuan, Yang Yurui, Zhang Hailan
People's Republic of China

ADSTRACT

I. The ultrasonic spectrum technique is used to study
the problem both theoretically and experimentally.
It shows that:
1. The amplitude-frequency plot of an ultrasonic echo from the thin layer would contain spectral
depressions when the thickness of the thin layer is a multiple of the half wavelength.
2. The dei-tcttioii depth is related to the reflectivity of ultrasonic waves on the surface of the thin
layer. Therefore, it is possible to measure the thickness of the layer and its characteristics by the measurement of the depression and its frequency.
INTRODUCTION

The plates and forgings widely used in industry sometimes consist of laminations as also
in the case of the adhesive layer of lap joints and honeycomb sandwiches. In general, there
exist thin layers of foreign material. The sticngth of the products which contain thin layer
of this type depends strongly on layer material and its thickness, which is very difficult to
determine with the echo amplitude, when the layer is thinner than a wavelength.
About the ultrasonic spectrum analysis many papers"-"] have been published in recent years and some good results have been given for the detection of surface cracks and the
testing of adhesive structures. In this paper we study these layers by ulttasonic spectrum
analysis technique both theoretically and experimentally. Though the experiments have
been done on artificial samples, some results would be interesting for the application.
I.

DISCUSSION OP THE PRINCIPLE

The reflection of ultrasonic waves at a layer was discussed by Chaskeiis and Clarke and
other authors. They only analyzed the pulse-response of the echo from the bonded layers
t fublished in Applied Acoustics, 3 (1984). No. 2, 6. (in Chinese)
• Visitor at 1AAS from Songling Mechanical Corporation.
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in the time domain. Our work is to analyze the transient behavior of the echo from the layer,
By making use of the Fourier transform of the signals the frequency content of the ultrasonic
energy can be displayed and therefore, the information about the thickness and the characteristics of the layer can be extracted.
In general, the acoustic impedance of the thin layer and the base metal are different
(for example, the nonmetal inclusion layer in metal). When the incident direction of the
ultrasonic pulso is perpendicular to the layer, multiple echoes can be produced from the two
sides of the layer, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Reflection of the ultrasonic wave on a thin layer. f(t) is the incident
wave, Rv Rt, R3... are the multiple reflected waves on the layer, Z,
is the impedence of the substrate, Z 8 is the impedance of the layer.
When the pulse duration is smaller than the transit time in the thin layer, the interface echoes can be separated, otherwise they overlap. The echoes can be determined by the
following formula:

R(t) = Xuffl + Tu rsl Rj±

*??/[' + 2(n+l) ta)\

(I)

where /?(/) is the echo reflected from the thin layer, A 2 I =(Z ! -Z,)/(Z 1 -)-Z ] ,) is the reflectivity of the upper interface, 7"8, = 2Z a /(Z 1 +Z a ) is the transmittance from the thin layer
to the bane metal, t0 is the transit time in the layer, which is d\ c, d and c being the thickness
and the sound velocity of the thin layer, respectively The first term on the right side of
Eq. (I) is the first reflected wave Rx(l) = /? S i/(Oi as for the second term, M = 0 represents
the second reflected wave Rt(t)<<='TiaTilRlt /(< + 2f0) and n = l corresponds to the 3rd
reflected wave Ra(t) , etc.
When the reflectivity of an acoustic wave at the interface between layer and base metal
is small, for example, in the case of water layer in perspcx, where the impedance of the perspcx is Z , = 3.2x 10« kg / m2s, the impedance of the water is Z a = 1.5x 10" kg / mas, Rtl
= ( 1 . 5 - 3 . 2 ) / ( 1 . 5 + 3 . 2 ) = - 0 . 3 6 , Tlt = 2 x 3 . 2 / ( 1 . 5 + 3 . 2 ) =1.36, and r s , = 2xl.s"/
(1.5 + 3.2)=0.G4, then by calculation the reflected waves V?t and A2 at the top and bottom
surfaces are almost equal, but their phases arc reversal. Since the second icflcctcd wave and
other multiple waves are very weak, they can be neglected. Fig. 2(a) shows the calculated
8-pulse echo. Fig. 2(b) is the measured pulse echo.
When the reflectivity of the interface between the thin layer and the base material is large,
for example thin water layer in the aluminum, its echo is shown in Fig. 3. According to
Fq. (I), R^RuftDs—O.MfO),
^ , = 0 . 2 5 / ( 0 , R3=0A27f(i),
/? 4 ==0.12/(1) and * 3 =
0.085/(/). Fiji. 3 (a) is the calculated pulse echo, (b) is the measured pulse and (c) is the three
measured separated echoes, The measured results agree well with the calculated ones.
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Fig. 2 The pulse echo of the water in perspex.
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Fig. 3 The pulse echo of the water in aluminum.
Eq. (1) is an infinite series of reflected waves, at intervals of 2/0 and with a successive
decrease in amplitudes. From above examples, however, it is noticeable that in the case of
water-perspsx-water with small impedance difference the amplitude of the 3rd reflected wave
approximates to 10% of the fust one and in the tnse of watcr-aluminum-watcr with significantly different impedances the amplitude of the 5th reflected wave is also about 10% of
the first. Further more, it is impossible to put an infinitely long signal into a spectrometer,
so Ihe series in Eq. (1) should be replaced by the first / terms.
Therefore, we have

RV

1V +2

(2)

Hence the amplitude spectrum may be obtained by Fourier transform

_ . \l-c*v(i2cotn)
It is not difficult to show that the {

+ T2l r15W,V

} part in Eq. (3) has minima

(3)
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at frequencies a>~aP ==pirjt0 ( p = l , 2, 3, •••).
From preceding analysis we see that
(1) The reflected spectrum from thin layer of foreign material has minima at frequencies fP~p
c I2d, which are just the resonant frequencies of the layer and are called
the absorbed spectrum frequencies.
(2) The spectrum depression depth of the absorbed spectrum frequencies is determined
mainly by the ratio between the impedances of the layer and the metal or the reflectivity on the
interface. The less the impedance difference between the thin layer and the base metal, the
deeper the depression of the absorbed spectrum.
II.

EXPERIMENT

To check the above analysis, following experiments have been done.
A block diagram of the testing equipmenit s shown in Fig. 4. The equipment is composed of the UA 5052 Ultrasonic Analyzer, the 475 DM 44 oscilloscope, a 2,5 MHz and
7 MHz broad-band probes. The coupling medium between the probe and the testing block
is water.

Layer

Oscilloscope

Spectrum anuly/.cr

Fig. 4 Diagram of the testing equipmentWe have performed four kinds of testings as follows:
1. To vary the thickness of the water layer between the two peispex blocks.
2. To vary the thickness of the water layer between the aluminum blocks.
3. To vary the thickness of the epoxy resin layer between the two aluminum blocks.
4. To vary the solid layer thickness (copper. PZT) between the aluminum and the pcrspcx.
In addition, we have tested the unbond of the honeycomb structure.
In tests 1 and 2. we varied the distance between the tested blocks in water to read out on
the micrometer the value of the water layer and to observe the depression of the frequency
spectrum. The thickness of the water layer between the perspex blocks is between 0—0.89
mm, and the pulse response and its spectrum is shown in Fig. 5. The thickness of the water
layer between the aluminum blocks varies from 0 to 0.62 mm, the pulse response and its
spectrum arc shown in Fig. 6. The relationship between layer thickness and frequency
spectrum for the two cases is shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respectively.
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Fig. 6 Pulse response and frequency spectrum for different thickness values
of water layer between two aluminum blocks.
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'•Fig. 9 Pulse response and frequency spectrum Tor different thickness
values of cpo.ty resin layer between the aluminum blocks.
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Fig. 10 Relationship between thickness and frequency of the absorbed
spectrum of the epoxy resin layer in aluminum block.
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Fig. 7 Relationship between thickness and frequency of the absorbed
spectrum of the water layer between two perspex blocks.
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In test 3 the thickness of the cpoxy resin is controlled by a thin metal wire. The layer
of these blocks is very thin, therefore, a broad-bami probe of high frequency is used. The
pulse response and its frequency spectrum or the thin layer with different thickness values
ere shawn in Fig, 9, The relationship between the thickness of the bond layer and the frequency of the absorbed spectrum is shown in Fig. 10.
In test 4 we varied the solid layer (copper, PZT) between the aluminum and the perspcx
blocks. Results show that the error between the measured and the true values of the block
layer thickness is small.
In addition, we have tested the honeycomb structure. The frequency spectra for good
bond and unhond effacing are shown in No. 8 and No. 9 pictures, in Fig. 11, respectively.
The frequency of the absorbed spectrum is 4.5 MHz and the corresponding facing thickness
is just 0.3 mm.

Fig. 11 Frequency spectrum of the honeycomb structure.

III.

CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions drawn from above discussion and experiments are as follows:
1. Through measurement of the thickness of the water layer in both aluminum and
pctspcx, and the measurement of the thin layer of the cpoxy resin in aluminum we can know
that the frequency of the absorbed spectrum is i elated to the thickness of the layer. The
measured results agree well with the calculated results. This method can be used in practical
testing. If the velocity of the sound in ths layer is known, the thickness of the thin layer can
be measured.
2. The depression depth of the absorbed spectrum of the thin layer reflection is related to the acoustic impedances of the measured material and the thin layer. The larger
the acoustic impedance difference, the ;mailer the depression depth of the absorbed spectrum
frequency, and vise versa. For example, the depression depth of the absorbed spectrum
of the aluminum is smaller than that of the pcrspcx. Therefore, this method can be used
to gut the characteristics of the flaw.
Though the theoretical analysis and the experiment were performed under the assumption of ideal condition or on the simulated samples, these results are of interest for practical
testing. By this method a new way can be given for the defect sizing and characterization,
and for the testing of bond structure. But, for the application, much work has still to be
done.
Thanks are due to Professor Ying Choniifu for his help and guidance in this work.
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DETECTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF SPHERICAL PARTICLES IN GLASS
AND GLASS-CERAMIC MATRICES
Paper: A-9-0915
A. Stockman, P.S. Nicholson, J, van den Andel
Canada

ABSTRACT
In order to characterize inhomogeneities in monolithic ceramics, signal characterization of backscattered 25 MHz focussed, pulsed ultrasound has been applied in a step by step approach. The first itep
was to examine voids in glass. These were optically characterised as spheres with diameters of 30 to 120
um, Correlations were made with the ultrasonic signals returned. A mathematical model for ultrasound scattering from spheres in an elastic medium baaed on Ying and Truell's work was used to predict
the frequency response characteristics for voids. The next step involved the manufacture of spherical
particles of drconia in the the sue range of 20 to 200 um diameter which were also imbedded in glass.
The model was modified to calculate the backscattering of ultrasound from inhomogeneities of known
elastic constants. The most recent step was the introduction of spherical inclusions into crystallizable
glass. Optical characterization was made, then the glass was crystallized to introduce a host matrix
structure similar to that of a ceramic. Using appropriate values for elastic constants, experimental and
theoretical results are found to be well correlated. This presentation reviews the work done on
inhomogeneities in glasses and its application to defect characterization in ceramics.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Critical flaw sizes in ceramics are so small, that traditional means of finding and evaluating them arc
impractical. To satisfy the demand for finding ever smaller defects, ultrasonics are thought to have the
best potential. The frequency can be increased to increase the sensitivity, the focus can be improved to
enhance the resolution, the scanning can be made more precise and a computer can be used to collect
and manipulate the data. Data analysis can then be used to extract information about the defect, sire,
nature or shape, not available by direct means.
Once a defect is found, verification is necessary to relate the information obtained by ultrasonics to the
parameters of the defect. This simply means that the defect has to be made visible for evaluation and
measurement. This is a difficult and time-consuming procedure at the best of times, but almost
impossible for defects of less than 0.1 mm.
The approach taken at McMaater University for the detection and evaluation of defects in ceramics, has
inade use of the transparency of glass which allows optical characterization of any inhomogeneities.
The perfection of glass vis a vis porosity, macrocracks, foreign inclusions etc. also makes it an ideal
material to generate database information on defect identification in ceramics. This perfection allows
total concentration on the defect introduced with no confusion via spurious signals from other unintentional defects. Several papers have been published on the investigation of voids and inclusions in glass
(1,2). The subject of the present paper is the detection and characterization of solid spherical inclusions
in crystallized glasses.designed to simulate opaque ceramics.
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II,

SAMPLE PREPARATION

Spherical zirconia particles were prepared in a rolling ball-mill process to sizes 20 - 200 um, A crystallizable glass composition was prepared (Table I), with the specific requirement that its coefficient of
thermal expansion be similar to that of the zirconia. This avoids cracking the matrix around the
inclusions upon solidification, The glass powder was melted in a crucible and the zirconia particles
mixed in. The mixture was then poured into a mold, solidified, ground and polished for microscopic
examination.
III.

THEORY

An ultrasonic plane wave impinging upon the inclusion will reflect as a scattered beam. For an incident
sound pulse with a Gaussian frequency distribution, a transducer placed in the scattered field will
receive a wave with a pressure PT which can be calculated for a frequency, (\ according to (2):
/R
T(0

2nf
2nf
= — a exp [z f | exp
c
e

>
*—
m=0

(2m + DA
m

where c is the longitudinal velocity of sound in the host matrix, a is the radius of the inclusion, zf is the
distance from the focal point of the transducer in the material, fm is the center frequency and fpwHM is
the full width at half the maximum (FWHM) amplitude of the frequency distribution of the sound pulse
generated by the transducer, and Am is the scattering amplitude of the longitudinal wave. The
derivation of this equation follows that of Ying and Truell (3,4) which assumed a continuous longitudinal plane wave, incident upon a discrete spherical inhomogeneity. The sound is scattered as
longitudinal and transverse waves emanating from the centre of the sphere. For a solid inclusion there
will also be internal longitudinal and transverse waves. The boundary conditions dictate that the
stresses and strains at the interface between the inclusion and matrix must match. These boundary
conditions determine the values of the complex quantities Am. Since the boundary conditions are
functions of the longitudinal and transverse sound velocities and densities of both the inclusion and
matrix at the interface, the scattering amplitudes and the back-scattered pressure wave will depend
upon these material parameters.
Experimentally, a focussed transducer is used both as a transmitter and a detector. A short burst of
sound is used which may be decomposed into a set of frequencies. For the model, the sound field in the
focal zone is considered planar. (5). This approximation may only be used if the inhomogeneity is
smaller than the beam diameter. Furthermore the frequency distribution of the sound pulse is assumed
to be Gaussian. This is confirmed experimentally by Fourier transformation of the reflection from a
large fiat surface at the focus of the transducer. This reflection from an infinite surface is compared with
the reflection obtained from the defect. The parameters needed to describe the Gaussian distribution
are the centre-frequency or frequency at maximum amplitude (FMA) and the frequency full-width athalf-maximum (FWHM) of the transducer response amplitude. These same parameters are determined
from the reflected signal of the defect for comparison even though the spectra of these signals are not
Gaussian.
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IV.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The microscopic zirconia spheres were optically located and measured. Figure 1 shows one such
spherical inclusion. The sample was crystallized in stages and ultrasonic tests were undertaken at the
same spot at each stage. To enable theoretical analysis, the sonic parameters had to be determined
(Table ID. The ultrasonically generated wave shape and the frequency distribution for a HO um
diameter zirconia inclusion are shown in Fig. 2. This is compared with the theoretical signal and
frequency spectrum. The ultrasonic and theoretical pictures for a ZrQa defect in partially crystallized
glass, are shown in Fig. 3. Both pictures are shown for the fully crystallized glass in Fig.4.
V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tv previously described FMA and FWHM parameters were determined for the reflection from the
sample surface and are listed in Table III. Whereas the waveform signals showed certain differences in
appearance, the parameters in Table HI are the same for the uncrystallized and partially crystallized
glass. A change occurs when the glass is fully crystallized and this change is significant enough to affect
the model calculations.
The tests were repeated for a number of different particle sizes and the FMA and FWHM were
determined and compared with the model prediction (Fig. 5, uncrystallized, Fig. 6, partially crystallized
and Fig. 7 fully crystallized glass matrix).
It should be noted that theoretical details of the condition of the matrix around the defect in the
partially crystallized glass were not known and the measured values which by nature are an average of
the cross-section, were used in the calculations. The shift of the experimentally determined values of
FMA and FWHM relative to the theoretical curve (Fig 6) defines differences between the average
measured values of sound velocities and the density of the matrix and actual values at the site of the
inclusion.
Two samples were ground down to allow evaluation of the quality of the bond and the area immediatply
around the defect. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture (Fig. 8) shows the partially
crystallized glass and reveals that the assumption vis a vis the quality of the matrix was incorrect. On
full crystallization (Fig. 9) the homogeneity of the matrix and the remains of the zirconiii inclusion
clearly indicate that the conditions exist as per the theoretical assumption.
The matrix crystallites immediately surrounding the inclusion show a tendency to orient radially on the
inclusion. At the interface between the inclusion and the matrix a partially etched-away 0.5 um thick
region of crystallites, bonding the inclusion to the matrix can be seen. When corrections are made for
the heterogeneity of the partially crystallized matrix, the model calculation results end the measured
FMA and FWHM data agree well (Fig. 4).
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

The effect of glass crystalVsation on the detecfcability of defects by ultrasonics has been evaluated for
zirconia particles in a cryuallizable glass.
For the uncrystallised and fully crystallised glass, the model predictions closely duplicate the
experimental results.
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The deviations observed for the partially crystallized glass are due to local heterogeneities; at the
zirconia-;natrix interface. When these are taken into account the model and experimental data are in
good agreement. The results indicate that the knowledge obtained from studying defects in gla<s is
fully applicable to the analysed defects in crystalline materials such as ceramics. It is the first time that
this concept is demonstrated by practical means.
VII.
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TABLE I
GLASS COMPOSITION

SiO3

NaoO

LioO

TiO 2

55%

20%

10%

15%

TABLE 11
SONIC PARAMETERS

Material

Glass Uncrystallized
Partially Crystallized
Fully Crystallized
Zircon ia Spheres

Density
(kg/nvM

Longitudinal
Velocity (m/s)

Transverse
Velocity (m/s)

2500
2600
2700
5400

6050
6350
6200
5610

3610
3670
3730
3620

TABLE Hi
PARAMETERS OF THE ULTRASONIC SIGNALS REFLECTED
FROM THE SAMPLE SURFACE
Material

Glass Uncrystallized
Partially Crystallized
Fully Crystallized

FMA
(MHz)

FWHM
(MHz)

25.6
25.6
23.5
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Figure 8:

Zirconia Defect in Partially Crystallized Glass (SEM micrograph)
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Figure 9:

Zirconia Defect in Foully Crystallized Glass (SKM micrograph)
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TUNING AND MATCHING NETWORK OF ULTRASONIC PROBE
Paper: A-9-1000
K. Ohta, T. Watanabe, H. Yamada, C. Ruquan, C. Henghui,
Y. Jinzong
Japan, People's Republic of China

ABSTRACT
The authors have developed a tuning and matching network for the purpose of
optimizing the operation of an ultrasonic testing system. High resolution and
high sensitivity can be obtained by using this network. Waveform or frequency
spectrum of the signal from the discontinuity of the specimen changes according to the damping resistance of the flaw detector. In many cases, output
impedance of the pulser is higher than that of the transducer and sensitivity
is very low if damping resistance has been selected the optimum value. Optimum
tuning coil and damping resistance values have been calculated by using Mason's
equivalent circuit of the piezoelectric transducer. Moreover, frequency and
impulse response of the transducer with this coil in addition to the resistance,
have been calculated. By using the matching network developed by the authors,
an impulse response can be obtained in practice which is equivalent to that
calculated.
1. INTRODUCTION
A matching network which serves to efficiently operate an ultrasonic probe hds
been developed and put on .he market by Shantou Institute of Ultrasonic Instruments. The efficient operation of an ultrasonic probe is important for quantitative ultrasonic nondestructive testing (UT), in which case frequency response and impulse response are required to be held at a constant. In order to
efficiently operate an ultrasonic probe, the probe permits electrical tuning
at the mechanical resonance frequency of the transducer and also match ing with
the flaw detector.
This paper describes the following:
1) Methods for calculating and measuring the mechanical resonance frequency of
transducer and the admittance.
2) Tuning and matching network design methods and its inspection methods.
3) Differences in impulse response between a case in which matching established between the flaw detector and the transducer and another in which
matching is not established between them.
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2. MECHANICAL RESONANCE FREQUENCY OF PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCER AND
ADMITTANCE AT ELECTRIC PORT
When a force, particle velocity at the back and the face of a transducer as
well as the voltage and current at the electric port of the transducer are
set as shown in Fig. 1, Their relationship can be expressed as follows, with
the frequency, f, being taken as the variable. 1 ) , 2 ) , 3)
Vb-i|

j

r-

Va
VoJ

1

(Ro cotfef/fa)
Ro cosec(3tf/fa)
I
l/2JffCo

Ro cosec(jf f /f a)
Ro cotC6f/fa)
l/2JTfCo

l/27CfCoi
l/2KfCo
l/2JttCoJ

rib
la

(1)

Llo

where Vb = Fb/tf, Va = Fa/tf, Ib = Ubtf, la = Uatf, Ro = Zo«J2,

<62 = 2TCfaCoZnKt:2 ,

fa = Vo/2to
The impedance, Zin, and admittance, Yin, when seen from the e l e c t r i c port of
the transducer, can be expressed as f o l l o w s , using Eq. ( 1 ) .
Zin = (Vo/lo) = (-j/2«fCo)
= -(j/2JtfCo) + Ms
where

Ms = (-j/2rtfCo)

( i b / I o ) + ( - j /23tfCo)(la/Io) + (-j/27tfCo)
(2)

|(Ib/Io) + (Ia/Io)}

Exprssing Eq (2) in an equivalent circuit gives one shown in Fig. 2. To measure
the impedance of the transducer by using a vector impedance meter means to find
the constants of the equivalent circuit Fig. 2.
The mechanical resonance frequency, fo, cannot be found by using the impedance,
but it can be found by using the admittance at the electrical port of the
transducer. Rearranging Eq. (1), Yin can be expressed as follows.
Yin = (Io/Vo) = j2jCfCo + 1/Mp

(3)

Eq. (3) can be expressed in an equivalent circuit as shown in Fig. 3. The mechanical resonance frequency is the frequency at which the Real(l/Mp) is maximal, or the Real(Mp) is minimal.
In order to find the admittance by calculation, it suffices to substitute
Vb/Ib=-Rb and Va/Ia=-Ra into Eq. (1) and carry out operation on Eq. (3).
In order to find the admittance by using a\> impedance value measured by a
vector impedance meter, it suffices to compute Yin = (1/Zin).
Fig. 4 shows an example of the transducer admittance computed by a computer,
whereas Fig. 5 shows an example measured by a vector impedance meter.
3. TUNING NETWORK OF PROBE
The tuning network is connected, as shown in Fig. 6, in such a manner that
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the coil, Lo, lies parallel with the transducer. The value of Lo can be found
as follows,
(4)
where fo is the mechanical resonance frequency.
The impedance of the probe, consisting of a transducer and a coil can be found
also by calculation. Fig. 7 shows an example of such probe impedance calculatod.
In Fig, 7, the impedance is shown with respect to magnitude and phase, and it
is seen from Fig. 7 that the phase angle is zero at the mechanical resonance
frequency, fo, of the transducer.
4. INPUT AND OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE

OF FLAW DETECTOR, AND IMPULSE AND

The impulse and frequency response of a flaw detector system vary according
to the input and output impedance of the flaw detector. Fig. 8 shows an example, in which case the impulse and frequency response corresponding to changes
in the input and output impedance of a flaw detector were computed. Fig. 8
indicates that the highest resolution is achievable only when the input and
output impedance of the flaw detector coincide with the impedance at the mechanical resonance frequency of the transducer.
Meantime, the input and output impedance of the flaw detector can be considered
as being equal to the damping resistance. Fig. 9 shows the echo waveforms corresponding to changes in the damping resistance. The waveforms in Fig. 9 agree
with those expected by a calculation.
3 MATCHING NETWORK
The impedance of a probe varies depending on the kind of probe, and the damping
resistance of a flaw detector is, in many cases, variable. Even if the damping
resistance were adjusted, there is no warranty that matching has been established between the flaw detector and the probe. A fixed damping resistance
would be better.
The matching network consists of an ideal transformer, as shown in Fig. 10.
Three probes whose impedance is 50ft, 10Qn, and 200fi, when seen from the ideal
transformer, were fabricated for testing purposes. The reason why the lOO-fi or
200fiprobe was fabricated is depending on some flaw detectors whose damping
resistance cannot be reduced to a value as small as 50fi.
Whether or not an ideal matching network is formed was determined by -.ensuring
the impedance of the probe, using a vector impedance meter. The measurement
showed that the phase curves obtained without a matching network agreed
with
those obtained with a matching network and that the magnitude curves were
similar to one another.
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Fig, 11, 12 show the impedance curves of a probe, measured with and without a
teat matching network. In these measurements, the impedance of the probe was
increased from 80/lto 20011. It is seen from Fig. 11, 12 that an ideal matching
network was formed.
Fig. 11, 12 show a comparison of the echo waveforms, measured with and without
a matching network. The damping resistance, when the matching network was not
inserted, was 80fl, whereas that when it was inserted, was 200ft. Sensitivity
of the probe is increased 6 dB when inserting the matching network.
6. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
The minimum requirements for quantitative ultrasonic flaw detection arc thai,
the frequency and impulse response of a flaw detector system must be held at
a constant. In order to meet these requirements, it is necessary to establish
adequate tuning and matching. But the tuning and matching methods presented in
this paper will still leave room for further improvement. This is because the
material and shape of the core used for each of the three test transformers
and the method of transformer winding still remain to be studied further.
Aside from further improvement the methods reported here have proved to be
applicable to practical flaw detection application.
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ULTRASONIC CRACK-TIP DIFFRACTION IN CANDU REACTOR PRESSURE TUBES
Pap

:A-9-1030

F. Mastrioanni, M.D.C. Moles, A.N. Sinclair

Camilla

ABSTRACT
Currently there is no reliable method of measuring defect depths in CANDU reactor pressure tubes. The demonstrated success of crack-tip diffraction (or time-offlight-testing) in round-robins on thick components has promoted an interest in this
technique. In CANDU reactors, pressure tubes are effectively accessible only from
the inside. Development work has concentrated on outside surface defects using 45
degree shear waves in contrast to the longitudinal waves usually used for testing
thick components with this technique. Due to the small wall thickness of the pressure tubes (4.2 mm) and the typical sizes of defects of interest (0.15 mm or
greater), frequencies of the order of 20 MHz are being used. A further complication comes from the orientation of the defects, which may be at any angle in pressure tubes.
Initial studies have been performed on a series of outside surface notches and slots,
plus a real fatigue crack. This crack was on the inside surface, so the technique
required measuring this defect's depth from the outside. Initial results are encouraging. Even without signal processing, crack-tip diffracted signals were detectable
from all but very large (2.5 mm) and very small (less than 0.076 mm) notches. Errors in estimates of defect depths were typically less than 0.1 mm for all the
notches, and the results were consistent. Measurements on the fatigue crack showed
similar random errors, though there appeared to be a deterministic error of about
0.1 mm as well.
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

The need for defect depth measurements

Nuclear power is suffering from a number of problems, which include safety considerations, nuclear waste, regulatory hurdles (particularly in the U.S.A.), costs and
materials failures. While materials failures are relatively uncommon (relative to,
say, thermal power), their impact tends to be disproportionately large. The recent
hydride blistering at Pickering 1 and 2 is a good example IM, where this caused
the shutdown of two reactors for a number of years, at enormous cost.

In the last few decades, there has been considerable progress in technical areas
such as fracture mechanics and stress analysis, which has allowed materials to be
more economically used. It has also allowed operation of components which con nin
defects, whereas previously such defects or components would automatically h.ive
been removed. However, defects left in during operation typically require the use
of some monitoring or nondestructive evaluation (NDE) technique, to ensure that
the safe and economic operation of the power plant is not imperilled.
1.2

CANDU nuclear reactors

CANDU Pressuriaeci Heavy Water Reactors contain several hundred horizontally
mounted zirconium-niobium pressure tubes, which hold the natural uranium fuel.
These pressure tubes are separated from the surrounding calandria tubes by garter
spring spacers. For practical purposes, access is from the inside of the tube only.
Prassure tubes can be accessed from either end via the end-fittings and closure
plugs, and are routinely refuelled on-power using the fuelling machine. Pressure
tubes are 6 metres long, 103 mm inside diameter and 4.2 mm wall thickness.
Though the Zr-Nb material is not particularly damage-tolerant, on the whole the
pressure tubes have been a fairly reliable design for the primary pressure boundary.
However, both manufacturing and in-service defects (such as delayed hydride cracks
121 and hydride blisters l\i) have occasionally occurred. These defects are usually
found in-service by focussed shear wave ultrasonics using the C.I.G.A.R. inspection
system (Channel ^Inspection and Gauging Apparatus for Reactors) 131.
C.I.G.A.R. has good detection and characterization capabilities, but sizing involves
measuring length only and estimating depth 121. Fracture mechanics predicts that
the depth-to-length ratio of a stably growing surface-breaking crack is about 0.36;
however, the assumptions inherent in deriving this figure are frequently not applicable to Zr-Nb pressure tube defects. There is no in-service, reliable technology
available for measuring defect depth on either inside or outside surface defects.
2.0

CRACK-TIP DIFFRACTION

2.1

Background to CTD

Crack-tip diffraction (CTD) or time-of-flight testing (TOFD) involves accurately
measuring the time of arrival of re-radiated waves from crack tips, and working
out defect depth by trigonometry. The major advantage of CTD is that it does not
rely on received signal amplitude as a method of sizing defects, unlike techniques
such as the 6 dB drop-off. The major disadvantage is that crack-tip diffracted signals are typically very weak and often masked by stronger signals, though signal-tonoise ratio can often be improved by processing such as signal averaging.
Most of the early work on the application of CTD was performed by the UKAEA
Harwell, initially by Silk IAI. Harwell has developed a data processing system called
Zipscan /5/, which can perform CTD using contact ultrasonics on thick components.
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Zipscan collects data, performs signal averaging, corrects the resultant B-scan
image to compensate for defect position in the component, then performs synthetic
aperture focussing to improve the image. The result is a readily readable image
which can even indicate the top and bottom of defects by phase. CTD
demonstrated itself highly successfully on the UKAEA Defect Detection Trials,
where the results were accurately generated and analysed in a very short period of
time /6/.
The CTD/TOFD approach has stemmed from wave physics work performed by
workers in the UK at Harwell, as well as others like Coffey et al in the CEGB 111
and Bond at Imperial College IB/. Further CTD/TOFD studies have been performed
by US workers such as Achenbach et al/9/, Adler et al /10/ and Tittman /11/. This
work has concentrated on thick, simple geometries. Zipscan uses low frequency
(about 2 MHz) unfocussed probes, primarily in contact mode, for looking at targe
defects in very thick plate (250 mm) for reactor pressure vessels. There has been
very little work done on thin components, such as pressure tubes.
2.2

Adaption of CTD to CANDU pressure tubes

For thick section components, the ultrasonic wavelength is small (about 2 mm)
compared with defect size (about 15 mm). For pressure tubes, much shorter
wavelengths are required to improve resolution; also, shorter wavelengths lead to
shorter signals in the time domain, assuming equal damping. The defect depth
dimensions of interest in pressure tubes range from less than 0.15 mm (0.006") to
about 2.5 mm (0.1"). Due to practical limitations in the choice of probe frequency,
the wavelength and defect may be of similar size (see Table 1), which may be a
further complication. Thus, for CANDU pressure tubes, selection of frequency may
be very important. Zipscan uses a wide-angle beam for large defects, while pressure
tube inspections are primarily interested in rather small defects. This suggests
focussed transducers may be appropriate for CANDU pressure tubes.
Zipscan is aimed at measuring vertical defect depths, and typically uses 45 degree
longitudinal waves. In contrast, experience with defects in pressure tubes has shown
that they can be either radial-axial such as delayed hydride cracks, multi-oriented
such as hydride blisters /12/, or severely angled such as manufacturing defects. In
pressure tubes, defects can be classified as either inside surface or outside surface.
In practice, outside surface defects are likely to be easier to measure using CTD,
so the initial investigations have started with these. Reflections from inside surface
defects may become confused with the front wall signal, as well as shadowed by
the tube curvature.
3.0

EXPERIMENTAL

3.1

Equipment

Four small, highly damped Harisonic ultrasonic probes were purchased, two
nominally 15 MHz and two 20 MHz. The probes were beam profiled, and the
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frequency spectra recorded. The dimensions, theoretical near field, experimental
near field, wavelength and beam spread angle are given in Table 1. All the probes
were unfocussed. A variety of ultrasonic equipment was used, including a
Krautkramer KB6000 ultrasonic flaw detector,
Panametrics 5600 and 5052
Ultrasonic Analyzers, a Tektronics 7854 Digital oscilloscope and a Hewlett-Packard
8352-3 Spectrum Analyzer.
The ultrasonic probes were mounted on a single skip CTD inspection module compatible with a CIGAR head. The CTO module had three probe locations: two for 45
shear wave, circumferential-facing CIGAR-size probes, and one for a small central
normal beam probe (see Figure 1). The position of the probes was chosen so that
the three beams all met at the same point on the outside surface of the pressure
tube (see Figure 2).
Three different methods were investigated for measuring crack depths, though only
one geometric approach (using symmetric probe positions) was used in the final
analysis. The geometry and calculations used are shown in Figure 2. Note that this
approach uses an approximation strictly valid only for shallow defects. This
relationship is similar to those used elsewhere /10/ for thick components.
3.2

Manufacture of notches, slots and Hubert's Crack

Outside surface axial notches machined in a long section of pressure tube,
nominally 0.076, 0.15. 0.25. 0.635 and 1.27 mm deep and 6.35 mm long (see Table
2). For measuring notch depths, the CTD module was attached to a CIGAR head to
ensure repeatable centering. Outside surface axial machined grooves were also made
in a short piece of Zr-Nb pressure tube at nominal depths of 0.15, 0.25. 0.635.
1.27. 2.03 and 2.54 mm (see Table 3 and Figure 6). For measuring groove depths, a
special holder was made to centrally mount the CTD module and rotate it by hand.
Hubert's crack is the nickname given to an inside surface fatigue crack manufactured by a University of Toronto student. The crack was grown in a piece of Zrll
pressure tube, and the starter notch machined off. Thus the Hubert's crack pressure
tube is somewhat oversized, and did not readily fit the CTD jigging. Consequently
Hubert's crack was measured from the outside of the pressure tube, using a lash-up
jigging system and adjustable probe angles rather than the CTD module (see Figure
3). This set-up tended to be difficult to reproduce reliably. Hubert's crack has been
carefully characterized using normal and angle beam ultrasonics, and the results
correlated with fracture mechanics predictions.
All the actual depth measurements were performed using the Panametrics 5052 pulser and Tektronix oscilloscope. Time-of-flight differences were measured using
stored digital waveforms on the oscilloscope, and multiple waveforms could be displayed for convenience in analysing signals. For reporting purposes, waveforms were
photographed from the screen, either singly or overlaid. Typically measurements
were made from the top of the first peak of the signal, though the optimum loca-
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tion for measurements is undergoing further investigation. No signal processing was
used to improve signal-to-noise ratio.
4.0

RESULTS

Table 2 shows the predicted and measured depths of the EDM notches, The 0.076
mm notch was not detectable or measurable since the crack-tip diffracted signal
was "lost" In the backwall signal. However, the 0.15 mm and 0.25 mm notches (see
Figure 4) were clearly visible (see Figure 4). In most cases, the errors are under
0.03 mm, indicating a high degree of accuracy with this technique. Given the approximation in the calculation described earlier, it is not surprising that errors were
greatest on the deepest notch. However, the probe configuration and depth algorithm could probably be modified to improve accuracy here. (Note that the correlations assumed the notches wero exactly the stated depths.)
Table 3 shows the nominal and measured machined slot depths with errors. As with
the notches, the errors are small. In this case, the errors tended to be greatest in
the smallest and largest notches, which is no surprise since the signals are hardest
to distinguish in the first case, and the probes are set-up for small outside surface
notches in the second case. Furthermore, the slots were machined with a triangular
cross-section, which probably makes them even less representative of actual defects
than notches. Note again that slot depths are nominal. Figure 5 shows the 0.635
mm slot and backwall signal.
Table 4 shows predicted /13/ and measured depths of Hubert's crack at various
locations up and down the tube. The two sets of results show a fairly consistent
error of about 0.1 mm, plus an apparent random component. Given the relatively
poor jigging used for Hubert's crack, a deterministic error is not surprising. Despite
this, the correlation between predicted and measured values is good. It should also
be appreciated that CTD will tend to estimate average crack depth over a length
of at least 1 mm due to the beam width. Figure 6 shows sample CTD signal.
The nominal and measured depth measurements for the slots and EDM notches are
shown in Figure 7.
5.0

DISCUSSION

The initial measurements using CTD on notches, slots and Hubert's crack in pressure tubes show encouraging results for measuring crack depths. Errors are small,
and with the exception of very small (0.076) and large (2 mm plus) defects, appear
to be consistent. This strongly indicates that a reliable technique for crack depth
measurement can be developed for in-reactor use. At this stage there does not appear to be any major technological barrier to the use of CTD for outside surface
defects with CANDU reactor pressure tubes. However, CTD signal amplitudes are
very low, and there are typically many signals possible from any given defect, so
considerable research effort can be anticipated before a reliable technique is
developed.

I0 ( ,

There are a number of problems or development stages to be overcome. First, the
technique will need to be demonstrated on real cracks which will later need to be
sectioned for confirmation. Second, the ultrasonics will need to be optimize*:' in
terms of probe size, frequency, pulse shape and damping; this work is in progress,
and should help to minimize errors on depth estimates of very small cracks. Third.
the optimum incident and diffracted wave angles require more investigation, both
for radially oriented defects and for highly "misoriented" ones. A variable angle jig
is currently being designed, and will increase the flexibility for inspecting relatively
deep cracks. Lastly, the technique will need adapting for inside surface defects,
which may require advanced signal processing to extract small signals from within
larger ones.
6.0

CONCLUSIONS

1.0

Crack-tip diffraction on notches, slots and a fatigue crack in CANDU reactor
pressure tubes has shown that the technique has the potential of consistently
measuring defect depths to within 0.1 mm.

2.0

Further developments in jigging, ultrasonic probes and pulse shaping should
improve the reliability and accuracy of CTD for outside surface defects.
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TABLE 1.
Physical Parameters of Ultrasonic Probes Used

Dimension
(Diameter)
Probe

mm

N
N'
(mm) (mm)

(mm)

(cleg)

X

Harisonic
I21502Q
s/n A10280

3.175

15

25.2

21.1

0.16

3.5

Harisonic
I21502Q
s/n A10288

3.175

15

25.2

18.0

0.16

3.5

Harisonic
I22002Q
s/n A10289

3.175

20

33.6

17.2

0.12

2.6

Harisonic
I2200G
s/n A10291

3.175

20

33.6

19.6

0.12

2.6

Where: N
N'
\
D
Y
Note:

|

Nominal
Freq.
(MHz)

•>
-

D 2 /4 ;\ theoretical Near Zone
Near Zone measured from the beam profile
Wavelength
Probe diameter
Beam spread ( Y - 1.2 Y/D)

All the probes were immersion type, unfocussed.
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TABLE 2
Measured Depths of EDM Notches

Note:

Notch
Depth
mm (Thou)

Travel Time
Difference
(usec)

Predicted
Depth
(mm)

Nominal
Error
(mm)

0.0762 (3)

-

-

-

0.1524 (6)

0.075

0.13

0.254 (10)

0.15

0.2598

0.635 (25)

0.35

0.606

-0.029

1.27 (50)

0.8

1.38

0.11

Comment
no signal
detected

-0.0224
0.0058

The signal from the 0.0762 mm notch-tip was too close to the backwall
to be resolved.
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TABLE 3
Measured Depths of Slots
Slot
Depth
mm (Thou)

Note:

Travel Time
Differences
(psec)

Predicted
Depth

(mm)

Nominal
Error
(mm)
-0.0664

0.1524 (6)

0.05

0.086

0.254 (10)

0.15

0.2598

0.635 (25)

0.35

0.606

-0.029

1.27 (50)

0.78

1.35

0.08

2.032 (80)

1.21

2.09

0.058

2.54 (100)

-

-

Comment

0.0058

-

no signal
detected

No signal was detected from the 2.54 mm slot: its depth is over half
way through the tube wall, and the probes are "focussed" near the outside surface.
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TABLE 4
Measured Depths of Hubert's Crack at Selected Locations

ATJal

Travel
Time
(ysec)

Predicted
Depth
(mm)

Measured
Depth
(mm)

Difference

7.5

0.250*

0.433

0.580

0.147

10.5

0.281

0.487

0.632

0.145

13.5

0.352

0.609

0.668

0.059

16.5

0.383

0.663

0.763

0.100

24.5

0.312*

0.541

0.654

0.113

Position
(mm)

Note:

(mm)

The axial position is measured relative to the bottom of the tube;
measured depth according to Figure 2. Signals marked with * were
barely visible.
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FIGURE 1
SCHEMATIC SHOWING CRACK-TIP DIFFRACTION
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FIGURE 2
SCHEMATIC SHOWING COMPUTATION OF CRACK
DEPTH AND PROBE ARRANGEMENT
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FIGURE 3
HUBERT'S CRACK MEASUREMENT: PROBES'GEOMETRY
a = 24.2mm.
b = 30 mm.
c = 20.5mm.
a = 26.6°
/S = 4.3°
X= 29.9°
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FIGURE 4
A-SCAN TRACE OF 0.25mm NOTCH,
SHOWING NOTCH SIGNAL AND BACKWALL
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FIGURE 5
A-SCAN TRACE SHOWING 0.635mm SLOT,
WITH SLOT AND BACKWALL SIGNALS
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FIGURE 6
A-SCAN TRACE SHOWINC SIGNAL FROM
A TIGHT FATIGUE CRACK AND BACKWALL
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ABSTRACT

X-ray and 7-ray inspections have been used to detect near surface flaws of castings such as blow
holes or pin holes. Ultrasonic testing, on the other hand, is widely used as a more handy
method of detecting surface flaws. Although many types of ultrasonic probes are on market,
they are associated with various problems such as dead zone and Fresnel zone of probe, scattering echo between casting surface and probe or grass and attenuation caused by graphites in
matrix. Thus it was considered necessary to develop a detection metl'od which is not affected
by dead zone and surface roughness of specimens. The authors developed a special ultrasonic
probe to detect near surface flaws of castings and named it Multitransducer. This paper describes the flaw detection sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio of the probe. The results indicated
the effectiveness of the probe.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Studies on casting designs and materials are being carried on with increasing vigor in many
quarters because, in the recent years, castings have been increasingly called upon to be lighter
in weight, stronger in construction and more reliable in quality. However, non-destructive
inspection of casting as a means of quality control foi meeting the need of greater reliability
is not necessarily receiving much attention for advancement.
X rays and gamma rays have long continued io be mainstream media of non-destructive inspection of castings, while ultrasonic wave has remained off the spotlight for the reason that ultrasonic wave is characteristically plagued by problems of dead zone, of scattering echo induced
by short path distance or, where the casting surfaces are searched for defects, by surface roughness, and of wave dispersion and resultant attenuation and S/N deterioration due to the presence of graphite and similar substances in the metal.
With this stale of ultrasonic inspection in the backdrop, the present authors began a research
work with a view to developing a method of ultrr.sonically detecting minute defects existing
in the surface regions of a casting, and succeeded in developing a new type of ultrasonic probe,
now named Multitransduccr ( l ) i (2) ' '-1'. Needless to say, accurate detection of defects present
in and near the surface is highly desirable for improving the production process efficiency
because, by knowing the presence of such defects in advance, those machining difficulties
otherwise unavoidable can be forestalled to reduce the cost of machining.
This paper discusses the characteristics and practical application of the multitransducer by
taking up. for the purpose of discussion, a casting in the form of enclosing casing.
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2.

MULT1TRANSDUCER PRINCIPLES AND CONSTRUCTION

2.1 Multitransdticer principles
It is known that an ultrasonic wave incident on a defect becomes scattered into two kinds of
wave, longitudinal and transverse. Pao, White and others have theoretically evaluated the wave
scattering caused by a cylindrical hollow and a cylindrical solid, as the wave scattering defect.
Their theory of scattering has been experimentally verified on the basis of using the solid
schlieren method. In this connection. Fig. I shows wave scattering, as visualized by the photoelastic method, resulting from a 1-MHz longitudinal wave incident on a 5-mm-diameter horizontal hole in Pyrex glass. Fig. 1 (a) shows the incident longitudinal wave; Fig. 1 (b) the scattered
waves, longitudinal (L 2 ) and transverse iSj).
Taking note of this scattering phenomenon, the multitransducer receives the scattered waves
that have undergone mode transformation at the defect. Its construction is such as to make
available a defect-signifying signal with a large S/N ratio.
2.2 Multitransducer construction
The internal construction of the multitransducer us a probe is illustrated in Fig. 2. It will be
seen that this probe has three crystals combined as a unit and is constructed as a split-type
probe. A and B are crystals for sending out transverse wave, and C is for receiving longitudinal wave. These vibrators are square, 5 x 5 mm, and designed for 5 MHz.
Graphite and the like in cast iron have the effect of wave attenuation to decrease the S/N
ratio. For this reason, the multitransducer induces transformation to transverse mode and
wave convergence at the plane of incidence, in order to raise the detecting sensitivity at and
near the surface of the casting.
An outstanding feature of this probe is that its trans.-receive combination is reversible, so
that its detecting function is good not only for near-surface defects but also for internal defects.
2.3 Characteristics of the multitransducer
The distance characteristic of echo height (amplitude) in steel is represented by the graph of
Fig. 4, in which it will be seen that the probe exhibits maximized sensitivity at distance of
6 to 7 mm from the surface to suggest the best possible S/N ratio at this distance.
Fig. 5 shows a schlieren image in water, in which the multitransducer's converging pattern will
be clearly noted.
3.

EXPERIMENTAL TEST

3.1 Specimens
In the experimental test conducted on the multitransducer, the authors used two kinds of
specimen, ductile cast iron (FCD40) and gray cast iron (FC25), shaped and sized as shown
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in Fig. 6. The specimen surface investigated ultrasonically was an as-cast, rough surface having
a roughness of 0.5 to 0.7 mm. Defects were artificially provided in the specimen by making
drilled holes, 0.5 mm in diameter, and by locating them at depths of 2, 3 and 5 mm, respectively, from the as-cast surface.
Besides these specimens, a casting in the shape of an enclosing casing as a mechanical part
was used. The shape and dimensions of the specimen casing are indicated in Fig. 7. In this
figure, the aren investigated experimentally is shown as hatched. The material of the casing is
a gray cast iron (FC25), whose internal structure is shown in the microphotographs of Fig. 8
as (b): photo (a) is for the ductile cast iron (FCD40). This casing was chosen as an example
of practical multitransducer application.
3.2 Flaw-detection instrument and probe
In the experimental test, the following instruments and probes were used:
(i)

Flaw-detection instruments:

(ii) Probes:

Model UM731 (Tokyo Instruments make)
Model USIP12 (Kraut Kramer Co. make)
Multitransducer (prototype)
Normal probe (5Z10N-M), commercially sold and commonly available in the market

4.

TEST RESULTS AND EVALUATION

4.1

Results obtained on ductile cast iron

Scope displays shown in Fig. 9 were obtained in experimental flaw detection involving an
artificial defect, a sideway-extending hole of 0.5 mm in diameter, located at a depth of 5 mm.
For the purpose of comparison, the commonly available normal probe was used in addition
to the present multitransducer.
Display (a), obtained with the nomal probe , indicates a poor S/N ratio and renders the significant echo from the defect indistinguishable because the desired echo overlaps the dead zone
and the echo burst looking like crowded multiplets.
Displays (b) and (c), both obtained with the present multitransducer. strikes a sharp contrast
to display (a) in that both are not much affected by either by multiple echo occurring at the
as-cast surface or by random echo burst and show the significant signal from the defect with
a high S/N ratio, thereby demonstrating the high detecting capability of the multitransducer.
Compare display (b) with display (d) and note that this capability is little or not at all affected
by reversal of trans.-receive relationship in the three- crystal combination.
Fig. 10 shows similar scope displays. These two displays, obtained on artificial defects similar
to the one named above but located at depths of 2 and 3 mm, respectively, seem to indicate
the effect of the internal flaw being displaced from the multitransducer's maximum sensitivity
point.
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4.2 Results obtained on gray cast iron
Ductile cast iron has its graphite spheroidized in the matrix, and because of this fact, this
casting materials is thought to be less prone to scatter or attenuate ultrasonic waves injected
into it. With this notion in mind, the authors repeated the above-described experimental Haw
detection on gray cast iron, a material known to produce a large attenuating effect.
The results are shown in Fig. I I , in which the three scope displays (a), (b) and (c) correspond
to those of Fig. 9. it will be noted that displays (b) and (c) indicate appreciable disturbances,
evidently due to noise, at the heels of the significant echo from the defect. This noise is
thought to be the strong wave scattering from graphite flakes in the matrix.
Not to be overlooked is the fact tliat, as trans.-receive relationship in the nuiltitransducer is
reversed, some difference creeps into echo height even where the sensitivity is held constant.
This difference is evident in the comparison of display (b) for S-wave (transverse-wave) injection with display (c) for L-wave (longitudinal-wave) injection, and is attributable to the converging effect associated with S-wave injection. Thus, the greater attenuating effect a material
presents, the higher is the efficacy of the niultitransducer capability for such a material.
Scope displays given in Fig. 12 are similar to those of Fig. 10 but refer to an artificial defect
at a depth of 2 mm. In these displays, the effects of the trans.-receive relationship and the
departure from the maximum sensitivity point are more pronounced.
From the foregoing description, it will be seen that the present multitransducer can be fully
applied to even those materials presenting large attenuation and has an excellent detecting
capability even on minute defects existing immediately below the casting surface.
4.3 Multitransducer application to enclosing casing as an example
In the experimental test on the enclosing casing, a practical mechanical part selected as an
example, the casing was checked in advance by X-ray radiography to see if it had defects and,
if so, where. The results of this preliminary examination are shown in Fig. 13: note that several
defects, very small in size, are distributed over the corner portion of the casing.
The original defects having been so located, the multitransduccr was used at each location to
produce an echo display. After this, the casing was sectioned by cutting to reveal the defects
to the eye.
Correspondence between ultrasonic flaw detection position and original defect location is
shown in Fig. 14, the probe positions being identified by letters A through G. Correspondence
between probe orientation and direction of sectioning at respective defect locations is shown
in Fig. 15.
The depth of each original defect as revealed by sectioning is actually larger by 1 mm than it
can be measured in the photo: this is because, prior to sectioning, the surface area in question
was ground off to remove a 1-mm-thick surface stock. Defect F, Fig. 14, is an exceptional
case: the probe there was used in two orientations by repositioning it.
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As the photos of sectioned faces clearly tell, the original defects look like blow holes varying
in shape. It was confirmed that, no matter what shape the defect may take, the multitransdticer is capable of detecting it with a good S/N ratio. Notwithstanding the original defects
being very close to the surface, the multitransducer demonstrated its detecting capability well
even on those lying ut depths of 1 to 2 mm from the surface, as is the case of defect A,
It was found further that, with the present multitransducer, the magnitude of the signal bounced back by a defect is not necessarily proportional to the size of the defect, as is evidenced
eloquently by comparison between the two scope displays, a) for defect A and b) for defect
B, Fig. 15. This lack of proportionality seems to be explainable by the position of the probe's
local point relative to the position of the defect and also by the directionality of the defect
itself.
The present authors noted also that the directionality of a defect as well as the distribution of
defects are fathomable for practical purposes. This notion was supported by the behavior of
defect F, a case of two contiguous defects.
When the probe was operated there, the signal from defect F changed not only its magnitude
but also its pattern according as the probe was re-orientcd in place.
As the photos of sectioned faces show, the original defects in the specimen casing were varied
in shape and in the manner of their distribution. Inspite of this unfavorable test condition,
the test results speak for the high flaw-detecting potentiality of this multitraiisducer for practical ultrasonic inspection. Needless to say, it must be used and operated in such a way that its
inherent capability can be utilized to the maximum possible degree if accurate information is
to be obtained on such defects as were present in the specimen casing.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

In the experimental use of the multitransducer on cast iron, a material known to be far less
amenable to ultrasonic inspection, the following were confirmed:
(1) The mullitransduccr can be applied even to those materials high in ultrasonic wave attenuation, and is capable of detecting, with a good S/N ratio, even those defects lying
close to the surface of the casting.
(2) The multitransduccr can detect minute defects at depths of up to 5 mm.
(3) The iiuiltilransducer does not call for an ultrasonic instrument of its own but can operate
with any of a variety of ultrasonic instruments, thus retaining an advantage for its practical application.
6.
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ABSTRACT
It is necessary to Investigate concrete structures showing a kind of
distress
in order to prevent further deteriorast.1 Jn. A laboratory
investigation for the apprication of ultrasonic pulse velocity in concrete
has been conducted. The authors used longitudinal wave probe of different
frequencies to carry out the work, and found the frequency has no
significant effect in the propagation of pulse velocity in the concrete.
Application of ultrasonic test in concrete structures has been found more
conveniently to consider the distribution of the pulse wave, which car.
define the propagation of the radial direction of the transducer.
1,

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, various examples of unsatisfactory durability of
concrete structures have been reported (1). Especially, alarming is the
rapidly growing number of new concrete strucutures exhibiting signs of
premature deterioration. As a result, in-s.itu/nondestructive testing of
concrete has to achieve increasing acceptance for the evaluation of existing concrete structures with regard to their strengths, uniformity,
durability and other properties.
With the ultrasonic pulse velocity methods of measurement, attention
has been foucused on the pulse velocity, which has been a good index for
the certain properties of concrete. Attempts have been made to correlate
the pulse velocity with the physical properties of ccncrete, in particular
the compressive strength (2)-(A), and will not repeated here.
The investigation is therefore concerned with :
(a) a study aimed at a general examination of frequency of the
transducers used in ultlasonic tests, and their relevance to the
assessment of suitable range of transducers for the testing of
non-homogeneous materials like concrete.
(b) the feasibility of applying basic theory to the interpretation of
ultrasonic pulse velocity tests.
Data has been published on the subject of ultrasonic testing of
concrete; where applicable, this available data has been used in preference
to further laboratory experimentation.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM AND TEST METHOD

Two semi-circular specimens of radius 300 mm and thickness 150mm, were
made with concrete and wet-screened mortar. The details of the test
specimens are shown in Fig. 1, and the mix proportions as shown in Table I.
One type of coarse aggregate, crushed basalt stone. The fine aggregate was
a river sand; high-early portland cement and no chemical admixture were
also
used.
Each specimen,
together with three cylinders and one
cube(10xl0x40 cm), was cast with one batch of concrete. And also a steel of
the same shape with 200 mm radius and 50 mm thick, in which the pulse
propagation in it is well-established, was used to compare results.
A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The portable
ultrasonic unit, PUNDIT, was used to evaluate the pulse velocity. Measurements were made with 37, 54, 82, and 100 kHz frequency transducers(PZT-4)
and grease was used as the coupling agent. For each seni-circular specimen
transit time and pulse echo were measured in the radial direction. The
pulse velocity readings are the average of three measurements on each test
interval, and each measurement is also the mean of several readings after
study state was reached.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The following aspects were studies :
(a) Assessment of uniformity in the semi-circular specimen
(b) Distribution of pulse velocity in radial direction
(c) Directional characteristics of sound pressure

3.1

Assessment of Uniformity

Initial stages, measurements of pulse velocity provided a means of
studying the uniformity in the semi-circular specimens.
The
pulse
velocities at each points on a 50 x 50 mm grid marked on the opposite faces
of the specimen under test. The transit time of ultrasonic pulses from one
side of the specimen to the opposite side was measured at each point. The
path length (thickness of specimen) was accurately measured and the pulse
velocity determined.
The pulse velocities of the mortar specimen with 54 kHz frequency of
the transducer were less consistent at places as shown in Fig. 3, giving a
mean of 3.69 km/sec and standard deviation of 0.135 km/sec which was higher
than that in the 100 x 200 mm cylinder (Vp = 3.61 km/sec and S.D.= 0.059
km/sec). Significant low readings were obtained along the casting surface.
The pulse velocities in the concrete specimen were fairly consistent,
as shown in Fig. 4, giving a mean of 4.17 km/sec and a standard deviation
of 0.077 km/sec, and identically the same one that in the 150 x 300 mm
cylinder(Vp = 4.20 km/sec and S.D.=0.030 km/sec).
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Pulse velocity contours, i.e., lines of equal pulse velocity, shown in
Fig. 3 and 4, were broadly adopted for assassing quality of mortar and
concrete specimen. It is clearly showed that zones of low pulse velocity,
corresponding to medium and poor qualfty were influenced by casting or
compacting effect. Thus ultrasonic pulse velocity measurement was found to
be extremely useful for assessing the quality of concrete in a very short
time and would be the technique presently available for such test in situ.
However the mean of pulse velocity in the semi-circular specimens different
values obtained from the control cylinder specimens. It is recognized that
the cylinders will not always reflect the pulse velocity of in-situ
concrete.
3.2

Radial Propagation of Pulse Velocity

The semi-circular specimens were ruled with a polar coordinate of the
grid of 11.25° intervals, transit time on the digital display and recieving
waves displayed on the oscilloscope were measured at each grid point, and
those measurements were made to three significant figures.
The measured transit time at the each grid point showed almost the
same values in the steel disk. The path length which measured the radius of
the steel disk was used and the pulse velocity determined. Typical test
results in the form of the radial pulse velocities, having 54 kHz frequency
of transducer are shown in Fig. 5. The radial characteristics were fairly
deviated to angles more than 30 degrees at right-angles to the transducer,
i.e. along its axis. It can be seen that if the path length accurately
evaluated, the radial distribution of pulse velocities in the steel disk
will show almost the same which is taken as 5.9 km/sec, and the basic
theory on which the radial characteristics of an oscillator with D/X 1, 1.0
for longitudinal wave becomes nearly spherical has been well stated(5).
The test results of mortar and concrete disks were also plotted as a
polar coordinate as shown in Fig. 6 and 7. It was found that, at a given
distance of radius( r = 300 mm ) from the transducer, the directional
characteristics of the pulse velocities were similar in the different
transducer.
The radial distribution of pulse velocities of 54 kHz transducer in
the mortar specimen, for example, showed relatively higher velocities of
0.10 km/sec at angles of about 45 degrees than that of a mean of 3.66
km/sec at the right-angles to the transducer surface, as shown in Fig. 6.
For the concrete specimen, as shown in Fig. 7, the radial distributions of
pulse velocities were equal to the any angles of radial directions, i.e.
circular distribution, giving a standard deviation of about 0.04 km/sec.
The directional characteristics of the longitidinal wave velocities in the
concrete can be assumed a cosinusodal form( coso ) with result that the
pulse wave amplitude is propagated at any angles to the transducer surface.
It is also advisable to choose pulse paths which avoid the influence of the
thickness of the concrete with regard to the radial characteristics of
pulse velocity.
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3.3

Directional Characteristics of Sound Pressure

The sound pressure, i.e., the acousic pressure, for longitudinal waves
in solid is fundamentally related to a radial distance(r), wavelength(X),
and a given direction from the right-angles to the transmitting transducer
by the equation which well stated(5) and compared with the test results.
The experimental sound pressure at each grid in the specimen was determined
by measuring from the osilloscope display of satisfactory recieved signal.
The results in the mortar and concrete specimen are shown graphically for
each frequency of the transducers in Fig. 8, 9, 10, and 11.
There are noticeable differences in these measured responses as
compared to the theoretical responses in Figures.
First,
in each
experimental values the sound pressures clearly deviated to the angles more
than 45 degrees at the right-angles to the transmitting transducer. There
is also the experimental sound pressures in the mortar specimen showed
relatively smaller values than that in the theoretical ones which excepted
the values at the right-angles to the transducer. It can be found
graphically that the configuration of the radiated beam for the mortar is
the lobe-shaped characteristic in spite of almost constant extension of the
pulse velocities as shown in Fig 6.
For the concrete specimen, it is observed that the directional
characteristics of the sound pressures depended on the frequency of the
transducers used. Although the experimental values of the sound pressures
were scattered, the test results of the 54 and 82 kHz frequency of the
transducer showed similar distribution of the calculated values. There is
also a substantially increase of the apparent sound pressure towards the
higher frequency of the transducer, i.e. the range of 100 kHz transducer in
this series of test.
Then, it may be assumed that the frequency spectrum of the ultrasonic
wave in the concrete already starts in the audible range, because it is
limited to the reception of the ultrasonic portions in the spectrum,
essentially to the range below 1 MHz(6). And both the amplitude and the
Erequency spectrum can differ greatly and so far it has not been possible
to correlate them to the properties of the flaw concerned.
However, the choice of ultrasonic frequency to be used plays an
important role in arriving at. reasonable conclusions with regard to quality
in situ. The 54 kHz frequency in this series of test as compared to the
theoretical distribution of intensity along the axis of a transducer as
shown in Fig. 12, could throw some lights on this aspect of choice of
frequency based on this experience.
4.

CONCLUSIONS

Measurements of the velocity and the sound pressure of ultrasonic
pulses
throught mortar and concrete were used to investigate
the
alternative acceptance of ultrasonic pulse technique for the evaluation of
existing concrete structures.
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the most satisfactory as the transducers are highly directional. This will
give a picture of the quality of the concrete and pinpoint areas of special
concern, such as honeycombing or low-density concrete.
The ultrasonic pulse velocities can be propagate any directions at the
right-angles
to the transmitting transducer as a polar
coordinate
independent of the frequencies of transducer. It is therefore found that
the critical basic difficulties have been encountered the ultrasonic beam
path that tends to destroy coherent ultrasonic reflection from bottom
surface, if not signal information, i.e. the transit time measured in
digital form, obtained.
The directional characteristics of sound pressure accompanied by high
absorption indicates that the size or extent of the flaw is very limited;
it has not changed the observed velocity substantially, but has only
affected energy of transmission considerably by reflection and scattering
of ultrasonic waves. The 54 kHz transducer which customarily used in
ultrasonic testing of concrete, could throw some lights on this aspect of
choice of frequency based on this experience.
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ULTRASONIC MODELLING OF THE NORMAL BEAM RESPONSE FROM NOTCHES
K.R. Chaplin, D.B. Duncan, V. Sycko

Paper: A-9-1515

Canada

ABSTRACT
A f i n i t e d i f f e r e n c e computer model ( c a l l e d EWE) that s i m u l a t e s u l t r a s o n i c
t e s t i n g has been d e v e l o p e d . Numerical s i m u l a t i o n s were compared to l a b o r a t o r y
experiments to a s s e s s the accuracy of the model and I t s p o t e n t i a l a p p l i c a t i o n s
in ultrasonic t e s t i n g .
In t h i s paper normal beam response from notches In a
f l a t p l a t e were examined because t h i s Is a simple e l t u a t i o n that c l e a r l y shows
many b a s i c phenomena. Numerical and experimental pulse echo A-scans showed
c l o s e agreement. In a d d i t i o n the EWE model predicted a number of mode
converted surface and shear waves that were confirmed e x p e r i m e n t a l l y .
The EWE model demonstrated i t s accuracy by s u c c e s s f u l l y p r e d i c t i n g
experimental r e s u l t s .
The output from the EWE model I n c l u d e s a v i s u a l i z a t i o n
of waves propagating from the transducer face to the d e f e c t and then s c a t t e r i n g from the d e f e c t .
This v i s u a l i z a t i o n i s an Important new t o o l for
understanding and I n v e s t i g a t i n g u l t r a s o n i c phenomena.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Computer s i m u l a t i o n i s used in many areas of s c i e n c e and e n g i n e e r i n g to
Improvp the q u a l i t y of products and the understanding of p h y s i c a l p r o c e s s e s .
U l t r a s o n i c computer modelling i s a new t o o l to aid in the d e s i g n of i n s p e c t i o n
procedures and the understanding of u l t r a s o n i c phenomena.
An u l t r a s o n i c wave computer model has been developed at Chalk River Nuclear
L a b o r a t o r i e s of Atomic Energy of Canada L i m i t e d ( l , 2 ) .
The model has simulated
t h e i n s p e c t i o n of cracks and notches of d i f f e r e n t s i z e s and o r i e n t a t i o n s u s i n g
t r a n s d u c e r s of d i f f e r e n t s i z e s and f r e q u e n c i e s . Both shear and compression
waves at d i f f e r e n t a n g l e s have been m o d e l l e d . The computer s i m u l a t i o n s have
been compared to experimental r e s u l t s to v e r i f y the accuracy of the model and
how b e s t to apply i t to i n s p e c t i o n problems and u l t r a s o n i c r e s e a r c h .
In t h i s paper the u l t r a s o n i c model i s applied to simple g e o m e t r i e s and the
r e s u l t s compared to p u l s e echo and t r a n s m i t / r e c e i v e A - s c a n s . The u l t r a s o n i c
s i t u a t i o n s simulated are the normal beam response from n o t c h e s .

2.

THK ULTRASONIC MODEL

The computer model ( c a l l e d EWE) I s a f i n i t e d i f f e r e n c e approximation to the
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Elastic Wave Equatton(l,2). These are the fundamental equations describing
the propagation of ultrasonic waves In solids or liquids. They are more
accurate and complete than simple ray optic analysis or theoretical studies
that assume a continuous wave transducer and plane waves. Reflection,
refraction, diffraction, and mode conversion between shear, compression, and
surface waves are natural consequences of these equations.

ELASTIC WAVE EQUATION

P*U« t |P a -S a ) V, v * S2 U¥V

Utt

=

2
P'VyV + (P*-S a ) U»v + S

p

Longitudinal velocity

s

Shear velocity

u

X displacement

V

Y displacement

The EWE model can simulate waves propagating In different materials such as
steel or perapex. Interfaces between materials or free boundaries can both be
modelled. In order to limit the region being modelled an absorbing boundary
can be placed at the edge of the region of Interest. Ultrasonic waves pass
through this boundary and are lost from the simulation. Defects of particular
type, size, location, and orientation can be modelled. A transducer of
specified size is modelled both as a pulser and receiver, either in contact
with the surface or on a wedge. The Input pulse Is a wave train of realistic
shape at the desired angle and frequency. As a receiver, the ultrasonic waves
are modelled as they refract and mode convert at the material/wedge interface
and impact the transducer surface.
In short, a transducer of particular size and frequency, on a wedge of
specified material and shape, inspecting a sample of a specified material with
specified defects can be modelled. The sample geometry can represent the real
geometry with the correct placement of boundaries, defects and transducerInput to the EWE model is a description of the Inspection situation - the
wedge, transducer, defect, and material. The outputs from the model are wave
displays and a numerical A-scan. Wave displays are "snap shots" of ultrasonic
waves inside the sample. A simulation might produce 60 of these "snap shots"
which show a time history of ultrasonic waves as they move from the transducer
to the defect and then scatter, some hack to the transducer hut many other
waves in different directions. This visualization of the ultrasonic waves
interacting with a defect Is a new capability that will help Improve
ultrasonic testing. For example if it is difficult to detect a particular
type of defect because very llttlo energy returns to the transducer, analysis
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of wave displays can show where waves scattered from the defect could be
measured and with what type of transducer. Currently, simple analytical tools
such as ray optics are used for this purpose. Though ray optics is a ueeful
starting point it is both inaccurate and very incomplete. It simply follows a
beam along a straight line and calculates in which direction it reflects using
Snell's Law. Many processes, such as surface wave generation, which can be
important in field inspections, are not dealt with by this theory. By
contrast the EWE model, because it is based upon the fundamental equations,
does predict these waves.
A-scans, which are the basic tool available to the inspector, are a measure of
sound pressure vs. time over a small area of the material surface (for an
example see Figure 2 ) . Numerical A-scans produced by the model provide a
direct comparison between modelled and inspection results* They can be used
to develop and analyze inspection procedures. For example, an inspection
procedure can be tested to find the smallest detectable defect by simulating
the ultrasonic response from different sized defects. Currently this is done
by trial and error in the laboratory. EWE has the advantage of supplying
perfectly repeatable results. In addition, the defacts are easy to "cteate"
and art exactly specified.

3.

PULSE ECHO A-SCAN VERIFICATION

To use the EWE model with confidence in a particular situation, comparisons
between laboratory results and simulations were necessary. As a first step,
A-scans resulting from very simple geometries were compared to numerical
simulations to examine how accurately wave propagation, beam spread,
reflection and mode conversion were modelled. Particular attention was given
to assumptions Inherent to the EWE model: the geometry and transducer are 2
dimensional, and absorption and scatter are ignored.
The laboratory experiments were performed using a standard ultrasonic
Instrument and contact transducer. The experimental test sample was a 25.4 mm
thick aluminum block with 10 mm deep notches of various widths (Figure 1). To
model these situations parameters describing aluminum were used with a region
40 mm wide by 25.4 mm thick. The left and right surfaces had absorbing
boundaries to reduce the size of the region modelled. The simulated
transducer had the correct size and frequency; however, the pulse shape was
shorter than the experimental pulse shape. This short pulse shape made
Interpretation of the wave displays easier.
3.1

Numerical and experimental results

The Inspection situation in Figure 1 is expected to produce a sequence of
compression waves reflecting from the hackwall and notch bottom. The A-scan
would therefore have a series of signals representing these waves. To confirm
this, the trace of an tinrectlfled A-scan from an ultrasonic test Instrument
connected to an X-Y recorder Is compared to the numerical A-scan produced For
the name situation by the model. The two A-scans are compared In Flp.uro 2
with d lnj»r;ims representing the source of e;ich signal In the center of the

The signal on the far left of both A-scans ts the main bang. This Is
followed tn both cases by the signals from the notch and backwall as depleted
hy the diagrams.
The numerical and experimental A-acans show the first four or five sLgnals
following the matn bang at the aarae time Intervals and with approximately the
same relative amplitudes. This indicates the numerical model la simulating
many fundamental processes accurately: generation of the input pulse,
propagation of a compression wave, reflection from a notch or backwall,
distribution of energy across the wave front (beam spread), and calculation of
the nuaerlcal A-scan. There are two notable differences between the numerical
and experimental A-acana. First, Che numerical A-scan has a pulse length of 3
wavelengths whereas the experimental pulse Is at least four wavelengths. This
Is an unimportant feature and easy to change. Second, there Is more energy in
signals late in the numerical A-scan than the experimental A-scan. This ts
because absorption and scatter are not simulated by EWE.
4.

WAVE DISPLAY ANALYSIS

The similarity between the numerical and experimental A-scans In Figure 2
confirms that the numerical model accurately simulates many basic elements of
an ultrasonic test. These A-scans also corroborate the standard, and simple,
view of this ultrasonic situation. Analysts of the wave displays shows this
situation ts much more complicated.
Simulations were performed of the geometry in Figure I. This ultrasonic
situation, which appears simple, is revealed to be very complicated by the
detailed wave displays of Figures 3 to 7. The ray diagrams of Figures 8, 9
and 10 summarize the wave displays in Figures 3 to 7. Figure 8 explains all
the features of the A-scan In Figure 2 and in addition it shows a compression
wave scattered from the corners. Figure 9 Is the ray diagram for eight shear
waves visible in the wave displays. Figure 10 shows the four surface
(Raylelgh) waves.
Tneso ray diagrams are far more complex than a simple ray optic analysis which
predicts only Cl and C2. It is also obvious that ray diagrams arc a massive
simplification of a wave display. A number of processes are visible In the
EWE results which are usually ignored - If Indeed they are fully understood.
A fc?w of the more prominent are:
I)

A compression wave normal to a surface mode converts to a very low angle
shear wave. This occurs on the notch ear face, backwall, and fit Itie
transducer face. This mode conversion may be due to components of the
compression wave that are not normal to the surface. Shear waves Si, S3
and SS are examples of this (In Figure 9 ) .

II)

A shear wave mode converts at the critical angle frr.m a compression wave
travelling parallel to a surface. In Figure 9 the compression wave CO
mode converts to S2 on the side of the notch. The generation of S2
i-onttnues ns C2 (the compression wave CO reflecting from the top
surface) travels parallel to the notch surface hack to the transducer.
As C2 passes by th" notch corner S2 stops being generated and moves away
from the notch as a 60° shear wave. When Cl or C2 reflect From the
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transducer face they travel back to the notch again generating another
S2.
iii)

Tip diffracted shear and compression waves are generated by the Incident
compression wave Impacting the notch t i p s . These waves tend to encircle
the notch tip (Cl in Figure 5 and S5 In Figure 6 ) .

Iv)

Two surface waves are generated at a corner by an Incident compression
wave. These surface waves travel in opposite directions from Che
corner. Figure 5 shows surface waves Rl and R3 generated at the tip
(bottom corner). Part of R3 continues Into the material upon reaching
the corner by mode converting to a shear wave (see S6 In Figure 6 ) .

4.1

Accuracy of wave displays

Wave displays are a very rich source of d e t a i l of the wave defect Interaction
In an ultrasonic inspection. Their accuracy can be assessed in three ways:
1)

Numerical A-scans are calculated d i r e c t l y from particle displacements on
the transducer surface. The wave displays are calculated directly from
particle v e l o c i t i e s throughout the material. Since the numerical A-scan
i s accurate, i t indicates that at l e a s t the compression waves are being
modelled accurately.

ii)

The wave lengths and wave speeds of the compression, shear, and surface
waves can be measured directly from the wave displays. The wavelength
Is compared to the s i z e of known geometrical reflectors to produce a
value in millimeters. The three wave types were accurate to within 4%.
Wave speeds can be measured by comparing the position of waves for
different points in time. Absolute wave speeds cannot be measured,
instead, they are compared to the compression wave speed. The shear and
surface wave speeds were within 2% of the expected values-

i i i ) The most significant verification of the wave displays i s by comparison
to experiments. Of the many phenomena predicted by the wave displays,
three are both significant and r e l a t i v e l y easy to measure. These are:
surface wave generation,
strong 60° shear wave (S2),
near 0° shear wave ( S I ) .
Experimental verification consists of fixing the transmit transducer as
in Figure 1 and placing an appropriate receive transducer In a location
to measure a particular wave (Figure 11). A trave of the rectified
signal is produced on an X-Y recorder.
The f i r s t wave display prediction Is that a surface wave probe (Figure 11)
would detect two signals 1.8 microseconds apart, with the second signal
approximately 20% larger than the f i r s t .
The first signal Is R2 and the
second Is Rl after it transmits around the corner. Figure 12 Is the A-sc.an
for this situation. Two clear surface waves are 1.8 microseconds apart with
the second signal 14% stronger than the f i r s t .
This confirms the prediction
made by the FW
. E model.
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The second prediction made by the EWE model la that each compression wave
pasalng Che notch produces a strong 60" ahear wave. To confirm this an A-scan
la produced for Che ultrasonic situation In Figure 11 - except the surface
wave probe la replaced by a 60* shear wave probe. The A-scan shows a large
signal 11.5 ram from the notch corner (Figure 13). This Is followed by a
second signal about 8 microseconds later, which Is the time Interval for a
full skip of the compression wave. A probe positioned 101.6 mm from the notch
corner measures these same two signals 33.0 microseconds later which Is the
full skip distance and time for a 60° shear wave. Therefore the second
prediction made by EWE is confirmed by experiment.
The third prediction made by EWE Is that a normal or near normal compression
wave mode converts to a near normal shear wave on a free surface. Instead of
trying to directly measure a 0* shear wave, which is difficult to do
experimentally, the A-scan of a normal beam off a backwall with no defect Is
examined (Figure 14). Large compression wave multiples are clearly visible
with much weaker signals half way between. The probable explanation for the
weak signals is that shear waves mode convert from compression waves at about
0* then mode convert back to compression waves $ skip later. This double mode
converted compression wave trails the non-mode converted compression wave by
about 4 microseconds which is indirect experimental confirmation of the
prediction made by EWE.

5.

DISCUSSION

Numerical simulations of the normal beam response from notches in a flat
aluminum plate were performed. The numerical A-scans produced by EWE (Figure
2) confirmed the results expected from a simple ray optic analysis. The time
and relative amplitude of signals in a numerical A-scan agreed with the
experimental A-scan. This proved the numerical model can simulate ultrasonic
inspection situations.
The value of ultrasonic modelling is best demonstrated by the wave displays
summarized in Figures 3 to 7. Instead of being very straightforward, these
inspection situations are revealed to be extremely complex. Many scattered
and mode converted waves are readily apparent In the wave display and several
were confirmed experimentally. The detail in the wave displays is valuable In
many applications:
6.

as an instructional aid,
as a research tool,
to explain ambiguous ultrasonic test results,
to help develop better ultrasonic procedures.

CONCLUSIONS

The two major conclusions are:
the EWK model is nn accurate* predictor of ultrasonic results,
the EWE model is an important tool For tnvestigat Inp ultrasonics.
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Wave propagation, beam spread, r e f l e c t i o n and mode conversion were a l l
modelled a c c u r a t e l y . Assumptions made by the model have no apparent negative
e f f e c t . The effect of assuming zero absorption and s c a t t e r Is v i s i b l e in the
pulse echo A-scan only becaase s i g n a l s with path lengths t h a t d i f f e r by as
much as 150 m i l l i m e t e r s are In the same A-scans. In fact absorption and
s c a t t e r are often " c o r r e c t e d " experimentally by "Distance Amplitude
C o r r e c t i o n " . There seems to be no e r r o r due to modelling In 2 dimensions.
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Figure 1: Geometry of Experlaenta and Simulations. Aluminum Plate
with a Notch Inspected Using a 2.25 MHz, 12.7 mm Diameter Contact Transducer
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Figure 2: Numerical and Experimental Pulse Echo A-scans
Produced as In Figure 1
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Figure 3: Compression Wave for Situation In Figure 1 After 2 Microseconds.
For each of Figures 3 to 7 the wave display is on the l e f t . On the right Is a
diagram depleting the areas covered by each wave and the direction It Is
travelling in. A wave display is a contour plot of kinetic energy in a cross
section of aluminum. A large number of enclosed contours represents the pnaks
in a wave. The distance between peaks represents a \ wavelength. CO is the
incident compression wave.
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Figure 5: Scattered Waves 4 Hlcroaeconda Prom Start of Test.
Cl Is returntng to transducer. Tt i s very circular because a scattered
compression wave, C3, Is superimposed. CO Is mode converting to S2 on the
notch sides.
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Figure 7: Scattered Wave 6 Microseconds From Start of Test*
C2 reflects from the backwall and mode converts Co S3. S2 has separated from
the notch and could he measured on the top surface. Rl travel Led from the
bottom corner and Is about to transmit onto the top surface. R2 is burled
under S2.
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Figure 8: Ray Diagram of Compression Haves In Wave Displays.
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Figure 9: Ray Diagram of Shear Waves In Wave Displays.
51 - near 0° shear wave mode converted from CO on notch bottom
52 - 60° shear wave mode converted from CO on side of notch
53 - Near 0° shear wave mode converted from CO on top of plate
54 - R4 mode converts to S4 upon reaching corner
S"i - Tip diffracted shear wave
56 - R3 mode converts to shear wave upon reaching corner
57 - S3 and S7 appear to be two parts of the same wave
55 - Near 0° shear wave mode converted from Cl at transducer fane
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Figure 11: Transmit/Receive Probe Position for Verification of Surface
Waves and S2. Transmit Probe on Bottom and Receive Probe on Top Surface.

Surface WaveRl
Surface Wave R2

Figure 12: A-Scan of Surface Waves Using Probes Positioned
as In Figure 11.
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Shear Wave S2

Shear Wave S2 from Multiple
of Incident Wave CO

Figure 13: A-Scan Using 60* Shear Wave Probe As In Figure 11.
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Figure 14: Pulse Reho A-Scan of Backwalls.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE BOILER TUBE WALL THICKNESS ULTRASONIC DETECTOR
Paper: A-9-1545

K. Uehari, H. Nishiguchi, K. Iwamoto,
S. Kaneko, K. Koizumi

Japan
Abstract
Wall thickness of fossil fuel firing power boiler tubes are measured by
ultrasonic test at regular intervals as part of in-service inspections.
The measuring tubes are located high up on the boiler and at restricted sites,
and many man-hours are required for preparatory of boiler tube wall thickness
scale removal.
To improve the efficiency and reliability of boiler tube wall thickness
measurements, a system was developed for measuring the tube wall thickness by
ultrasonic test from inside the tube.
The primary features of this system are:
(1)

Polishing on the outersurface of boiler tubes is not necessary because
measurements are made from inside.
(Reduction of man-hours)

(2)

Measurements in limited places where manual measurement is difficult or
impossible is made possible because automatic measurement from insjde the
tube is made by an ultrasonic probe introduced into the tube from the
inspection hole of the header.
(Improvement of reliability)

(3)

The tube wall thickness is measured by a submerged ultrasonic rotary
probe at an accuracy of ±0.1 mm along the full length.
(Improvement of reliability)

1,

Introduction

The boiler of the fossil fuel
power plant is a unit which converts
water to high temperature, high pressure
steam with heat produced by fuel
combustion. When some types of fuel are
used, however, corrosive dust accumulates
on the exterior of the heat exchanger
Lubes (Fig. 1 shows a pendant type element
tubing diagram as an example), and the
tube wall thickness is reduced with age.
Therefore the wall thickness of the heat
exchanger tubes is measured at regular
intervals for safe operation of the boiler.
The heat exchanger tube has a full length
oC 30 to 50 in and it is installed in a high,
limited space, requiring a many man-hours for
measurements and preparatory work such as
scaffolding and dust removal. As a result,
sampling inspections are generally employed.
To improve the efficiency and reliability of
boiler tube wall thickness measurements,
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. has
developed a system in cooperation with the
Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. for measuring
tube wall, thickness ultrasonically from inside
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the tube.

2,

The aystem was successfully tested on an actual boiler.

Description of The System

Thu new system introduces an ultrasonic probe into the bailor tube
utiliainq inspection holes (inside dia. 65 mm) at the two ends of the header
without cutting the tube as illustrated in Fig. 2, The system roughly
consists of the fallowing three units.
(1)

Submerged ultrasonic rotary probe and tube wall thickness gauye

(2)

Cable drive unit

( 1) Cable drum
CABLE DRUM

CABLE DRIVE UNIT
MONITOR TV
SUBMERGED ROTARY PROBE

I
PRESSURE PUMP

TO PURE WATER TANK

CABLE LENGTH DETECTOK
TUBE WALL THICKNESS GAUGE
INTERNAL HEADER MONITOR
Fig. 2

CABLE DRIVE CONTROLLER
Boiler Tube Wall Thickness Detector System

The measuring procedure with the system will
be outlined.
The cable drive unit introduced put into the
header through the header inspection hole and a
nozzle at the tip of the cable drive unit is pressed against the nozzle hole by air cylinder.
Then the pressure pump is started to send high
pressure water into the heat exchanger tube via the
cable drum. A cable 50 in in length housed in the
cable drum is released and introduced into the heat
exchanger tube together with high pressure water.
When the cable reaches the desired point, the high
pressure water is reversed and the cable is returned
to the cable drum. At this time, the submerged
ultrasonic rotary probe attached near the cable end
is rotated 360° by a micro-motor to measure the tube
wall thickness. The thickness signal is sent to the
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tube wall thickness gauge shown m Fig. 1 via slip
rings.
The signal is processed and output together
with a marker representing the measuring position
is transmitted to a high speed printer in real time
Since thfc model element shown in Fig. 1 has inside
diameters 26 to 40 nun and two U b^nds with a binding radius of 150 nun, the outside d inieinji ..JUS ol the
probe and motor were designed to b>. li.-uy than It) mm
diameter and 6'i mm in length in considerat4 un ol
the introducibi 1 i ty .
Jn measurements ftom inside
the tube, the echo height is remarkably reduced as
shown in Fig. A if the probe is inclined, In nd.Ting
measurement. lCxperimentis revealed Ui.it Ui.± maximum
tolerable inclination of the jnube in 2 °, requiring a device to maintain the probe nearly l u v d in
the tube.
In our experiments, a device made of
high polymer material with excellent abrasion
resistance, resilience and 1'li-xibilily V.ML; IIS.M]
success 1u11y.

n

Water Distance
: 5 mm
Test Specimens Used : HB-D (U-5 mm)
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'Pesfcinçi ©a Aetöal B o i l e r

The ttamotiStfetfcion t a s t ofc tht» syatem waa conducted un s u p e r h e a t e r lubeü
uf ii tiutltor Ear «v 350 MW pow«r plant in coopérât ion with Hit-* Tokyo KU-L-IIH'
Co.» I n c . in 1985 sind the Eolluwiny r e s u l t s wt-ru übtetinoU.
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Conclusioiv
'Fht- new boiler tube wall thickness detector SY"1-1''11 mt-asurt-s tho wall
of the tube ultrci-joniedl ly frum inside the Lube in *»•«»! L inu; dlung
the tut I lunqth of the tube. It automatical ly mucimircs w<*ll tlucktioss along
the tull lenyth at thu tube unlike conventiotuiI systems in which the
UWfift'ttjf t'uliahes t h e e x t e r i o r of the tube and measures t h e wall t h i c k n e s s
at s e v e r a l p u i u t a , Thu uystim e l i m i n a t e s ptjliahiiuj, scat f o h l n u ) , ami
ineuaufemetita at high p l a c e s in limited apacea und leads t o a remarkable
iinpeuveinerit in b o i l e r r e l i a b i l i t y by i-xtttisivi: maintenance conLiul based on
cintumatic lUOf. mut) su renient aluiuj the l u l l letujth ot the Lulus.
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Abstract
In this paper»A portable electromagnetic acoustic (E»M»A) inspection device with a strong power excitation unitt a lownoise receiver and better performance electromagnetic acoustic transducer
were described. The device was designed for manual testing model at
conventional temperatures rvnf\ optional occasion • The int°rri?.l de'eots of various specification heavy forging stocks can be detected.
The article in more detail describes a series of advantages using
this method. The forging stocks vtuuicnuss dopedence of the signal
strength. The gap of E.M.A transducer to the forging stocks surface
ilepedence of reflected wave amplitude as well as the influence of
nv^n irjoinj; to <letoctive sensitivity wore .-UaaujouJ.
Indroduction
In recent years f the electromagnetic acoustic inspection technique is considered as a method for quality assurance of rolled steel
i'hus» it have been quickly developed in the N D T field,it's principle i has been known* i.e. applying a static magnetic field to metal to be test and a pancake coil on the metal surface was excited
by a \HF pulse (O.4-2.5M&)* so an eddy current was formed on the
metal surface to be test* .a static magnetic field interact with eddy currents induced lorentz forces # the forces acting on metal to
be test generate ultrosonic longitudinal waves are produced if the
static magnetic field is in the plane of the surface and transvese
waves are produced if the field is perpendicular to the surface*
Compared with the piezo-electric transducer which extensively used
at present. The electromagnetic transducer is lower efficiency for
generating and receiving ultrosonic waves? the device structure is
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bigger and complexity. Of recent years. Although various special
l.»«A transducers have M m cftatejt* lat moat of then have been
used for automatic in-line testing and measuring thickness for tiara. Plates ant pipes at elevated temperatures. So the development
of B.M.A* testing technique was restricted by single shape of woricpiece* inspection conditions etc. Our developed 'tevloe differea
ftpon above mentioned. It's Inspecting manner can bear oonparation
with conventional plezo-electrio inspecting manner and the internal flaws of thickness up te> 800 mm heavy forging stocks can be teated* Because trie amuaoo oxide acalos maav. not be eiij^uwud. ^^
the waste of time ,the expensive expense of maohing and the ooupiing media are saved. Is the next ohaper of the articlei the advantages using this device will be in more detail described.
B.tUA* transducer unit
Figure 1 shown tola transducer unitt by reason that this transducer was moved on the surface of workpiece by hand when testing.
It Is only requirement that the transducer must be made in carriage
model and freely slid on the surface to be test. For this reason .
mounted a handle on one side of transducer carriage ana four sliding small copper wheel under bottom hrad of transducer carriage4'oere was a nanct vneel on the center xup o± urumo^au^j. v,aniu u c :

turnins the hand wheel can adjust the sap of seneratinc and receiving coil to the surface to be test* The coil can be conveniently
removed* At the bottom of coil, made mechanical protection and RF
screening* because this device Is operated at convetlonal temperature)* So the coil must not be adopted high temperature protection,
the static; magnetic field exciting current was controled by a
adjusting voltage system. It f s current values oaa caatiiro ir.
of 0--2.5A. The magnetising ooll dissipates 500w. The cooling problem was neglected because it's exited in discontinuous manner. A
strong power excitation unit
It is well known that the electromagnetic acoustic transducer
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conversion effioienoy of generating and receiving is lower and
tbla device was used for inspecting bigger thiclceneas heavy forging stooks»ao It demand for applying a extra-high -tenaion of7;3&V»
Thle unit wea adopted a supplying and dlaoharging ayatem and oonaiated of a thyratron and a capaoltor wltb bigger oapaolty*a tuned
ayatem oonsisted of the transmit coil and a parallel changeable
oil immersion oapaoitor* The tuned ayatem was resonanced at 2»5MHz
to generate a high peek voltage and pass through the transmit eoll
of lov Induotanoe and lov D»G resistance discharge to generate
high pulse ourrent.
Receive and amplify unit*
There was a 4 meter long cable to conect the E.M.A transducer
and main amplifier* this is one reason of signal atlenuation and
also due to it's original low level of conversion efflciency'thus
the receive signal vas very low in order to supply the attenuation
and improve the signal to noise* A preamplifier vas added to betw. ,
een the transducer and main amplifier* The pre-au»piifler consisted
of three stage wide frequency band amplifying transistors* in the
input terminal of pre-amplifler* Conecting double-diode limiter is
used to clipping the strong signals and avoiding the direct coupled RP pulse.The output stage of pre-amplifier has adopted a transistor emitter-follower oircult so that it's output Impedance is as
matoh as possible with impedance of coaxial cable which conected
pre-amplifier and main amplifier. The pre-amplifier was mounted in
E.M.A transducer carriage•• The main amplifier was a typical A-scan
pulse echo teohnique deteotor*
Pre-appllcation experiment
in generali zae surface o£ forging I'orgeii ia equivalent; i-ougu

and attached oxide scales (main component Fe?O#)*in case of this*
using a piezc-eleotric technique la very difficulties for test* on
the contrary* the E.M.A tect""ique was found to be the most adoptable method for directly inspecting*In order to obtain reliable Inspection sesitivity data of E.M.A technique* first of all* We have
made the oxide scales contrast test far the oil coupling 2*5MH?,(0
20mm piezo-electric transducer to the E.M.A transducer on the forging sample without oxide soales* wltb 500mm long*. 185mm wide and

- 250and drilled P ?nn» pins* 04mm and jt 5mm flat bottom holes.The
corresponding reflected wave amplitude of both transducer depend*
tnoe of the noiae level is as shown In figure 2. We can see. the ooise level of 1,M>& tranaducer la higher about 1 § dS than the noise
level of pieao-eleotric transducer. ,
Second i we have attached thiokneas tmm mixture of oxide scalepowder and liquid glass to the surface of same forging sample. The
reflected wave amplitude dependence of noiae level using same B.M.
k tranaducer ia aa shown in figure 3* From figure, we can see the
^ V i e W : Euiolt as, V.;e ?3;*jf.'.j «..:•; "l^. -v**~ai«. ?IM:O!-H« *»ide scale proved that deteoted noiae level oorreponding decrease
about 15 dB than under without scale condition, from above, we have
got the conclusion that using the E.M.A transducer. We may reliable
inspect th» forgings with oxide acale and detected sensitivity is
higher or at least same as piezo-electrie transducer*
lilt the fallowing: experiment discusses the static magnetic field*
the gap of B.M.A transducer to the surface to be test and the frequency dependence of reflected wave amplitude* These graphs were
ploted on the drilled a ' 3 flat bottom
hole forging sample with
a
thickness 510mm and attached oxide eale*
Ihe. reflected wav« a«alitudu lupc...'.^.--; -f static rs,r.iGtic ficli'
Fiqure 4 shown graph of the reflected wave amplitude dependence
of static magnetic field* There was a optimal value in the excitat-.' :*
ion current 1 «oA» From figure • we can see the reflected wave amplitude is not increase with increasing static magnetic field. The flat cucve behind the opitimal part was due to saturanted magnetic
field os the forging to be teat* The practice inspection results
have proved that using B.M.A transducer detect various thickness
forging; stocks. The static magnetic field strength was usually permanent*
,%» gap of B.M.A transducer to surface to be test dependence of
reflected wave amplitude.
Figure) 5 shown the graph of the gap of B.M.A transducer to surface to be teat dependence of reflected wave amplitude* prom figure* we can see. if there are small variation between the gap of
B.M.A tranaducer to the surface, then this will cause large change
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°f reflected wave amplltude^by praotloe point oat* the refleoted
wave amplitude in exponential curve depress with increasing gap. In
the general* if the gap was increased by iromt Sensitivity will decrease about 7dB.
The frequenoy dependence of refleoted wave amplitude*
Figure 6 shown the graph of the frequenoy dependence of refleoted wave amplitude under the gap is permanent condition* This experiment was made with O.5MHB.'.. 1*25MHB and 2.5MHr.: frequenoy* In fi
Kure* the reflected wave amplitude is depress in exponential curve
with increasing frequenoy*
Practice application*
This electro magnetio acoustic combination device can be conven-•'
ently carry to the inspection place. Because the strength of tranBX

averse wave is stronger than longitudinal wave" room temperatures
and the strong magnetic field of perpendicular*-Surface of forging
is produced easily* So we have employed the transverse wave manner
in this transducer*The transducer carriage can be move in radius 4
meter or so for detecting. As long as hold the handle on the carriage* It can be freely slide on the surface to be test* It's velosity
and direction may be artificially elected-* While inspecting* Press
the exciting magnetic button on the handle and turn on high voltage
switch on the transducer carriage* So fart we have successfully inspected a quantity of heavy forginj stocks ancl obtained results wa*»
satisfactory•
Conclusion•
Using this B.M.A combination device for manual testing heavy forging stocks at conventional temperature proved a improvement for
testing manner* in general* It's advantages as follows: as far as
economic efficiency is concerned* The oxide scales must not be eliminate and there needs no the coupling media for inspecting* thus*
the expesive expense of machitg was saved and the production per4 od
is deoreaaed* In the case of inspecting condition* This operating
manner xa not limited by special requirements. It ia manual test
manner at room temperatures that may inspect various speoifioation
heavy forging stocks- In partieuly* in the metallurgical works (developing this E.M.A transducer may be reqarded as extending the
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capability of the NDT inspeotion technique*
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Figure 1 E.M.A transducer unit

1~pre-amplifi«r
2-direct current electromagnetic coil
3-masnetic pole
4-/?enoratin/j and r*cf>1vinr;
coil
5-forging stock
6-sliding copper wheel
7-handle 8-cable conector
9-turning wheel
10-exciting magnetic switch
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figure 4* froa 0 flat bottom holes In thloknesa 510ma forging
with oxide scale refleoted wave aaplitude dependence
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NDT AND INSPECTION OF TRITIUM REMOVAL FACILITY
B. Schulze, J.P. Dufour, R. Zmasek

Papen

Canada

TRITIUM REMOVAL FACILITY
1.

INTRODUCTION
CANPU REACTOR
CANDU heavy water reactors produce tritium in the moderator
and coolant circuits through neutron absorption by the
deuterium atoms in heavy water. The concentration of
tritium, in the form of DTO molecules builds up slowly with
time of reactor operation. A typical yearly production rate
of tritium is 2400 curie for each megawatt of electricity
produced and as a consequence, a 600 megawatt Candu reactor
produces 1.4 million curie of tritium per year. Tritium
decays to 3He, a non radioactive species, and has a half
life of approximately 12 years.
Both Ontario Hydro and AECL are constructing plants to
remove tritium from heavy water to maintain the tritium
concentration below the equilibrium value.
This will result in lower radiation doses to operating
personnel and reduce the level of radiation in any releases
of heavy water to the environment.
WHAT IS TRITIUM?
It is heavy heavy hydrogen, i.e. isotope of hydrogen with
an atomic weight of 3 compared with the most abundant
hydrogen isotope or protium (P) with atomic weight of 1 and
Deuterium with an atomic weight of 2. Protium and Deuterium
are naturally occurring (albeit in different
concentrations), the concentration of deuterium being
approximately 150 ppm in normal water. Apart from the
atomic weight difference, Tritium differs from Protium and
Deuterium in that it is radioactive, emitting weak Beta
rays and a sheet of paper would be sufficient as a shield.
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CKH. DARLINGTON - TRP
Let me say a few words about the history of the Ontario
Hydro Darlington T R F and AECL Chalk River TBP.
Ontario Hydro identified the need for tritium removal and
initiated studies approximately ten years ago. At this time
the plan was to site the plant at Pickering.

A contract was awarded to Sulzer Canada in 1981 for the
process design and equipment package. A decision taken in
1992 to build a duplicate facility at Darlington was
rapidly superceded by a rationalization of O.H.'s tritium
separation strategy which resulted in the consolidation of
the two projects into a single system to be sited at
Darlington, Ontario.
Design work on the system was carried out jointly by Sulzer
Brothers Limited in Winterthur* Switzerland and Sulzer
Canada Inc. in Toronto. The process consists of the
following principal parts: feed treatment* vapour phase
catalytic exchange* dryer unit, absorber unit, low tritium
distillation* high tritium distillation, cryogenic
refrigeration system, recombiner system and deuterium make
up system* The cold boxes, compressors and recombiner were
manufactured in Europe and the balance of the system
subcontracted in North America. Construction of the
facility is complete and commissioning is now commencing.
AECL CHALK RIVER - TEP
This will be the first industrial &_.ale demonstration of
the Liquid Phase Catalytic Exciu^ge (LPCE) process for
transfer of tritium from heavy water to deuterium.
In the Chalk River plant the catalyst for isotopic transfer
will be the wetproofed catalyst employed in the Liquid
Phase Catalytic Exchange (LPCE) process.
The process downstream of the LPCE column is basically
similar to DTRF* One significant difference is the use of
helium instead of hydrogen as refrigerant. While this is
less thermodynamically efficient than hydrogen, practical
project specific considerations favoured the use of helium
for TEP. The higher specific energy consumption
(approximately three times the power consumption of a
hydrogen system) would have been a severe penalty for DTRF.
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USES OF TRITIUM
The driving force for both the DTRP and TEP p r o j e c t s i s
removal of t r i t i u m from heavy water of reactor moderator
and heat transport systems, t o reduce operator exposure to
r a d i a t i o n and t o reduce the l e v e l of r a d i o a c t i v i t y in any
heavy water r e l e a s e s to the environment.
However the separated tritium does have a number of
commercial a p p l i c a t i o n s and i s therefore a commodity of
s i g n i f i c a n t value (eighteen m i l l i o n d o l l a r s per kilogram).
For these reasons marketing of Canadian tritium under a
s t r i n g e n t l y c o n t r o l l e d regime t o avoid any i n t e r a c t i o n with
t r i t i u m produced for military purposes i s under serious
consideration.
Uses include radioactive tracing and s e l f illumir.ating
s i g n s (for remote a i r f i e l d s and emergency e x i t s e t c ) . The
a p p l i c a t i o n which holds p o t e n t i a l for the use of large
( i . e . Kilogram) q u a n t i t i e s would be the various fusion
energy research programs. For the present generation of
experiments the "fuel" i s an equimolar mixture of deuterium
and tritium. With the f a c i l i t y a t Darlington, augmented by
t r i t i u m produced a t Chalk River, Canada could supply a
s u b s t a n t i a l proportion of the tritium required for the
fusion experiments currently under way.
2.

DESCRIPTION OP TRITIUM EXTRACTION PLANT
The plant c o n s i s t s of the following system:
a) feed system with storage f a c i l i t i e s and de-gassing u n i t .
b) c a t a l y t i c exchange system, where the t r i t i u m i s
transferred from the heavy water into a deuterium gas
stream.
c) dryer unit, where the moisture is removed from the
deuterium gas.
d) low tritium d i s t i l l a t i o n # where the tritium i s
concentrated.
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©) high tritium distillation, where the tritium is brought
m its p«*ee form*
t) tritium transfer and storage system,
g) cryogenic refrigeration system* (show slides where
available)
Syaterns a ) , b ) , c) and f> have what we consider "normal"
operating! anel design conditions, i.e. design pressures up
to 20 bar with design temperatures up to 250 degrees
celsius* However* the systems d) and e) operate
at
temperatures around 20 Kelvin (minus 253 s C) and contain at
the same time radioactive substances which are cooled with
liquid hydrogen* The size of the equipment covers an
extremly wide range Crom heat exchangers and vessels which
weigh only I kg to vessels with volumes of 175 m-* with a
weight o£ more than SO tons.
3.

REQUIREMENTS
In Canada the Nuclear Industry is controlled and governed
by the REGULATOR* REQUIREMENTS of the:
- Federal Government
- Provincial Government
REGULATORY AGENCIES
- FEDERAL

- Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) and
AECB Staff

- PROVINCIAL - Ontario Ministry of Corporate and Consumer
Relations (MCCR)

- Quebec and New Brunswick Department of
Labour and Manpower (DOL)
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AECD FUNCTION

o

Assure that Nuclear Facility will be
-

Sited
Designed
Constructed
Commissioned
Operated

In accordance with Established Safety Criteria and
Requirements
CODE CLASSIFICATION AND DESIGN REGISTRATION
o

Code classificationd approval must first be obtained
from AECB.

o

Code classification according to CSA Standard N285.0,
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CLASS 6 SYSTEMS
AECB and Ontario Hydro classified the Tritium Removal
Facilities as * Class 6 system* Non-Nuclear and had to meet
the following criteria;
(i)

Those sections of systems which do not contain
radio-active material*

tii)

Those sections of a system containing radioactive
material but the failure of which without the
containment system, would not result in a hazard to
tha public exceeding 1% of the AECB dose limits for
a serious process failure or to plant personnel
which exceeds the AECB annual dose limits for
personnel who are NOT atomic radiation workers.

Sections o£ systems classified as class 6 must meet the
requirements of CSA B.51 code for the construction and
inspection of boilers and pressure vessels.
It was clear from the very beginning that the ASME-code did
not cover these very specific operating and design
conditions* A very close cooperation between the system
designer Sulzer* the owner and operator Ontario Hydro and
the authorities in Ontario, MCCR was the only way to
establish the additional requirements for a safe and
reHablo
Detailed Terms of Reference;
£* To establish the quantities in which elemental tritium
and tritium oxide are considered lethal.
Z» To assess releases from possible failure modes.
3. To write guidelines on where and why ASME VIII division
1 should bo used.
4. To divide the tritium removal system into subsystems for
classification.
5. To apply the guidelines to each subsystem.
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6, To determine which subsystems require more rigorous
design and or fabrication procedures than ASMB VIII
division 1.
7. To determine which additional procedures would apply to
each subsystemi
PROVINCIAL FUNCTION

O

ADMINISTER REQUIREMENTS OF PROVINCIAL BOILER AND
PRESSURE; VESSEL ACT AND ASSOCIATED CSA STANDARDS

PROVINCIAL REQUIREMENTS - DESIGN
o

The designer of all pressure retaining equipment must
request the department to register the "design" of this
equipment.

o

The "design" includes:
o
o
o
o

Certified design specification
G.A. drawings (component) or flowsheets (system)
Adequate detail drawings to completely define the
pressure boundary of the equipment
Design report (or design calculations, if requested,
for non-nuclear and some Class 2 and 3 systems and
components.

PROVINCIAL' REQUIREMENTS - FABRICATION
The act excercises most of its control over fabrication
through the authorized inspector.
o

Design must be registered before fabrication,

o

Weld procedures must be registered.

o

Welders must be tested periodically and certified by the
department.

o

In Canada the authorized inspector is an employee of the
department.

o

Manufacturer's Q.A. programs are approved by the
department.
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DESIGN REQUIREMENTS TOR COMPONENT IN TRF SYSTEMS
After quit© d number of discussions and after many
disagreements between the involved parties, the TRF system
was established as a Class 6 System* and in compliance with
the Requirements of CSA standard B51 code for the
construction and Inspection ot Boilers and Pressure
Vessels and special requirements for Tritium Removal
Plants.
This leads to the ASME-Codes
ASME SECTION VIII. DIV. 1.
with the associated sections for:
Material Section II
NOT Section V

Welding Section IX
ANSI B 31.3
with fluid level "M" for lines without secondary
containment.
SPECIAL. REQUIREMENTS FOR REGISTRATION,
DESIGN AND. FABRICATION
The registration of equipment is based on the submission of
the following additional documents:
-

Design description and certified design specifications.

-

Analysis of loadings to determine stress levels at all
critical points.

-

Process diagrams accepted by the Owner and submitted to
MCCR*

-

Overpressure protection reports.
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4.

-

Analysis, showing that normal safety precautions against
explosions have been considered and are included in the
Hydrogen System.

-

All material used must be traceable,

-

Only seamless piping and fittings shall be used.

-

Only full penetration welding joints.

-

All nozzles shall be integrally reinforced.

-

All welding procedures registered with N.C.C.R.

-

Spot radiographic examination and in addition all
T-Joints.

-

All radiographs shall become part of the history docket.

TESTING REQUIREMENTS
A broad range of NDT was applied during the manufacturing
process of equipment and components, to assure, that the
fabrication meets the design criteria.
Radiography of welds.
Ultrasonic test of material.
Eddy current test of tube material.
Liquid penetrant, magnetic particle inspection of
material and welding.
Helium leak testing of all equipment and components.
Impact Test
-

Hardness testing.
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lit addition to the standard tests of tensile and impact
tests* the following special tests were carried outs
-

Fidelle test to determine the susceptability to hydrogen
embrittlement.

-

Test to determine the stability of SS 304 L at the
temperature of liquid helium*

-

Impact testing of small specimen*

•

Tensile test at 4K

-

Fracture toughness test at 4K.

-

Cyclic testing of expansion joint at 4K.

-

Cyclic testing of transition joints (connection between
ALU and SS)» with a combination of mechanical loads and
internal pressure.

Today, I would like to address some of the very specific
tests carried out on the TRF Project to assure the
integrity of the base material and welding of components
operating at very low temperatures (4° Kelvin) and for
hydrogen service.
HYDROGEN EHBRITTLEHENT TEST Of STAINLESS STEEL 304L ft 316L
TEST HETHOP
The principal of the test method is described in the
article "Disc Rupture Tests" by J.P. Fidelle, ASTN STP
543-74. The method of evaluating the embrittling effect of
hydrogen or helium on metals by measuring the pressure
required to burst a small metal disc. The metal disc is
clamped in a cell and is pressurized from one side until
rupture occures.
TEST SPECIMEN
The test specimen is a 58 mm diameter disc and has a
thickness of .75 mm. It must be prepared to a very fine
finish of RMS on both sides.
If a welded specimen is prepared for testing, the weld must
run dimetrically across the disc.
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TESTING
The pressure disc test facility at the Creusot Loire
Research Centre, Le Creusot, France, carried out the
testing.
The test gases used are helium with a purity of 99,999%,
and hydrogen with a purity type U,
The disc holder is evacuated to 10-3 TORR and rinsed with
test gas several times before applying the test pressure at
room temperature, at a rate of 5 bar/min. until bursting of
the disc occures.
TEST RESULT
Hydrogen embrittlement is measured by the ratio of the
Rupture Pressure of a hydrogen charged disc and the rupture
of a helium charged disc of the same material and
processing material.
Material determined acceptable and suitable for high
pressure hydrogen service must meet the following c r i t e r i a :
P

HE

!

P

H2

=

<

2

*°

For high quality material, the test is performed usually
three times for each material under each set of conditions
to assure good reproducibility.
CONCLUSION
The disc pressure test provided evidence that stainless
steel 304L/316L material is suitable for the hydrogen
system installed at the tritium removal facility.
PRACTURB TOUGHNESS OF AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
PURPOSE
To substantiate the theory of "Leak Before Break" for
stainless steel 304L & 316L materials as service
temperature 24.6K.
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BACKGROUND
Austenitic stainless steels are prime-candidate materials
for cryogenic or sub-zero temperature applications, it has
been reported that even austenitic steel castings have been
used in process applications at temperatures as low as the
boiling point of helium for a number of years. Service
experience has been excellent with no failure, due to
embrittlement or loss of toughness.
For the TRS process equipment, austenitic stainless steels
316L and 304L are considered for use. Since the TRS vessels
are fabricated by arc welding, fracture toughness of the
weld will also be considered. The following table shows
some reported fracture toughness on 316L austenitic
stainless steel and "eldments.
Kic(4K)
Ksi in

K lc (4K)
MPa m 1 / 2

Base Metal (316L)

171

188

-

Weld (SMAW)

86
156
181
120
146
183
171
107

94.6
171.6
199.1
132
160.6
201.3
188
118

50
%
91
%
106 %
70 %
85.3%
107 %
100 %
62.5%

Material

Kxc(Weld)
Klc(Base Metal)

DISCUSSION
The above table demonstrates that the fracture toughness of
the austenitic base material remains high even at 4K. Weld
metal of 316L varies considerably over a wide range but
shows no evidence of brittle behaviour.
Because of the obvious ductility of these materials and the
thin wall construction (<1") of the process vessels, it is
evident that these vessels would not fail in a brittle
manner.
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Rupture, if it did occur, would take place in a ductile
manner and would not lead to Eragmentation of the vessel.
Failure mode would be in the "leak before break" category.
This can be further illustrated by the following fracture
mechanics evaluation.
The Ki c of the weld in comparison with that of the base
metal as shown in the previous table varies from 50% to
107%. Taking a conservative approach, the Ki c of the 316L
weld mc-tal can be estimated by using 50% of the base metal
fracture toughness.
Since K\c (weld) is less than K^c (base metal), it is more
appropriate to evaluate the fracture mechanics oil the weld
rather than the base metal. Typical fracture mechanics
calculation for 316L base metal and weldment are shown in
Appendix A and lead to the estimated critical crack size
for base metal be 1.92m and 48cm for weld. Of course these
are hypothetical crack sizes only. In the real situation,
if a small crack does exist in the weld or base metal, it
will cause tritium leakage first. Then the sensing devices
of the TRS would detect the leakage well before the crack
would have the chance to grow to a substantial size.
It has been reported that at 4K the fracture toughness of
304 stainless steel is higher than that of 316. (3) It is
reasonable to estimate the toughness of 304L be comparable
or better than the 316L at cryogenic conditions. Necause of
their excellent ductility properties, both 316L and 304L
stainless steels are good materials for the TRS parocess
equipment.'
CONCLUSION
The fracture toughness of the 316L austenitic stainless
steel at cryogenic temperatures is extremely good.
Weldments in general appear to be lower than the base
metal. However, even at these lower levels, the fracture
toughness is still more than adequate for the proposed
service conditions.
Should failure occur, it will progress in a ductile
manner. The tritium leakage detection system would detect
any tritium leakage before a defect or a crack can grow to
a size which would cause fracture of the equipment.
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DETECTION OF REINFORCING BAR IN CONCRETE CONSTRUCTIONS BY
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC INDUCTION TESTING
Paper: B-9-1000
Osamu Yokota, Yugoro Ishii

Japan

ABSTRACT:
Uosearch has been executed to find the accuracy with which the
reinforcement steel dimensions can be measured quantitatively by the
magnetic induction testing. This paper describes the trial manufacture of
vareous types of probe coils and the investigation of reinforcing steels
in concrete with various changes of the test frequencies.
As a result, it was found that the magnitude of the signals was
influenced by various materials, covering depth (the distance between
probe coil and reinforcing steel), diameter of reinforcing steels and so
on. In the case where the steel was of similar quality and the same
diameter, the signal magnitude was influenced by the covering depth. When
the covering depth was constant, it was obvious that the similar quality
stueis with different diameters had an effect on the phase angle and the
signal magnitude.
I.Introduction
Most, of non-destructive tests have been applied to metallic materials
or structures made of metals ''or the purpose of detecting defects (mainly
cracks) that may arise in the material. In recent years, on the other
hand, importance of quality control of the concrete structure has been
recognized again, since quicker deterioration of the concrete structures
such as express ways or new trunk lines of JNR that had been believed to
bo durable semi eternally has often be observed. There are two possible
causes of such diterioration. The First one is due to generation of
cracks in the concrete structure caused by corrosion and volumetric
expansion of steel bars (reinforcement) by the use of marine sand as
aggregate and the other is caused by break down of concrete itself due to
reaction among alkaline aggregates.
Therefore, the non destructive method of the concrete structure should
include the measurement of the properties, salt content, water content
and permeability of gaseous material of concrete, detection of cracks or
gaps that may exist within concrete, confirmation of the diameter of
sl(M?l bars and their positions in the reinforced concrete structural
members and so forth.
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The electro-magnetic induction test has been known as one of the
testing methods of reinforcement steel bars. This method is used for the
measurement o" the diameter of steel bars, arrangement of reinforcement,
conditions of corrosion, covering depth etc. In this study, the authors
conducted the experiments for measurement of the diameter and covering
depth of the reinforcement steel bars applying the electro-magnetic
induction testing method.
II-Apparatus and Method of Experiment
The apparatus used for this study is of FD-8U0-RP TYPE made by Hara
Denshi Sokki Co.,Ltd. The outline drawing of the probe coils used for
detection of steel bars is shown in Fig.l.
Th< experiments are conducted by moving the reinforcement bars
perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the probe coils as shown
in Fig.2. The coil inserted in one side of the bridge generates the
output signal as deviation from the equilibrium from the original
condition where there is no steel bar or no output signal. The signal is
amplified and demodulated and then recorded on the X-axis and Y-axis of
the recorder. The test frequency is varied in 4 steps, namely 8,16,32 ar>.H
40 kHz and sensitivity of the apparatus is adjusted constant at 40 dfi.
HI. Standard Specimens
In order to investigate the diameter of the steel bar and covering
depth actual concrete strucures quantitatively, tho standard specimens
are employed. For reproducibility is sought for by adjust, ins tho
sensibility, phase, filter and level of action of the apparatus and by
confirming and checking its performances. At present, however, the
standard of specimens of the concrete structure has not been established.
Therefore, the round bar with 16 mm diameter of S45C is used as standard
specimen as shown in Table 1. The steel bars listed in Table 2 are used
for the specimens in this study
IV. Result of Experiment
IV. [ Signal Wave Forms by Various Types of Probe Coil
Experiments to know the differences among the signal wave forms due to
arrangement the probe coils are conducted. An example of the results of
measurement is shown in Figures 3,4 and 5. At first, as Probe 1 gets
closer to the steel bar starting at a point well apart from the steel bar
where it can not detect the steel bar, the signal wave form swings as
shown in Fig.3. The wave form reaches its maximum at the point nearest to
the steel bar and becomes smaller as Probe 1 gets away from the stc«>l
bar, then returns to the original point by way of the same path. Tho
signal wave form varies depending upon the materiaJ and shape of the
steel bar, the characteristics of the coil and the test freqency. By the
way, the followings are the conditions at which the abovementioned test
is conducted:diameter and 60 mm covering depth.
In Fig.4, the signal wave form by Probe 2 is shown. As Probn 2
approaches to the steel bar, the signal wave form shifts from the origin
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and swing to the maximum amplitude at the point about 50 mm apart from
the steel bar. And when Probe 2 takes the position nearest to the steel
bar, the signal wave form comes back to the origin through the same path.
Then, as Probe 2 gets away from the steel bar, the signal wave form
swings widely to the opposite direction or to the direction J80 deviated
from the wave form that has been drawn by that time and comes back to the
origin through the same path. In other words, it draws the curve of the
signal wave by Probe 1 and its reversed figure. And, as shown in Pig.4,
the size of the signal wave form varies widely depending upon the
(iiruction of measurement of the probe But the phase angle varies very
little, The wave form when the stee] bar is placed in the perpendicular
(Yaxis) direction to Probe 1 in Fig. 1 the wave form is drawn to its
largest size and when the steel bar placed parallel to the probe no
signal is gained. On the other hand, in case of Probe 1, change in the
wave form by the direction of measurement is not observed. Therefore, in
order to know the direction along which the steel bar is buried,
measurement is to be made along various direction by using Probe 2. The
direction along which the steel bar is laid can be juoged from the change
of the signal wave form at that time.
In Fig.5, the signal wave form of the steel bar drawn by Probe 3 are
shown. The pattern of the wave forms resembles that of those which are
gained by Probe 1, but its amplitude of wave is smaller than that of
Probe 1. Which the signal wave form varies depending upon the direction
along which measurement is made, the wave form is drawn somehow aiog
whichever direction measurement may be made and in no case, it remains at
Zero.
Summarizing the results obtained in the above, it may be concluded that
the larger the signal wave form is the better in order to make the
informations From the steel bars quantitative, thus Probe 1 or Probe 2
should be used. But, for the purpose of finding the direction along which
the steel bar is buried, use of Probe 2 or Probe 3 would be better.
IV. II Difference in Signal Wave Form due to Test Frequency
In Fig.6, an example of the results of measurement by Probe 1 using
various test frequencies is shown. In these tests, the signal in the
testing apparatus is adjusted to fall at the origin, when there is no
steel bar in front of the probe coil. Then, the signal wave form becomes
larger as the probe coil approaches the perpendicular position to the
longitudinal direction of the steel bar, and swings to its maximum at the
closest, position to the steel bar. After passing through the steel bar,
it comes back to the origin by way of the same path. Fig.6 shows the
result of measurement for the steel bar (S45C) of 16 mm
under the
conditions of the test frequency of 8,16,32 and 40 kHz, covering depth of
(i() mm and adjusted sensibility of the apparatus at 40 dB.
Kiom these results, ii. is known that when the test frequency changes,
t he size and phase of thp signal wave form changes simultaneously. Or
when the. frequency gets higher, the signal wave form becomes smaller and
the ph-)S(; advences to the clockwise direction. And the signal wave form
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changes linearly. From the above results, it is known that in order to
detect the steel bars, it is advantageous to get as large detect inn
signal as possible and out of the 4 kinds of test frequencies, 8, Hi, ;52
and 40 kHz, the largest signal wave form is given when a kHz is used.
IVJjPjoasurement of Diameter of Steel Bar and Its Covering Depth
In Pis.7, the change of the signal wave form when Probe 1 and the test
frequency of 8 kHz is used, as the covering depth is changed with 5 mm
steps from 57 mm to 102 mm is shown. The material of the specimen is S«1RC
and its diameter is Itt mm. Fig,7 shows that the larger the covering depth
becomes, the amplitude of the signal wave form gets gradually smaller.
But the phase angle changes little.
Next in Fig,8, the signal wave forms detected by Probe 1 when the
diameter of the steel bar is changed while the covering depth is kept
constant are shown. From Fig.8, it is learned that the amplitude of the
signal wave form and the phase change simultaneously. Namely, as the
diameter ofthe steel bar gets larger, the amplitude of the signal wave
form becomes larger and the phase turns toward the clockwise direction.
From the data that appear in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, Fig. 9 is composed by
plotting them in one diagram using the covering depth and the diameter of
the steel bur as parameters. Fig.!) illustrates the change of the signal
wave form as the covering depth is changed from 57mm to 102 mm with the
steps of 5 mm and the diameter of the steel bar takes the values of <),1(>
and'£'<£mm respectively. From these results it has been made clear that as
the covering depth gets larger, the amplitude of the signal wave form
becomes smaller with little change in the phase angle, while as the
diameter of the steel bar gets larger, the amplitude becomes larger with
advance of the phase angle toward the clockwise direction. Therefore, if
the material of the steel bar is known in advance, the diameter of the
steel bar and its covering depth can be estimated at the same time by
refer ing to Fig.!).
While in Fig.!), the results of measurement for tin.' round bar of S45C
only, in Fig.10 12 the results of measurement for the materials of S«15CM,
SU24 and SIKiO. The test conditions are 8 kHz. and -10 dli using Probe 1.
The results of these tests show that the wave forms indicated differ
considerably between S45C and S45CM, because these two materials received
different heat treatment even though having the same composition.
However, respective error of measurement, is very small. On the other
hand, similar indicated wave forms are gained for the steel bar SR24 and
the deformed steel bar SD30, but. the errors in the amplitude measured is
larger compared with those of S'tBC and S45CM.
V.Conclusion
In this study, the probes of throe kinds were used and the fundamental
investigations are made on the influences on the signal wave form when
the test frequency, material and shape of the steel bars, covering depth
etc. are changed in various ways. The results of the experiments are
summarized as the following:
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(1) Depending upon the shape of the probe, the amplitude and phase of
the signal wave form differs. Sometimes, the amplitude changes
depending upon the direction of measurement by the probe.
(2) The higher the test frequency rises, the smaller the signal wave
form.
(3) When the material of the steel bars differs, the amplitude of the
signal wave form and phase changes.
(4) When the covering depth is kept constant, the amplitude and phase
change as the diameter of the steel bar changes.
(5) If the diameter of the steel bar is kept constant, the amplitude of
the signal becomes smaller as the covering depth gets larger, but
the phase remains constant.
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MAGNETIC TESTING OF STEEL ROPES

E. Kalwa, K. Piekarski
Canada

Paper: B-9-103G

ABSTRACT
The DC methods have proven to be much superior to the early-developed AC
instruments. Instruments, which arp presently on the market, are generally of
a DC type and measure long and short range defects. However, most of them
measure either very accurately short range defect with E profile inductive
sensor or long range with Hall-effect sensors. It is the view of the authors
that much greater accuracy and reliability may be obtained by the instrument
using the specially designed Hall-effect sensors.
INTRODUCTION
During a steel rope's operation wires deteriorate and the strength of the
rope decreases. Different kinds of defects can occur depending on the typo of
operation, the magnitude of load and service conditions. The most frequently
occurring damages are wire breaks, corrosion and abrasion of both inner and
outer wires. To ensure safety of a rope's operation one has to lcnow the
values and the distribution of defects.
Numerous methods of nondestructive testing have been developed. The most
reliable results are offered by magnetic methods [1]- Among them two basic
ways of magnetization of the wire rope have been applied:
( i)

AC methods using alternating current to obtain a variable magnetic
field in a rope.

(ii)

DC methods by using permanent or electric magnets to obtain a
constant magnetic field in a rope.

In AC methods wire rope serves as a ferrous core of the coil. Changes in
the rope's structure cause changes in the mutual impedance between the
magnetizing and the search coil which serves as a measure of the rope's
cross-sectional area [2].
In DC methods a part of the rope is magnetized longitudinally by closing
the magnetic circuit in the magnetic head. Generally two parameters indicating
condition of the rope can be measured:
(A)

Major magnetic flax passing through the rope and the ends of the
magnetic head.

(B)

Leakage magnetic flux around the rope at the centre of the magnet ir
head.
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Measurement of these parameters can be provided either by inductive or
Hall-effect aensora.
1.

AC Test Instruments

Frequency of the magnetizing current in AC methods (Fig.I) vary between
10 and 80 Ha. Usually variations of the two components of the search coil
voltage are measured: inductive component (X) affected by the changes of the
cross-sectional area of the rope, and the resistance component (R) affected by
the changes of the eddy currents in the rope caused by the variations of
rope's structure [3],
AC test instruments have been manufactured in Canada by Rotesco Ltd.,
Scarborough• for many years and have found applications in numerous countries
111. Even though a simultaneous analj'sis of both "X" and "R" components
allows detection of various types of rope defects, this method suffers serious
deficiencies. The AC instruments are gradually replaced by more accurate DC
instruments, especially with the Hall-effect sensors, because the AC methods
have generally insufficient quantitative resolution, bad signal-to-noise
ratio, easily interferable signals, low rope speed limit and complicated
operation [5].
2,

DC Test Instruments Using Inductive Sensors
a)

Measurement of the ma.ior magnetic flux

Method of measuring changes of the major magnetic flux in the magnetic
head was described by Hirama et al. in Japanese and U.S. Patents [6], As
shown in Fig. 2, the U-shape magnetic head contains two electromagnets
providing longitudinal magnetization of a part of the rope passing through the
magnetic head. The inductive sensor is built as a coil wound around the
ferromagnetic core. One end of the core is connected to the central part of
the shorting bar of the magnetic head while the other surrounds the tested
cope.
When an undamaged part of the rope is tested, only the major magnetic
flux is present. Every non-zero value of the flux passing through the search
toil core and the N-pole is counteracted by an opposite flux passing through
the search coil core arid the S-pole; therefore, there is no signal from the
sensor, when a defected part of the rope starts to pass through the magnetic
head, tho previous balance is disturbed and the signal from the sensor is
received indicating the presence and the size of a defect.
This differential method of measurement allows a very stable zero-level
of the signal to occur and convenient determination of short defects (a few cm
lotiff). But long and multiple defects were indicated only at their ends.
Hklrama et al. claim that the signal indicating a short defect occurred only
whf-n that defect passed exactly through the core of the search coil. However,
it is apparent from the principle of operation that such a signal starts to
occur when the defect enters the magnetic head and ends when the defect exits
the magnetic head. Therefore, this device provided bad quantitative
resolution because the length of the signal corresponded to the moving defect
through the whole magnetic head. Also the sensitivity of the measurement was
relatively low because very short defects (a few mm long) caused insignificant
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variations of the major flux.
b)

Measurement of the magnetic leakage flux

Although DC magnetization can be provided by electromagnets, it is more
convenient and common to apply permanent magnets. Changes of the magnetic
leakage flux around the rope can be measured by inductive sensors placed in
the centre of the magnetic head (Fig. 3-6).
The first instruments of this type were commercially available in North
.America in the late 60's. They were developed by Jezewski et al.. [7| and
manufactured in Poland by the Experimental Institute of the University nf
Mining and Metallurgy in Cracow, In the Polish mining industry those
defectographs were found reliable and suitable for magnetic NOT inspections.
The Polish Standard for Winding Ropes and also the Polish Mines Safety
Regulations required using them as a part of routine maintenance and code nf
safety practices for mining hoists, elevators and other steel rope
installations (Polish publications in Wire International, UK) [8,9],
Defectograph MD-6 (Fig.3) manufactured in Poland in the early 60's had
th^ magnetic head built of the assembly of permanent magnets which
longitudinally magnetized the rope to its saturation at about 50 cm length.
\ny defects in a rope produces the leakage flux around the rope depending on
the type, size and magnitude of the defect. The inductive sensors with the
"l\"-prof ile concentrators were positioned at the centre of the magnetic head
ami connected through the amplifier to the recorder. The principle of
operation of this sensor was similar to the earlier described differential
'Measurement of the major magnetic flux. However, the leakage flu>: sensor1
'iffniTKl higher sensitivity and better quantitative resolution since1 the
measurement was taken from a shorter part of the rope and every defect
separately affected the magnetic leakage flux.
This instrument could accommodate ropes ranging in diameter from 10 to
GO mm, regardless of the rope construction. The detected flaws included
signals from broken wires, corrosion, heavy abrasion or distortion of the
wires. The use of inductive sensors required the rope to be moved through tho
magnetic head. Chart speed was proportional to the rope speed and together
with the time recorder, operating from a synchronous clock, allowed precise
location of the fault , The positioning of a fault in the cross-seel ion nf
the rope was also possible because of the use of two sensors located at
different diameters but operating simultaneously, which was especially
suitable when locked coil ropes were tested.
The obtained results from tests performed with the above tester' in
Canadian mines were so reliable [101 that, despite strong competition from the
Canadian AC wire rope testers, it became very popular. Some North American
manufacturers also started to investigate possibilities of applying the method
used in Polish defectographs.
Tn the late 70's in the U.S.A., NOT Technologies Inc., South Windsor,
CT., built the MT-75 rope tester for testing thin ropes (from 5 to 20 mm of
diameter) fill. This instrument also applied permanent magnets for
magnetizing the rope with the inductive sensor located at the centre of thr>
magnetic head (Fig. 4 ) . The obtained signal, after processing, was either
recorded or heard in the headphones as various kinds of "clicks" depending on
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this instrument well filled the gap for testing thin ropes, which was not
properly fulfilled by larger instruments.
It appears also that some improvements in the MT-75 Rope Tester could be
made which would eliminate some of its shortcomings. The sensitivity of the
sensor in the present version of binary inductive coil is too small. Its
signal-to-noise ratio would be significantly higher if proper concentrators of
the magnetic field were used. The PfT-75 Rope Tester is held by hand during
the operation and at high rope speed, it is dangerous for the operator because
it may be pulled out of his hands (121. To eliminate this danger it is
possible to use stronger magnets which, although they would render the
instrument heavier, they would also allow a possibility of replacement of
dangerous tight rope guards, Use of spring loaded rollers or slippers, which
would centrally position the rope in the magnetic head, would eliminate
vibrations, i.e., the noise of the signal.
The DC defectographa manufactured by Rotesco Ltd. {Fig. 5) used Polish
"E"-profile inductive sensor, probably assuming that it was a classical design
providing beat results in case of inductive sensors 1131• Additionally the
wajor flux density was measured by the "flux gate sensors".
The signal from inductive sensors reacts on variations of the magnetic
field and only short and separate changes of the rope's cross-sectional area
can be determined accurately. Long changes (for example missing wires) and
multiple short defects (broken wires, abrasions, corrosion pits) cause strong
signals only at the beginning and the end of such defects.
To eliminate this drawback another wire rope tester manufactured by NOT
Technologies, South Windsor, integrated the signal coming from the inductive
sensor (Fig. 6 ) . According to the U.S. Patent Application [Ml and European
Patent Application [15], it was expected that the signal coming from the
s-earch coil, as the derivative of the magnetic flux would indicate the value
of the magnetic flux after its integration [5]. Although theoretically the
principle was correct, however, in practical application, there was an effeot
of the excessive noise of search coil signal on the received results.
Further to the above-mentioned disadvantages of the inductive sensor the
signal depends also on the speed of the rope moving through the magnetic head.
With low speed (less than 0.20 m/s) the received signal is very weak and
useless for quantitative interpretation.
2. DC Test, Instruments Using Hall-Effect Sensors
Applying the Hall generators the measurement is velocity independent.
Instruments using Hall-effect sensors usually measured both the major and the
leakage flux in the magnetic head (Fig. 7 and 8 ) . This type of wire rope
testers was developed in Canada by Noranda Research Centre, Point Claire,
Quebec t161 arid in England by Plessey Electronic System Research, Havant [17].
a)

Measurement of the ma.ior magnetic flux

For the measurement of the major magnetic flux assemblies of Hall
generators were placed at both ends of the magnetic head. Any variations of
the reluctance caus«d by a rope's flaws in the part of the rope being
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positioned inside the magnetic head, were measured as variations of the
magnetic flux passing through the rope, Therefore, Hall generators measured
the whole magnetic flux or its variations in the magnetic circuit when the
rope was one of the elements of this circuit.
The significant advantages of this measurement over inductivo sensors
were possibilites of measuring also gradual and long changes of the rope's
eross-seotion and the measurement was velocity independent, It should al.sn be
understood that the character of the measurement of the major flux alone does
not provide an accurate and total picture of all defects in the rope and it
should be supported by the sensors measuring the magnetic leakage flux. The
measurement taken at the length of about 50 cm determines and average value of
rope's reluctance over this distance, Any shorter defects, although causing
the same weakness of the rope, are indicated by a lower signal. M s o the
beginning and the end of a long but abrupt change of the rope's cross-section
are indicated by a gradually rising signal. Actually the measurement of the
major flux reflects the loss of mass of the part of the ropo being located in
the magnetic head and special call, bra I. ion diagrams were prepared for
convertin.vf the level of the signal into loss of the cross-sectional area of
the "ope |18], Short but deep defects (for exampie, corrosion pitches) can
significantly weaken the rope, but average loss of rope's mass and the
responsible signal can be very small. Therefore, the measurement of the major
flux was not sensitive enough for short, (a few cm long) and abrupt, defects.
The name of this kind of measurement as a determination of
"l.oss-of-Metallie-Area", borrowed from AC method, is not proper and it. should
he correctIj called loss of mass and not loss of area.
Hall generators or any other kind of flux gate sensors measuring the
magnetic flux passing through the rope can be located at the ends of the
magnet ie head, close to the rope as shown in Fig. 7 and 8 or can be inserted
in the shorting bars connecting "N" and "S" magnetic poles as shown in
"Kotoacograph" - wire rope tester (Fig. 5) manufactured by Rntesco Ltd. [1H|.
The magnetic flux passing through the head-rope-hend circuit niairitaiirvery high value but the rope's defects cause its variations in the range of a
few percent. Because the signal from Hall generators is proportional to the
magnetic flux density, the initial level of the signal has to be reduced and
only its variations caused by the rope flaws should be recorded. This effect
can be produced electronically [16,17] or by the use of small magnets (or
elect romagnets) attached to the Hall plates and oriented in reverse to the
measured flux, as was proposed by Tomaiuolo and Lang |13]. The way of
reducing the initial loveI of the signal does not affect the principle of
detecting wire rope defects. Therefore, all advantages and disadvantages
remain the same in the types of instruments shown in Fig. "J, 7 and 8.
b)

Measurement of the magnetic leakage flux

To record short defects more accurately the magnetic leakage flux nround
the rope was measured at the same time (Fig. 7 and 8 ) . This measurement was
provided by assemblies of Hall generators .located at the centre of the
magnetic head combined with various shapes of magnetic concentrators.
One of the possible designs of the Hal 1-effeet leakage flux sensor
operating together with the major flu\ sensor was presented by Mnr-'hen! (Kig.
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the magnetic head. Two components of the leakage flux were expected to be
measured: the radial component when Hall plates attached to the cylindrical
surface of the collar were parallel to the rope axis, and the longitudinal
component when Hall plates were attached to one of the surfaces of the collar,
perpendicular to the rope axis. This sensor was able to detect and measure
short defects. However, the sensitivity of the measurement was low,
especially for the longitudinal component.
Another version of the Hall-effect leakage flux sensor was developed in
Noranda Research Centre, Hall plates were placed into the "E"-profile
concentrators instead of the inductive coils used in the Polish inductive
sensor. This sensor was also patented [16} and vised in "Magnograph" I Pig. 8 ) .
The obtained signal was much stronger and the signal-to-noise ratio higher
than in Marohent's sensor. "Magnograph" was tested using the dynamic test rig
and received results have been published by Kitzinger and Naud [20]. The
photograph appearing in the same publication has shown that the Polish
Pofeotograph MD-6 (Fig. 3) was also tested at the dynamic test rig.
The comparison of the measurement of the leakage flux obtained from both
inductive and Hall-effect "E"-profile sensors has shown that the signal from
the inductive sensor was much better readable and easier for interpretation
because of its higher signal-to-noise ratio and because the spikes of the
signal vere» only occurring at one side of the zero-level. Finally Kitzinger
and Naud prest>nted the graph illustrating the local fault signal received from
"Magnograph" which looked precisely like a signal from the "E"-profil<?
inductive sensor and they claimed that it showed advantages on the side of the
"Magnograph" [20]. British "Magnosacan" designed on the licence of
Kitginger's and Naud's patent [16] used "E"-profile sensors with Hall
genera*ors 121].
It may he summarised that the measurements of the leakage flux are made
today cither by the inductive or Hall-effect sensors. It also appears that
the most oomtnon concentrators of the flux are "E"-profile. The 1£1A~25O wirerope tester (Fig. 6) manufactured by NOT Technologies, Inc., South Windsor,
has a search coil and an integrator [5,1'1,151 but samples of the local faults
signal presented by Weischedel [5] are identical to this provided by the
"E"-profile Hall-effect sensor. Furthermore, the LMA signal presented in the
same publication seems to be received by the direct measurement of the
longitudinal magnetic flux around the rope, as described by Marchent [17,1!)].
At Kyoto University, Japan, the research on the development of DC testing
method of steel ropes has been going on for several years [22,23]. Two arrays
of !l;» 11 -effect Sony Mognetodiodes have been positioned on the surface of steel
r>ifn? surrounding tested rope magnetized longitudinally by permanent magnets or
f*lr>ctromagnets (as shown in Fig. 9 ) . Although the wire rope tester based on
this construntion has been commercially availahle, Poffenroth states [24] that,
"...the field and laboratory tests proved the instrument to be crude and
iffti
in locating corrosion and broken wires".
The literature review showed that although various equipment lias been
lnpt?d for nondestructive wire rope testing, the search for the most
r<°liable method did not include rigorous analysis of the phenomena occurring
rluring the magnetization of a defected rope. Some detailed aspects which have
h
analysed theoretically [25] and some performed measurements [26,27]
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answered only a small part of numerous questions associated with the
complexity of nondestructive inspection of steel ropes,
Knowledge of the distribution of the magnetic field around the magnetized
rope for different kinds of rope defects would help in better understanding
what has been measured, how it should be measured most efficiently and til H O
how to interpret properly the obtained results. For that reason a thorough
study was made by Kalwa [28] and a series of papers were published [29,.1:!O,,'JJ ],
More rosearch is still in progress but major suggestions can be made even at
this stage*.
Numerous experiments were performed for measuring value and distribution
nf thf radial and tangential components of magnetic flax density around the
rope magnetizf?d longitudinally by the magnetic head built of permanent magnetK
[28,20,30]. Results ohtained for different kind and size of a defect arid for
various sizes of the rope indicated that:
1.

Measurement of both radial and tangential components a]lows
quantitative determination of short defects.

2.

The presence and the size of the central part of a Jong defect (fur
example, missing wire) can be estimated by the measurement of the
tangential component.

'.\.

Oradual changes of rope cross-section (for example, abraded wiret )
cause somewhat similar variations of the radial and tangential
component to those caused by broken wires, hut the multiple defeots
can be determined better by the measurement of the tangential
component.

I.

The size of the rope and the diameter of the sensor had strong
influence on the received signals; therefore, calibration was
required for every size of the rope.

Analysis of the optimal design of sensors measuring the radial and the
tangential component was also performed. Inductive or Hall-effect sensors
having different construction of magnetic concentrators can be used depending
on the degree of complexity of the inspection device. The Hall-effeot sensor
measuring the tangential component appeared as the most versatile. This
sensor (shown in Fig. 10) allows the resolution of short and lon^ defects, bul.
is especially useful for the detection and quantitative determination of all
kinds of gradual and multiple defects such as multiple broken wires, rope's
abrasioi. and corrosion.
As shown in Fig. 10, an assembly of Hall generators has been 1 orated
between two ferromagnetic sleeves concentrically surrounding tested rope.
Although this type of magnetic concentrators resembles somewhat Marohent's
design (Fig. 7 ) , it offers quite a new quality of the signal, which was
impossible to receive from Marchent's sensor.
The Hall-effect leakage flux sensor measuring the tangential component of
the magnetic flux density eliminates the need of the measurement of the major
flux in the magnetic head and at the same time improves the quantitative
('••'solution of the detection of the rope's flaws. By summarizing the s-.ignal of
the neighbouring defects also the quantitative interpretation has btu'n
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facilitated,
CONCLUSIONS
There is much room for improvement of the magnetic testing of steel
ropes. The best of the present designs measures generally both the major flux
and the leakage flux using either inductive or Hall-effect sensors. The
quality of the signal may be greatly enhanced by the use of the Hall-effect
sensor measuring the tangential component in conjunction with the properly
designed magnetic flux concentrators.
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This paper provides a brief summary of several developments of
new radiologic systems for nondestructive material testing which
have occurred during the last five years.
As a company interested in advancing the state of the art in
nondestructive material testing,
we investigated the present
state of nondestructive testing.
On this topic, quite a large
number of publications are available. An excellent summary of
present capabilities is presented in a publication by Mundry (1).
Tn this analysis, Mundry intercompares the conventional methods
of nondestructive material testing for their ability to detect
fLaws of various types.
Figure 1 shows the results of this
analysis. In this
analysis, radiography performs relatively
well, particularly when comparing
the methods for detecting
subsurface flaws. Because of the importance of radiography, and
since our company has a great deal of experience in gamma
radiography, we determined that our future development efforts
should be devoted to activities in radiographic testing.
Further considerations were given to the direction of these
efforts. Technical advances
in electronics, the demand for
automation and the high cost
of
X-ray film suggested the
development of techniques
for
filmless radiography.
These
techniques are already
well-known
and
widely practiced in
medicine. However, the methods of medicine cannot be directly
transferred to material testing. Our problems involve different
and, in many
cases,
substantially higher demands on image
quality. The density and changes in density of our test objects
differ widely from those of medicine and generally require much
higher radiation energies for interrogation.
Additionally, in
medicine, cost is often not such a significant consideration as
it is in material testing and quality control.
We do, however,
have the advantage of dealing with test objects that generally do
not move uncontrollably and are insensitive to radiation. It is
within these constraints that we undertook a development program
in the areas
of
radioscopy, radiometry, radioscanning
and
computed tomography.
RADIOSCOPY AND IMAGE PROCESSING
The topic of
this
paper
is defined
Nondestructive Material Testing".
The

as "New
concept

Systems for
of filmless
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radiography is not "new". It was used for luggage inspection by
French customs authorities at the railroad stations in Paris as
early as 1897. Obviously, no one was concerned about radiation
protection at that time.
The X-ray tube radiated relatively
unshielded into an amaaed public.
The "manipulation system" for
moving the luggage consisted of a human assistant who had to
place the luggage in correct position in front of the fluorescent
screen for examination by the inspector. The "TV-system" was a
tube with a
magnifying
lens.
Certainly,
today,
safety
considerations would preclude the use of such a system.
Nor
could such a system compare with the image quality required by
today's standards. Nonetheless,
it
incorporated
the basic
components of filmless radiography.
In figure 2 a radioscopic system with fluorescent screen is shown
schematically. The X or gamma radiation emitted by a radiant
source generates an irradiation image behind the test object.
This image must be converted to an optical image for evaluation
by the examiner. This is done by means of a suitable fluorescent
screen in which light quanta (photons) are generated by the
radiation. Since the
radiation
intensities
available
in
nondestructive testing are relatively low, the image produced in
the fluorescent screen is of relatively low light intensity. It
must be transmitted to a TV monitor via a light intensifier and
TV camera.
In addition to developing a suitable light intensifier and camera
system, it was important to find the fluorescent screen best
suited for resolution
and
contrast.
To
accomplish
this
objective, quite a number of tests had to be carried out.
Such an optimised fluorescent screen system contributes to the
solution of a number of testing problems.
As an example, we
refer to a special conveyor belt inspection system which we
developed. This system is illustrated schematically in figure 3.
The conveyor belt moves at a speed of 2.5 m/s. The objective was
to examine the steel reinforcements of the belt without stopping
or slowing the belt. This inspection was important both for
reasons of personnel safety and productivity.
In addition to the fluorescent screen system already described,
the conveyor belt inspection system included a flash X-ray tube
of 150 kV, with a pulse width of approximately 20 ns, a flash
frequency of 8 -15 cycles per second and an intensity of 600
A/flash. An image memory and synchronizing unit initiated the
readout of an image whenever a new image acquisition took place
(8-15 images per second).
These images were recorded by a video recorder, to be evaluated
later. This permitted 100% inspection of the steel reinforcement
for corrosion and damage while allowing the conveyor belt to
continue normal operation.

To readily permit an accurate correlation of radioscopie image
and belt position at any time,
an identification mar! was
superimposed on the video image by means of a wheel and a v^ieo
recorder.
A radiosoopic system utilising a fluorescent screen offers many
degrees of freedom for the design
of
a system. But", •-.•V-TI
brilliantly optimised configurations du not attain th« irna/Jc
quality of radioscopic
systems
which
employ
X-ray
imafe
i ntensif i ers.
Figure -1 describes a rad i oscopii:: system employing an X-ray imaf.'f
i nt.fins 1 f ier. It i 1 lustrates
the
essential
problems
oi
transferring the technology of a radioscopic system used in
medicine to use in material testing.
A Oobnlt-tiO source with an activity of 10 curies generates 60,
photons per second with energies of 1.1 MeV and 1.3 MeV per
square millimeter at one meter distance. The intensity of Liar,
radiation is attenuated by a factor of 15, when passing through a
100 mm thick steel specimen. Therefore, only 4,000 photons per
second per square millimeter are available for imaging.
The
detection efficiency of a relatively thick Csl entrance screen,
optimized for Co-60 radiation, is about 1%. This reduces the
number of photons
which provide
the
information
of
the
radioscopic image to
40 per second per square
millimeter.
According to the laws of statistics, this results in a noise to
signal ratio of approximately
16%.
This value limits thv-attainable contrast resolution, and it cannot be improved by any
further signal processing.
The absorbed or scattered radiation
quanta generate electrons producing light on the entrance screen
(approximately 150 photons per absorbed gamma quantum/.
These
impinge upon a photocathode in contact with the entrance screen.
The phoLocathode, in turn, emits photoelectrons.
By meanr, of
electron optics, the electron image produced at the cathode is
reduced by a factor of 10 and is intensified by means of an
accelerating voltage. The final
phosphor screen presents a
relatively bright image (approximately 5 million photons P<->"
second per square millimeter) caused by the impinging electrons.
This is imaged on the TV-camera tube by means of tandem optics.
The tandem optics consist of two high-speed lenses having an
aperture ratio of approximately 1:1, with their respective focal
points located at the final phosphor screen and the lightsensitive layer of the TV-camera tube. Between these two lenses
the light is parallel.
One can utilize this feature to project
the image onto an additional camera by placing a semi-transparent
mirror in the parallel path of rays.
The TV-camera tube is used
to present the radioscopic image to a monitor.
From figure 4, it is apparent that the critical factor for
determining the contrast
resolution
is
the relatively low
detection efficiency of the entrance screen.
From this. one
would conclude that the entrance, screen should
be designed
thicker. However, a thicker entrance screen would reduce the
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attainable spatial resolution.
In
detection efficiency and improvement
competitive processes.

general,
improvement of
of spatial resolution are

The principal design of the Gammaseope GS 220 radioscopic system
developed by us for an energy range up to 15 MeV is shown in
figure 5. The system utilises an image converter tube similar to
that, used in modern medical X-ray TV systems.
However, the
thickness of the
Csl
entrance
screen has been
increased
substantially. For gamma
radiation
of
Co-60
energies, a
detection efficiency of 2 to 3% is obtained. This considerable
increase in thickness compared to medical devices, is achieved
without loss of spatial resolution of the image converter. This
is possible because the Csl entrance screen
is applied on the
photocathode in such a manner that individual needles of Csl with
diameters of 10 to 20 micrometers are produced very closely to
eaoh other. This n«edle structure acts like an array of optical
fibers so that the point of origin of the light is well defined,
even for Large crystal thicknesses. This results in good spatial
resolution.
Notwithstanding the increase in detection efficiency resulting
from this relatively thick entrance screen, the image on the
final phosphor screen still suffers from significant noise. An
improvement of the signal to noise ratio as well as further image
improvements can be obtained by using an image processing system.

image Processing
The essential functions of
illustrated in figure 6.

an

image

processing

system

are

Improvement of the
signal to noise ratio is the principal
objective of an image processing system.
This is achieved by
averaging or summing of several TV-frames in so-called real time
tat TV frame rates).
The image processing system which we have
developed is the first to offer this possibility. We are able to
sum up as many as 60,000 images (requiring approximately 40
minutes), thereby substantially improving the signal to noise
ratio. For many applications, an integration of 25 to 256 frames
(1 s to 10 s) is sufficient to achieve the required image
quality.
The first step in image processing, the integration of the image,
is the most important one. All successive processing techniques
only nerve to improve the presentation of the information that is
contained within the original image.
Most techniques can be
performed in the matter of a few seconds and are used to
facilitate detection of
defects by an examiner.
They also
provide a digital representation of the image which can be used
for automated computerised
evaluation
of the
image.
The
techniques for image improvement in uae today can be categorized
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as either point
transformations.

transformations

or

two-dimensional

Point transformations, such as
gray level manipulations
-nri
pseudocolor representations, are relatively simple operatic'\s.
They are performed during a single TV-frame (1/25 s ) .
Two-dimensional transformations are
mathematical
procedure*-,
transforming an element of the original image into an element of
the filtered image weighted with its environment.
Typically, an
image is represented
in an image processing system by bl2 :: f;K;
pixels having 256 gray levels. For filtering such an image, our
processing system requires 0.36 s for a 3 x 3 highpass filter (9
operations for the whole image).
In this time, approximately 4.7
million arithmetic operations are carried out. By means of this
edge enhancement, cracks which are difficult to recognize in the
original image can be detected.
Tn many cases, an essential function of an image processing
system is the automated evaluation of images. This can be quite
simple, as in the case of comparing a test specimen to a standard
to detect missing pieces. This situation becomes more difficult
in the automated evaluation of the radioscopic image of a weld.
In this case, the weld bead and welding defects can have similar
effects on the gray level distribution of an image.
Computer
programs to efficiently evaluate such welds are presently under
development by our
research
staff.
However, it will take
considerably more time before a computerized image processing
system can perform as effectively as a person.
Our image processing system is schematically
illustrated in
figure 7. The central processor unit is a Digital Equipment Corp.
PDP 11/73 processor
including MOS memory, disc unit and array
processor. This processor is connected, by means of the system
bus (Q bus), with the memories
(512 x 512 pixels). the fast
arithmetic logic unit
(ALU) and the peripherals. The processing
elements are interconnected by means of the fast, video bus.
Special signal processors may be added to the expandable system.
KADIOMETRY
The radiometric technique is a well known method
in material
testing. The principle is illustrated in figure 8. A highly
ccLlimated X-ray or gamma ray beam penetrates a specimen and is
detected by a radiation detector. The charge or voltage pulses
generated in the detector are amplified electronically and their
intensity is plotted
as a function of the position of the
detector. This method suffers from the disadvantage that the
projected image is
not
presented
in two dimensions as in
radiography or radioscopy.
Rather, a linear presentation of
information is made. Interpretation of this presentation is both
difficult and time consuming. Because of this, radioscopy has
not been widely used in material testing.
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To overcome this limitation, wa have devised a radiometric system
which provides a two dimensional image of the irradiated object.
The basic arrangement of the system is illustrated in Figure 9.
A manipulator, controlled by
a
microprocessor,
moves
the
radioactive source and detector across the test object in an x
and y direction.
The positional information is transferred
digitally to an interface which controls the associated address
of a specially devised dual port matrix memory.
All detector
pulses generated front a specific position are counted into the
specific address memory, A computer connected to the dual port
matrix memory can
read out and process the
data
without
interrupting the measurement, and pass the radioscopic image onto
a TV monitor by means of an image memory.
RADIQSCANNING
In recent years, new developments in electronics have resulted in
light sensitive diode arrays, the CCD, and photodiode elements.
These diode arrays may be designed
to
be
linear or two
dimensional. Each individual pixel element may be as small as 10
to 30 micrometers in either or both directions. An array with as
many as 4096 pixels is technically possible today using linear
arrays.
We have devised such a linear diode array for nondestructive
testing of welds. A basic diagram of the linear diode array is
shown in figure 2.
The weld seam is imaged in double or single wall technique. The
detector system, which, in our case, consists of 1024 pixels
elements with 25 micrometer spacing, covers 25 millimeters in
length perpendicular to the weld seam. An entrance screen is
located over the linear array to convert the irradiation image to
an optical image which can be detected by the array. This
optical image is presented to a TV monitor by means of the
readout electronics and an image memory. As the weld seam is
moved relative to the position of the source and detector, a
radioscan image of the weld is produced on the screen. A linear
diode array is capable of providing a radioscopic image of high
contrast and very good resolution.
COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHY
Since the invention
of
Computerized
Tomography
by G. N.
Hounsfield in 1971, the method has been used in medicine in a
wide variety of applications. However, the systems which were
developed for medicine cannot be directly adopted for industrial
use. The industrial materials
to
be
interrogated
absorb
radiation to a much greater extent than human
tissue, and
therefore the mathematical algorithms for reconstruction must be
quite different. Also, industrial inspection problems require
specifically adapted manipulators and detection systems.
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A schematic; diagram of a CT system is illustrated in figure 10,
To produce an image of the object in the layer of interest, the
attenuation of the beam through the test object is measured by
using a source and radiation detector. First, a linear scanning
movement is performed in the plane of interest over the entire
cross section of the object.
Then, after rotation through a
specific angle (a few degrees), the linear scanning movement is
repeated.
This procedure is continued until an angular range of 180 degrees
has been covered. This will provide some 100,000 measurements.
From these measurements, the computer, by means of a suitable
mathematical algorithm, produces a two dimensional absorption
image of the object and presents this image on a TV monitor.
Most computerized tomography systems
used
in hospitals and
research laboratories are stationary systems. Our company has
built several such stationary computerized tomographic systems,
including a system with a loading capacity of 150 kg, and a
positioning accuracy of +/-20 micrometers in
the
x and y
directions and +/- 0.001 degree for rotation.
However, for
certain applications in material testing, a system for making
measurements in situ is necessary. To satisfy this need, we have
devised a three detector parallel beam tomography system which
can be fully disassembled and transported in the trunk of a
medium sized passenger car. With this system, both the source
and detectors are
moved.
This allows the
inspection
of
stationary objects such as conduits, telephone poles and trees.
We have described a significant number of developments which have
taken place in filmless radioscopy over the last five years.
Real time radiography will continue to be an expanding field. New
developements in radiation detection, computer technology, and
image display and recording promise to increase the utility of
this inspection method in many industries.

1)

E. Mundry. Schweisstechnik, 6 1982.
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AUTOMATING THE RADIOGRAPHIC NDT PROCESS
, . „ A
John K. Aman
USA

Paper: B-9-143

Summary:
Automation, the removal of the human element in inspection,
has not been generally applied to film radiographic NDT. The
justification for automating is not only productivity but also
reliability of results.
Film remains in the automated system of the future because
of its extremely high image content, approximately 8 x 10 bits
per 14 x 17. This is equivalent to 2200 computer floppy discs.
Parts handling systems and robotics applied for
manufacturing and some NDT modalities, should now be applied to
film radiographic NDT systems. Automatic film handling can be
achieved with the daylight NDT film handling system. Automatic
film processing is becoming the standard in industry and can be
coupled to the daylight system. Robots offer the opportunity to
automate fully the exposure step.
Finally, computer aided interpretation appears on the
horizon. A unit which laser scans a 14 x 17 (inch) film in 6 - 8
seconds can digitize film information for further manipulation and
possible automatic interrogations (computer aided interpretation).
The system called FDRS (for Film Digital Radiography System) is
moving toward 50 micron ( 16 lines/mm) resolution. This is
believed to meet the need of the majority of image content needs.
We expect the automated system to appear first in separate
parts (modules) as certain operations are automated. The future
will see it all come together in an automated film radiographic
NDT system.

JKA/wm
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"Automating the Radiagraphic NDT Process"
by: John K. Aman, Industry Manager
Du Pont NDT Systems
Wilmington, Delaware, USA
Background
Automation is a production method with considerable
worldwide publicity and interest. By automation we mean those
means by which we seek to remove the human element from the
manufacturing (inspection) process. In the U.S., while some NDT
modalities have a high percentage of total tests done on
automated systems, film radiagraphic NDT has remained manual.
Much radiography is done the way it was 50 years ago. While some
progress in automation is seen in real time radiation imaging
systems, the parts handling portions have not been used in film
systems. Real time is a growing and viable field for the NDT
practitioner and where appropriate the growth will continue.
Automation, though is needed in the film systems.
There are two main reasons to automate: "Reliability"
(repraducibility) and "Productivity". In lower labor cost areas
"productivity" increases would need to be larger to economical
justify the use of automated system. Reliability though, in
establishing technique, handling parts and film, processing film
and in interpretation could form a justification base for an
automated system (or portions of a system).
One could ask, "Why include film in the automated system of the
future?" The complete technical background can be found in
reference no. 4 but, succintly put, it is the image capture
(sensing) and information recording capability of film. Figure 1
shows the content for one film type. The pixels (picture units)
formed are 0.0055mm square.

NDT 55 - Image Content
180 lines/mm
1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1

2
3
4
5
9
7
3
9
10

0.055 mm
Figure 1

\

•

0.055 mm

Each pixel may have as many as 300 density steps (Figure 2)

NDT 55 - Image Content (contd.)
One pixel =; 0.0055 X 0.0055 mm

150 - 0.02 density steps from 1.0 - 4.0
300 - 0.01 density steps from 1.0 - 4.0
Figure 2
The total digitized information from resolution and the density
steps is a maximum 8,400,000,000 bits in a 14 x 17 film
(Figure 3 ) .

NDT 55 - Image Content (contd.)
Total Digital Content of 14 X 17
14 X 25.4 X 17 X 25.4 -5- 0.0055 =
28 mm (pixels) X 300 steps =
8,400,000,000 bits = 2200 floppy discs
Figure 3
This would take 2200 floppy discs or 2.2 optical discs i£ all
this information were recorded.
Automating the Film Radiographic System
The automation of the radiographic NDT System will require these
modules.
•
•
•
•
•

Parts handling
Film handling
Computed techniques
Automatic processing
Computer aided interpretation

In this short treatment it is not possible to cover each of these
automatic system module in detail. In fact, a total system
incorporating all these machines does not exist. As the title
suggests we are talking here about the process of automating,
rather than a finished project.

Parts handling is done for a variety of industries (and NDT
inspection methods). Robotics are becoming more common in many
countries. This operation of moving parts is only mentioned
briefly here as t. a techniques are common to many industries and
well known.
Film handling is something we have 14 years experience with and
is more specific to radiography. Figures 4 - 7 show the process
for automating the handling of film without a darkroom.
NDT Modular Film Dispenser

Four easy stops to quality
radiographs in room light:
1. Loadino.

NDT Daylight Cassette

2. Exposing.

Figure 5

Figure 4
NDT Modular Unloader

a. Unloading and Processing.

Figure 6

4. Viewing.

Figure 7

One can visualize the use of robotics to move the cassette to the
part and then (after exposure) to the processor. (See Figure 8
or layout.)

Exposure Cabinet

n3
n

Exposure Cabinet

u
Typical Layout for Daylight System
1. Processor
2. Unloader
3. Film Dispenser
Figure 8
Roller automatic film processing in NDT has been around for close
to 20 years. The ability to load the processor "on line" in
daylight for 6 - 1 0 years. Much has been written about these
machines and to a great extent they "eliminate the human factor"
from film processing.
Daylight NDT Systems offer the possibility to fully automate the
process. Their use, as with many systems, must be justified by
cost. Figure 9 shows but one such justification of a daylight
system for a U.S. based business.
. Capital Investment, Operating Expense,
Payback and ROI for the NDT Daylight Module
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Figure 9

Computed x-ray techniques (or automatic exposure control) are
available. This form of automation reduces human factors in
setting up the x-ray exposure unit and improves reproducibility.
It can be brought into the field exposure work by the TRS-80
Radio Shack portable computer.
To us one of the most exciting possibilities for automation lies
in a recent innovation that uses a laser scanner to digitize film
imaged information. Figure 10 is a schematic of how this works
and figure 11 a picture of the prototype unit.
FILM PATH

KOTATN6?
POLYGON

Figure 10

Prototype Film DRS Unit
Figure 11
The 14 x 17 film, using the Film DRS (Digital Radiography
System), becomes an "optical rectangle" with resolution limited
by scanning mechanism and the TV video system used to "play back"
the digitally enhanced image. As stated earlier, fche total
information content to use is approximately 8 x 10 bits. The
scanning operation can be done in as little as six seconds. The
programming for this system is just beginning but the current
specifications and some of the standard functions are shown in
Figure 12.
- Djta Matrix 2000x2000
Pixel Depth 12 bits IU>I»I
Scan time iMxl7 inches! <>0 seconds
Suit Displ.iy 1050 l.ini- Vniei'

t? Processing
Window ami Level Controls
Magnification jnd Rium Control-,
Unsharp masking
Kdge enhancement

Tone scale reversal
Subtraction

Figure 12
Resolutions currently achieved are 200 and 100 micron with 50
micron (»~16 lines/mm) planned.
Our purpose was to give an overview of the ongoing efforts to
automate radiographic NDT. Hopefully some of the efforts are
applicable to your operations.
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A HIGH-SENSITIVITY, ONE-SIDED X-RAY INSPECTION SYSTEM
Harold Berger, Y.T. Cheng, E.L. Criscuolo
USA

Paper: B 9 1515
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ABSTRACT
TliiH paper describes an x-ray baekscattc-r Inspection system capable of probing
a sample from one side to detect, discontinuities sucli as del ami nations, voids,
cranks or foreign nuiLerIn 1. The method makes use of a new backscatter x-ray
concept. An x-ray camera with a slut col]Ima tor (instead of pin-holps as in
p;isL cameras) oilers much improved speed of response for imaging scattered radiation. Tlie collimatlon of the interrogating x-ray beam and the field of view
of the imaging camera provide a means to locate a defect and size it. The
techrique is particularly useful for the inspection of laminated, composite
structure as used In pressure ve-ssels, rocket motor cases, aircraft structure,
etc. Tie. primary components of the inspection system are an x-ray source provldhij1, a en I 1 limited x-ray beam and the slot camera. The initial studies to
show iho leasibility of the imaging technique, as reported here, have been donewith x-rav film.
I'he work has demonstrated that the x-ray backscattor instrument will detect anomalies quickly, effectively and in a quantitative manner.
I'urther, as compared to other nondestructive testing approaches, the x-ray slot
caniei".i provides a one-sided, practical inspection of the total thickness of the
Inspected wall in a single view. The technique gives information which is, in
effect, a backseatter tomograph. The presentation of the discontinuity indicaI ions in the total wall thickness of the object as given by the slot camera
not only speeds the Inspection but also enhances the Interpretation of the
i nspectInn data.
INTRODUCTION
An x-ray inspection method I hat makes use of x-rays scattered from the inspected object in described. A camera with a slot collimator [1] (instead of pinholes as in p.iHt cameras) offers much improved speed of response for imaging
scattered radiation. The collImaLion of the interrogating x-ray beam and the
field of view of the imaging camera provide a means to locate a defect and to
sixi' it. The technique is particularly uaeful for laminar defects which often
present problems for other nondestructive Inspection techniques.
Examples
include cracks, voids and disbonds in structures such as missile rocket motors,
aircraft bonded panels and ordnance items.
The two primary components ni this system are an x-ray source which provides a
collimated x-ray beam, and a slot camera which images the structure of the
interrogated volume in the object. The geometry for this system is shown in
Figure 1. The col limatud x-ray beam is directed toward the object, which in
this; case might be a cylindrical composite chamber wall. The x-rays which are
scattered from the interrogated volume elements and which pass through the
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aperture of the slot camera, form a two-dimensional image of all of the interrogated volume elements in the object. The imaging pixel geometry of the slot
camera is illustrated in Figure 2. The picture elements (pixels) at points 1
and 2 In the object (actually volume elements) are transformed into rectangular
shaped, two-dimensional pixels at the image plane. Detection of the images was
accomplished with x-ray film.
The collimated x-ray beam at the sample position has a rectangular shape which
determines the slice thickness of the scanned image; this beam, together with
the camera slot width determine the spatial resolution of the system. In these
measurements, different beam collimators were used. The collimated x-ray beam
at the inspection sample was typically 2-5 mm wide and 2-3 cm in length.
EQU1PMENT/EXPERIMENTAL CONDiTIONS
For the initial measurements, simple plastic test objects were constructed of
Lucitc
slabs in order to simulate the low density, low atomic number material used in a chamber. These test objects were made by inserting spacers of
given thicknesses at the edges between the Lucite slabs and then clamping the
slabs together. With this arrangement, the separations between the slabs simulated delaminations of any specified size. The simplest test object, shown
In Figure 3(A), consists of two Lucite slabs with different spacers that provided different gap sizes from 0.25 to 6 mm.
Multi-layer test objects (with several Lucite slabs) having different gap sizes
simulating delaminations are shown in Figures 3(B) and 5(C). These test objects have a range of gaps from 0 to 2 mm, and total thicknesses of 60.8 mm
and 73.5 nun. These simple test objects were used to test the capability of the
one-sided x-ray inspection system to measure the separation size and the depth
from the Inspected surface that a flaw can be detected. These objects also
demonstrated that many discontinuities at different depths in the test object
can be detected in a single inspection view.
Additional experiments, described in a previous report [2], included work with
graphite epoxy composites.
The equipment and experimental conditions used for these initial tests are described below; reference for many of the parameters is Figure 1.
The parameters were as Eollows:
(a)

X-my sourco:

420 kV D.C. Seifert X-Ray Machine
Operating conditions: 200 kV and 250 kV, 1.8 mm focal
spot diameter, 8 mA.

(b)

Screen-film cassette:

DuPont Quanta 111 screens (12.7 x 17.8 cm, 5 x 7
inch) were used with DuPont NDT 89 film. Film
was hand processed, 20 degrees C, 5 minutes.

(c) X-ray target-object distance, L in Figure 1:
(d) X-ray beam to slot distance, A in Figure 1:
(e)

Slot-Image plane distance, B in Figure 1:

70 cm.
20 cm.

20 cm, 10 cm.
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(g) Angle between x-ray beam direction and direction perpendicular to image
plane, 6, in Figure 1: 90 degrees, 105 degrees.
(h)

Camera slot width,a , In Figure 1:

1 nun, 0.25 mm.

(i)

X-ray collimator widths at the source:

0,1 mm, 0.5 mm, 0,25 mm,

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
One set of experiments was carried out with the simple two-block test objectshown in Figure 3(A). A series of x-ray exposures was made with the following
different gap sizes to simulate delaminations: 0.25, 0.50, 1,0, 2,0, A.O and
6.0 mm. The films showed a lower density band for each separation in the inspection object. The width of the lower density band was proportional to the
gap size in the inspection object for gap sizes larger than 2 mm. The width of
the film image remained constant for images of gap sizes less than 2 mm but the
contrast diminished for decreasing gap widths.
Microdensitometer scans were taken across each film to show quantitatively the
width and contrast of the image of each gap. There was a correlation for the
area of gap image (width and amplitude/contrast) as a function of actual gap
width. A plot of that result is shown in Figure A.
The film results for multiple gap specimens, such as those shown in Figure 3(B)
and (C), showed multiple bands of low density which correlated with the position and width of the gap in the inspection object. Films of this type were
obtained for the flat plate specimens shown in Figure 3 and for separated graphite epoxy samples used to simulate a composite cylinder wall.
An example of a film image for the sample shown in Figure 3(C) is given in Figure 5. This also shows a microdensitometer plot across the film indicating
dips in film density which correlate with each gap in the inspection object.
There is a clear Indication for the 0 gap (where the two flat plastic plates
were clamped together). The indications for the other gaps increase in width
and magnitude as the gap size increased.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The experiments performed in this study [2] have shown that the x-ray slot
camera and its patented features [1] offer significant advantages. Previous
work on x-ray inspection using scatter techniques lias involved collimated
beams and pin-hole camera approaches [3-9].
Pin-hole camera techniques [A,8] are useful but significantly slower in response as compared to the slot camera. The larger area slot permits more
scattered photons to enter the camera and be detected. At the same time, the
arrangement of the slot and the imaging geometry maintains good spatial resolution in the camera image.
The study has demonstrated that the slot camera one-sided x-ray inspection system has the capability of detecting and quantifying delaminations in low atomic
number test samples. Gaps detected have varied from contact separations of
two flat-faced samples to separations larger than 6 mm. These may occur at
different depths below the object surface ranging from 0 to 7 cm or more. In
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this inspection system provides data which gives quantitative estimates both of the depth below the object surface at which the delaminations occur
and of the aisea of the delaminations. The camera has the ability to magnify or
demagnify the image; also it demonstrates a spatial resolution which can be
changed simply by changing the slot aperture and the beam width with a corresponding tradeoff in the exposure time required for obtaining an image.
Further improvements for the slot camera backscatter concept are being developed
under the sponsorship of the Naval Surface Weapons Center, Silver Spring, MD.
The development are centered around an electronic detector which will lead to a
fast-response, real-time, backscatter system.
In summary, this feasibility investigation has shown that variations in density
can be detected In a one-sided inspection by the x-ray slot camera. The quantitative data available provide information about discontinuity location and
size. The detection approach display shows in a single view a discontinuity or
multiple discontinuities throughout the total thickness of the inspected wall.
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Fig. 4

Relative peak area for density-distance plots Cor various gap films
versus actual object gap width.
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Fig. 5 Scanning microdensitometer trace of backscatter image of multi-layer
test object (Fig. 3C) showing clear reduced film density images for
gap widths of 0, 0.15, 0.25, 0.5, L.O and 2.0 mm. Also shown is an
image of an unintended flaw in one plastic sample. The inset shows a
reproduction of the backscatter film image.
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X-RAY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY
ASSESSMENT

IN THE FIELD OF ENVIRONMENTAL
Paper: B-9-1545

E. Isono, H. Nakamura, M. Onoe
Jiipan

ABSTRACT
The X-ray computed tomography technique was applied to investigate
the living vaitality of the row of Japanese ceder tree in Hakone
national park in which total of 420 old trees are now living in
four districts.
The vaitality was classified firstly by the infrared technique from
the sky and the typical trees were selected from rank B(normal)
and D(rather bad) for CT and incremental core test.
The diameter of trees was 78 cm and 90 cm respectively and the reconstruction of CT showed clearly the difference of vaitality.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Major part of Japan is mountainous and covered by forests. Some
forest are natural and some one are planted for many centuries.
About 350 years ago, the house of Tokugawa had succeeded to politically control the whole country and brought a peace to end a long
period of civil wars.
Trunk roads for countrywide transportation were built. Rows of
pine trees were planted along roads to give shades to travellers.
In Hakone mountain, however, Japanese ceder trees were planted probably due to its high elevation of about 1000 meter.
Today their line up is a key attraction for sightseeing in Hakone
national park. At the same time, crowds of tourists and heavy car
traffic have caused damaging effects on rows of trees.
The township of Hakone, who is responsible for the preservation of
given, has conducted various environmental assessment. Observation
of trees has been limited to visual inspection and infrared imaging
from outside. Incremental cored have been taken from time to time.
But the method is partly destructive and can not penetrate more
than 30 cm. There is a strong need to see inner state of trees.
We have developed portable CT scanners for inspection of live standing trees and columns of existing buildings.
In response to a request by Hakone township, we measured two trees.
This paper presents some results, which correlate well with vitality
of trees estimated from outer appearance.
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2.

CONSTRUCTION OF APPARATUS

Computed tomography (CT) is a technique to reconstruct a cross
section of a test object from a number of projections obtained
using an X-ray or so,
A large number of CT scanners are widely used in the field of
medicine. They have been permanently installed in air-conditioned
rooms. A test object has to be brought to a scanner and inserted
horizontally into the aperture hole of the scanner.
For the measurement of live trees in the field, a portability is
essential. Hence we developed several types of portable CT scanner.
The first scanner had an aperture of 20 cm in diameter. An X-ray
tube of 40 - 120 kV was used as a source.
Two dozens of small trees and utility poles have been measured.
The resolution of reconstructed cross section was good enough to
study details of annual rings.a>*4)
Based on these experiences, the second scanner with larger aperture
was developed, which could measure trees of up to 110 cm in diameter.5'
Fig.l A) shows a system configuration of the large scanner. Fig.B)
shows its mechanical construction. The upper rectangular frame
consists of two horizontal guide rails and two supporting beams.
One rail carries an X-ray tube and another carries a shielded box
containing detectors.
Both the tube and the box are synchronously driven by step-motors
through screw shafts to perform a linear scan.
A hollow circular gear mounted on a fixed platform is coupled to
the upper frame, so that the frame can be rotated after each
linear scan. The platform has four adjustable legs, so that a scan
plane can be set horizontally.
The process repeats itself until enough projection data are obtained for CT reconstruction. The rotation is either hand- or motordriven.
One supporting beam of the upper frame and a part of the hollow
gear can be taken apart to make an opening for lateral insertion
of a tree.
In order to penetrate a larger trunk, a stronger X-ray source is
required. An oil-cooled X-ray tube of 350 kV is used. The shielded
box contains, at present, three Nal detectors.
Thick collimators are placed in both tube and detector sides in
order to reduce the effect of scattered X-ray. Several metal sheets
of different thickness are automatically inserted in front of detectors during a linear scan.
This reduces the effect of beam hardening and the dynamic range of
detector output counts.
In the vicinity of the X-ray tube, another detector is placed,which
monitor the input intensity of X-ray. Integrated intensity is used
for the normalization of projection data.
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A microprocessor of 16 bits controls all the scanning and the rotation. A sampling step of the linear scan, an angle step of the
rotation, and the counting time of detectors can be set in a flexible manner.
Projection data are stored in floppy disks in the field and then
processed for reconstruction off line by a large computer.
Projection data are also monitored in real time on a CRT display in
the field to check a proper operation of the whole system.

3.

DESCRIPTION OF TREES UNDER TEST

There remains 420 Japanese ceder trees in four districts in Hakone
resort area. They line up along both sides of an old road. Some
part of the road was open for car traffic ten years ago. Even today
a modern road with a heavy car traffic runs in parallel with
the
most beautiful part of the tree rows. Decay of trees has become
evident in the last decade, probably due to air polution and disturbance of water supply caused by cars and sightseers.
The township of Hakone has been much concerned with the preservation
of these tree rows and has conducted a comprehensive study since 1984.
Each tree has been registered in a ledger and has been classified
into five ranks. In this classification of outer shape and infrared
observation from a helicopter have been used.
CT measurements were performed to correlate the classification based
on outer appearance with the inner state of trees.
Fig.2 shows results of classification in Azumadake area.
Two rows of trees, which sandwiches an old road, line up along the
new road. Trees, No.36 (rank D) and 37 (rank B ) , were chosen for CT
measurements.
Easy access to electric utility, convenience in transportation and
safety in radiation hazard were fully taken into account.
The diameters at breast height are 90 cm (No.36) and 78 cm (No.37),
respectively. Before CT measurement, incremental cores are taken
from both trees as shown in Fig.3.
Fig.4 A) shows the unloading of the decomposed CT scanner from a
truck. Fig.2 B) shows the CT scanner as assembled around the tree
No.36. Fig.2 C) is a whole view of experiment.
A transformer and a oil cooler are seen under a tent.
4.

MEASURING CONDITIONS

The basic parameters for a typical CT measurement are as follows :
step in linear scan
0.1 mm
step in rotation
2 degree
window of collimator
0.1 x 20 mm
X-ray intensity
350 kV, 10 mA
Fig.5 shows a calculated relationship between the diameter and
required time of X-ray exposure in the above-mentioned conditions.
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Since a live tree contains much water, which is a good absorbant of
X-ray, a longer exposure time is required in order to maintain the
statistical counting error of detectors to the same level as in rhe
case of a dry timber. The curves are only approximate, because the
X-ray absorption varies from tree to tree.
The actual exposure time was 40 hours for tree No.36 (90 cm dia.)
and 8 hours for tree No.37 (78 cm dia.), respectively.
5.

RESULTS

Fig.6 shows results of CT reconstruction. A) is a cross section of
tree No.37 (rank B ) . A small crowd of pore is found in the center.
A relatively high water content (appears as white) near the center
is probably due to the presence of the pores. Otherwise the heartwood is dry as a normal tree. The sapwood has a high water content
again as a normal tree. The region of high water content is continuous.
Fig.6 B) shows a cross section of tree No.36 (rank D ) . There is a
crack about 5 cm in the center. Little increase of water content
near the center is observed in this case. Unusually high water content exists in the surrounding region, of which ages are from 200
to 150 years old. The most abnormal feature is that water content
in the sapwood is intermittent. As a whole, the inner state of tree
No.36 is inferior than the state of tree No.37.
Hence a good correlation between the outer appearance and the inner
state exists in this experiment.
Another point worth to mention is that the width of sapwood of both
trees corresponds to about 100 years, which were confirmed by counting tree-rings in incremental cores. This shows that the growth rate
in the past 100 years is unusually low. As trees are densely planted
in a row, their upper branches already touch with each other.
This hinders the growth of trees.
In addition, pollution in the last century plays a role as already
mentioned.
6.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, X-ray computed tomography measurements have been useful for environmental assessment of live trees.

7.
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DETECTING LEAKAGES IN LARGE VESSELS USING PULSE ULTRASONIC WAVES
ChenQinghn
People's Republic of China

Paper: A-10-0845

ABSTRACT
Leak detection in large vessels ie one of the difficult problems in leak detection techniques. This paper presents a new method of leak detection in
large vessels. The ultrasonic waves transmitted from the probe of a conventional ultrasonic flaw detector move into the part to be tested. The
ultrasonic waves propagate in a straight line until they strike a leak to produce the echo signals which are received by an instrument. Using the echo
signals from a leak which are received by an instrument enables us to know
whether there is a leak and where it is. Based on the echo signals, the leakage rate can be determined. The returning echoes have been used in determining leakage rate. This enables to detect the leaks as small as 10-7 atm.cmVsec
in large and "dirty" vessels.
This paper presents a quantitative method for leakage rate of leak in leak
detection by leak echo in steel weldment, the leakage rate equivalent of leak
echoes may be approximate. This paper also points out the possible errors in
evaluating leakage rate. Factors affecting the accuracy of inspection are
given.
By using this method, it is unnecessary to clean the vessel surfaces. The
method has the advantages of labour and time saving, easy operation and unrequired environment in comparison to the traditional methods.
RAISING OF PROBLEM
Leal': detection in large vessels is one of the difficult problems in leak detection techniques.) Several decades of conventional detection nethods are
used for finding leaks by using tracer gas/liquid passing through them, and
the leakage rate of leak can be determined by the amount of tracer gas/liquid.
All these conventional methods possess same characters, that is, there are
strict l'equirements for the vessels to be detected and the leak detection
environment. For example, the vessels to be detected must be vacuum-pumped
or pressurized to set up a pressure difference of tracer gas/liquid between
the inner and outer walls, the vessels to be detected must be cleaned and
dried, the content of tracer gas can not exceed certain amount in the leak
detection environment, etc. Under many conditions, for instance, the vessel
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volume is more than 1M , especially, the vessel is under operating or maintaining, it is difficult to meet all those requirements.
Since 1979, we have been engaged in the experimental research on the leak
detection to the welds of large vessels with a common A-eoope pulse reflection
ultrasonic flaw detector. Over the past few years, we have succeeded in leak
detection to the welds of various types of vessels with wall thickness <J— 6
mm by the pulee reflection ultrasonic flaw detector. The expected result has
baen got, Especially, the leak detection to hundreds of meters of welds of
very lireo vessel of 1000 M? is greyly successful. We have trot satisfactory
rasult.
PKINCIFLE OF METHOD
The leaks in the welds of vessel are all caused by commom discontinuities such
as crack, porosity, inclusion, etc. However, the leaks are penetrant.
The
leak detection by using pulse ultrasonic waves is essentially to detect this
type of discontinuity with a pulse reflection ultrasonic flaw detector. Based
on the signal characters and height of ultrasonic echoes in the positions of
discontinuity, this leak detection method can be used for determining whether
the discontinuity is a leak. Based on the signal characters and height of
ultrasonic echoes, the leakage rate of leak can be measured. When the ultrasonic beam is scanning two ends of leak (i.e., the opening positions of leak
on the inner and outer surfaces of vessel wall) and the other positions of
leak, echo signals will produce. According to the conventional ultrasonic
inspection expertise, the echo height of fine leaks (Leakage rate less than
10'^ atm»cm3/sec) may be neglected. However, in leak detection, these echo
signals are the important evidence. During leak detection, an variable angle
probe or tandem probe shall be used for scanning leaks so as to make the ultrasonic beam transmit to the different positions of leak as perpendicularly as
possible. In this way, the identifiable echo signals can be produced by the
positions of fine leak. If the leakage rate of leak is equal to or more than
10~7 atm.ci&Vsec, the echo signals are generally more than the grass echoes of
weld grains.
Because leaks are penetrant fine discontinuities, the echo signals different
from those of the unpenetrant discontinuities can be received when the probe
traverses to scan the leaks of weld. Since there are many kinds of classifications, shapes, geometric dimensions and orientations forming leaks, the
echo signals are different. However, all the echo signals can be classified
as two classifications:
A.

Isolative wave form:
When the probe traverses to scan the leaks, one or more peaks will produce
between the echo signals of two ends of leak. The height difference
between the maximum peak of each echo and the adjacent trough of the echoes
(including the echoes of two ends of leak) is equal to or more than 6 dB.
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B, Continuous wave form:
Whan the probe traverses to scan the leaks, continuous wave form will
produce between the echoes of two ends of leak, or, one or more peaks of
echoes will produce. However, the height difference between the aaximum
peak of any echo (including the echoes of two ends) and the adjacent trough
16 less than 6 dB,
When the probe traverses to scan discontinuities, if echo signals produce
in the positions (or nearby the positions) corresponding to the beam path
distance of two ends of leak en the screen, at the same time, continuous
wave form or isolative wave form also produces, this discontinuity can be
considered as a leak,
LEAK DETECTION METHOD AND DETERMINATION OF LEAKAGE RATE OF LEAK
1. Instrument
The functions of common A-scope pulse reflection ultrasonic flaw detector
shall meet the regular ultrasonic flaw detection requirements for welds»
2. Frequency
5MC or 2.5 MC
3. Reference block (See Fig. 1)
It is used for comparing with the echo heights of the positions of leak
and drawing a curve of distance versus amplitude.
'*. Selection of flaw detection sensitivity
When the pulse ultrasonic flaw detector is used for leak detection to
vessel welds, its flaw detection sensibility shall be higher than that of
regular ultrasonic flaw detector used for leak detection to welds. Generally speaking, if the grass echoes of weld do not affect the identifying
of the echo signals of leak, the sensibility shall be selected as high as
possible so that it is feasible to find fine leaks. During leak detecting,
the sensibility is generally not less than 30% of screen full scale which
acts as the echo height of noise. Here, so-called noise means grass echo
signals caused by grains in the non-discontinuity positions of weld.
5. Scanning method
Skip distance and full distance scannings are mainly used.
6. Leak detection steps
Leak detection steps are divided into preliminary examination and precise
examination.
Preliminary examination: Since leaks generally possess various inclinations, during leak detecting, first a common angle probe 1 B used for scanning the two sides of weld respectively. When a discontinuity is found,
the probe shall traverse for scanning. If echo Bignals produce in the positions or nearby the positions corresponding to the beam path distance of
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inner and outer surfaces of the vessels being detected, this discontinuity
may be a leak.
Precise examinations For the questionable positions of leaks detected by
preliminary examination, the variable angle probe shall be used for scanning then. Move the probe forward and backward* change the angle of incidence of the ultrasonic beam and observe that the echo signals vary with
the forward and backward movements of the probe. When the echo signals of
two ends of leak produce, properly change the angle of incidence of the
ultrasonic beam and conduct rotational scan and orbital scan to make the
echo heights of two ends of leak reach to the maximum. Read and record dB
values Df and D2 of echo heights of two ends of leak respectively» In the
same way, scan other positions of leak, read and record dB values D3,
Dtt*..Cn of maximum heights of the echoes of the positions other than two ends
of leak. If the echo signals in the other positions except two ends of
leak are not obvious or the isolative wave form produces, the tandem probe
shall be used for scanning so as to finally determine the dB values of the
echo heights of various positions of leak and the characters of the wave
form.
?. Determination of leakage rate of leak
The cavity of leak in weld is quite complicated. The widths in various
positions are different and there are always various inclusions. The conductance of leak depends on the conductances in the various positions of
leak, which are different. Tests Bhow that the conductances in the various
positions of the actual leak in weld are related to the ultrasonic
echo
signals in the positions, i.e., the leakage rate of leak can be determined
by measuring the heights and signal characters of the ultrasonic echoes of
leak.
A lot of tests and actual leak detecting results of products have proved
that the leakage rate of leak in the weld is related to the four parameters of the echo signals of leak.
A. D m i n — d B value of the minimum echo height among the echo signals in
the various positions of leak (including the opening positions
of two ends of leak)
B. D m a x — d B value of the maximum echo height in the various positions
of leak (including the opening positions of two ends of leak)
C. Arithmetic mean of dB values of all echo heights in the various positions of leak (including the opening positions of two ends of leak)
obtained by the probe in traversing scan

W
D, The character of the echo form of leak obtained by the probe
traversing scan.

in
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The leakage rate of leak can be determined on the basis of the above
four parameters of the ultrasonic pulse echo signals of leak
(See. Table 1 ) ,
Table 1

The relation of the leakage rate o f leak to the echo signals of leak
Echo height of leak (dB)

Dm it:

Dffi.ix

5

10-1'< dB
lens thun
that of
calibration
hole

2-6 dE
lens than
that of
calibration
hole

'»-8 dB
less than
that of
calibration
hole

1it-i8 dB
less than
that of
calibration
hole

6-10 dB
lens than
that of
calibration
hole

8-12 dB
less than
that of
calibration
hole

18-2? dB
less than
that Of
calibration
hole

10-T+ dB
less than
that of
calibration
hole

12-16 dB
less than
that of
calibration
hole

22-26 dU
less than
that of
calibration
hole

1'4-18 dB
leEiS than
that of
calibration
hole

16-20 dB
less than
that of
calibration
hole

26 dB (min)
less than
that of
calibration
hole

18-2? dB
less than
that of
calibration
hole

20 dB (min)
less than
that of
calibration
hole

L _

Note:

Mode of

Leakage rate

vibration

(atm»cm /sec)

Continuous

10" 2

Isolative

10~'

Continuous

10" 5 - 10"**

Isolative

10"1*

Continuous
Isolative

Continuous

IO"1*

- 10"5
10" 5

1O~ 5 - 10

Isolative

10- 6

Continuous

10" 7

Isolative

10" 7

The calibration hole means the hole in the reference block
(See Fig i)

RESULTS A!iD DISCUSSION
1.

The minimum detectable sensitivity and detectivity to leak
comparison
with those detected by helium mass spectrum leak detector (Helium MSLD)
Over past few years, we have detected over 600 units (including vessels,
components and samples machined for the experimental purpose) equal to

or more than 6 mm in wall thickness. All the butt welds in the inspecteu
units are first detected by ultrasonic flaw detector, then by Helium MSLL.
The test results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2

Comparison of leak detectability of ultrasonic
Helium MSLD

Wall thickness of inspected unit (mm)
Inspected positions

flaw detector wich

6-i6
Butt weld and base

Leakage rate of leak detected by
Helium MSLD (atm*cmVsec)

metal

•SMO"7 < 1 0 ~ 7

1 Quantity of Ieak3 detected by
Helium MSLD

261

2

quantity of leaks detected by
1 ultrasonic flaw detector

2<1

0

1U0

3
0

The results in Table 2 show that for the inspected units with different
wall thicknesses, the pulse ultrasonic waves can detect the leaks with
leakage rate Q equal to or more than 10"? atm.cmVsec, and the minimum
detectable sensitivity is 10-7 atm*cm3/sec. For these leaks, both the
pulse ultrasonic flaw detector and Helium MSLD have the same detectivity.
That is, Helium MSLD can find the leaks with leakage rate Q equal to or
more than 10"? atm.cmVsec, and ultrasonic flaw detector can also find
them. However, Helium MSLD can find the leaks with leakage rate <k less
than 10"? atm.cmVsec, and ultrasonic flaw detector can not find them.
Measuring error of leakage rate
The determination of leakage rate is based on the echo signals in various
positions of leak. The echo signals are assumed to be produced by the
pulse ultrasonic beams transmitted by the probe respectively and perpendicularly to the various positions of leak. Because the shape of actual
leak is quite complicated, for a certain leak or some positions of leak,
even if a variable angle probe or tandem probe is used, it is difficult
to make the ultrasonic beams transmit perpendicularly to the leak or some
positions of leak. This is the main reason why the error is made by pulse
ultrasonic echo method during measuring the leakage rate of leak. Tests
show that the leakage rate detected by echo signals is comparatively less
than that detected by Helium MSLD when the echo signals of leak are continuous wave form's, and the leakage rate detected by echo signals is comparatively more than that detected by Helium MSLD when the echo signals
of leak are isolative wave forms. For the leaks with leakage rate Q equal
to or more than 1(H* atm'cmVsec, the measuring error does not exceed half
an order of magnitude. For the leaks with leakage rate Q less than 10"'*
atm-cmVsec, the measuring error does not exceed one order of magnitude
when pulse ultrasonic wave method is used. The detectability of common
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ultrasonic flaw detector to leaks is influenced by the grass echoes of the
weld grains. For the leake with leakage rateQless than 1Q-7 etm.cmVsec,
it is difficult to resolve the grass echoes of the weld grains and the
echoes of the various positions of leak. Therefore, it is difficult tp
detect this kind of fine leaks*
APPLICATION
All the components which may be detected by ultrasonic flaw detector can also
be leak detected by pulse ultrasonic waves. This method can be used for detecting either welds or base metal. During leak detecting by pulse ultrasonic
waves, the tracer gas/liquid is not used. So, the units to be detected
may not be cleaned and dried. Even if the leaks are blocked by dirts, the
effective sensitivity will not be decreased. This result can not be obtained
by any conventional leak detection method,, When the method is used for detecting the leakages in large "dirty" vessels, it ie much more effective than
the conventional leak detection methods.
A lot of information shows that the leakage rate of leak in the weld is generally more than 10~7 atm«cmVsec. Therefor, the leak detection method by
pulse ultrasonic waves can conform to the leak detection requirements for common commerical products.
Hydrostatic leak test for the vessel can be used for detecting the leaks of
10"3atn>cniVsec under the best condition. The method recommended in this
article can be used as the additional leak detecting to the critical welds of
the vessels after hydrostatic leak test. The fine leaks unable to be found by
hydrostatic leak test can be detected by this method. Practice has proven
that in doing so, the result is very goodo
The leak detection method put forward in this article has the advantages of
labour and time saving and lower leak detecting cost. It is a valuable anJ
new leak detection method and a new application of ultrasonic inspection and
measurement jchnology.
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COMPUTERIZED ULTRASONIC SYSTEM FOR 3-DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERIZATION
OF DEFECTS
Mirek Macocok, Andy Kovacs

Paper: A 1

-

Canada

ABSTRACT
A
computerised
ultrasonic
inspection system intended
for
research,
development, and routine inspection has been developed. The system was
designed to offer flexibility in the data acquisition subsystem to support a
number of different data collection modes, and to provide the operator with a
variety of display methods for test data.
The resulting system provides for simultaneous collection of up to 8 channels
of ultrasonic data, and allows digitization and storage of ultrasonic
waveforms, processing of the. collected data is performed by a general purpose
microcomputer, with test results displayed using interactive 3-dimensional
colour graphics.
System development includes sophisticated software for imaging, and control of
multiple transducers for scanning orthogonal and rotating objects. New signal
enhancing techniques were are incorporated in the design.
A new inspection
philosophy taking advantage of capabilities of the system will be outlined.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonics is a fast growing method of inspection in all areas of industrial
activity and research. A need has arisen for a moans of performing automated
ultrasonic immersion inspection on a number of components and systems.
A project originated with a contract Co Techno Scientific Inc. by physical
Metallurgy Research Laboratories (PMRL), at the Canadian Centre for Mineral
and Energy Technology (CANMET) to provide an inspection system which would be
suitable
for this type of work.
The prototype was
developed
and
commercialization was initiated under the assistance of the National Research
Council IRAP program. It was specified that the system must:
i)

include modular immersion scanners having a capacity of
up to 6 feet by A feet by 3 feet deep;
ii) support simultaneous collection and processing of data
from up to 8 transducers;
iii) allow
long-term storage of test data with later
retrieval for processing and display;
iv) provide a level of flexibility in data collection and
processing methods appropriate to a research "tool",
v) provide
hardcopy of data in various degrees
of
flexibility for industrial activities.
While many automated ultrasonic inspection systems have been described in the
literature (1-7), all have been designed for a particular type of inspection,
such as that of pipelines or composite panels, with the display of test
results limited to 1 or 2 standard modes.
In addition to hardware capabilities, our system offers great software
flexibility in data acquisition, sorting, handling and displaying.
The
purpose of this paper is to emphasize this capability, and to demonstrate its
advantages.
2.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Th" system can be divided into A major modules or subsystems:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

a scanning bridge and immersion tank,
a scanner controller,
an ultrasonic signal processing subsystem,
a data acquisition, storage, and display computer.

Two separate computer systems are included.
The first, referred to as the
"host", provides the basic processing power and data storage for the system,
a« well as coordinating the operations of the the various subsystems.
The
second, or "slave" system, includes a programmable scanner controller (which
drives the scanning bridge motors) and the ultrasonic signal processing
hardware.
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2*1

Scanning Bridge and Immersion Tank

The 3-axes scanning bridge provides control over the movement of the
transducers) within a volume of 72" (183 cm) by 48" (122 cm) by 40" (102 cm),
corresponding to the size of the stainless-steel immersion tank. Each axis is
controlled by a leadscrew driven by a 2QQ-step-per-revolution stepper motor,
and has a linear resolution of 0.0005" (0.01 BID). The scanning bridge and
immersion tank are shown in Figure 1.
Also included as part of this subsystem is a stainless-steel, stepper-motordriven, drop-in turntable unit for the inspection of cylindrical testpieces.
2.2

Scanner Controller

The microprocessor-based scanner controller converts high-level commands from
the host, such as "move" and "scan", to the low-level control functions
required by the stepper motors driving the scanning bridge and turntable. This
frees the host computer to perform data acquisition and processing.
Any two of the four possible axes X, Y, Z or T (for turntable) may be selected
for a scan, with the step size and velocity specified independently for each.
While the scan pattern used is fixed, the size of the scan and the sampling
density i.e., the distance between ultrasonic samples along the scan axis, are
programmable.
Although normally controlled by the host computer, the scanner controller may
also be used as a stand-alone unit by connecting a computer terminal to one of
its RS-232 serial ports and entering commands directly to initialize
parameters and begin a scan.
2.3

Ultrasonic Subsystem

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the ultrasonics subsystem. It can utilize
up to 8 transducers in transceive mode, or 8 pairs in transmit-receive moue.
Under the control of the slave processor, each transmit transducer is pulsed
in sequence while an eight-channel time-division multiplexer directs the
received echo through the signal processing circuitry. Either a linear or a
logarithmic amplifier are used to increase the amplitude of the ultrasonic
signal, while an adjustable attenuator is available to provide control of the
signal level in discrete logarithmic steps. Separate gating is supplied for
each of the 8 ultrasonic channels, permitting independent control of the gate
delay and width for each transducer. Additional signal processing can be
performed by a video detector stage.
Peak detector and x-y display modules are also included to allow the
ultrasonics subsystem to be used, along with the scan controller, in a standalone mode. During scanning, the x-y display interface combines the output
from the peak detector with position information from the scanner controller
to produce real-time modified c-scan images on the built-in crt display or on
an external x-y chart recorder. Outputs are provided from each stage to allow
viewing on an oscilloscope or digitization by the host computer. Any other
commercial ultrasonic system can also be used with our system.
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2.4

Host Comput.Br

The original host computer was a Multibus-based system utilizing an Intel 8086
microprocessor and 8087 math co-processor, 768 kilobytes of program memory,
and both fixed and floppy-based mass storage.
A digital transient recorder
(DTR) installed on the Multibus acts as a high-speed analog-to-digital (a/d)
converter, permitting the liost to digitize and store ultrasonic signal data.
The DTR can digitize arbitrary signals at rates up to 20MHz, while repetitive
waveforms mny be effectively sampled at up to 160 MHz.
A new computer uses
the IBM AT with array processing to speed up operations.
A colour graphics
module, consisting of 3 additional Multibus boards, provides a resolution of
up to 1024 by 768 points.
Up to 16 colours can be displayed simultaneously,
chosen from a pal lette of 4096.
Support for 3-ditnensional graphics is
provided by an ACM-SIGfiRAPH Core library of subroutines (8).
The new computer uses a COMPAQ 386 microcomputer with 1 megabyte of memory, as
well as array processing to speed up operations.
The computer communicates
via RS232 ports with a second PC, which is dedicated to the control of the
four stepper motors.
The system has full provision for optional
encoder
feedback. Graphics are displayed on a Princeton high resolution monitor with
an ARTIST 1 display board.
This allows for a display of 256 colours from a
pallette of 4096, and resolution of 1024 x 1024 of non-interlacing graphics.
The software was written using the IBM Graphics Kernel System (GKS) . By using
the GKS the software becomes easily portable between different graphics
display systems.
3.

SYSTEM OPERATION

Initially,
tlip host prompts the user for all the necessary scanning
parameters: the axes to be used, the scan dimensions and velocity, the sample
interval, and the number of transducers.
These are then sent to the slave,
followed by a signal for scanning to begin.
During an inspection, the slave signals the host computer whenever the
scanning bridge reaches a position at which data is to be acquired. Then, for
each of the transducers in use, the slave enables the appropriate ultrasonic
channel while the host triggers the pulser and the DTR.
Once triggered, the
DTR collects 4096 amplitude data points, each with a resolution of 1 part in
256. Through software, the rate of digitization may be set from 1 MHz to 160
MHz.
While these may be stored directly for later analysis, additional peak
detection processing is usually performed to reduce the stored data to a
manageable amount.
FFT's may be performed on the data as the system scans.
This slows down the speed of the scan, but alows for filtering of noise from
the data.
II time--of-flight data is being collected, the host extracts from each
waveform digitization the time position of the two largest peaks, assumed to
represent a front reference Burface, and a flaw or back reference surface. If
the user has requested that peak amplitude data be collected, it is assumed
that he has Rated out the reference surfaces and so a single value
corresponding to the amplitude of the highest peak in the data is stored
instead. The gating may be performed through the software by using time delay
or restricting the range of data points which are to be analyzed.
The FFT's
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nay also be used to filter out signals,
time needed to acquire the data.

but as stated above, the increase the

Data is stored on a 40 megabyte hard disk, from which it can be
retrieved for further processing and display.
There are 4 types
of displays that the system can currently produce:
i)
ii)

rf or video waveforms (A-scans),
2-dimenaional sections through 3-dimensional arrays of
data (including B-scans and C-scans),
iii) modified C-scana
iv) true 3-dimensional displays created by converting timeof-flight data into linear measurements.

3.1

Waveform Display

Figure 3 shows a display of the 4096 data points collected from an rf signal
which had been sampled at 20 Mhz.
This type of display is most useful for
retaining a representative waveform from a scan for the evaluation of noise
levels, signal strength, etc. at some later time.
3.2

2-Dimensional Sections

Amplitude or time-of-flight data collected from a 2-dimensional rectilinear
scan is generally stored, either implicitly or explicitly, in a 3-dimensional
array as a function of scanning bridge position.
The common B- and C-scans
can be thought of as displaying subsets of this array in the form of sections
or slices normal to one of the 3 dimensions.
For example, the C-scan of
Figure 4 is simply a slice made normal to the "amplitude axis" in a peak
amplitude data array. Similarly, a B-scan results from making a slice through
a time-of-flight data array, normal to the scan increment axis.
However the display subsystem is not limited to standard B- and C-scan modes.
For any given data array, 3 different types of sections can be displayed, with
the thickness and location of each under user control.
3.3

Modified C-Scans

If a series of amplitude profiles are drawn on the same page or screen, each
offset from the previous one by a small horizontal and vertical displacement,
the effect is much like that of a 3-dimensional projection.
This method of
display is known as modified C-scan, and can be thought of as all the possible
C-scans of the testpiece, stacked one on top of another in order of increasing
amplitude threshold.
Beam profiles, used to aid in the characterization of ultrasonic transducers,
are a common form of modified C-scan display. Figure 5 is an example, showing
the echo response (beam profile) of a 3.5 MHz transducer to a 2 nn diameter
target as a function of their relative positions.
It shows graphically the
ultrasonic beam strength of a transducer at various points within it's field.
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3.4

Display of 3-pimensional Time of Flight

Software has been developed
for displaying three-dimensional images of
defects. The routines process time of flight data from our immersion scanning
system and transforms it into three dimensional Cartesian points (12) (6ee
Figure 6) .
Bending of waves at the surface of the object (Snell's Law), is taken into
account when finding the location of internal defects (13). The data may be
displayed as Cartesian points, or further processed using advanced software
routines.
The advanced software mathematically constructs a perspective
projection of defects inside metals.
Advanced routines group collections of data points together and are processed
to represent each group with a least squares fit, rectangular representation
of the defect (14). The most advanced procedures which we have developed
calculate a full realistic graphic representation of the defect.
These routines require a large number of data points (typically greater than
2000) and require 2-20 seconds of one time computation (13). This computation
only needs to be carried out once since the representation of the defect is
stored in memory, and can be rotated to any viewing angle to help the user
interpret the data (see Figure 7 ) .
4.

DISCUSSION

The most important criterion for the system, as well as the most difficult one
to satisfy, was that of flexibility. It has been achieved through the use of
a modular ultrasonic subsystem and by the incorporation of the DTR into the
system. In particular, the ability of the DTR to digitize a received waveform
allows almost any desired numerical algorithm to be applied to the data, while
the storage of results as numeric data files simplifies the data processing
task.
The software-controlled display subsystem also aids flexibility,
allowing rapid modification and improvement of the display routines.
The second development path saw the implementation of more sophisticated
defect sizing and location techniques.
More advanced signal processing
techniques such as signal averaging, FFT's, convolution, etc., are optionally
offered as part of the system.
The introduction of array processing
techniques makes the processing time affordable.
An excellent hard copy
printout giving a wealth of information makes the method more attractive.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

An automated computer controlled system was developed with emphasis on
software flexibility of data handling.
In addition to standard display
techniques, eg. A scan, B scan and C scan, the system offers a truly 3-D
colour graphics display of flaws.
Display of raw data as well
as
mathematically approximated shapes of internal defects using advanced software
routines are possible.
It is believed that this method of defect sizing and shaping using the
operator's interaction with advanced mathematical ro>tines offers excellent
utilization of modern technology.
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View of the scanning bridge and immersion tank
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thnt, the donling are under tho assembly line of usual working procedure• After erasing tlio useless look agent from its
surface, you can get a clour contrast between tho red leek
ogunt of the oo|notic dyo and tho given white developing ngenti
So wo soy, tho discernment in finding the defects gots a bettor result than tho monnctic-partido inspection docs.(See
Picture 1)

Picture

The illnstration of the fundamentals of the
dye flow detection of magnetism

/. leture 2 shows the cracks of the defects of the spares
of tin? forromam'ietiem (or materials) in the complex magnetic
fields; will form a leakage magnetic field that attracts the
raBgnotJ.c matter in the look agent of the magnetic dye*- The
cone.oersted power ±v> the cracks of the defects from the magnet v; mattor forces tho leak agent of the tnaanetic dye to expat ivd move around the cracks' surface of the spares(materials),
lauktinto thorn.
th
wo all know, in tho usual working proce dure of leaking
with tho leaking of the liquid, the get bulk sealed by the
liquid in tho cro.cha of 1;he- defects will become smeller and
:..-. l.ler, the .reacting preaaurt: will becons more und more powunul. The liquid ir balance cen not keep leaking until it r
raaclic-3 a certain ciopth "h". Thus we have (as Picture 3 shows)
P
Po
in ihe nottern:

gas

(1)
additional pressure
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Stt «-««» atmospheric pressure
Fgaa-»—* gas in the orocka of defects

Pioturo a
Boyle— Moret*s law points outs the pressure of the gas with
a certain auality forma the inverse proportion from the bulk
if the temperature keeps unchangeable. That is
Pgna " Vo
( Z
)
in the pattern V ~ the B O S bulk under the otmospherio pressure
7 o — the gas bulk when the gas pressure in the
cracks of the defects is Pgas

If

Picture 3
From analysing the above pattern, we know whether the luak
lent can effectually leak into the cracks also is concerned
the gas bulk in the cracks except for the function of the
-;c uRont, According to Joule's law, the spares (or materials)
produce) heat effeot when they go through the electric
.. vrrent* That is to 3ajr» if the temperature of the sparos' (or
motariols) is t» the resistance is R before sotting up the
electric circuit, and the temperature is t* » and the resi
stance ia R2 after setting up the electric cirsuit, we got
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234.5

(3)

234.5 t
Boforo using the look agent, the temperature of the spares
(or materials) will bo raised (usually to 316-323K), as for
tho funotion of the magnetizing current; the gas bulk "V" in
tha crooks of the defects will be extended by liootingV When tho
.look agent under tho normal, temperature is used for the surface
of the crooks, the gas bulk In the cracks of the spares (or
mfltrrials) will bo contracted and quicicly pfoduce the negative
p.*n;;suro. At that time, V is contracted, so do Vo and Pgas.
During'tho cooling and contracting of the gas in the cracks,
tno leak agent can leak into tho cracks quicicly, effectually.
With the reduction of Vo and Pgas, moro of the leak agent can
1<.-M into the cracks, and faster the looking can be.(See
P'-jture 4)
'ho vibration helps tho leak agent loak into tho crocks*
F diced by tho periodic vibration makes the loak agent to
c/orcome the resistance from the Jsak agent's extending and
moving, at tho same tlmo, the vibration can remove the air compressed by the loak agent in the cracks and force the leak agent
agent to loak into the cracks of the defects.

Picture 4
Alter erasing the- leak agent on the surface of the spares
(o.-- Tibtcrial), you should add the developing agent. When you
jj.i' the spares (or raoterlol) with the developing agent on the
r v f ice into uho co/irlcx mnflnetle f i e l d , the spares con produce
i •- • oifjVoct suj i,o t!.i-- ifunotlor of the mapnetizing current. As
1 ^iiows in Pt-ctu1. :• ?, tiiu ^ac hunted -Vo the cracks aakee
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bulk "Ve" to catena , l«d. tho roaotine preaaure "Pgas" oxttivcla and force the leak Pgent leaked in the cracks to spill
ov r, thus changing the developing condition of tho dovelop!>!.• agent; to form a clear picture of the defects by little
1<~ > agent leaked in the tiny cracks.

Picture 5
Th defect's texts of the dye detection and the mogneticp r de inspection are to ovserve by one's own eyes to idont
. tt.e picture of the defout's outline. So the teats are cone
concerned with tho characteristics of 1^ho visual senses, i . e .
tit ..'yes to identify the object's sQze, hightness, contrast
(': o degree of contrast) and colour e t c . Th'-1 higher the degree
o< contrast i s , the bettor of the identification will be if
tu. thrr conditions are settled.
Tae decree of contrast ^
(4^
Bo
i.i t i e pattern:
Bg—the decree of night ness to idnntify
the apoc of the object
Bo— the degree of brightness tc identify
the surroundings of the spots of tho
object.
Bocivise tho leak agent of moanetie dye is red, the developing
»>-or its white, so i t s clo^roes of identification IC ocfciim-'
t "• tivt of the nagnot.io-pfrticlG inspeccion.
The appuratns of elm text nnd i t s f\jnctii.inc;
... Picture 6 i l l u s t r a t e s , the uppfjratus u^e t!io falr~\;'Ltre
r e t . fi.cDtion by the sunghe-plirusu current to dii'for tb tvo
pc.i-r ips.. When the difference betwnon i-ho tve ToLp.u'tir.i .'a
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, the pulsating current makes them to produce the round
mapnoitc field and the vertical monnetic field by the olecifi
magnetic clip and the electrified magnetic coil*
nagm&cciip

,w
6 The Magnetic apparatus
"T-..(.' dye flaw detection of mannetism can be used in the correc -vding popular mannetie»porti4o detector with the spray ••gun-3 of ioak agent of chepnetic dye and the developing agent,
etc* The leak agent of Mannetic dye i s made of the dye agent
with good quality* Fe3 04 of the tiny particle and the proper
additional agent.- Every 1 ,OOOKg of the leak agent should add
0.4r-0.Q Kg Of P03O4

Ttu result of the test and i t s analysis
(1) Ti.j condition of the experiment
machine, Model Yc-2000 all-purpose mannetic-particle
defector
b. leak agent: The leak agent of mapnetic dye
P 100
a, leveloping agent:
• J , .nethod of mannetizing and i t s time selecting from
•IB3965-85
••. ^1M<. of leaking: 2-5 min (in wet condition)
•..itnG of doveioping: 3-5 min
'' i'- itops of nh.Q exporimoat ore th© s«rne with tho proper
dyt. <Jf.-Gctor's except for the monnetizint; working
(2) tlw result of -;he experiment end i t s analysis
the spares (or meterial) of the ?ion-porono o l e t r i c conilu
auotivity can defect the cracks* 1 B in width rand 20 14 in
Tho spares (or material) of the non-porous ferro-
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magnetism can defect the cracks 0,5 p in width and 10 |t in
depth.
From the above experiment result, we con see the test sensibility of the §«JgF is lower than the later. This is because
of the cracks df the defects in the spares (or material) of
the electric conductivity not to be able to produce the leakage mannetic field to attract tho mattnontic matter, but it can
make vibration by electricity and it has the functions of extending when aeatod and contracted when coolod.
Vosiclo these, it had a .better identification. So its test
sensibility is higher than that of the proper dye detector nnd
the mattnetic-particle inspection.
The sensibility of this test is the highest in testing the;
.••I ares (or material) of the non-porons forromannetisra. Because
it. has .oil the characteristics and the ndvuntagO3 oi" the proper dyo doctor, so the dye flaw detection of mojmetisir, ia the
most suitable method to tost such kind of spares (or material)
Conclusion
1. This method has all the characteristics and the advantages
of the projer dye doctor and the maanetic-particle inspection,
and it is suitable to test the defects on the surface of tho
spares (or materials) both in non-porons ferromaflnotism and
in electric conductivity. Its sensibility in tho test is highar
than that of proper dye detector «.ind tho mannetic-pnrticlG inapeotion. 3t can detect tho cracks 0.5 Jl in width nnd 1OU in
depth.
2. Thi3 method has not only a better ^dontifieation in finding
tho defect?;, o iiifilv-r sensitivity and a sounder possibility in
i.>'3tin«, *\t f»D30 tho eivant.M^e in brooder testing tires.
I". Th€> eqiipiaeo.ts on.: cht uccnt •• usod in this method accord w
h

stan>:!f>rd^ :i' r,hc si nrc -nir' th-s minustry.
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HIGH DEFECT RESOLUTION CAPABILITY FROM A COMPUTER-CONTROLLED
FLUORESCENT PENETRANT PROCESSING AND VIEWING SYSTEM
Paper: A-10-1030
Don Todd
USA
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from the processing line, presenting it
to the vision system, and separating
In the past few years, the fluores- the blades into several categories, deivnt penetrant inspection of critical
pending on the decisions made by the
parts, such us aircraft turhine and com- image processing system.
presser blades, has become increas(c) Illumination of the blade by a .suitingly automated. Such automated able ultraviolet source, and exposure of
systems facilitate the inspeetkm of a
the illuminated blade to a vision syslargo number of parts in a given time
tem, with appropriate computer-aided
1
period, and provide tin uniformity nf
image processing of the indications
prtu-fssiinj iiml repeatability of results which are made visible by the ultrathat are essential ti> the reliability cri- violet source.
teria which have been established for
(d) trading of the inspected blades
aerospace products. Even the defect
into categories that correspond to
detection and evaluation step, tradi- known location of defects,
tionally done liy human inspectors, has
(e) Detection of defects in the size
iieeii automated l>y image process- range of 0.010 inch, approximately 300
ing tei'hnii|iies that operate with
percent improvement over the resoluprogrammed information. However, tion of the best existing systems,
existing systems fall short in two
The Ardrox MARK III system
particulars: the resolution of the Sysaccomplishes these objectives by a
tems is ton limited, precluding the
detection of very small defects, and the
grading "f parts into two categories,
"accepted" ami "rejected" is too gross. FIGURE 1
What is needed is a system that offers
hundreds of percent better resolution,
with detection specificity that allows
the location of the defects to he
determined.

INTRODUCTION

AUDI«)* MARK 111 FULLY
AUTOMATE» PROCESSING
AND VIEWING SYSTEM
I'nder contract from the Naval Air
Rework Facility (NARF)at Cherry
I'miii, North Carolina, Ardrox, Inc. has
undertaken the task of producing a
fully automated system that detects
detects down to 0.010 inch in size, while
specifying tlie physical locations of the
delects i in the parts being inspected.'Hi
jvcomplish this. Ardrox has developed
a !i)ui|iie and proprietary automatic
imam- processing system unlike any
that now exists, and has mated this system to the finest and most reliable
automatic penetrant processing facility ever produced, ('ailed the AF.OS
(Automatic F.leetronie Optical Scanning) MARK III Hilly Automated Fluorescent Penetrant Iliade Inspection
System, the facility achieves the following objectives:
la) Automated penetrant processing
of the blades, indexed to the manufacturers' part numbers of the blades
being inspected. This phase if the process would take account of the differing
requirement of blades for processing in
each stage of the penetrant line.
(b) Robotic hamllingof the processed
blades, including picking the blade up

technical approach that combines five
integrated subsystems. Each of these
subsystems is described here:
1. Automated Penetrant
Processing Line
This subsystem consists of an in-liir
series of 18 penetrant processing st.
tions, surmounted by a u» lori/.od con
veyor which transfers the parts from
station to station. See Figure I. At Station 1 the parts to be inspected turbine blades—are loaded onto a fixture by a human operator. The fixture
typically accommodates eight blades.
After the parts have been loaded the
fixture advances to a dwell station, and
the operator loads mint her fixture with
blades. At Station 3 the original set of
blades is exposed to the fluorescent
penetrant, See Figure 2. Fluorescent
penetrant is introduced into the pene-
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trant chamber by electrostatic spray
guns.
When the appropriate amount of
penetrant has been electrostatically
sprayed i n t o the chamber, nn i-xtremely uniform deposition of penetrant over the surface of the parts
results.
•Stations 4 through H are dwell siations, allowing sufficient time fur the
ponetrant to be drawn by capillary
action into any defects the parts may
have, As the original fixture of blades
moves to each successive dwell slat ion,
the operator starts another sei nf
blades on its way into the proeess
ing line.
At Station it the blades are pr<-Hnsed; "I Station 10 a hydrophilic penetrant remover is foam-applieil to
emulsify all exci.-ss penetrant; at Station 11 the parts are post-rinseil, to
wash off the onnilsjfied pcnetrnnt. leaving n trace of liquid penctntnt in lite
defects only; at Stations 12 and l.'f the
parts are dried; at Station M a powder
developer is applied by electnistatic
spray guns, uniformly coating the
parts; at Stations l!i, Ki. and 17, the
parts are given sufficient dwell time to
develop indications of any defects that
may be present; and finally, at Station 18. the fully processed parts are
presented to the robotic inspection
system.
The automated penetrant processing
line has a number of notable features,
only a few of which are mentioned here.
When penetrant is applied, for example, tt.e spray chamber is sealed off by
gaskctcd, movable partitions that operate automatically. 'IVo separate elect r o s t a t i c spray nun systems are
available to apply pcnetranls of two different sensitivities. As the penetrant is
being applied, the hlade fixture is
rotated in front of the spray nozzles,
and the direction of the (runs is such
that all blade areas arc covered
completely. Monitoring systems are
incorporated to warn against any malfunction that could jeopardi:-.!1' the completeness of prnetrant coverage, such
as loss of penetranl pressure, loss of
electrostatic charge, or a low level of
petietrniit in the reservoir. An air
extraction system is incorporated into
this stage, to draw off any penetranl
droplets that might migrate down the
line, or escape into the working atmosphere around the plant. An automatic
fire detection system and alarm is built
into lite penetrant chamber, and an
explosion relief provision is also
included.
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MHLmSQ
FIGURE a
ï'ht1 fiitin'lUkloiiiiilnl )ivM[trtinl iiid/H'fdii» fiUntl run fw /
mill itfu-mlril by an imliritiunl nfHinli'i:

In » similar manner, automatically
operated nmvKhle partitions are used
tit seal «iff tin- rinsing emulsify iiijj, drying, and developing chambers. Hill pollutiim i'iii\(rn| provisions :m> made lor
handling of any contaminated air. such
as that containing particles of developer, ami :t sophisticated water recycling system is employed In filter out
{U'lietrmits »nil emulsifiers. and tu
tiiiiintain tlit> rinst> water teiniieratiire
within :i|>|>ro|>riate <>|ieratittK limits.

puter section receives control signals
from the operator, allowiti); the penetrant plant to operate in any of three
modes:
la) Manual mode, in which the opera-

tor has full control of the conveyor, of
the functions of pnrh stntinn. and of
starting and stopping the n >l« it ;
(b) Single cycle mode, which serves a
plant setup and tost function, and
which can he effected whether there
are parts to he inspected ur nut; and
(el Automatic mode, in which the
plant is fiinctioMiut; under standard operating conditions, wholly automatically.
The master processor hardware is
based on the hiuhly reliable tieneral
Klectric Series Six system which features multiple microprocessors, a hi^h
decree of modularization, und a ureat
deal of flexibility in the input/output
circuitry.
:t. I'riu'VHH Ciinlniller
( me of the outstanding capabilit ies of
the Aidrox Mark III system is that control of the entire inspection system can
be exercised by an operator from the
process controller. See Figure '.{, This
subsystem, which ties into the systems

Z MasU-r I'ruf vssnr
All electrical anil electronic signals
for automatic operation of the various
penetrant plant facilities originate in
the master processor siilisvstem. This
subsystem accepts inputs fron» temperature sensors, position sensors, limit
switches, anil interlocks, anil pmviiles
outputs to valves, pumps, heaters, ami
contactors. The master processor also
receives control inputs from the process controller subsystem, under the
coininamI of t he operator.
The master processor is physically
divide!I into two computer facilities, to
accnmmotlateseparation anil shipment
of the processing plant in two sections.
ThisilestKn approach allows each of the
two plant sections to lie controlled hy
its own computer. Une of tlie two c i »
puter sections is a primary system, and
contains the system CI'U, as well as
input/output circuitry for Stations I
thmniih !»of the processin); plant. The
second computer section functions as a
slave, accepting inputs from, and supplying control outputs to. Stations lit
through IT. The slave computer also
contains the ASCM/Hasie Computer
which communicates between the
robot control system and the ima^e
processiiiK system. The primary comFIGURE 4
/7.r

f»)/i/(»7> /icn n'i/rn HUM
twtl n .Vrv/ti»f rtl tit
M7 lift nntli
i' thr mtin'
niitiminlril
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must IT processor, is adapted from an
IBM PC* computer.
Thi' process controller has a standard PC keyboard and two video
monitors—a color graphics monitor,
which allows the operator to specify
system operations, and a monochrome
status monitor, which presents details
of operating and nlarm conditions. See
figure I. The software employed hy the
system is menu driven and is extremely
user friendly.

IVige 5 presents the status of Station
1, the load station. The information
appearing on the screen will indicate
defects in this stage, if any, in red. At
the bottom of the screen the latest
alarm statement is presented in red.
When this nlarm condition is corrected,
this statement will turn to green,
When all red indications disappear
from the screen, everything at the load
stage is "go."
Subsequent pages, or screens,
present similnr information for each
programmed stage, that is the penetrant (3), pre-rinse (!)), emulsifier (10),
post-rinse (II), drying (12, 13), developer (14), and index (18) stages. In addition to these presentations, the screens
give status data on each of the water filtrillion facilities. Finally, three screens
are available which detail how to set up
t he automated plant in each of its three
operating modes, i.e., manual, single
cycle, or automatic.
By means of the process controller
and its simple but highly descriptive
monitor screens, a single operator
is able to set up, program, monitor,
and operate the entire Ardrox Mark
III system.
4. Robot and Robot Control
The handling robot is a highly reliable, commercially available robotic
system, (iK Model 1*55, which picks up
the processed part at the index station
and presents it to the inspection system in several different attitudes. See
[•'igure 5. Kiich attitude allows the
inspection system to observe a region of interest on the blade, and to
make whatever disposition decision
is appropriate,
The robot arm is driven by an electronic robot control system, which in
turn takes its digital instructions from
the ASCII/Music computer of the master processor. The robot control system
also contains the program memory,
with a capacity for 25(i individual programs, In operation, drive signals are
routed to the servo-controlled robot
from its control system over a drive
link, and position signals return to the
robot control system over a feedback
link.
The sequence of motions that the
rohot arm goes through is commanded
from the process controller system. It
is from this source that the selection of
part or blade type is made, and the
appropriate robotic action is initiated.

the one which represents a "first" in
automated penetrant inspection, is the
image processing subsystem. Existing
automated systems employ a laser
scanning approach with certain inherent limitations. The visible light from
the laser interferes with the visible fluorescent indication from the defect,
and the best reported defect resolution
achieved by photomultipler technique
is approximately 0,030 inch-too
coarse for today's blade inspection
requirements. Furthermore, the parts
can only be graded into "accepted" and
"rejected" categories, which leaves a
second, detailed inspection to ln> performed before rework can be initiated.
The Ardrox approach is to illuminate
the blade with a proprietary ultraviolet
light source—basically a high-pressuri1,
mercury vapor, direct-current discharge lamp, provided with special
multi-eltmtunt, di-chromic optics that
filter out all infrared and visible emissions. As a consequence, the test part is
illuminated with a narrow spectrum
black light beam at precisely the correct wavelength. This results in
extremely bright fluorescent indications being presented to a high resolution video camera. As the blade is
sequeneed through several programmed attitudes by the mliol arm.
t!ie fluorescent indications are converted by the video camera into a twodimensional electronic array with
resolution to O.OIO inch. This army in

The primary presentation, or Page I
mi the color graphics monitor, is the
main menu. In typical menu style, this
screen lists all the subsequent pages,
allowing the operator to make any relevant selection.
I'iige 2 presents a multicolored diagram of the penetrant plant. All the
stages in the process are shown
as named, colored blocks arrnnged
linearly to reflect the processing
sequence itself. This screen shows the
status of the entire facility, the mode it
is running in, the total cycle time, and
the status of each stage. If everything
in a given stage is ready for operation,
I he block represent ing that stage is
green. If some condition exists which
must lie corrected, the block will be red.
lielails of the problem which must be
dealt with are shown on the monochrome status monitor as an alarm
summary. After the condition is corrected, the red block on the graphics
monitor turns to green. When all
blocks are green, the plant can be operated normally.
Cage 3 of the display illustrates the
unique flexibility of the Ardrox system.
Listed on this page, or screen, is a program number and its corresponding
customer-recognized part number. For
example, the second item on the list,
02, will be identified by a specific manufarturer's blade part number. This
means that the system is programmed
In process and inspect this specific
blade. This program will control each
processing stage for the appropriate
type of penetrant, duration of rinse,
omulsifier contact lim» am! developer
contact time. ftirlhernint •, the robot
will be nctivated when this fixture of
blades reaches the index stage, and the
appropriate blade pick up and inspection commands will take effect. Page 3
allows 51 different blade model numbers to be programmed into the sysFIGURE 5
tem, and page 4 is a continuation of 5, Automated Inspection
Thi> mhot nnn nnlnimitivnlly xWeWn
Cage 3, bringing the possible part numI Inquestionahly, the most compelling Ihr purls to hv I'HX/MVIW, uw/ pfiwtittt
ber total to !»!).
them In Ihr imngi' protvuninn niintrw.
feature of the new Ardrox system, and

turn is electronically scanned to produce an analog .signal, which is immediately digitized nnA retained in a
random access memory tor suns««iuent
feature processing.
Feature identifti'iuion is aeeomI'lishi'i! with a specially designed mul
extremely sensitive digital image professor system. See Figure tl. The hardware is basedmi a ir-croprneessor of
the MCtiSiimi family, supported hy a
video acquisition processor, image
memory, display nenerntor, and monitor. A uniquely advantageous aspeet of
this mtitiular, eonj'inurahlt' system is
the availability nf sophisticated software packages that permit feature
search operations to be written for specific blade models. This software allows
the defects in the blades to In1 clearly
categorized and unambiguous dispositi»>n decisions to be made by
the System
[WiMwi making and blade disposition is >ln' final and most critical step of
the entire inspection process. Rased on
the cumulative experience of years of
manual blade inspections, defects must
be clearly detected and identified by
tin- system in at least the following
Made arere;;

on a display monitor. This feature of the
system also allows the image processinfl system to he fine-tuned to make at
least as good a decision as a ( ( l i f i d
human inspector would make.

SUMMARY
The primary advancements of the
MARK 111 system are enhanced resolution of defects, and greatly improved
specificity of the inspection results.
These benefits are achieved hy use. of
an Ardrox proprietary ultraviolet illumination source and unique imauc
processing techniques. In addition, the
system may lie totally programmed to

inspect automatically up to ti'.i different
turbine blades or other parts by specific model number, and the system will
operate virtually as fast as the blade
fixtures can be loaded by the operator.
Depending on size, up to four blades a
minute can he inspected. If necessary,
the system can he operated around the
clock, offering the potential to inspect
over U million blades a year. Human
error is virtually eliminated from the
inspection process, and operating cost
effectiveness is very high. All in all, the
Mnrk III system introduces it new em
cifiiwurwy. reliability, and r*niveriieiice
in automated imiwlestrucivc testing
procedures.

FIGURE 6
DISPLAY
MONITOR

IMAGE
PROCESSING
SYSTEM

• t.eMilitii; edge

• Trailing edge
•Tip

ROBOT

• ' "f'Mt't", leading edge
• Turner, trailing eilj»e

uly. array process decisimis imisr be maWf by the system to
«»'parat" blades having ode or more of
these defect lm-atii>ns into appropriate
rework categories, and also isolate
blades which must be scrapped. In its
present configuration, the systeiii can
separate blades into as many as 8 distinct categories, with the capability to
expaiut to !'_'categories. The inspection
decision for each blade results in sinnals from the iinaue processing system
beinu routed to the ASCII/Hasic Computer and in turn to the robot control
system. The final mechanical action is
the po-iitionint; of the rohol arm to the
system-selected receiving bin, and
release i >f t he blade into that bin. This is
the first time "lassificaticm like this
has been implemented on an automated system.
l'i>r each blade or specific view of a
blade a h>u is accumulated by a video
tape recorder linked to the intake processing system. This information can he
used for verification nf blade defects,
by operator visualization of the ilefei'ts

AUTOMATED INSPECTION SYSTEM
DIAGRAM

(ULTIMATELY 12 STATIONS)
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RESEARCH OF DEFECT DETECTIVITY IN PENETRATING INSPECTION
Paper: A-10-1100

Chen Shl-zhona
People's Republic of China

ABSTRACT
For a number of years, many people have studied of tbe basic principle of the
penetrating inspection method in the non-destruction testing. However, the
description made so far has been limited to the capillary phenomenon while the
author is raising a different point of view. How does the penetrating
inspection method do with the defect detectivity? The paper enumerates some
experimental data and further makes some theoretical analyses. In addition,
you are reminded to pay great attention to the deep study of the penetrating
inspection technology and develop application of it to a larger extent.
I.

INTRODUCTION

In respect to the penetrating inspection technology, its major task is to
discover as accurately as possible the defects such as micro cracks (flaws)
appearing on the workpiece surface. Those who study this technology also
consider enhancement of the detective sensitivity as the principal research
job. At the moment, the development of science and technology of fracture
mechanics as well as some others make it known that the most harmful defects
to a machine are those present mostly on the surfaces of their workpleces.
For some harmful defects such as endurance crack, etc., it goes without saying
that their engendering and development begin from the surface. But,
Inspection by applying the ultrasonic inspection method, X-ray inspection
method, etc., is not sensitive enough in the detection of micro cracks. It is
known that the superiority present in the penetrating inspection so far cannot
be replaced by any other methods. If we succeed in finding the micro cracks
on the workpiece at an early stage and observe their changes before the
workpiece breaks, a destructive accident will he deterred. This work is very
important.
How is the defect detectivity of the penetrating inspection after all? Some
point out that it can detect the crack with a gap width no less than 0.1 vim;
when the width is below 0.1 ^m it appears that the penetrating liquid
(hereinafter referred to as the penetrant) is unable to permeate into the gap.
Others think that the defect detectivity of the penetrant should be limited to
the extent that the gap width of the defect Is not less than the size of the
penetrant molecule. That is, if the gap width of the defect is less than the
size of the penetrant molecule, the penetrant cannot permeate into where the
defect is present. Thus, undoubtedly, no penetrating inspection can be
carried out.
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Those who believe that the micro cracks below 0.1 p cannot Ye discovered by
the penetrating inspection method hold that the basic principle of this method
is confined to the capillary phenomenon only. They point out that when the
defect width is less than 0.1 |jm, the capillary effect of the penetrant in it
is Inactive and that, in this case, although the penetrant may enter into the
defect, yet it depends solely on the diffusing effect. The incoming volume is
too small to form the display trace of the defect. Why is it that the capillary phenomenon of the penetrant is inactive below 0.1 iim? They hold that the
capillary phenomenon is the hydromechanics phenomenon in the continuous medium
of the width; the continuous condition of the fluid or the penetrant, it is
not satisfied when the gap is too narrow and, what is more, when the fluid
comes into contact with the solid on the interface, there is a layer of fluid
possessing the property similar to that of the solid which will hinder the
fluid from gotng ahead. However, for these analyses, no experimental data are
as yet available for verification, nor any other data.
Aiming at whether the defect with a gap width below 0.1 )Jm can be detected by
the penetrating inspection method, the author of this paper has conducted some
experimental observations. The method is thus: Belect some brittle metals
(e.g., chromium, zinc, tin, etc.), making them grow on a bedplate made of
materials of high tenacity (e.g., copper, stainless steel, etc.) by means of
electroplating and crystallizing; then, by bending the bedplate, the brittle
metals will crack to form crevices when the bedplate does not break; then
straighten the bedplate to different extents so as to obtain micro cracks with
various pap widths. Brittle metal layers may or may not break up thoroughly,
depending on the application of different bending ways.
By micro observation, it is justified that there is a lot of micro cracks with
gap widths under 0.1 iim on such a testing plate. By carrying out penetrating
inspection for such a specimen concerted with observation by a microscope,
roncluslons as follow can be made:
(1 )

Micro cracks of 0.5 - 0.05 urn may be observed by adopting the routine
way For the penetrating Inspection upon application of a high quality
penetrant.

(2)

In addition to applying satisfactory penetrant, some supplementary
measures are taken, for example, ultrasonic oscillation, heating,
creation of vacuum, air pressure, etc., so that the sensitivity may be
improved a little.

(3)

Grind, one layer after another, the specimen surface treated by the
penetrant. Keep micro observation every time a layer is ground. It
shows that there still remains the continuously distributed penetrant
substance when the cracks with gap widths between 10~2 y m and 10~ 3 iim
are found.

(4)

Only when the depth of a micro crack is generally ten times bigger than
the width can we survey more penetrant substances in the crack. Should
the depth of the crack be similar to the width or even smaller, only a
little quantity of uncontinuous penetrant substances will be found under
micro observation.
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(5)

If the developer is used to display cracks, more traces of micro cracks
can he observed by using a wet developer than a dry one,

2.

THEORY QF CAPILLARY

It is a long time since the basic principle of the penetrating inspection
method was regarded as the capillary phenomenon. As it is recognized now it
should be expanded. Before all, let us analyse the following:
The capillary phenomenon appears in the penetrating inspection as follows:
(1)

The penetrant permeates into the defects on the workpiece surface;

(2)

The penetrant in the defects oozes out of the workpiece surface;

(3)

The developer absorbent film absorbs the penetrant out of the defect and
spreads It around.

As is known to all, the reason that the level in the capillary rises is that
some kind of additional pressure intensity is formed, attributed to the level
bending in the capillary. Then, what makes the level in the capillary bend?
This is the result of the absorption of the fluid molecules by the tube wall.
The stronger the absorption affinity, the greater the level will bend. Also,
as the additional pressure intensity becomes greater so will the level rise
higher* That is, the capillary will effect to a larger extent.
The usual derived formula i s : ^ )

where: Pcc~

tne

additional pressure affinity caused by the concave (cc)
level tn the capillary;

^ - the surface tension coefficient of the fluid;
r - the capillary radius;
0 - the fluid and the humid corner in the inner wall
of the capillary.
Thus, tt can be seen that only when 0 is minimized, greater absorption
affinity P will be available and so will the capillary phenomenon. The
minimum of 0 shows that the penetrant and the solid have a good moist effect.
So, it concludes that it is incomplete to regard the capillary phenomenon as
the only basic principle of the penetrating inspection and that it is necessary to add the humid effect between the fluid and the solid. On the other
band, however, the capillary phenomenon and the humid effect can also be
combined to hecome absorptive to the fluid by the solid.
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Respecting the condition that the penetrant enters Into the micro defect or
the penetrant in the crack is absorbed out by the developer, it relates to the
saturated vapour pressure in either case. The level with a plane form always
has a greater saturated vapour pressure than the bending level.
Supposing that under isothermal state some dn mole penetrant changes from its
saturated vapour pressure with Po plane form to its radius with r curved
surface, the saturated vapour pressure becomes Pr correspondingly. Further,
assuming that the pentrant vapour is an idea] gas, it is derived by thermo~
dynamics:'*)

ln

where:

Po "

RTPr

P

- average density of the penetrant

M

- average molecular weight of the penetrant

T

- absolute temperature

R

- gas constant in the thermodynamics

(2)

For the common penetrant, it is indicated by experimental measurement that
-A
Pr
-7
Po
when r is about 10
cm, —
ss 1; and when r is decreased to 10
cm, — « 3 ,
which conform with the calculating result in formula (2).
As it is seen from the above anlaysis, the penetrant in the crack assumes a
bending shape whose saturated vapour pressure is lower than that outside the
crack. Therefore, the penetrant vapour in the crack has lower condensing
temperature and pressure which are able to decrease quickly in volume and
Impel the penetrant deeper into the crack. If certain measures are taken such
as putting the workpiece into a sealed container for infiltrating treatment
and applying air pressure, more pentrant will enter into the crack. The
adoption of a penetrant prepared with solvent of lower molecular weight will
meet requirements better in thir, respect.
The penetrant is generally composed of solvent and solute; of course, there
are some auxiliary reagents. When the penetrant enters into the crack freely
as well as form sufficient display trace for survey, it is required that the
ppntrant solvent has great absorption affinity with the solid while the solute
(e.p., dye, etc.) shall not be too strong in absorption for the solid. Thus,
not only a good pentrating effect can be acquired, but also it facilitates
cleaning. These theories are with instructive significance for study of new
pentrating detective agents.
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3.

PENETRANT CLOGGED W I L E GOING FORWARD IN THE PORE SPACE

In the penetrating inspection, when the penetrant goes ahead in the crack or
through the developer powder, resistance will be met in either case. To
analyze the exiatanee of these resistances will provide theoretical basis for
the improvement of inspection technology and rational adoption of detective
reagent.
First, it is supposed that under the isothermal state the solid (crack's inner
wall or developer powder) absorbs the penetrant equally; after the first layer
is uniformly spread fully, the second layer, the third layer, ... and the n
layer will be successively spread until the narrow gap is filled up.
Some circumstances will appear as follows, depending on the properties of the
penetrant:
(1) Under general conditions, such absorption is in conformity with the
theory, i.e., satisfies:( 3 X*)
V(Po-PT * Vic
where:

V

+

VmC

' Po~

<3J

- absorption volume

Vm - absorption volume of monolayer
P - pressure at dynamic balance
Po - saturated vapour pressure
C - constant
(2)

The penetrant will enter into the pore space uniformly, undergoing
little resistance, provided that the absorption affinity between the
penetrant and the solid is stronger than that among the molecules of the
pentrant.
In case that the absoprtion affinity between the penetrant and the solid
is weaker than that among the molecules of the penetrant, the penetrant
will enter into the inner wall not far from the crack gap and will begin
the pile-up of the second layer, the third layer, ... and the n layer
before the whole-scale spreading effects. Then, the passage to the
deeper space of the defect is clogged so that the penetrant is unable to
keep going deeper to reach the interior, which is disadvantageous to the
Inspection work.
When the absorption affinity between the pentrant solute and the solid
is great, such clogging appearance will happen easier.^^

(3)

In the study of the penetrant the following points shall be noted:
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4.

(a)

For the pentrant solvent, the raw material selected shall have
large absorption affinity for the detected workpiece, while, for
the solute, the substance selected shall be less absorptive with
the solid.

(b)

The developer powder shall not be too coarse as it is well known.
Put, neither will it be too fine otherwise it will cause clopginp
of the pore space reducing the developing effect. This has been
verified experimentally in the author's research. Previously some
researchers presumed thnt the finer the developer powder, the
better the effect would ne. This view must be corrected.

CONCLUSION

As the author learned from his research (experimental course and theoretical
calculation omitted due to the paper length), the minimum size of the defect
(taklnp the micro crack as an example) detected by the penetrating inspection
method Is not so tiny as down to that of the penetrant molecule or limited to
0.111 m, but several times or ten times the penetrant molecule.
In engineering, notwithstanding that the penetrant is able to enter into the
Interior of the micro defect, it cannot be said that the defect will be
discovered definitely. This is because whether the penetrant entering into
the defect can be absorbed out by the developer to form significant trace for
observation depends on the quality of the developer and the operation
workmanship.
The author, thus, holds that it is very essential to select such penentrating
fluid (Including three kinds of reagents — infiltrating, cleaning and
developing) as relative to the detected material.
It is known by contemporary science that for the defects (in common machine
parts) which will cause damages, they shall be detected before they grow up to
1 (jm and preventions be taken. In the available methods of non-destructive
testings, the penetrating inspection is the most competent for this job.
Therefore, in industrial production, the study and application of the
penetrating Inspection method should be fully highlighted.
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COMPUTER AIDED QUALITY SORTING BY ELECTROMAGNETIC METHODS
Paper: A-10-1400
Peter Neumaier
West Germany

ABSTRACT
A new instrument has been developed for the determination of material
properties by the electromagnetic method. It features harmonic analysis of
the coil signal, statistical evaluation of the measured values and computer
controlled parameter setting. Special attention is directed to its in-line
capabilities.
1,

INTRODUCTION

The application of nondestructive test methods in quality control of
semi-finished and finished products is of maximum economic importance in
modern industry. The applied test units can be separated in 2 main groups:
Instruments for defect testing and instruments for determination of material
properties.
In this paper we will describe a device of the second group, based on the
electromagnetic method. This method allows high test speeds as they are for
ex. required testing mass produced parts in the automotive industry.
In the past it had however the disadvantage of needing a rather complicated
instrument adjustment, that means to find the parameter setting giving the
optimal correlation between measured values and wanted technological
parameter.
In the MAGNATEST S 3.625 this is noin simplified by the use of modern
computer technique. Further on it has enlarged capabilities in evaluating
the physical properties of the test specimens, thus increasing the chance of
finding a problem solution.

-
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PHYSICAL BACKGROUND

The task of a magnetoinductive test device is to determine the wanted
technological specimen parameters as for ex.
-

alloy composition
tensile strength
case hardened depth
surface hardness

by the evaluation of the physical parameters
- magnetic permeability
- electrical conductivity.
If there is a ferromagnetic part in the test coil, the measuring voltage,
assuming a sinusoidal driving current, contains not only the fundamental
frequency of the current but because of the nonlinear behaviour of the
material also the corresponding odd harmonic components, if no
premagnetization is applied.
In the described device these components are determined up to the 7th
harmonic and displayed on the instrument screen (fig.l). Further on the wide
range of the excitation current provides the possibility of choosing this
part of the hysteresis loop which is mainly affected by the wanted
parameter. This is very important, because various mechanical or heat
treatments of the specimen may affect different zones of the loop (1)(2)(3).
Fig.2 shows exemplarily the dependency of the harmonic components from the
field strenght in the coil. Obviously a rather high field is necessary to
rccieve sufficient amplitudes of the harmonics.This is described in more
details in
The harmonic components have the advantage, that by their evaluation
information of rather deep material layers can be extracted. The reason for
this is , that they are in fact generated only in the material itself and
their penetration therefore cannot be calculated using the normal formula.
Fig.3 depicts the results of an experimental verification of this
assumption.
Another advantage of the harmonics consists in the reduced influence of
geometrical variations of the specimen on the measured value. With regard to
small changes in the length of a test part this can be explained in the
following way. The field strenght in an encircling test coil has a given
decreasing characteristic in the axial direction. Because of the quadratic
dependency of the harmonic amplitudes (fig.3) from this field strenght,
further from the coil centre remote areas of the specimen contribute less to
the harmonic content of the overall measured signal as they do in respect to
the fundamental frequency. With regard to the harmonic components one has

- 375 therefore a coil with a reduced sensitivity area, compared to that of the
"fundamental frequency,
3,

DEVICE DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS

Fig,4 shows the MAGNATEST S, competed of the CONTROLLER (upper part) and the
TEST CHANNEL (lower part), an encircling test coil as well as a keyboard for
alphanumeric inputs and a printer for hardcopies of the screen display.
Following are given some more of the main characteristics:
- Frequency range from 2Hz to 13QkHz.
- Single coil testing.
- Wide range of the field strenght (up to 500 A/cm in a 50mm diam. coil
using an optional booster).
- High signal resolution (16 bit).
- Fast calibration by means of 24 parameter sets.
- Testing with 8 parameter sets.
- Manually and statistically designed sorting ranges.
- Storage of instrument settings and evaluation parameters.
- Controlling external sorting and marking devices.
- Dialog with a host computer.
- Optional multi coil- and multi-channel operation.
4.

APPLICATIONS

4.1

Alloy Sorting

How this classical task is solved by the MAGNATEST S will be shown using the
following test materials:
class A: C45
class B: C60Pb
class C: 9SMn28
In general the sorting in maximal 7 classes is possible.
4.1.1

Instrument Adjustment

For the given problem the signal evaluation mode "group analysis" has to be
chosen, because the wanted parameter changes in a discrete manner.
To realize an optimal instrument setting, we take 13 parameter sets (24 is
the possible maximum number of sets)(fig.5a). A single set (fig.5b) consists
in general of the coil identification, the frequency of the driving current,
the harmonic to be evaluated and the attenuation of the field strenght ( to
choose the modulation range).
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Calibration

In this operation mode test specimens with known values of the wanted
technological parameter are fed throughthe test coil. After triggering, all
13 parameter sets are automatically scanned through by the computer and the
measured values are stored in a RAM. Then the sorting range for each
specimen class is built up. Fig.6 shows the results in parameter set 2 for
the given problem together with the statistically determined sorting ranges.
The calculation of the statistical ranges is based on the assumption, that
the variations of the nominal value of the wanted technological parameter
(i.e. percentage of each alloy) and/or of the interference parameters
(geometry, temperature variation and s.o. of the specimens) are normally
distributed. As the measured value is Z-dimensional one gets ellipses as
lines of constant probability. In the calculation the number of calibration
specimens is accounted. The smaller the amount of calibration parts the
larger is the ellipse for the same probability. This helps the user to
choose the sufficient number of calibration parts for a given problem.
To judge the suitability of each parameter set in a quick way, the computer
calculates 2 so called "separation values". Simply explained, these values
correspond to the distance between the sorting ranges or their overlapping
areas. They are displayed as shown in fig.7.
Checking this list one can choose the optimal parameter sets. Under the
assumption, that all three materials should be separated from each other, we
have to account for both separation values. In that case the parameter sets
P2, P6, and P7 yield the best results.
The result of P2 was already shown in fig.6. Comparing it with the
distribution of the measured values in fig.8a, which have been gained by
halving the value of the field strenght, we can conclude that the good
separation is only due to the high driving current. Principially it would
also be possible to work with this parameter set, using manually constructed
rectangular sorting ranges (fig.8b), but the probability of a wrong specimen
identification is very much increased. It is quite surprising, that at 16Hz
the separation in the 3rd harmonic is better than in the fundamental wave,
whereas at 8Hz it is just the other way round. For the in-line testing it
would now be favourable to take P7, because at 16Hz the physically and
instrumentally possible test speed is higher.
A.1.3

Test Procedure

During the calibration process, for ex. in the lab, the evaluation
parameters have been gained and stored in the device memory or on an
external mass storage. When the instrument has then been installed in the
testing line, all the necessary settings can be recalled in a simple way and
the testing can begin immediately.
In this operation mode one can, as mentioned before, work with more than 1
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parameter set. In this caao a logical combination of the measured values is
carried out. Thus a sorting can be possible also in those cases, where no
separation in a single set is got. For a 2-parameter set testing this is
shown in fig.lQ. Fig,11 displays the correct classification of the
specimens.
Regression Analysis
The signal evaluation made "regression" is applied, when the wanted
technological parameter may change in a continuous way, like it is in the
case of surface hardness or case depth.
In principal the same procedure is carried out to find the optimal
instrument setting. Out in this case an estimate for the wanted parameter is
calculated using a 2-dimensional linear regression method. This estimated
value is then displayed on the screen.
4.3

In-line Application

The HAGNATESF S was specially designed for in-line applications. The
following features guarantee this operation mode:
- Storage of instrument settings.
- Reealibration
If one obtains from the same specimen different measured values in the
lab and in-line, caused for ex. by a temperature change, this recalibration possibility adapts all evaluation parameters to the new condition.
- Key-type switch
The different adjustment steps are hierarchily subdivided. Only the
person, who is autorized for a special task can do i t .

- I/O-module
This comfortable interface allows the exchange of information with external components, like marking or sorting devices (fig.12).
- Host computer connection
The gathered results in-line can be transmitted to a main computer.
Using the datas from the MAGNATEST S in a feed-back path it is for ex.
possible to control the heat treatment of induction hardened parts.
- Documentation
By means of a printer all instrument settings and test results can be
documented.
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5,

SUMMARY

With the increased features of the described instrument it is possible tn
solve NDT-problems in practise better and faster as before and therefore
cheaper. Better, because in some cases a solution will only be possible with
these features and in many cases a solution will be improved. And faster
because of the computer aided parameter setting and signal evaluation as
well as the possible data exchange via a R5-232 interface with external
devices.
The one who is responsible for the problem solution is relieved of the
tiresome monotonous work during calibration and can himself concentrate on
the important part of his job, whereas the requirement to the qualification
of the operator for in-line application is reduced, which increases the
reliability of the test.
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Photo No.<f : MAGNATEST S 3.625
(upper part: CONTROLLER, lower part: TEST CHANNEL)
with KEYBOARD, TEST COIL and PRINTER.
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Photo No.42: Sorting device for operation together with
the MAGNATEST S.
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DEVELOPMENT OF TELEVISION CAMERA FOR GAS PIPELINE INSPECTION
Akiiuml Kobayashi, Shigehiko Ueda

Paper: A-10-1430

Japan

ABSTRACT
A TV camera for gas pipeline inspection has been developed. This camera facilitates the visual inspection of the inner surface of smaller-diameter gas pipes
without interrupting gas supply. In addition to its compact design, this camera
comprises an optical fiber for illumination (light guide), a solid-state imago
sensor (charge coupled device)> and an aspherical mirror to greatly improve inspection efficiency. Field tests have demonstrated that this camera is effective for visually inspecting up to a 60-meter length of pipeline for corrosion
pits.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The distribution pipelines of Osaka Gas Co. extend to a total length of about
40,000 km, more than 20,000 km of which are low-pressure, small-dismeter (2 Co
3-inch) pipes. Leakage from corroded gas pipes is one of the major causes of
pipeline troubles. Underground pipelines are currently Inspected by sensing gas
leakage with gas detectors or by visually checking the outer surfaces of the
pipes by excavating at certain intervals and exposing them. These methods, however, are not very reliable.
There is a need for inspection devices which can directly check for corrosion
from inside the pipe without trenching. Corrosion inspection pigs for larger
mains have been developed and are in use in England and the U.S. However, devices for smaller pipes have not yet been developed. Recent progress In electronics and sensor technology has been applied to meet the increasing demand
for the development of smaller pipe Inspection pigs. The eddy current method
and the magnetic flux leakage method are used to check for reduced wall thickness of smaller pipes. Optical fiberscopes and TV cameras are used for visual
inspection of pipe inner surfaces.
The technical problem to be solved in the development of an inspection device
for small pipes is to minimize its size without deteriorating its functions.
This paper presents a description and discussion of a TV camera for small pipe
inspection which we have recently developed.
2.

TARGET SPECIFICATIONS

The TV camera to be used inside a pipe must detect corrosion pits and find their
sines as well as their longitudinal distribution.
The specifications of the pipes to be inspected are as follows.
°
°
«
°

Material
Diameter
Coating
Joint

...
...
...
...

Carbon steel
80 mm (3 Inches) I.D. with 4 mm wall thickness
Jute and asphalt
Screw joint with socket, tee, etc.

Prior to the development, we determined the target specifications for the TV
camera as described in the following sections.
2.1

Imaging functions

(1)

To view defective areas in the pipe without much distortion.

(2)

To provide very high resolution.

(3)

To detect clearly the roughness and glossiness of the pipe's inner surfaces.

(4)

To give a clear image of the inner surface of a screw joint (enlarged
portion of pipe diametei, branched portion).
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2,2

Structural functions

(1)

The camera should be easy to insert manually into the pipe up to about
30 m and easy to withdraw from the pipe,

(2)

The camera should be eaay to insert into and withdraw from the pipe vertically through a hole drilled in the pipe.

(3)

The above operations should be performed under no-blow and live conditions.

3.

FUNDAMENTAL STUDY OF TV CAMERA

We made a fundamental study on the lighting and optical systems for the TV camera to be used for pipe inner surface inspection.
Figure 1 shows three different types of TV cameras made for the experiment,
together with their observations of a bolt projecting inside the pipe and an
arrow mark on the pipe's inner surface.
The result of the study showed that system B, in which a lamp is located in
front of the lens, is better than the system A in which lamps are positioned
around the lens. In system B the length of the object's shadow and reflecting
conditions vary as the camera moves, which permits easy detection of roughness
and glossiness of the pipe's inner surface.
Finally, we decided to use system C. It has an observation efficiency close to
that of system B, and minimizes the overall camera length.
4.

TV CAMERA SYSTEM

The TV camera system configuration is illustrated in Figure 2. The system consists of an insertion/withdrawal unit, camera head, composite cable, external
lighting source, cable drum, power source, and monitor display unit. Each unit
will be described in more detail in the following sections.
4.1

Camera head

Figure 3 shows the construction of the camera head. It consists of a video
camera unit, illumination unit, optical system, spring connector, and centering
device. The camera head is divided into two pieces, which are joined by the
spring connector. Such structure provides physical flexibility so that the
camera can be easily inserted vertically into gas pipes. The video camera is
separated into a 2/3 inch monochromatic CCD element (number of picture elements;
384 x 490) and a video module.
An external light source is used for illumination. A 300 W xenon lamp is located
beside a cable drum. The light from the lamp is transmitted through the optical-fiber light guide system to the camera head and illuminates the pipe's inner
surface. This design minimizes the size of the illumination unit and solves
various problems on safety, such as lamp breakdown inside the pipe and ignition
due to heat.
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The centering device is a doughnut-shaped spring installed in front of the
camera. This installation considerably Improves the observation efficiency and
the mobility of the camera at joints having different diameters or steps.
4.2

Optical system

For the optical system, a curved mirror is located in front of the lens to observe the entire inner surface of the pipe at one time. Conical mirrors and
spherical mirrors have been conventionally used for this purpose. However, both
of them have image distortion. To overcome this drawback, we designed a convex
mirror (having a convex surface formed by rotating an arc around an optical
axis) the center of which is off the optical axis as shown below.
Figure 4 shows the diagram of the optical system. P represents the incident
pupil point of the lens. Consider a square A (dud) on the pipe's inner surface
as an object to be inspected. The image of this square corresponds to a sector
B (ax b ) . Divide the circumference into N equal parts to obtain the angle 9.
To make the sector B look like a square, the dimensions a and b in Figure 5
should be equal. Then the following equations are obtained:
a n = 2 - U n - ^ - ) -sin (-|-)

II]

W n = tan -1 (-^-)

13]

Calculate iy, l^, and K.3 from Equations [1] and [2] to determine L corresponding
to the maximum viewing angle \A\. The ideal viewing angles W2 and W3 are obtained from Equation [3].
In Figure 6, suppose a beam with a viewing angle W is emitted from the incident
pupil point P. It reflects at the point T on the arc, and strikes the point C
on the inner surface of the pipe having n radius of Q. The distance E on the
pipe's inner surface can then be obtained from the following equations:
R=/(X-m)z+(r + Y ) z

[41

H = R sin V

171

Z = 2U-W

I8'
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Using Che above equations. E\, Eg. and E3 corresponding to the viewing angles
Wl. W2» and W3 can be calculated, respectively.

Here, AE n should each be equal, which in turn should be equal to the length of
each of N divisions on the pipe circumference. As shown above, the center and
the radius of an arc can be found by trial and error.
4.3

Composite cable

The cables for the TV camera should have the following functions:
(1)
(2)
(3)

To insert and move the camera into and inside the pipe.
To transmit illuminating light to the camera head.
To transmit image signals.

To fulfill these functional requirements, we developed a composite cable. The
cable consists of fiber-reinforced plastic (FRP) rod to increase cable stiffness, a quartz light guide, a coaxial cable for image signal transmission, and
a power cable. The cross-sectional view of the cable is shown in Figure 7.
This specially-made experimental cable is 19 mm in O.D. and 40 m in overall
length. The cable drum is provided with slip rings for the light source and
Che signal line on both sides. This drum configuration prevents the camera head
from rotating inside the pipe, and also improves cable handling efficiency at
the inspection site.
Using the composite cable, we performed a test to check if the TV camera could
be inserted effectively into the pipe. As a result, we confirmed that the camera can be manually and easily inserted into or withdrawn from a 30 m long 3inch pipe equipped with various types of screw joints.
4.4

Insertion/withdrawal system

We developed equipment and methods to effectively insert and withdraw the TV
camera from the pipe. The inserting/withdrawing procedure is as follows.
Excavate a part of the pipe to be inspected. Install a no-blow coupling and a
shutter on the pipe. Drill a hole with a hole saw. Remove the hole saw from
Che pipe and install the insertion/withdrawal equipment on the shutter. Insert
the camera through the drilled hole and push the camera away from the hole with
the cable. While the camera moves, inspect the pipe's inner surface. After
inspecting about 30 m in one direction, reinsert the camera in the opposite
direction to check another 30 m of the pipe. Thus about 60 m of the pipe can
be inspected from one hole. On completion of the inspection, remove all the
equipment from the pipe, plug the drilled hole, and bury the pipe.
This system allows a series of Inspecting operations to be performed safely
without the need to interrupt gas supply.
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4.5

TV camera vehicle

Figure 8 shows a site of test inspection, using a TV camera vehicle. The vehicle is mounted with a monitor display unit, a video recorder, a video copying
machine, a generator, and other devices required for pipe inspection.
5.

TEST RESULTS

5.1

Imaging function

We performed a test to evaluate the functions of the lighting system and the
optical system of the TV camera.
Figure 9 shows the illuminance distribution inside a 3-inch pipe when the TV
camera is at the pipe center. The figure shows the beam when the optical-fiber
light guide illuminates the pipe's inner surface obliquely, with the beam center
falling on the area to be inspected.
Figure 10 shows the image of a 1 cm x 1 cm square. The square was marked on a
sheet of paper and attached to the inner surface of a 3-inch pipe. As can be
seen from this photograph, a k cm longitudinal range can be observed distinctly
without distortion, as if the pipe's inner surface were concentrically mapped.
Figure 11 is an example of inner surface observation actually made with the TV
camera.
As a result of a series of tests, we confirmed that the TV camera has the imaging capability as originally expected.
5.2

Corrosion pit detection

Buried gas pipelines have screw joints of various sizes, and their inner surfaces are often stained by rust, tar, etc. Experience and acute perception are
required to detect corrosion pits in such joints and stains by watching changing
images transmitted from the moving TV camera. Images should be observed synthetically by carefully checking the color, roughness, glossiness, shape, and
position of the defects, together with other associated factors.
In practice, inspection criteria must be established by accumulating normal and
defective image data of the pipe's inner surface and by analyzing the characteristics of such data. Personnel in charge of inspection should be trained with
respect to such inspection criteria, so that they can reliably detect corrosion
pits. In the future, advanced image processing technology and artificial intelligence (AI) technology may be applied to make more reliable corrosion pit detection possible.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

As a result of field tests of the newly-developed TV camera discussed here, the
following conclusions were obtained:
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(1)

The TV camera has the specifications and capabilities required.

(2)

Pipe corrosion can be detected by observing the images from the TV camera.

(3)

The TV camera can be safely and reliably inserted and withdrawn from
pipes allowing pipe lengths of up to 30 m to be inspected in one direction.

This TV camera is widely used at present to inspect the inner conditions of gas
pipelines.
Additional research and development have been focused on a much smaller camera
head and color charge coupled device (CCD) in order to apply the system to even
smaller gas pipeline inspection.
By developing such TV cameras, buried gas pipelines can be easily and practically diagnosed and great improvement in gas pipeline maintenance and management
can be realized.
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Fig. 2

TV Camera System Configuration
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Fig. 5 Sector Image

Fig. 6 Optical System
(2)

Light guide
Power cable

'Coaxial cable
Fig. 7 Composite Cable Cross Section
Fig. 8

Fi~
(TV camera vehicle in background)
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Fig. 9

Illuminance Distribution inside the Pipe (3-inch pipe)
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Fig. 10

Image of Square on Pipe Interior

Fig. 11

Image of a Corrosion Pit
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STRESS MEASURING BASED ON MAGNETOSTRICTION OF MATERIALS
Paper; B-10-0845
Xing Zhizhong, Liu Jiahe, Zhang Guangchun

People's Republic of China
Magnetostrictive properties of ferromagnetic material are
influenced by stress- The sensitivity of magnetostriction to
stress ia illustrated in Figure 1 which is reproduced from a
report written by Allen• Haborak, and Kao ( 1 ).

1
o

ARMCO IKON G0MPRSS1QN

100
APPLIED F13LD

250
Ha (oe)

?j rvire 1. Comparison of Effects of Stress on Initial
^a|'neto3*-~l2tioTx Oi"v-. ->f Ircr.
As we know the- efficiency of an electromagnetic transducer*
in ferromagnetic materials, is determined by the magnetostrictive
properties of the material. Hence a measurement of this
efficiency, i.e., of the amplitude of the ultrasonic wave
generated» can be used to determine stress*
Figure 2 shows the scheme of experimental apparatus. An
electromagnetic transducer, consisting of an electromagnet
and a meander coil of wire earring a dynamic current, is used
to generate an ultrasonic Lamb Wave. The amplitude of this wave,
as detected by another same transducer, is a measure of the
efficiency of transduction. When the magnetic bias produced
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isin t

SIGNAL

TRANSDUCI3R A

TRANSDUCER B

Figure 2. Experimental Apparatus for Determining
Efficiency of Electromagnetic Generation
of Lamb Waves as a Function of Magnetic Field
by the electromagneet of Transducer At the efficiency varies as
shown in Figure 3» At low field, there ia a magnetosrictive p«ak
in the plot- It has been established that these efficiencies are p
proportional to the dynamic» differential magnetostriction ( 2 ),
and hence can be expected to be sensitive to stress.

93
S

H
KAGtfHTIO FIELD
Figure

Transducer Efficiency Versus Magnetic Field
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Tensile Stress
Comfresive Stres9
-.—

NO Stress

MAGNETIC P1BLD
5« Ttansducer Efficiency Versus Magnetic Field
for Oompreaaive and Tensile Stresses in CM
Steel

- e, Oh -

»•">».

LAMB
WAVE

Figure 4. Apparatus for Measuring Stress
Dependence of Transducer Efficiency
One experimental apparatus for applying stresses has been
used as shown in Figure 4. The sample i1? a piece of Maraging Sr.eel
thin« An electromagnetic transducer was placed at the: center- of
tne sample> and use>d to generate Lamb waves which propagated
a snort distance and then wera defected by another electromagnetictransducer- Stress wa3 applied by four point bending. The two
transducers were placed alternately on the convex and the convave
sidesi and the plots of " Amplitude - Magnetic1 Field " were
obtained in each position. After the plots obtained at given load,
the- load was increased and the process repeated. Prom Figure 5, we
can see that the shape of the curve of tensile stresses i s different
from the shape- of compressive stresses. According to thlsi
compressive stresses can be distinguished from tensile s t r e s s e s .

?irure 6. Apparatus for Measuring Tensile ^c
Dependence of TrFinsducer- Efficiency

Kg / mm*
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to.9
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MAGNBTIC PISLD
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( I

)

Figure- 7« Transducer Efficiency Versus Magnetic- Field
for Six. Tensile stress Levels in CM Steel
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Another experimental apparatus for applying stresses has
been used as shown in Figure 6. Two transducers were placd on
a piece of Maraging Steel thin sheet, the Lamb waves generated
by one of them propagated a short distance and then were' detected
by another. Tensile stresses were applied by weight. When the
Amplitude - Magnetic Field Plot of given weight was obtained* the
weight was increased and the process repeated. From Figure 7»
it can be seen that the amplitude of the wave is very sensitive
to tensile stresses and is almost unchangeble when the magnetic'
field changes from Ha to Hb. Selecting the magnetic- field
Ho = % ( Ha + Hb )i we obtained the Amplitude - Stress Plot
as shown in Figure 8. There is a linear relationship between
the amplitude of the wave and the applied tensile stress. This
relationship can be used to measure residual tensile stresses.

20 .

10

He

Kg / rnnT

Figure 8. Amplitude of the Lamb Wave Versus
the Applied Stresses
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'J.V/.Alleni R»Haborak» and W.H.KaQf "The Effect of S t r e s s on
the Magnetostriction of Iron? Nickel t and 4y Permalloy"
Report THT5MIS-UND-7Q-9 (Notre DaraPi 1970) AD-711094
Thompson, ft.R.i 1975 Ultrasonica ?!ympoaiura
( l?,Wt N.Y., 1975 ) . p. 633i "Klecrtro magnet iff
of Reylei^h and Lamb Waves in Ferromagnetic Materials"
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SURFACE CRACK MAPPING - ACTIVE AND PASSIVE TECHNIQUES
I. Kaufman, P-T Chang, H-S Hsu, W-Y Huang, D-Y Shvonq
People's Republic of China

SPBT
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ABSTRACT

This paper- summarizes exploratory investigations that have been in progress
during the past several years of three techniques aimed at detecting and
mapping surface cracks of metallic components. In the passive technique,
Hadiometric Emissivity Imaging (RED, a surface i s scanned with a far-infrared
HgCdTe
detector.
Open (uncovered) cracks are detected because their
pin I s:ii vi l.y is higher than that of the surface in which they nre located.
3in<*H.' t h i s rariiometric method is virtually instantaneous, It cm tic uaud nut
only for stationary, but also for rapidly moving surfaces. An example is the
peripheral surface of a rotating shaft. A method is demonstrated that used
RKt signals to generate crack maps, i . e . , two-dimensional displays on which
cracks are strongly delineated, of selected portions of the surface of a
rapidly rotating shaft, in real time. Similar real-time crack maps for open
cracks, for both stationary surfaces and the peripheral surface of a rotating
shaft, have been obtained by optical scanning, one of the active techniques.
In the other active technique, Photothermal Radiometric Imaging (PRI) , which
functions for both open and l i g h t l y covered cracks, the surface i s heated by a
moving ]33er beam.
Cracks are again detected radiometrically, t h i s time
because the transient surface temperature around a crack is higher than at
other portions of the surface. Methods of crack mapping and minimizing the
effect
of
surface blemishes of the PRI technique are discussed and
demonstrated.
Finally, the three techniques are compared with respect to
their npplication and cost.

INTRODUCTION
The d e t e c t i o n of s u r f a c e cracks i s an important aspect of n o n d e s t r u c t i v e
t e s t i n g of components under s t r e s s . While c u r r e n t NDR methods have often been
successful in detecting surface cracks, a recent c r i t i c a l review has indicated
the neod Tor additional techniques. [1] This paper summarizes exploratory
work
sponsored
by the Electric Power Research I n s t i t u t e , Palo Alto,
California, on thren alternate techniques: (1) Radiometric Emissivity Imaging
(RED; (2) Photothermal Radiometric Imaging (PRI); and (3) Optical Scanning.
All three techniques depend on the detection of electromagnetic energy.
However, they differ considerably in t h e i r principles of operation. REI
requires no external energy source; is therefore a passive technique. PRI and
optical scanning are active techniques, in that they each require an energy
source.
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RADIOMETRIC SENSING
Both REI and PR! depend on sensing differences In the thermal r a d i a t i o n
t h a t a l l bodies r a d i a t e in accordance with the stefan-Boltzmann law:
P » eoT"

(1)

Here P ia the t o t a l power r a d i a t e d per unit area; e i s the emissivity of the
surface; o i s the Stef an-Boltzmann constant (=-5.67 x lO-'/m^K"), and T i s the
Kelvin temperature.
In general, only d i f f e r e n t i a l amounts of thermal power
r a d i a t e d by two d i f f e r e n t spots on a surface are measured. These d i f f e r e n t i a l
amounts ooour because of differences in emissivity or temperature. Thus, if
one spot has emissivity e and temperature T and another spot has e m i s s i v i t y
(e+Ae) and temperature (T+AT), and if e and Ae are of the same magnitude and
&T«T, the d i f f e r e n t i a l power r a d i a t e d per unit area i s approximately
AP » *toT' AT [e+Ae] + oAeT\

(2)

In an ideal RSI s i t u a t i o n the e n t i r e surface that i s examined i s of the same
temperature (AT-Q), and cracks a r e detected because of differences
in
PHI Inn I vi t-.y.
Tn PRT, on the other hand, the detection i s due t o changes in
temperalwe.
Unfortunately, differences In emisaivily alao uonlributt; lu
changes in the thermal power r a d i a t e d and roust t h e r e f o r e be minimized. In
both the REI and t h e PRI techniques we measured the thermal r a d i a t i o n emitted
by a s p o t . The difference between the two techniques i s :
(1) REI requires the presence of open cracks, for the thermal r a d i a t i o n
emitted by a spot depends s t r i c t l y on the local e m i s s i v i t y . Since no heating
of surface takes p l a c e , the local temperature in an ideal REI s i t u a t i o n i s the
same everywhere.
(2) PRI functions because of changes in local temperature caused by h e a t i n g .
RADIOMETRIC EMISSIVITY IMAGING (REI)
1. One-dimensional Displays
REI is based on sensing differences in emissivity E . For a metal surface
e can be quite low. A surface crack, on the other hand, a c t s l i k e a black
body, so that i t s e i s quite high (*1). As a r e s u l t , when a metal surface
with open cracks i s scanned by a detector of Infrared r a d i a t i o n , these cracks
can be i d e n t i f i e d by the differences in detected r a d i a t i o n .
This was demonstrated in an e a r l i e r publication, where i t was s t a t e d t h a t
cracks as small as 25vim x 250um should be e a s i l y d e t e c t a b l e . [3] The basic
experimental setup for t h i s method of crack detection i s shown in Figure 1.
Since at room temperature the peak of the thermal r a d i a t i o n i s at a
wavelengths close t o 10um, a s e n s i t i v e f a r - i n f r a r e d detector i s required for
REI.
An example i s the HgCdTe detector cooled t o 77K that was used in our
work.
Since REI i s based on changes in surface e m i s s i v i t y , surface blemishes
will generate s i g n a l s that could mislead the observer. A method of signal
storage and s u b t r a c t i o n that ignores blemish s i g n a l s but finds cracks as they
a r e formed was described e a r l i e r . [ 3 ]
More r e c e n t l y we have also used an
instantaneous method of reducing blemish s i g n a l s , based on the fact t h a t
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blemishes are generally wider in s p a t i a l extent than cracks. The technique i s
to obtain the d i f f e r e n t i a l
signal from two adjacent HgCdTe d e t e c t o r s . A
r e s u l t i s shown in Figure 2. The top of t h i s figure i s the output of ore
detector v s . time for two revolutions of a disk with two thin saw cuts on I t s
periphery. The bottom i s the d i f f e r e n t i a l output of the detector p a i r . It i s
seen that the blemish s i g n a l s have been reduced considerably.
2.

Two-dimensional Crack Mapping

The experiments r e f e r r e d to above were one-dimensional, in that a
detector was fixed in space and "looked" at a point adjacent to the periphery
of a shaft at a constant axial location while the shaft r o t a t e d , A more
desirable arrangement i s a s e r i e s of displays that are e s s e n t i a l l y twodimensional crack maps of small areas whose l o c a t i o n s can be "dialed" in by an
opprnt.itr or arranger! to be presented a u t o m a t i c a l l y .
We have demonstrated t h i s technique by producing crack maps of portions
of the peripheral surface of a r o t a t i n g d i s k .
The arrangement used i s
sketched in Figure 3i where a r e f l e c t i n g surface i s shown mounted on the disk.
A s t a t i o n a r y source directed a light beam at the disk, so t h a t when the disk
was in a selected angular p o s i t i o n , the l i g h t was reflected i n t o an optical
d e t e c t o r , which then generated a voltage pulse that was fed t o a time delay
unit.
The delayed pulse t r i g g e r e d the horizontal sweep of an o s c i l l o s c o p e ,
whose beam was i n t e n s i t y modulated by the amplified output of the detector.
To produce a two-dimensional map, the detector was gradually moved p a r a l l e l to
the
axis of the disk.
At the same time the oscilloscope beam was
displaced v e r t i c a l l y by amounts proportional to the axial displacement of the
detector.
The r e s u l t for a 0.028cm width axial crack in the periphery of a rusty
s t e e l disk of 5cm diameter t h a t rotated at 1800 RPM i s seen in Figure k. The
crack i s clearly seen as the v e r t i c a l l i n e in the center of the f i g u r e . The
dark smudges on the right correspond to r u s t s p o t s . If another portion of the
surface were to be examined, i t could be s e l e c t e d by a l t e r i n g the Adjustable
Delay.
Since REI uses no r e f l e c t e d or s c a t t e r e d r a d i a t i o n , cracks of a l l
o r i e n t a t i o n s will be mapped equally w e l l . Moreover, there i s v i r t u a l l y no
basic l i m i t to the speed with which ERI can be carried out.
In a practical REI-NDE system the v e r t i c a l displacement could e a s i l y be
carried out by a simple, motor-driven arrangement. A more e l e g a n t , though
more expensive system, would use a f a r - i n f r a r e d detector a r r a y .
While we have demonstrated the REI mapping technique for a r o t a t i n g disk,
the method could be applied equally well to the mapping of open cracks in the
surface of stationary components.
PHOTOTHERMAL R A D I O M E T R I C I M A G I N G ( P R I )

1.

P r i n c i p l e of Operation

The NDE technique t h a t we have called PRI was investigated by a number of
workers in the 196O's, p r i o r to the age of watt-level CW l a s e r s . [2, '1-7]
Thanks to the development of the a l l i e d f i e l d of photoacoustic spectroscopy
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and the development of CW lasers, interest in PRI underwent a revival within
the last ten years. [8-10]
In PRI, a laser beam heats a spot of the surface that is being examined
for surface cracks, thereby causing a local temperature r i s e . The r a t e of
this
temperature
r i s e depends on the power in the beam, the local
absorptivity, the thermal conductivity, specific heat, and density of the of
the material that i s being heated, and the surroundings of the spot. Clearly,
if the spot being heated is very near a crack in the surface or a short
distance below the surface, the incident heat cannot diffuse away as rapidly
as i t would if there were no crack. The presence of a crack can therefore be
revealed by a measurement of transient temperature of the spot being heated,
A number of techniques can be used to measure t h i s transient temperature.
As in the case of REI, we measured local changes in this temperature
radiometrically.
Since the total power radiated per unit area is given by
Equation (1), for small changes in surface temperature AT and the same value
of emissivity e, the extra incremental power radiated per unit area Is
approximately
&PT »• 'loeT'AT.

(3)

This extra power radiated, and therefore the incremental voltage developed by
the detector, varies approximately linearly with AT.
To map locations of cracks, the heating beam i s moved across the surface.
We have used two different schemes:
(1) A beam whose intensity was modulated by either a mechanical chopper or an
acoustic modulator was directed at a small area of the surface Tor a time
Interval sufficiently long enough to establish a quasi-steady-state AC
temperature, whose relative magnitude was measured. The beam was then moved
to an adjacent spot and the procedure was repeated. An irregularity In the
surface, such as a crack or shallow subsurface defect, caused an increase in
the amplitude of t h i s AC temperature, whose relative magnitude was measured.
The beam was then moved to an adjacent spot, and the procedure was repeated.
An irregularity in the surface, such as a crack or a shallow subsurface
defect, caused an increase in the amplitude of this AC temperature adjacent to
i t to occur; so that the AC the surface temperature pattern revealed the
presence of cracks.
(2) While a constant intensity, unmodulated, focused laser beam was slowly
moved across the surface, the average surface temperature of a small area
surrounding the spot struck by the beam was measured. Again, an examination
of the temperature pattern revealed the cracks.
Tho f i r s t method has the advantage of permitting measurement not only of
relative AC temperature, but also of the phase difference between this surface
temperature and the phase of the amplitude modulation of the heating beam. As
discur.3i.Hl in an earlier paper, calculations and measurements indicated that a
measurement uf phase, instead of amplitude, would reveal the presence of a
truck
while minimizing
the "false alarm" signals caused by surface
Mem Ishen.[11]
After additional Investigations It was found, however, that
thu technique of phase measurement required too much time to be suitable for
practical
NDE.
The feasibility of the second method was therefore
invest!gnted.
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2.

Continuous Scanning

To obtain an estimate of the difference in t r a n s i e n t r i s e of surface
tempprntiiro durinR scanning hy a laser beam between a spot, l <>(!ni.p<1 near H
crack and one far removed from the crack, we solved the heat flow equuiion lor
the case of a v e r t i c a l crack (normal to the surface being heated) of zero
width and i n f i n i t e depth and length as pictured at the top r i g h t of Figure 5.
As seen t h e r e , the heating spot ( i . e . , the l a s e r beam) and the area whose
temperature i s sensed by the infrared detector are assumed t o t r a v e l normal to
and across the crack with velocity U. Calculations were performed using the
method of images and other r e l a t i o n s given by Carslaw and J a e g e r . [ 1 2 ] Some
r e s u l t s are given in Figure 5, which shows the calculated average excess
temperature in the 1mm x 1mm area sensed by the detector for two different
scan speeds U, for 2 watts absorbed from a l a s e r beam of area 0.25mm x 0.25mm.
The time o r i g i n in the f i g u r e i s the i n s t a n t at which heating spot and sensed
area are centered over the crack. I t i s seen t h a t for U=0.5cm/sec the average
excess temperature far from the crack i s around 11°C, which r i s e s to 16°C when
the heating spot i s close t o the crack, for a temperature d i f f e r e n t i a l of 5°C
I t i s of i n t e r e s t to see if these d i f f e r e n t i a l temperatures can be easily
detected.
For an area 1mm x 1mm at a temperature of 29OK, with AT=5°C,
assuming e»0.1, the excess power radiated for 5°C d i f f e r e n t i a l temperature i s
2.8x10
w a t t s . If two germanium f/1 lenses are used to focus t h i s radiation
onto a 1mm x lmm d e t e c t o r , about 10$ of t h i s power i s captured. If a HgCdTe
detector i s used, only about 26$ of the power in the spectrum of the thermal
r a d i a t i o n can be u t i l i z e d in the detection process, leaving an effective
_e

detector power of 7.2 x 10
watts.
The effective detector s i g n a l - t o - n o i s e r a t i o (S/N) depends on the
amplifier bandwidth required to reproduce the detected s i g n a l . For the
waveform for U=0.5 cm/sec of Figure 5 t h i s i s about 10 Hz. Consequently, for a
1/2

10

specific

detectivity

D*

of 1.5 x 10

cmHz

/W, corresponding to an NEP of

_ 11

2.1 x 10
watts, the expected S/N is of the order of 3^00.
A p y r o e l e c t r i c d e t e c t o r , though l e s s s e n s i t i v e , i s much l e s s expensive
and has the advantage of room temperature operation. If such a 1mm x 1mm
_9

detector were used, with a t y p i c a l NEP of 3 x 10
watts, then with, say, 80$
u t i l i z a t i o n of the spectrum, S/N becomes 75. While t h i s is not nearly as high
as for the cooled HgCdTe, i t should be s a t i s f a c t o r y for crack mapping.
Indeed, we have used both types of d e t e c t o r s .
3.

Experimental Results

As predicted by the c a l c u l a t i o n s , surface cracks were e a s i l y detected by
the PRI method, by both the "chopped beam" method and by continuous scanning.
The narrowest crack a v a i l a b l e for detection had a width of 15pm, and i t was
r e a d i l y detected.
A diagram of our experimental arrangement for continuous scanning i s seen
in Figure 6.
A germanium lens was used t o block the l a s e r r a d i a t i o n while
focusing the 8-12jjm thermal r a d i a t i o n . To make certain t h a t i t was Indued
thermal r a d i a t i o n that we were detecting and not reflected l a s e r r a d i a t i o n , we
a l t e r n a t e l y Inserted 0.9mm of water in the path of the 1.06um l a s e r beam and
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between the germanium lens and the detector. According to published spectral
data, there should be l i t t l e absorption of the laser beam, whereas the thermal
radiation should be completely attenuated. This i s what was observed; so that
we were confident that what was detected was indeed thermal radiation.
Since no detector array was available to us, we could only map an area
for cracks by a series of slightly displaced one-dimensional scans. Such a
crack map for a pitted section of a steel plate that contained a quench crack
O.tmm wide is the top display of Figure 7. This display was made by taking 'H
scans across the p l a t e , each displaced from the adjacent one by 0,625mm. Scan
speed U for each line was 1 om/seo. As indicated in Figure 6, the detected
signal was processed by a unit that digitized and stored I t . At the end of
each line scan, the stored information was plotted by an X-Y recorder, with
the X, or horizontal displacement, corresponding to the horizontal location on
the plate.
The detector output signal at each point was plotted as a Ydisplacement.
In t h i s method of plotting, a crack would be indicated by
contiguous strong Y-signals.
In the top display of Figure 7 30 many signals indicate some sort of
surface irregularity that is difficult to pick out the presence and location
of the actual crack.
Most of these Y-displauementa are caused by surface
blemishes.
When the two-detector differential detection method mentioned in
the REI material was substituted for the signal detector system of Figure 6
the result was the bottom display of Figure 7- As seen in this figure, most
of the signals caused by blemishes have indeed been eliminated; so that the
0.1mm eraok is easily identified by the contiguity of Y-signals.
To cover the 2.5cm x 5.0cm area with 'II scan lines with a linear speed of
lem/sec required a minimum of about seven minutes-much too long for practical
NDK.
In a practical system a laser beam of sufficient power would be spread
out fan-like and the entire height of 2.5cm would be covered simultaneously in
"in'
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detected simultaneously by a linear array.
Such nrrays are available
commercially
for both cooled semiconductor and pyroel»coric detectors.
I n i t i a l studies have indicated that output similar to that of Figure 7 could
be generated by the use of a self-scanning pyroelectric array and circuitry
that would couple the relevant information through a computer to a display.

-• . The Blemish Problem
As seen in Figure 7, the majority of the false alarm signals can be
removed by the use of differential detection. An alternate way was suggested
and demonstrated by Green in the detection of cracks in a surface that wa3
heated uniformly, by correcting for- changes In emissivlty.[2]
Our problem is somewhat more severe, in that surface heating by the laser
i s not constant but depends on the local absorptivity. Consequently, we must
correct not only for amtsslvity of a spot In the 8-12iim region, but also i t s
•absorptivity at the laser wavelength of 1.06pm. Although we have recently
dovl3«.'d techniques for rapid measurement of both of these quantities and have
proposed a method of correcting the radiometric signals, no final experimental
results aro a3 yet available.
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• RE I vs. PRI
PRI should detect
lightly
covered cracks, si^ce i t depends on local
heating, not l o c a l e m i s s i v i t y .
I f t h i s i s t r u e , how thick can t h i s cover be?
A r u l e of thumb i s
that the material covering the crack should be no
thicker
than the thermal d i f f u s i o n length \i . [ 1 1 , 1 2 ]
For sinusoidal heating,
s
such that the power heating a surface i s given by P=P0[1+sin flt], u, i s given
by \i <•[ (2k/pa)/nJ

, where k=thermal con'ductivityi

p«density of the material;

and o=specifio heat.[11,12]

For n/2n » 10Hz, p for steel i s 0.6mm, while for
3
a thermally I n s u l a t i n g material t h i s distance could be as small as 0.1 mm. For
continuous scanning, the penetration depth of the heat depends on the scan
speed and the dimensions of the heating pulse. Thus, a heating pulse of width
0.5mm that moves with a speed of 0.5cm/sec deposits i t s heat on a spot in 0.1
sec, so that
t h i s heat would penetrate about the same distance as the laser
beam that I s chopped at lOHz. While PRI i s thus capable of heating a l i g h t l y
covered t h i n
crack, i t
will
be necessary t o remove t h i c k scale from any
surface prior
t o PRI scanning.
On the other hand, should any scale lodge
w i t h i n a crack, the difference between the e m i s s i v i t y of t h i s f i l l e d crack and
the i n t e g r a l surface could w e l l be too small t o be detected by REI, while the
change i n thermal conductivity could possible be detected by PRI. This
remains to be investigated.
Other differences between REI and PRI are t h a t :
(1) For narrow cracks, the ERI signal varies approximately l i n e a r l y w i t h crack
area; so that a very narrow crack would generate only a very weak s i g n a l . The
i n t e n s i t y of a PRI signal i s r e l a t i v e l y independent of crack w i d t h .
(2) PRI signals can be increased i n i n t e n s i t y by increasing the scanning laser
power or reducing the scan speed. The i n t e n s i t y of the thermal r a d i a t i o n of
REI is f i x e d .
OPTICAL SCANNING
Our discussion of o p t i c a l scanning i s l i m i t e d t o a summary of principles
and r e s u l t s , since a more d e t a i l e d treatment i s i n press.[13]
Tin1 II.'IM I i: (lrihi'tiu.1 iinod in our work of oriuik mapping it; nrx'M In Fifiiiri 1 8.
In t h i s
figure an optical detector is placed so that i t receives none of the
light
reflected from a smooth surface. During r e l a t i v e motion of surface and
incident
low power laser
beam, however, surface imperfections w i l l scatter
light
into tlie detector.
This relative motion could be actual motion of the
structure, as in the case of the surface of a r o t a t i n g shaft, or i t could be a
rapidly deflected laser beam.

1.

Stationary Surface

To generate two-dimensional
crack maps of
a portion of a stationary
surface, we used two galvanometer-driven mirrors to deflect the laser beam
sinusoidally horizontally and v e r t i c a l l y , respectively.
An oscilloscope beam
that was deflected in synchronism with the laser beam deflection was z-axis
modulated by the detector output.
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An example of a crack map possible with this system i s seen in Figure 9,
which i s a display corresponding to a 0.5cm x 0.5cm area of the surface of a
rough-textured power plant turbine into which a barely-visible "crack" of
length 0.625cm, width 0.0025cm, and depth O.'OOScm had been spark-machined.
The laser beam diameter at the surface was 0.010cm; the horizontal and
vertical deflecting mirrors operated at 3000 Hz and 30 Hz, respectively.
It
i s seen that by using thla scanning technique surface maps can be made that
strongly delineate cracks that are barely visible to the unaided eye, even in
a surface that has the rough texture of a power plant turbine.

2.

Rotattng Shaft

To map cracks in selected portions of the surface of a rotating shaft we
used the system that was used to map crack3 by the REI method, pictured in
Figure 3, with the addition of a low power helium-neon laser to supply the
beam incident on the shaft and a lens to oatoh more of the radiation scattered
by the crack.
The shaft in t h i s case was a lightly rusted 7.5om-diameter
steel disk with an axial cut 0.020cm wide In i t s peripheral surface. The
resulting display i s that Figure 10. The various horizontal lines in t h i s
figure correspond to different manually adjusted vertical positions of
laser/detector system. To produce t h i s display, the pulse delay was adjusted
so that the black line that pictures the "crack" was approximately in the
center of the oscilloscope screen. The entire screen width corresponds to an
arc of 11° to each aide of the "crack." We used manual adjustments of
vertical positions to produce the two-dimensional crack map of a portion of
the surface of a rotating shaft.
In a practical NDE system these manual
adjustments would be replaced by such techniques as mirror beam deflection and
optical array detection.

CONCUSSION
In comparing t h e t h r e e methods of c o n s t r u c t i n g crack maps, the o p t i c a l
scanning method of d e t e c t i n g open cracks has been found t o give very good
r e s u l t s , i s easy t o implement, can be applied t o o n - l i n e as well as o f f - l i n e
NDE, can provide " r e a l time" d i s p l a y s , and i s the l e a s t expensive.
Although
an REI system will a l s o y i e l d " r e a l time" crack maps for both o n - l i n e and offl i n e t e s t i n g and i s even simpler i n p r i n c i p l e than o p t i c a l scanning, a t t h e
present time i t r e q u i r e s the use of d e t e c t o r s cooled by l i q u i d n i t r o g e n t h a t
a r e q u i t e expensive. At t h i s time, o p t i c a l scanning i s t h e r e f o r e recommended
as t h e preferred t e c h n i q u e .
PFU i s In somewhat of a d i f f e r e n t category than t h e o t h e r two t e c h n i q u e s .
While we have demonstrated n method of overcoming i t s s e r i o u s problem of f a l s e
nlarmr., .ind while PR! mapping can probably be c a r r i e d out in "almost r e n l
tlinu," u'Ml l.luimL work la rcqulri'il bul'oro I t c m lit; f u l l y r consul ,\eil wtu.'t.tu-r
PRI
Is t r u l y a p r a c t i c a l method of mapping cracks that a r e l i g h t l y covered or
that
are f i l l e d with a foreign substance such as r u s t or s c a l e and t h a t might
b? intsycit hy thy o t h e r two methods.
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ABSTRACT
In October
reposition
Reactors.
successful
techniques
during the

1983 a program of major proportions was initiated to
spacers supporting reactor pressure tubes in several Candu
Nondestructive examination played a major role in the
rehabilitation program. Novel radiographic and eddy current
were developed to locate and monitor the movement of spacers
program.

On August 1, 1983, a pressure tube failed in Unit 2 at Pickering Nuclear
Generating Station. During the investigation of the failed tube it was
discovered that the central spacers, more commonly referred to as garter
springs, were out of their design location. It was felt at the tine that
this was a contributing factor to the failure. Although the failure, has
since been attributed to metallurgical causes, the location of garter
springs remains a concern because of heat economy and the uncertain
effects their position may have on pressure tube life.
The spacers have two main functions. One is to maintain ccncentricity
between the calandria and pressure tubes so that when tne reactor is in
operation the hot pressure tubes will not corce in contact with the
relatively cool calandria tubes. Contact would result in poor heat
economy and also a high temperature gradient in the material at the point
of contact. The springs also have the ability to roll and thus act as
bearings between the two tubes preventing fretting and allowing for
unequal thermal expansion (see Figure 1 ) .
In the Bruce reactors there are 480 zirc-niobium pressure tubes which are
approximately 6.5 meters long and have a nominal wall thickness of 4.1
mm. Each of the tubes is supported by four centrally located garter
springs each being spaced a meter apart. The 130 mm. diameter springs
are made from square sectioned zirc-niobium wire wound 7 1/2 coils per
cm. with a cross section of 4 1/2 mm. Running through the center of the
spring is a girdle wire which has its ends resistance welded to each
other. Thi3 maintains the circular shape of the spring assembly (see
Figure 2 ) . Pressure tubes and springs are installed at site as part of
the construction program. Once springs are installed there is no
possible access to them by any other means than cutting into the pressure
or calandria tubes.

To gain primary statistical information, tests were initiated soon after
the failure to determine 3pcing locations in uncommissioned units at
Bruce and Pick.ecing. It was soon evident that numerous springs had moved
Scorn their design locations in a seemingly random manner.
Tests were conducted in a pressure tube mock-up to simulate actual
reactor conditions. It was Sound that the springs, which ace compressed
and gitted in the calandsia tubes in the vertical position, had relieved
the spring compression by assuming a slanted orientation (see Figure 2 ) .
The spring would then "walk" away from the design location in small
incremental steps each time the pressure tube moved in relation to the
calandria tube.
ay experimentation it wa3 determined that mechanical work around the
reactor accounted for a large portion of spring movement. It was also
discovered that devices such ag soil compactors working up to 500 meters
away could also cause motion. Inspections conducted before and after
commissioning indicated that circulation ofi water through pressure tubes
and around calandria tuhea would also contribute a significant amount of
movement.
Investigations in uncommissioned reactors indicated that by the time a
reactor was ready foe fuelling, the cumulative out of tolerance positions
of spcings varied from 2Q0 to 500 meters and that springs would be
randomly spaced. In some cases the four springs were clumped together at
one end of a pressure tube which provided no effective support for that
tube.
There were three difficult choices that could be made: leave as is and
accept Lower efficiency and the risk of shortened pressure tube life; cut
and replace using new or shortened tubes with redesigned spacers; or
reposition existing spacers and somehow immobilize them in their design
location.
After an in-depth study, Ontario Hydro decided to correct spring
locations in all uncommissioned units before going critical.
Repositioning appeared to be the most attractive of the remaining two
options as replacement would be costly in terms of time and materials.
The repositioning option boiled down to; "How is it possible to
selectively move springs in a 5 meter annulus without being able to
either touch or see them?"
A number of methods of moving springs were tabled during the numerous
brainstorming sessions that ensued. Interest spread and ideas flowed
in* The policy was to fully review any suggestion no matter how
unconventional it sounded. Psychokinesis, exploding hydrogen and filling
the annulua with urea formaldehyde were just a few that left the option
Ii3t quietly and quickly. After sifting, the short Ii3t of options
centered around electrical, vibratory and simple mechanical levering
methods. Development programs were started in all three areas.

In the electrical field, the discharge of large scale capacitors through
a coil looked promising. This method was vigorously pursued. Mechanical
levering was the simplest to perform but would only work successfully o,i
springs slanted in the direction of desired travel. This was, in real
life, a rare occurance as the springs were normally tilted away from
their starting point. A system using a large sonic vibrator was also
experimented with and eventually proved successful.
The capacitor discharge method was furthest along in development when it
came time to start repositioning on the first unit. It was to the state
where it would consistently move springs in the desired direction. The
system was made up of an extremely large capacitor bank, low resistance
cables and an insulated copper coil that was placed in the pressure tube
adjacent to the garter spring. The capacitor bank discharged through the
coil causing a high intensity magnetic field that propelled the spring
away from the coil. The maximum potential of the bank is 200,000 amps.
Typical settings used on site were in the range of 140-160 ka. Each
discharge of the bank would move the spring an average of 5 mm.
Moving the springs solved half the problem. The other half was finding
where the springs where and monitoring their movement during the
repositioning program.
Information on spring location was needed on a large sample very early in
the program. The only workable examination method with immediate
availability was radiography. Fifteen film cassettes were attached end
to end on eight long aluminum rods. The rods were then inserted into
reactor pressure tubes in a square pattern surrounding an unoccupied
tube. An iridium source was then advanced in half meter increments down
the pressure tube located in the center of the square. When the source
had traversed the full length of the tube it was retracted, and the films
were re loved for developing. It took approximately one full week working
around che clock to perform the initial inspection on the first reactor.
It was obvious that radiography was a too costly and a too time consuming
method of looking for springs over the long term. Eddy current, real
time radiography, acoustic emission, ultrasonics and infrared detection
were all methods that had the capability to find springs, but of these
eddy current stood out as the method most suited to our needs.
At first glanca it appeared to be a simple task. Using basic theory, it
seemed quite likely that a large absolute pancake type probe working at a
low frequency would have sufficient penetrating power and sensitivity to
locate springs. However it turned out that the geometry of the springs
was such that insufficient eddy currents were generated by this method to
produce a suitable signal. The eddy current signal is in fact generated
by the girdle wire. Springs by themselves, or springs with broken girdle
wires produce relatively no signal at all.

The next seep in che development program was the designing and building
o£ a large inside differencial coil close to the inside diameter of the
pressure cube. The first probe consisted of two, two hundred turn coils
separated by 15 mm. This arrangement provided a strong signal from
vertically oriented spring assemblies. However, springs that had flopped
over and lay slanced produced almost no signal at all (see Figure 3 ) . A
probe was cjuicKly produced that had the coils on a 20* slant. This set
up warned cm*' on slanted springs providing the spring was tilted in the
same direction as the coils. To pick up springs inclined in the opposite
direction QC slued somewhere in between meant rotating the probe until
the .tiaxinum signal was achieved. This was" far too time consuming a
procedure when it is considered that 1720 springs per reactor had to be
located and mapped.
ASCIIs ChaU River laboratories had also tackled the problem of designing
a single probe that could locate springs irrespective of orientation.
Their solution was a one 25 nun. wide exitation coil with 6 mm, receive
coils on either 3ide. Thi3 configurate gave consistently strong signals
Scorn all springs with the exception of those within the ISO nun. long
belled portion at each end or a calandria tube. Unfortunately, many of
the springs had migrated to the bells and these had to be located as
well. As an interim measure to solve this problem, a shielded isotope
camera holder was fabricated that allowed a camera to be directly
attached ta an end fitting, it was then possible to radiograph the
adjacent bell without evacuating the area. Paper radiography with
instant development speeded the process to the point where results were
available in less than five minutes. Later. Chalk River was able to
provide a probe witn segmented coils that was capable of detecting
springs in the belled ends.
The next hurdle was that of accuracy. In order to have any effect on the
garter spring< the capacitor discharge coil had to be placed with an
accuracy of + 1 nun. and this up to eight meters down a tube.
The initial scans had been performed by a probe mounted on an automatic
scent unit. The heart of the stem unit is two foil elements wrapped on
drums that form a strong lightweight tube as they are unrolled. They
extend in much the same manner as a tape measure. A wheel encoder riding
on top of the elements provides a digital readout equivalent to the axial
distance (see Figure 4 ) .
To perform an inspection, the stem unit is placed on an end fitting and
by means of a controller the probe is driven to the far end of the tube.
The probe is retracted and as it does so. the axial distance and the eddy
current signals ace recorded on a atrip chart. The finished chart is
about a ;aeter long and is 3caled in proportion to the tube length- The
accuracy of the chart is approximately *_ 10 mm. The encoder that
provides the axial scan distance i3 also subject to error due to skipping
on the element, deformation of the rubber rim of the wheel and slight
variations in the wheel diameter. With a fine tuned system, accuracies
of + 3 mm. can be achieved. However, during general use, a tolerance of

_+ 25 ram. was achieved 85% of the time. So although the automatic system
was fast (5 minutes per tube) and gave a permanent record of acceptaol-?
accuracy, it was not accurate enough to place the capacitor discharge
coils.
To achieve the 1 ram. accuracy required for setting coils, a rigid system
with an attached measuring tape was developed. A 30 nun. diameter
aluminum push rod 7 meters long with a 3 meter extension was used.
Cables ran to the probe through the center of the rod, which was
centrally supported in the calandria tube by nylon disks. The prone was
mounted on a wheeled carriage which helped reduce the lift-off effect.
The carriage assembly was attached to the push rod by means or a
universal joint (see Figure 5) .
The probe assembly is manually inserted into a pressure tube to a
selected spring while watching the eddy current instrument. As the probe
passes a spring, a distorted Figure 3 appears on the cathode ray tube.
The probe is then slowly moved back, and forth over the spring until the
signal dot is at dead center of the Figure 8. At this point the center
of the probe would be aligned with the center of the mass of the spring.
The tape measure is then consulted and the distance recorded. To place
the capacitor discharge coil, the probe is backed off an amount
equivalent to the predetermined distance from the center of the coil to
the bumper ac the end of the probe. The capacitor discharge coil is then
slowly fed in from the opposite end of the tube until it comes in contact
with the bumper. It is then accurately positioned for firing.
It cock approximately three months of around the clock work to reposition
the springs in the first reactor. Nine complete sets of eddy current
equipment, each manned by a two-man crew, were available at all times.
Seven units were committed to production work at the reactor face. The
remaining units acted as standbys and also served the ongoing development
programs. As with any program of this magnitude, there were a multitude
of problems.
The supplier of the eddy current equipment claimed the instrumentation
was capable of operating without breakdown during normal usage. We were
also advi3ed that portions of the internal circuitry were so fine that
static electricity from a person's hand could cause destruction. Our
need3 and expectations were for equipment that would operate on a 100%
duty cycle for months at a time within meters of equipment producing
currents in the neighbourhood of 150,000 amps. The external
electromagnetic fields are of such magnitude that as the capacitor banks
fire the cathode ray tubes are completely cleared. Because of this
numerous breakdowns were experienced at the beginning. The situation has
now largely been overcome by the use of isolating transformers and minor
modifications to the electronic circuits. The equipment now operates
almost without fault.
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Each firing of the capacitor banks causes localized heating in she tube
adjacent to the coil* The rise in temperature changes the material
resistivity to the point where meaningful eddy current readings are
unobtainable. Natural cooling through conduction and convection takes up
to thirty minutes. This is an intolerable delay so cooling manifolds
were fabricated that provided a cooling air blast through several jets on
the effected area. This, in conduction with working on several adjacent
tubes in parallel, reduced down time to an insignificant amount.
Unfortunately there are always mysterious signals that must be explained
away. Reactivity mechanisms run vertically through the reactor adjacent
to the calandria tubes. These produce a signal easily misinterpreted by
the inexperienced as they are the mirror image of a garter spring
indication. A spring adjacent to a mechanism produces signals that
cancel sach other out and results in undetectable springs. Foe this
situation and where it was expected that two springs were nestled
together* radiographic equipment had to be always ready.
A. general sequence ofi events established fior repositioning in any tube is
as follows:
(1)

Perform eddy current inspection and locate all four springs.

{2)

Feed spring locations into a computer which would suggest
various options with respect to which springs to move and by how
much.

(3)

Select a spring to nov*, place capacitor discharge coil and fire.

(4)

Cool tube and eddy current inspect to determine motion.
The above sequence or slight variations on che above would be
repeated until the tube was accepted by the computer.

One of the alternate systems for moving a spring involved flexing the
pressure tube repeatedly with a hydraulic jack located in the center of a
2 1/2 meter long rigid beam. An eddy current coil was built into the
beam adjacent to the jack and it was possible to monitor spring movement
in real time. It turned out to be self defeating as the coil diameter
interfered with the flexing of the tube and only modest movement was
achieved. The probe was eventually mounted on the end of the beam which
allowed progress readings to be taken by partially withdrawing the jack
assembly.
Another system that was developed by Ontario Hydro research utilized a
large aonic vibrator that generated high intensity sound over a wide
range o£ frequencies. The vibrator was located near the end of the
selected pressure tube. An expanding head was fed into the pressure tube
and clamped near the spring to be moved. An aluminum tube coupled the
vibrator to the head. Various combinations of frequency and intensity
were selected until the real time eddy current system indicated spring

movement in a positive direction. This system depended on having the
tube free to vibrate and for that reason an air floatation system was
used to support a lightweight eddy current probe. The sonic vibration
method worked well but because of large sound deadening insulation
cabinets it took up great quantities of valuable space in a very
congested area. This coupled with vibrator breakdowns and improvements
to the other available systems has led to its present limited use.
As the first reactor program got underway, we were prepared for defeat.
Opinion varied as to whether the repositioning was a cost effective
solution as compared to ratubing. It was also impossible to guarantee
the equipment would perform for sustained periods. It was quite possible
that coils would fail and cause arcinq or that the large discharge of
current through the coils would cause deformation to the tubes. Knowing
of all the possible problems, it was easy to be pessimistic. The very
starting of this program toon a large measure of faith.
It was well known the program could only function with teamwork and the
constant exchange of ideas and the positive attitude that we could always
do better. The fir3t few days on the reactor were disheartening as only
minimal travel was achieved and some days negative secondary motion on
adjacent springs would result in a net loss for the day. Slowly daily
movement totals increased as techniques, materials and teamwork
improved. During the early stages four meters of travel a day was
considered acceptable progress, whereas twenty meters of travel a day was
not unusual by the time the second reactor had been completed. The first
reactor required 72,000 firings of the capacitor banks and as many eddy
current inspections to bring the springs to acceptable positions.
Experimentation during commissioning has shown that when a tube is loaded
with fuel the resulting sag pinches the springs between the calandria and
pressure tubes and thus in most cases immobilizes them. It has therefore
been our practice to load each tube with fuel as soon as the computer
indicates acceptance based on maximum allowable spans between springs.
Because of this pinch effect only minimal movement is expected in
service. Periodic inspection during the life of the reactor will be used
as confirmation.
Garter springs have now been redesigned in such a way that they will stay
fixed in their design location in any future units. The major change is
having the spring in tension around the pressure tube rather than in
compression inside the calandria tube. Bruce Unit 8 now has a complete
set of the new springs installed and their positions are being monitored
periodically during the construction program. So far, none have moved.
Methods are now being developed to find and reposition springs on
reactors that went into service before this problem was identified. The
present plan calls for inspection and repositioning in tubes still filled
with water.
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At the Bcuce we have completed the rehabilitation of two reactors and are
presently working on the third. The second unit was completed at about a
quarter of the cost o£ the first. The garter spring repositioning
program has been a high profile work assignment for quality control. In
most cases, quality control inspections are the last task to take place
in a long chain of production operations. By the time it gets to us,
it's usually behind schedule and everyone is quite willing to point the
ginger at quality control for holding up production. This, however, has
been one a£ the gratifying experiences where quality control was an
integral part ofi the production process and as such played a positive
role in achieving a rather remarkable goal.
I would like to thank the following foe the immeasurable help they have
provided:
- Ontario aydro Central Nuclear Services for their help in getting us
started.
- ASCI.1 a Chalk River Nuclear laboratories who did miracles in designing
probes and automatic scanning equipment.
- My staff of forty-four inspectors and supervisors who made the job look
easy.
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PROBES TO OVERCOME EDDY CURRENT LIMITATIONS
Paper: B-10-1030
V.S, Cecco, F.L. Sharp
Canada

1,

INTRODUCTION

The availability of multtfrequency computer-aided aystems has significantly
Increased the scope of eddy currant testing. Unfortunately, so has the cost
and complexity of Inspections, often a more cost e f f e c t i v e approach to
improve signal-to-noise is through probe <leaign[l]. Slgnal-to-nolse ratio can
he tmproved by ( i ) maximizing defect signal, ( i t ) discriminating between
defect signal and noise, ( l i i ) minimizing noise amplitude, and by (Iv)
compensating against unwanted background signals.
Some of the more d i f f i c u l t Inspection problems are detection of shallow
surface defects, cracks In multi-layer components, defects at expansion or
tubcsheet regions in Installed heat exchanger tubing, circumferential
e r a c k s j l ] , and defects In ferromagnetic tubing. In many of these cases,
multlfrequoncy Inspection is not e f f e c t i v e .
This paper describes a number of probes and their performance which were
developed at the Chalk River Laboratories of Atomic Energy of Canada.
Included are surface probes with low l i f t - o f f noise, heat exchanger probes
with tubesheet/expansion compensation, and probes for ferromagnetic tubing.
2.

SURFACE PROBES FOR DETECTING SHALLOW DEFECTS

Conventional eddy current testing cannot reliably detect surface defects less
than about 0.1 mm deep[2]. This limitation arises because signals from
shallow defects are indistinguishable from lift-off noise caused by probe
wobble. This prohlem cannot he overcome with mult I frequency testing because
signal phase for shallow defects ana lift-off remain nearly identical at all
normal test frequencies. Various probe destgns have been used[3] to Improve
detectabtllty of shallow defects, with varying success. Results from these
probes will So discussed in the next two sections.
2.1

Minimizing Lift-off Noise

The most common approach for the detection of shallow surface defects is to
minimize lift-off or probe wobble noise. Figure l(a) illustrates a

calibration plate with EDM notches, 6 mm long hy 0.25, 0.5 and 1.0 mm deep.
Figures l ( b ) and (c) show signals, from l i f t - o f f and the RDM notches, obtained
with a conventional absolute probe at test frequencies of 200 and 950 kHz,
respectively. Note the small phase separation between lift-off and defect
signals. Figure ](d) i l l u s t r a t e s the resultant signals from a dual frequency
test at 200 and 950 kHz. Although the l i f t - o f f signal is d r a s t i c a l l y
decreased, so is Che signal from the shallow RDM notches, especially the
0.25 mm deep notch. The signal distortion and lack of measureable signal
phase makes defect sizing d i f f i c u l t .
Mul11 frequency Is therefore not
effective in improving signal-to-noise for shallow surface defects.
A more effective way of minimizing lift-off signal is to use a differential
surface probe. With this probe, scanning direction is normally in-line with
tho two t e s t c o i l s . When both coils move away from the sample simultaneously,
the residual lift-off signal is minimal. However, this probe remains
sensitive to t i l t (wobble) and to wavy surfaces, as shown in Figure l ( e ) . A
new transmit-receive probe design, Chent-2, has been developed with similar
signal and directional scanning characteristics as the conventional
differential probe. As shown in Figure l ( f ) , this probe gives the familiar
"flgure-8" signal for localized defects, but has lower s e n s i t i v i t y to
probe-wobble. In conclusion, differential type probes can be used tc minimize
l i f t - o f f noise amplitude.
The above surface probes were evaluated on a section cut from a stainless
s t e e l , AIST 316, compressor which failed with stress-corrosion cracks. A.^
shown in Figure 2(a), the sample had a ridge which caused probe wobble during
manual inspection. All probes were able to detect the cracks in the vicinity
of the ridge, however, the probe wobble distorted the Impedance signals making
crack sizing d i f f i c u l t .
The Ghent-2 probe, Figure 2(e), displayed the
clearest signals, allowing a reasonable crack depth estimate.
2.2

Discriminating Between Signal and Lift-off

Noise

Another method of improving detection of shallow defects is to obtain phase
separation between defect and lift-off s i g n a l s . A Ghent-1 probe design
consists of two colls which interact to rotate the phase of a defect signal
relative to Iift-offf4]
Phase rotation depends on test frequency, sample
r e s i s t i v i t y , and coil size and spacing. By proper choice of probe parameters,
defect signals can be rotated 90° from l i f t - o f f noise, as shown in Figure
3(b). This allows positive phase discrimination between l i f t - o f f noise and
signals from localized defects.
0heni-l surface probes have been used to r e l i a b l y detect defects as shallow as
0.05) mm in Zirconium components. Figure 4(b) i l l u s t r a t e s signals from EJ1M
notches from 0.05 to 0.5 mm deep in a large tube. The probe was mechanically
guided by wheels without making contact. The 0.05 mm deep EDM notch was
tlutectable even at a low test frequency of 200 kHz. In conclusion, special
probes can be designed to achieve discrimination between defect and lift-off
signals.
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1.

SURFACE PROBE FOR DETECTING SUBSURFACE OEFECTS

An e q u a l l y d i f f i c u l t i n s p e c t i o n problem i s the d e t e c t i o n of deep s u b s u r f a c e
defects because of the drastic decrease In defect sensitivity with depthLarge probes can be used to project the magnetic field deeper into the
material, hut they have low sensitivity to short defects. The probe discussed
here maximizes the defect signal relative to extraneous signals.
An Important application requiring deep eddy current penetration is the
Inspection for cracks at fastener or rivet holes In airplanes[5,6). Cracks
occur In sublayers of multi-layer aircraft components such as fuselage and
wins sections. Slpnal-to-nolse is limited by variations in wall thickness
(corrosion), electrical resistivity, and fastener/hole alignment. Typical
result?, using a conventional low frequency probe are shown in Figure 5(b).
The signal from the defective rivet hole Is displayed vertically from that 'if
a good rivet hole. However, a 10% variation in top layer wall thickness
and'oc resistivity dramatically decreases sensitivity to &.nall cracks in the
second layer.
A new probe, Ghent-3, optimized for detection of radial cracks, has been
developed at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories. It is very sensitive to
the magnetic field distortion created by the crack. This probe requires
rotational scanning around each rivet hole, but is reasonably tolerant to
rotational eccentricity. Signals from good rtnd defective rivet holes are
Illustrated in Figure 5(c). The subsurface crack displays a signal
•ipproximately 90° to lift-off.
Slgnal-to-nolse, even with a I mm eccentric
probe rotation, Is excellent. This probe also has low sensitivity to gradual
wall thickness and roslsttvtty variations. In conclusion, testing for
sub-layer cracks at rivet holes can be reliably performed by optimizing
sensitivity to expected defect orientation and by minimizing signal amplitude
from circular hole/rtvet geometry.
4.

HEAT EXCHANGER PROBES WITH SUPPORT/EXPANSION COMPENSATION

I n s p e c t i o n of heat exchanger tubes i s normally d i f f i c u l t because of the many
nodes of Faiiiiro «n'l complex geometry a t defect l o c a t i o n s . In steam g e n e r a t o r
t u b e s , a major d e f e c t prone region Is a t the t u b e s h e e t .
An eddy c u r r e n t probe
i s s e n s i t i v e to t h e carbon s t e e l t u b e s h e e t , o v e r l a y , and expansion, in
a d d i t i o n to p o s s i b l e ferromagnetic and conducting d e p o s l t s [ 7 ] «
Another
d i f f i c u l t i n s p e c t i o n problem Is t h e d e t e c t i o n of d e f e c t s In the t r a n s i t i o n
region in finned a i r c o n d i t i o n e r t u b e s . The probe d e s i g n approach to p e r m i t
r e l i a b l e d e f e c t d e t e c t i o n Is to d e c r e a s e s i g n a l a m p l i t u d e from as many of t h e
unwanted v a r i a b l e s as p o s s i b l e . Multlfrequency can bo used to improve
e x t e r n a l d e f e c t d e t e c t i o n and minimize background n o i s e . IUR)I t e s t frequency
Is used to minimize expansion a n d / o r probe wobble? e f f e c t s and low frequency t o
ntnfmise carbon s t e e l and overlay s i g n a l s . However, because of the l a r g e
background s i g n a l s , r e l i a b l e d e t e c t i o n and/or s i z i n g of small d e f e c t s remains
v/ory d i f f i c u l t .
In ndrtltfon, m u l t t f r e q u e n c y cannot be used to d e t e c t I n t e r n a l
d e f e c t s in the expansion t r a n s i t i o n r e g i o n , because d e f e c t and e x p a n s i o n / p r o b e
wobble s i g n a l s have s i m i l a r phase a n g l e s a t a l l t e s t f r e q u e n c i e s .

For these hard-to-inspect defect prone regions a probe? was designed which
compensates for concentric variations. This transmit-recelve probe, Cecco-2,
lias almost complete tuhesheet and expansion compensation, is insensitive to
probe wohble and has 1007 circumferential coverage. The defect signals
display the characteristic, "figure-8" VJ i tli the normal signal phase rotation
with defect depth. Results from an Inspection of a copper, finned heat
exchanger tube are shown in Fip,ure 6. A Ceceo-2 probe reliably detected the
naw-i-ut at the expansion transition and the l.ft mm drilled hole at the finned
sect inn, '"ii'.ure ft'10. In contrast, a conventional probe only detected the
l.f> mm diameter hole; the signal from the saw-cut was buried in the noise from
the expansion, Figure
Results from a simulated heat exchanger inspection with a Cecco-2 and a
conventional probe are Illustrated in Figure 7. The conventional probe is
sensitive to tuheshcets, baf r le plates and deposits. To detect defects, the
Inspector must analyse all signals and interpret the distortions caused by
defects. By comparing signals from Figure 7(b) with signals from a defect
free tube, Figure 7(c), the 25% deep frettinp,-wear of the middle support can
be reliably detected. However, there is no indication of the pit under the
tubesheet, and If not careful, the copper deposit signal could he
misinterpreted for an external defect. Results from the same two heat
exchanger tubes, using a Cecco-2 probe, are illustrated in Figure 7(e) and
(f).
Since this probe is almost completely insensitive to tuhesheets and
.supports, only small background noise is obtained from a defect free tube,
Figure 7 ( f ) . This makes it easy to detect the pit under the tuhesheet and
f rett i ng-we;<r at the support: plate, Figure 7 ( e ) . In addition the signal from
the copper deposit is also drastically reduced. For tubesheet and/or
transition regions of finned tubes, the effective probe design incorporates
the feature of concentric tuhesheet and/or expansion compel sation.
5.

PROBF.S FOR INSPECTING CARBON STF.F.l, I1F.AT F.XCHANRF.R TUBES

Finally we discuss Inspection of carbon steel tuhes, the ultimate, in-service
fcrron.ip.netic tube inspection problem. Techniques have been used for many
years capable of detecting volumetric defects in "quiet" ferromagnetic tubes,
but these techniques cannot discriminate between defects and changes in
magnetic permcabi]1tv [8-10] and are not reliable for defect sizing.
Signals from a Id mm diameter by 1.2 mm thick carbon steel tube with drilled
holes and a torch heated area, are shown In Figures R(h) to ( e ) . Figure R(h)
illustrates results from a conventional saturation probe normally used to
inspect ferromagnetic tuhes such as Monel 400, TRF.60 nnd Type 439 stainless
steel. Although all of the holes arc readily detected, there is no
correlation with defect depth; the signal from the 100"' deep hole is smaller
than that from the 50% deep hole. In addition, there is no phase separation
between defect and permeability signals, as shown In Figure R ( c ) . This latter
condition would make a muI11 frequency inspection approach ineffective.
A new probe, Carter-2, has been developed with defect/signal amplitude
correlation and phase discrimination between pits and permeability noise.
seen in Figure 8 ( d ) , this probe detected all defects and signal amplitude

As
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Increased with defect depth. In addition, there is sufficient phase
separation between defect and permeability signals to permit minimizing
permeability noise on the Y-channel, Figure 8(e), Probes with defect/
permeability discrimination can he used to reliably inspect ferromagnetic
tubes.
6.

SUMMARY

This paper discussed five test applications where probe design resulted in a
more effective solution than approaches employing increasingly complicated
Instrumentation. Various probe designs were used incorporating one or more of
the following four design principles: (i) maximize defect signal, ( i l )
discriminate between signal and noise and ( i l l ) minimize noise amplitude, and
(iv) compensate against unwanted background signals. Probes exist which are
capable of detecting shallow surface defects, subsurface cracks, defects under
tubesheet in steam generator tubes and in transition regions in finned tubes,
and defects in carbon steel tubes. All of these probes can be used with
standard, commercially availahle Instruments; complex and expensive limiteduse instruments are not needed.
7.
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THERMOGRAPHIC NOT OF ALUMINUM LAMINATES
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ABSTRACT:
Therraographic NDT is attractive because of Its nonccmtact and fastscanivlng capabilities. Scanning races as large as 1 m2/s may be reached
in the inspection of thin, thermally conductive sheets such as diffusionhanded alumtnum-ta-aluminum plates which are tested for unbonded areas.
This paper describes and discusses some applications of thermographic
imaging to the nondestructive evaluation of aluminum laminates, with
particular emphasis on aluminum-to-aluminura and aluminum-to-foam adhesively bonded sheets. Different heating and scanning techniques are
described, such as the 2D heating of a stationary panel, line-heating of a
laterally-scanned panel, heat-injection and heat-removal methods.
The peculiar thermal-propagation properties of such laminates which
comprise components having widely different thermal-conductivity values
impose some challenging requirements as far as thermal NDT is concerned.
These requirements are analyzed with the help of finite-difference numerical models to simulate the thermal flow through the different layers. A
number of experimental results are presented, and particular emphasis is
given to image-processing methods to increase defect visibility.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Infrared thermography is attracting an Increasing amount of attention
in the field of nondestructive testing (1-3)* The main interests of this
approach are its nonconlact nature and fast-scanning capabilities.
Sensor-positioning requirements are greatly relaxed, particularly when
objects of complex geometry are to be inspected, while the 2D-lmaging
capabilities of an IR camera result in a much faster inspection rate as
compared to point-by-point thermal NDT methods (see, e.g., ref. 4 ) .
A fast NDT technique is particularly appreciated during the highvolume production of alumlnum-to-aluminum or aluminum-to-foam adhesivelybonded sheets of the kind which is increasingly being used in the transportation industry.
Metal-skin laminates may be effectively radiation
heated and infrared temperature monitored provided that a black-painting
step is included in the manufacturing procedure.
This painting can

sometimes be used as a primer coating or can be easily water-removed later
on.
The widely different thermal properties of the different coraponiMHs
in such laminates impose however some challenging requirements an lai IH
thermographic inspection is concerned.
Thermal propagation characteristics within adhesively-bonded aluminum
laminates arc analyzed in this paper tflth the help of a finite-dif 1--renee
mode I .
Thrue-diniQasiona 1 thermal-flow features are analyzed, mid defect,
visibility as •> function of the defect radlus/depth ratio is calculated
!'•>!• different, bonded-panel configurations.
Experimental results using
d t f 1'iM'iMit approaches •-inch as 21) heating of a stationary object, lineheating i)f a laterally-scanned sheet, heat injection and heat removal
toch i L'|iicj« are presented.
•'•• THKKMAl.-FI.OW MOHKLING
Kinitc~diIference thermal-flow modeling techniques (5-7) are a powerful and versatile tool to predict defect visibility and to choose the
optimum
thermal-inspect ion parameters.
Complex features such as 3D
thor:nal-flow characteristics, complicated
geometries of
heterogeneous
structures, or surface losses are much easier to model using such an
approach, as compared to analytical methods ( 8 ) .
An example of s time-resolved finite-difference model for the 3D
analysis of heat propagation in an epoxy-bonded aluminum-to-aluminum laminate with a 1ack-of-adheslve defect is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. la shows the
t hennnl-i n.spoct Ion geometry. After black-painting, the laminate is heated
on one side by a suitable heat source, such as a cluster of heating
limps.
Hither the heated surface or the opposite side of the panel is
t.fnp'-MMture-mapped during and after the heat pulse to detect variations in
the hiv-iL I-lux through the panel which are related to the increased thermal
resistivity of the air-layer defect. The parameters used for the finiteIL t 1 •I-TI'IH-O model are the following:
aluminum skin thickness 1 mm, epoxy layer 0.2 mm, defect radius 1 cm;
heal injection 2 w/cm
during 1 second;
thermal conductivity 2 and 0.002 W/cm K, specific heat 1 and 1.5
.l/g K', mass density 2.7 and 1 g/cm , respectively for the aluminum
and the epoxy layers; thermal resistance of the unbonded interface 83
cm'' K/W, corresponding to the conduction across a 200 (jm-thick air
layer;
raili-ttlvt! surface losses 5.67 • 10"W ( T H - T a u ) W/cm 2 , where T and Ta
are respectively the surface and the ambient temperatures In degrees
K; convective surface losses 10~ 3 (T-Ta) W/cm 2 .
!rigs. lb to d show the temperature distribution across the r-z plane
indicated in Fig. la after 0.1 s, 1.6 s and A s respectively, after
starting heating.
As we can see, the temperature distribution in
Initially uniform over both the front and the back surfaces, thus reducing
the defect visibility.
This kind of modeling Is very helpful In the
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choice of the experimental parameters such as the optimum observation time
and the heat-pulse duration.
The effect of the 3D heat flow on the visibility of a subsurface
defect is particularly strong for aluminum-polymer laminates, as Fig. 2
shows. The temperature difference between the center of the delaminated
area and the reat of the uniformly heated structure is plotted after 0.16
a, 1.6 a and 1,7 s» respectively for the three shown panels, from the
start of the 0.1 s, 1 s and 1.5 s-long heat pulse. As a general rule, the
radius/depth ratio of subsurface delamlnation defects which are detectable
by thermal methods is limited to values which insure that the radial heat
flow around the defect is substantially smaller than the longitudinal heat
flow across the bonded interface.
For homogeneous materialst such a
condition limits the radius/depth ratio of detectable defects to values of
the order or larger than unity, as Fig. 2 shows.
In the case of an
aluminum-to-aluminum adhesively-bonded laminate, Fig. 2b, such a value is
of the order of 10, because of the relatively low thermal conductivity of
the adhesive layer aa compared to the high radial conductivity along the
aluminum skin. Even higher radius/depth values are required in the casu
of an aluminum-to-foam structure, Fig. 2c, because of the highly refractory thermal properties of the foam (thermal conductivity 0.0004 W/cm K.,
specific heat 2 J/gK and mass density 0.1 g/cm 3 ). Even larger variations
of the temperature-differential vs. defect-radius plots would be obtained
If the temperature difference was taken at the optimum time delay which
varies from 1 to 2.5 seconds as the defect radius/depth ratio varies from
2 to 20 tn the case of the aluminum-to-aluminum laminate.
Thennographic Inspection is thus limited to the detection of relatively wide and shallow delaminattons In adhesively-bonded aluminum-skin
laminates.
3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
3.1

Extended 2D heating

A configuration of the kind shown in Fig. la was used to thermally
inspect an aluminum-to-foam panel. The panel was produced by adhesively
bonding two aluminum skins, each 1 ram-thick, to a 5 cm-thick foam core.
Some defects were produced by suppressing the adhesive in some specific
areas.
Fig. 3 shows a thermograph of the heated panel, taken 2.5 seconds
after starting heating. Two lack-of-adhesion defects are visible in the
left part of the image as areas of higher surface temperature increase.
The experimental parameters during thennographic inspection were the
following:
incident light-radiation intensity 1 W/cm2 during 1 s; oneside (reflection) configuration at an operating distance of 60 cm; thermally Imaged field 19 x 19 cm2.

Kepetitive temperature variations across the thermograph produced |->y
the nonuniformity of the radiated heat pattern from the lamp heaters may
he eliminated hy space-domain reference subtraction techniques ( 3 ) . Such
an approach is illustrated in Fig. 4, A thermograph obtained on a defectfree area of the panel in stored in memory and subsequently subtracted
from the thermographs obtained on different parts of the flat parieL. The
difference thermograph (bottom of Fig. A) shows more clearly tile location
of the Kub.surf .ice defect, a t ri angul ar-shnped Iaek-of-adhesive unbond,
'•-

I'lne-heating with lateral

scanning

When Inspecting long and flat panels, a continuous lateral scan of
the 1 inu-hcated panel may be a simpler and quicker approach to cover large
surfaces as compared to the step-by-step 2D-heating technique (1, 9 ) .
A schematic diagram of the expert meat a I configuration for the linescanning approach is shown in Fig. r ). The aluminum-to-foam panel is
scanned rtght-to-left In front: of a stationary line heater and thermalimaging camera.
The Line heater Is a 530 W CW arc lamp, 18 cm-long, in
the direction perpendicular to the plane of the figure, backed by a cylindrical reflector and held at 0,5 cm from the surface to obtain a surfaceheating level of typically 5°C on the panel which is being scanned at a
constant speed of 11.5 c.tn/s. A computed surface-temperature profile along
the scanning direction, as obtained with a finite-difference model, is
shown in the bottom of Fig. 5.
The slight surface-temperature perturbation which is obtained over an unbond defect can be enhanced by the
previously described linage-subtraction technique.
Fig. b shows an example of thermal images obtained on an aluminumto-foam panel similar to the one described above, with a number of artificially-produced defects. The top image is untreated, while the bottom one
was obtained
by reference-subtraction techniques.
The two A cm in
Hi lmeter circular defects which are visible on the left and on the right
side of the thermograph are easily discernible from the scattered noise
because of their constant motion from right to left at the scanning speed.
3.3

Line-heating in the transmission configuration

The same line-scanning technique was applied to different kinds of
samples.
One particularly relevant application is the inspection of
aLuminum-to-aluminum lap joints.
As shown in the top portion of Fig. 7,
such joints may be inspected by scanning In the horizontal direction the
panel with the axis of the lap joint parallel to the scanning direction,
and heating with the vertically-oriented line heater in a transmission
configuration.
An example of a recorded thermograph is shown in the
bottom of Fig. 7.
The horizontal band in the image corresponds to the
lap-joined area, which appears cooler because of the additional material
thickness in the overlap region.
A colder area is also visible in the
center of the image, corresponding to a lack-of-adhesive defect.
The two
aluminum sheets wen: 1 mm-thick each, and the overlapped region was 2.7 cm
wide.
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Another kind of aluminum-to-aluminum laminates which have been
inspected by the line-scanning thermographtc technique are shown in Fig,
8. These laminates are produced by diffusion-bonding between rollers, two
0.6 mm-thick aluminum sheets, so that no adhesive is present in this case
in the final product.
A carbon-powder pattern, 25 yin thick, is laid
through a screen between the two sheets prior to rolling, to prevent
bonding uver the prescribed pattern. The unbonded regions are then lifted
by high-pressure blowing to produce the raised pattern shown in the top
part of Fig. 8 as required for heat-exchanger applications, The company
which is manufacturing such components, a subsidiary of Alcan, is
producing thla laminate over a width of 1 m at a continuous speed of I
m/s. They would like to detect in real time the position and orientation
of the unbond pattern after rolling in order to suitably orient the
cutting blade in relation with the pattern.
Because of the large surface-scanning rate of the order of 1 m 2 /s,
which is required for such an application, ultrasonic methods appear to be
Inadequate in this case.
The bottom-laft picture in Fig. 8 shows an
ultrasonic C-acan over a 20 cm x 20 cm area of the panel obtained with a
focused transducer in a water tank. The resolution is excellent, but the
scanning time required to record this image was 1/2 hour.
The bottomright picture was obtained with the transmission thermal-imaging configuration shown in Fig. 7.
In order to minimize thermal-image blurring
caused by in-plane thermal diffusion, only the part of the thermograph
next to the heated line was retained, and a whole picture was reassembled
from several camera frames obtained at different times with a rate of 25
frames per second.
Such a task could easily be performed by real-time
software. The quality of the thermal image is not as good as that of the
ultrasonic image, but the scanning time, 0.9 seconds, Is strikingly
shorter. By using an array of heat lamps, as well as a high resolution IR
camera, the required rate of 1 m2/s thus appears to be within the reach of
the thermographic approach.
'3.4 Line-cooling approach
A heat-removal, rather than heat-injection, approach may alternatively he used in some cases. Such an approach, shown in Fig. 9, may be
more convenient in a number of industrial applications for the following
reasons:
an ambient-temperature air curtain blower for local line cooling of a
warm surface is a relatively inexpensive device, particularly when
the sheet is naturally hot in the production line;
pre-heating may he performed when required, as shown in Fig. 9, using
inexpensive lareje-area elements such as hot-wire heaters. The risk
of overheating damage, e.g. in the case of an unscheduled web arrest
rtlnug the production line, is much relaxed when compared to the
focused Line-heating approach;

thermal noise introduced by reflected infrared radiation from the
heating lamps in the heat-injection case is eliminated in the linecooling approach.
Fig. 9 shows some results of the line-cooling technique as applied to
the detection of lack-of-adhesive defects in an aluminum-to-foam laminate. The panel was raised to a uniform temperature of nearly 10°C above
ambient, and .subsequently surface cooled by passing it under a linecooling blower consisting of a vertical column with an array of holes, fed
by an air source of 50 psi pressure held at a distance of 10 cm over the
panel moving 2,4 nn/fi, Examples of thermographs are shown in the bottom
of Fig. lJ, corresponding to a region without defects (left) and with a 4
cm in diameter circular unbond defect, clearly visible in the center of
tlu1 Imago after image processing.
Such an approach appears to be quite
appropriate to n number of Industrial applications.
4.

CONCLUSION

Thermography is an attractive and relatively unexplored technique for
the nondestructive detection of shallow defects in industrial materials
and structures. The main advantages of this approach are speed and noni-ontact operations, as welL as applicability In cases where a close proximity is precluded or possible from only one side of the inspected part.
Aluminum laminates may be inspected for subsurface unbond defects of
sufficiently large radius/depth ratio after painting to increase the
surface
infrared
absorptivity
and
emissivity.
In
general,
the
thermographic approach appears to be useful as a fast inspection procedure
to be eventually complemented by higher resolution techniques for the
detailed analysis of selected faulty products.
The authors wish to thank, dr, T. .]. Lewis of Algoods for the supply
of the dlffusion-bnnded aluminum samples,
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Fig. 2:

Finite-difference analysis of defect visibility
in (a) a
homogeneous sample, (b) an aluminum-to-aluminum and (c) an
altimlnum-to-foam laminate. The he.-it pulse duration was 0.1, 1.0
and 1.5 s and the observation time was 0.16, 1.6 and 2.7 s
respectively, for (a) to (c).

Fig. 3:

Visualization of two lack-of-adhesive defects in an aluminum-tofoam panel by thermal imaging with a configuration of the kind
shown in Fig. la.

Fig. 4:

Signal enhancement to Increase the visibility of a subsurface
triangular-shaped defect. Top loft: raw image over the defect;
Top right: raw image over a defect-free area; Bottom: subtraction
thermograph showing defect location.
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Line-scanntnR technique. Top: sclu-matlc cnnf i K (irat ion. Bottom:
computed temperature d i s t r i b u t i o n across the moving surl.-u:c ot ;i
line-hented aluminum-to-Eonm 1 .imi natii.

F i g . 6:

Example of experimental r e s u l t s obtained using the Line-scanning
method to i n s p e c t nn alum! mini-tn-foam p a n e l .
Top: u n t r e a t e d
image; bottom: processed thermograph, showing two unhond d e f e c t s .
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line
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Fig. 7:

Thermal inspection of an aluminum-to-alumlnum lap joint by the
line-scanning technique. Top: experimental configuration, where
the adhesively-bonded laminate is scanned in A direction perpendicular to the plane of the figure.
Bottom: experimental thermograph, with a lack-of-adhesive defect visible in the center of
the image.
The lack of uniformity in the heat pattern of the
bottom is due to an unsufficient heating in that region because
of the short length of the arc lamp used.

Fig. 8.

Comparison of an ultrasonic and a thermographic approach for the
detection
of
the
unbonded
pattern
In a
diffusion-bonded
alumlnum-to-alumlnum laminate to be used as a heat-exchanger
component. The top photo shows the laminate after air-blowing.
Bottom left: ultrasonic ('.-scan; scanning time: 1/2 hour. Right:
thermal image using the line-scanning technique shown in Fig. 7;
scanning time: 0.9 seconds.
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cool air jet
heater

Pig. 9:

The line-cooling technique*
Top: experimental configuration.
Bottom: thermographs recorded with an aluminum-to-foam panel,
without defects ( l e f t ) and with a lack-of-adhesive defect, after
image processing (right).
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BOARD (PCB) G R A P H I C

INSPECTI0N 0 F S0LDER

JO'NTS ON PRINTED CIRCUIT

People's Republic of China
Aostract
The principle of inspecting solder joints by h o g p
ir.terferorrietric
technique is introduced. The criterion of dic1
er i-uiii.ating the flaws i s suggested. The results are given and
testified by ir.etallagrapnio sectioning.
Introduction
".ov/adays, accurate electronic systems are wide.Lv used in
field1; of production and research. Among the operational trouULOJ of electronic I n s t a l l a t i o n s , many are introduced by ;,uc
i'aws of colder joints of '03, The existence of flaws constitute.; serious imperiling to the r e l i a b i l i t y of electronic ennu ,.L .jystoma, sometimes may produce tremendous damage, i'herfure,
seeking a flaw detecting
means of nigh r e l i a b i l i t y , :..i.gn accuracy ar..l Idgn c»e^r(3p of automation i s an urgent need in recent
electronic Industry.
i'liere rvrer cwo aspects in investigating the quality of
• :-.ulaer Joints v IC*. The f i r s t is to Increase the cso^dorbiiity
ot' circuit components, to find out the cause of the presence of
'.La'«.'i, to improve the composition of solder and the technology
••.u' soldering. The ether aspect is to look for some kind of efficient and convenient
means of inspecting solder joiti.-. UosneKti-^l';/ :.'i'-ny roEuarcl1 works have been engaged in soldcrblity but
.'•iiv r.ive been engaged in the detection of flaws in solder j o i n t s .
'.•)o:iiO!?tically ana abroad there are several means of duteci:.ng flaws in solder joints of hCI^-~°: visual detection, Manually
,)V automatically; functional testing; testing by sound wavc^ or
ultrasonic waves; method by holographic correlation :in.:asure;;.ents;
Leo ting by X-ray of micro-focus; laser infra-red detection and
optical holographic detection. The f i r s t means is currently used
out is very subjective; the second i s hardly applicable to individual solder joint; metnod by X-ray ic of low speed; most of
others are rarely practical or have significance only by principle.
Since 1982 Vanzetti Co. LISA has produced several models of
;
aoor Tnfra-red Detection Instrument whicn has advantages of
fastnoac (claimed to be 10 j o i n t s / s e c ) , gi'od repetition and
hign utomaticn. 3ut i t s principle i s a kind of relative testing.
At the s t a r t
, needs a certain number of similar boards. Tiie
ttier.-ial signatures 'temperature-rise and temperature-decay
curves', of a larg' number of the solder joints are being s t n t i s t.i.cn.: Ly nrojeseed from which the upper and lower limits of tne
signature peaks for normal solder joints are obtained. Therefore
trie joints or. a board capable of ueing tested by this teennique
have tc be s t r i c t l y identical in structure, the technological
process of soldering must be under severe control. I t needs automatic insertion of leads of components and automatic cleaning.
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not be strictly identical. The criterion, of existence of flaws
depends on whether on the surface of a solder joint there exists
any pecularity of interference fringes caused by the heat loading.
Testing process and the related problems
Tea tint? metfroci
The optical diagram of experim. nt is shown in figure 1
vmich contains two parts: the holographic cameraCincluding tne
observation unit—the dotted rectangle) and the thermal loading
portion.
The holographic camera consists cf a He-?.e laser. Tne laser's
output is split into a reference beam and two illuminating beams.
The latter illuminate the Joint surface, serve as two object beams.
The Q'aiect beams interfering with the reference beam form two
ftolocrft(8.& an a single plate. After developing and replacing the
iQlQsjraGi plate to the original position, the solder joint is tnersialiy loaded by a YAG laser pulse through an optical fiber. -Vith
a strong reconstructing beam'from the initial reference beam direction, real-time interferometric phenomenon is observed. Through
tue hologram, on the reconstructed Image, systematic interference
fringes are disturbed. After stabilisation if any pecularity of
systematic fringes on the joint appears, there might exist flaws
iuai-'; the solder joint, this is due to the fact that a proper
taermal loading introduces a slight permanent deformation in a
joint ••vita flaw, A double-exposure hologram is taken and is ttept
for analysing.
The observation optical system is an amplification system.
..etwroen the photographic plate and the solder joints is an objective lens, an eyelens is oenind the photographic plate. The objective is to amplify the soider joint to make the observation of the
joint and the interference fringes easier. The larger the aperture
of the _sna the smaller the depth of focus of the image. Since the
systematic interference fringes and the fringes of pecularity may
iiave different surfaces of loc a-lotion with the surface of the
solder joint, sometimes fringes can hardly be localized on the
joint surface.
Improvement of the diffraction efficiency of holograms
To determine whether there exist local peculiar interference
fringes is tne technical keypoint of the present inspection
method. In order to increase the reliability of judgement, we
snould nave a diffraction efficiecy of nolograms as high as
posisUlf. For the Menjin type T holographic plate which we were
using, Kiethod of dilution of the developer can effectively raise
tho diffraction efficiency by about three times.
Application of fringe control technioue
This is another means to raise the reliability of detecting flaws cy tne existence of peculiar local fringes on the joint
under heat loading. Rotating mirrors !-"2 and I.if (Fig.l) tnaKec the
fringe control technique possible, 'y varying the urientation of
the abject aeam, t:ie pnase distribution at the intersect of oea::.s
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The aim of the fringe control technique is:
a) to adjust the localization of the interference fringes,
especially to adjust the systematic fringes to nearby the joint
surface, making observation and analysis more easier,
b) to vary the orientation, shape and spatial frequency of
the fringes in order to better investigate the local peculiar
fringes. In principle, to load the joint should not affect the
PCB as a whole, but because the joints are usually crowded together and joints are quite tiny, in the loading process such
mentioned effect is not avoidable. This brings difficulty in
dlstinquishlng the peculiar fringes, With the use of fringe control technique, it is possible to distinquish the peculiar fringes
due to small residual deformation after heat loading on the joint
frcm the systematic fringes. This will greatly increase the accuracy of detection of flaws.
The thermal loading: allowable to be applied
The thermal loading depends on the power of the thermal
source (for convenience the wording current is taken instead) and
the time of duration. Cn principle, the quantity of thermal loading should be large enough to reflect the interior flaws to the
surface, but not so large as to change the microstructure of the
joint surface, or to damage the circuit component thermally.
Inspection by metallographic dissection
Every solder joint after holographic testing is .iissected
metallographically to confirm the testing. Plane of dissection is
chosen -co be the horizontal cross section or the vertical cross
section of the solder joint. Because of the limitation of the laboratory conditions, every joint is undergone 3-^ planes of dissection. From metallographic dissection the following conclusions can
be drawn:
a) After thermal loading and stabilization of systematic interference fringes the fringes on the joint surface appearing just
as that at pre-loading reflects a "good" joint,
b) Fringes on the joint of different orientation and spatial
frequency or fringes curved compared with systematic fringes on
the board reflect flaws between the land and the solder tin,
c) iiixistence of independent peculiar fringes at the ends of
leads reflects flaws between leads and solder tin,
d) Curved fringes on the joint reflect cavity inside joint.
Sometimes contrast on the joint decreases or fringes disappear.
e) The quantity of cavities inside wave-foldering solder
joints is small* the size is also small. Manual solder joints have
many cavities.
Results of testing
Typical appearances of peculiar interference fringes in case
of "good" joint, joint with land flaws, lead flaws and cavity
flaws are shown in figures ?., 4, 6, 8. The corresponding metallographic dissection nhotographs are shown in figures 3i5i?i9»
The statitical results of testing are given in Table 1,
The above results indicate that holograph4c technique applied
to flaw detection of Pn'^ is a research work of si/™ifican"e and of
promice. But to form a practice*, automatic inspecting instrument.
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are some technical difficulties to be overcome.
Figure 10 is a block diagram; of the principle of & tentative
design; of a laser holographic automatic
inspecting instrument for
jteiniiis on PCS., The x-y coordinate3 of each joint on a PGB are
stored in the computer during programming. In the inspection,
laser beam: from the YAG laser by means of the x-y scanning working
table directs to the inspected joints and let them be thermally
loaded point by point automatically. The holographic interference
fringes on each joint are processed by the pattern recognition
system. Once a peculiar fringe pattern is discovered, automatic
display and alarm are given.
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\ig. .1 Optical diagram of experiment

ig. 2: Iringcs on j o i n t
in c.isc of "good" joint

-Pit;. ^: Corresponding dissec?tTOif"
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Fig, 4: Peculiar fringes
in case of land flaws
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l-'ig. S: Corresponding dissection
photograph of fig. 4
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l ; ig, d: Peculiar fringes
in case of lead flaws

Fig. 7: Corresponding dissection
photograph of fig. 6

V i|7 "8r "1'eouliar fringes
in case of cavity flaws

Fig. 9: Corresponding dissection
photogi-aph of fig. S

Table 1, Statistical results of testing
Types of
detected joints
types of
detecting joints

Actual no.
of joints

:;o. of joints with
correct detection

587

52.0

Joints with
lead flaws

126

107

Joints witii
land flaws

58

d^O.lmm
•Joints with d
2mra
cavity flav/s

-°'

d: Cavity diameter

•rj

ioo
llu
87

Rate of
successiveness
82.?;,

6u
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NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING PERSONNEL

Paper: B-10-1430
VicCaron
Canada

ABSTRACT
This paper surveys the Canadian and international activity in the
certification of nondestructive testing personnel. The first part presents
a history and description of the Canadian system along with related statistics. In the second partt a synthesis of several national certification
schemes brings out their common features. Both parts contain numerous
comparisons with both the SNT-TC-lA Recommended Practice and the latest
draft document prepared in the ISO forum.
INTRODUCTION
Measuring the qualifications i.e. the knowledge and skills of
personnel involved with the practice of NDT technology has grown extensively from 1960 to the present time. That growth occurred in a relatively
comparable pattern in terms of structure and substance although a number of
differences developed from one country to another. The growth of certification centered until recent times in the industrialized countries of the
world but in more recent years a large group of Third World countries have
become strongly committed to NDT technology development and to personnel
certification.
THE CANADIAN CERTIFICATION SYSTEM
The Federal Department of Energy, Mines and Resources (DEHR) has
more than 5000 employees working across the country to develop and implement policies and programs based on research and data collection in the
earth, mineral and metal sciences, and on social and economic analyses.
This department assumed from the onset, in 1960, the centralized responsibility for the certification programme and has played since 1955 an extensive and varied role beyond the certifying activity per se besides providing a major financial support to the programme. Also, DEMR accepted the
responsibility for ISOTC135SC7 international secretariat. The certification standards are issued by the Canadian Government Standards Board
(CGSB) and now extend to five NDT methods. Over fourty persons representing a broad range of interests and geographical regions are members of the
national CGSB Committee for the Certification of NDT Personnel which meets
twice a year. A Co-Ordinating Committee also operates along with five
Standards Committees.
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The concept of "sector" certification was introduced when the
Canadian system was implemented in 1960 with radiography whereas that of
"general" certification characterized the three methods implemented about
1970. The total number of certificates issued as of December 1985 in each
method since their respective implementation dates is as follows for both
levels 1 and 2:
Levels 1 and 2

RT

UT

MT

PT

ET

Implemented in

I960

1970

1971

1971

1982

No certificates

4005

2225

1620

1725

325

for a grand total of 9900 exclusive of level 3 personnel. Well over 60-- of
the certified personnel holds certification in two methods or more. The
list of active personnel totals about 3000. It should be pointed out that,
in 1979, the initial standards were all modified to a 3-level system which
maintained the central certification system and its "general" approach was
extended to include radiography though retaining the sole aircraft structures sector. Provisions to achieve employer's specific certification were
added to the standards. In the process, training courses became compulsory
and experience requirements became less stringent.
The centralized certification programme provides an integrated
bilingual (French/English) operation. To overcome costly geographic inconveniences, DEMR has established a network of test centres across the
country to handle both written and practical tests. Nine (9) practical
test centres now exist and two more will hopefully open up. About twenty
five (25) written test centres are used on a regular basis but over fourty
(40) locations may be used simultaneously in any national session which is
held every four months. Special arrangements for invigilation are possible
to applicants located in remote areas.
Computerisation of certification programme became necessary as a
result of its growth and implementation of new standards about 1980 as both
created operational and space problems. The first target was the bilingual
question bank, then a software to perform renewal operation, transfer of
personal data from the Cardex onto diskettes; it is planned to eventually
store complete personal files. Software should be developed to automate
the preparation of written examinations.
DEMR will study in 1987 the feasibility of certification for
offshore NDT divers although this area is in a lull period.
Certifiration
in other areas will be added whenever deemed necessary and timely.
Specific Features_o£ Canadian Certification
In oLder to provide an adequate appreciation of the Canadian
system, comparison is being made with SNT-TC-lA for both levels 1 and 2 and
to ASNT procedure for level i. The Canadian approach to "general" certification differs from SNT-TC-lA which hinges on "specific" applications.
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a) LEVELS, 1 and 2 The eligibility
experience are identical ini the two systems.

requirements for Industrial

RT

UT

MT

Level 1 (MONTHS)

3

3

1

1

1

Level 2 (MONTHS)

9

9

3

2

9

ET

training requirements also reflect those set in TC-1A with the
exception of the eddy-current method and radiation protection as thesp
catry more emphasis in Canada. The relevant figures foe the specific case
of high school education or its equivalent are as follows:
Levels 1 * 2

RT

UT

MT

PT

ET

Canada (HOURS)

80

80

20

12

30

SNT-TC-3A (HOURS)

60

80

20

12

20

The written examinations show a notable difference between the two procedures. Test papers contain a variety of questions although the MC type
generally prevails. To enable a rough comparison, an equivalent number of
MC questions was calculated on the basis that 1 MC question entails an
answering time of IH minutes. The following data compare the scope for
level 2.
Level 2

RT

UT

MT

PT

40
20

40
20

30
15

Duration (HOURS) 6
Equivalent
240

6
240

4
160

General test
Specific test

ET
30
15

30
15

3
2H
100 120

No. of MC questions
required by TC-lA
Required in Canada
Equivalent No. of
MC questions

Practical tests are required for both levels 1 and 2 by TC-lA but only
level 2 calls for such tests. It is difficult to reliably compare test
times with TC-lA except to point out that any specific tests to be made by
an employer in Canada are in addition to those called for "central" certification by DEMR.
RT
Time allowed

2.0

2.5

MT

PT

ET

1.0

0.5

1.5

b) LEVEL 3 The Canadian level 3 must be compared with ASNT and
not TC-lA level 3 on the basis of knowledge criteria and length of written
tests which last up to seven (7) hours for RT, UT, ET and five (5) hours
for MT and PT methods. No level 3 certificate is issued unless the candidate has successfully completed level 2 practical tests, thus differing

froro both ASNT and TC-1A, Renewal of certification for the 3 levels occurred annually but was extended to three (3) years as of 1937.
More comparisons on the Canadian system will be found under the
next heading.
SYNTHESIS OF VARIOUS NATIONAL CERTIFICATION PRACTICES
This part summarizes and compares
features of certification documents used by a
such documents state they meet or even exceed
by SNT-TC-1A. Nevertheless it remains that
not systematically duplicate one another.

information on several major
range of countries. Several
the minimum requirements set
those national procedures do

Additionally, the corresponding suggestions contained
latest draft ISO document are reported for comparison purpose.

in the

All national systems basically differ from TC-1A in that qualification/certification is conducted by a central independent body in a first
phase and by the employer whenever necessary in a second phase.
Levels of Qualification
All surveyed documents described a three-level system of qualification/certification with the exception of Australia.
At level 1, ascribed responsibilities are closely similar between
countries although there exists a divergence regarding the need for
evaluation/interpretation of test results. A number of countries accept
that level 1 perform that task under written instructions whereas others do
not. Canada is now using the first solution except for radiography which
is under review.
At level 2, the evaluation/interpretation of test results against
codes, etc. are excluded by Japan, Italy but accepted by FGR, Canada,
Netherlands, France, Nordtest, SNT-TC-1A. Technique writing is optional at
level 2 in UK/PCN but most national documents include it. FGR allows for
"organizing simple test procedures".
Level 3 qualification shows an overall cohesive pattern of responsibilities though reference to "technique writing" appears in some
documents and to "procedure writing" in others but this may well be a
perception of interchangeability of those two terms.
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENT
Although industrial experience is a systematic requirement to
eligibility, surveyed documents may, in some cases, define education and
training on an interelated basis ..hereas others exclude reference to " K J cation. Difficulties may exist however in comparing documents as a result
of differing national educational systems.
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Industrial Experience
The minimum worktime values set by TClA were often used for
levels I and 2 in the five methods as in, Nordtest, Italy, FGR, Canada.
Provisions are generally made for applicants who concurrently acquire
experience in more than one method.
ISO Document 7N35 proposed the same values although changing to 3
and 9 months for eddy current. However the trend in Third World countries
would be to advocate higher employment periods, as follows:
RT

UT

MT

PT

ET

Level 1 (MONTHS)

8

8

4

3

6

Level 2 (MONTHS)

12

12

6

6

12

Training
Japan makes the period of practical experience depend upon the
training acquired by applicants. Canada and SNT-TC-1A link training hours
with the degree of formal education for both levels 1 and 2. CSWIP does
not call for training requirements. UK (PCN) was studying the possibility
of mandatory training. FGR and Nordtest stipulate for levels 1 and 2 a
minimum level of education but otherwise require definite numbers of training hours. France does not call for formal schooling but the combination
of training and experience specified vary with the sector and method under
consideration. Australia has no training requirement. Netherlands define
a minimum number of hours for the three levels and test methods but education levels are specified.
The following data compare the total number of hours for both
levels 1 and 2 which are required respectively by several countries, Canada
and TC-1A, The ISO draft 7N35 dated November 1986, specifies higher
figures which "are provided for guidance" and "national certifying bodies;
may take into consideration: education, training facilities, certification
in other methods, and other factors", thus allowing for interpretation.
TRAINING

RT

UT

MT

FT

ET

HOURS

120

120

64

56

120

ISO Draft

HOURS

60

80

20

12

20

TClA etc.

(Data represent total of hours for levels 1 and 2)
Categories of Industrial Applications
The Appended Table contains detailed information both on (a) the
industrial applications as these underlie certification practices and on
(b) the respective examination schemes being practiced in the countries
surveyed.
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Qualification/certification of NOT personnel by a central agency
and according to national documents, extends across a range of applications: from "general" in Canada and japan, through various "sectors"
in several procedures or even to "sub-sectors" or "product range" in Nordtest and CSWIP. As well, within a given national procedure, applications
can be both "sectorial" for test methods such as RT and UT but "general"
for MT, PT and ET. The most frequently referenced sectors were castings,
welds, wrought products and aircraft structures.
National documents may specify the number of supplementary MC
questions for candidates to more than one sector thus providing an interface between "general" and "sectorial" qualification/certification for the
purpose of international harmonization. ISO document 7N35 also included
such a provision. ICNDT Recommendations to ISO recognized the need for
examinations in both "sector specific" and "multisectorial" applications.
Examination Schemes
Several examination schemes actually reflect the basic TC-lA
structure and terminology:
(1) "general" written (2) "specific" written
and (3) "practical" tests. However in those national procedures, "specific" refers to "sectors" and not to "jobs" (Nordtest, UK/PCN, Netherlands,
Italy, France). Canada uses a somewhat different nomenclature.
The Appended Table describes the various schemes surveyed which
always include written tests for each of the three levels. A few procedures (Japan, CSWIP) includes oral tests as a requirement but these may be
waived in others (FGR, Australia, Italy). Practical tests are always
required for level 2 and generally for the lowest level 1. With level 3,
practical aspects are resolved through either a written test or a level 2
practical test.
Contents of Written Tests (Levels 1 and 2)
Documents generally specify the number of MC questions for each
paper and method. The data on MC questions shown in the following table
are taken from SNT-TC-1A for Level 2; several documents show similar or
slightly differing numbers (FGR, Italy, Netherlands, France, Nordtest).
However the following data for level 2 would appear to respectively represent both a lower limit and an upper limit (Canada) for written tests. The
ISO draft 7N35 proposed the same number of questions as SNT-TC-lA, for all
levels 1, 2 and 3, as exemplified on page 3 for level 2.
Practical Tests (Levels 1 and 2)
These tests present greater difficulties to a quantitative comparison. Only the Netherlands define for each method both the number and
description of test samples and the corresponding test duration. The
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following table provides data which is applicable to a "general" certification which at least includes sectors but excludes any tests by the
employer.
Level 2
Netherlands
Canada

Practical
Tests

RT

UT

MT

FT

ET

8

8

4

4

8

In Hours

15

20

7

5

10

In Hours

In two other examples, the duration of written and practical examinations
depends upon the subjects and problems (FGR) or upon the "sector" selected
foe certification (France),
LEVEL 3 EXAMINATIONS
All documents involve level 3 certification that compares with
TC-lA, except for Canada. Level 3 examinations consist of two or even
three written tests, under either two equivalent groupings: (a) Basic/
Method or (b) General/Sector tests, possibly a third test dealing with
practical aspects. Italy's third test is oral. FGR uses the General/
Method tests plus a third user-related test, Canada and Netherlands
require practical tests which should be those done for level 2 certification. France also requires the Basic/Method tests plus a written examination in drafting NOT specifications. SNT-TC-1A is oriented towards the
employer's product(s) and methods employed along with its written practice
and uses the Basic/Method tests plus a Specific examination for each method
without requiring a practical test. The numbers of MC questions are generally comparable between documents.
STATUS OF INTERNATIONAL HARMONIZATION OF CERTIFICATION SCHEMES
Although ISO established a sub-committee (ISO TC135 SC7) on the
Qualification of NDT Personnel as early as 1975, no meeting was held until
September 1983 following the Canadian acceptance to operate the SC7 secretariat through DEMR. TWO other meetings took place in February 1985 and
May 1986. Membership raised from fourteen (14) countries in 1983 to thirty
(30) countries as of December 1986 including 22 "Participating" members and
8 "Observers".
The ICNDT carried out over a period of several years extensive
work towards harmonization and produced a final document in November 1986
which was submitted to ISO TC135SC7 as their final recommendations with
respect to training, qualification and certification of NDT personnel.
It is pertinent to refer to IAEA's successful
ting the application of NDT technology in some thirty
America, the Carribean, Asia and Pacific regions.
countries are now "p" members in ISO SC7 whereas IAEA
member speaks on behalf of all these countries.

programme
countries
Several
acting as

in promoof Latin
of those
a Liaison
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The latest Working Draft 7N35 was referenced several times above
and SC7 'P' members had to decide whether to submit it as a Draft Proposal
to ISO Central Secretariat for registration thereby reaching the third of
four procedural steps towards a Draft International Standard. Complete
information on vote results and their assessment are not yet available for
release. Document 7N35 reflected an appcoach for maximizing chances to
achieve both global and specific compromises. As examples one may cite
central qualifying body, general and sectorial applications, terminology
and structure of examination schemes, minimum eligibility, criteria, possible extension to other NDT methods, etc. Perhaps a main deficiency at
this stage concerns the lack of adequate specifications for practical
tests.
CONCLUSION
Comparing the Canadian standards and a range of national procedures on NDT personnel certification shows that they share numerous common
features with respect to structure and substance. The evidence would tend
to confirm that the SNT-TC-lA Recommended Practice has strongly influenced
the characteristics that define national certification schemes, thus introducing a fair degree of homogeneity. Nevertheless no two national certification procedures provide an exact replica of one another. The latest ISO
document provides a general reference framework with a range of comparable
details that reflect a reasonable degree of compatibility between those
procedures. The decision to achieve any kind of harmonization and its
extent rests with SC7 members.
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APPENDED TABLE

W WRITTEN
P PRACTICAL

RT — RADIOGRAPHY M T - MAGNETIC PARTICLE ET - EDDY CURRENT
UT—ULTRASONICS P T - L I Q U I D PENETRANT

COUNTRY

QCUMENT
ISSUED
(year)

METHODS

1072

AUSTRALIA

<~ANADA

AREAS OF APPLICATIONS FOR
THE PURPOSE OF PERSONNEL
QUALIFICATION/CERTIFICATION

EXAMINATION SCHEME

RT.UT

General

General (W) Oral: possible

MT.PT.ET

General

General (W)

RT

1979

UT.MT.PT.ET

) General 2) Alrcralt Structures
2) General

General (W&?>) • Specific (W)
General (WftP)
Level I: no practical test)

FRANCE

1984

RT.UT.MT.PT.ET

1) Coatings 2) Steel Industry
i) Aerospace 4) Heavy Equipment
5) Multisectpri.il 6) Welding &
Construction 7) Tubes, pipes, etc.

Gener.il (W&P) • Sector
Specific (W&P)

GERMANY
F.R.

1982

RT.UT.MT.PT.ET

General

General (W&P)
Oral: possible

ITALY

1902

RT

UT

MT.PT.ET

1) Castings 2) Welds 3)Forgings
4) Particular Applications
?) Automatic Systems

General (W) -

1) Castings 2) Welds
3) Forgings 4) Rolled Products
5) Automatic Systems

Sector Spccitic (W&P)
Oral: possible
(FOR ALL FIVE METHODS)

1) General 2) Particular Applications
3) Automatic Systems

JAPAN

1982

RT.UT.MT.PT.ET

General

General (W&P) • Oral

NETHERLANDS

1!>G2

RT.UT.MT.PT.ET

1) Aerospace Constructions
2) Equipment/Steel Constructions

General (W) Specilic Sector (W&P)

NORDTEST

1983

nT

1) Steel Welds 2) Light Metal Welds
3) Steel Castings 4) Light Metal
Castings 5) Aircratt Structures

General (W) •

(Denmark
Finland
Iceland
Norway
Sweden)

UT

MT.PT.ET
UNITED
KINGDOM
(.1) P C N

1983

RT.UT.MT.PT.ET

(b) CSWIP

I

1980

Specilic (W&P)
(FOR ALL FIVE METHODS)

General

1) Castings 2) Wrought products
:i) Welding 4) Aerospace

General (W) •
Sector Specific (W&P)

FIT

1) Steel Welds 2) High Energy-Welds
3) Interpretation

W&P • Oral

UT

1) Steel Wolds (Plates, Pipe, Noule)
2) Plalos, Section, Bars 3) Overall

(FOR ALL FIVE METHODS)

ET

1) Materials & Components
2) Materials, Structures & Components

MT.PT
U.S.A.
(SNT-TC-1A)

1) All Weld Conligurations ?) Butt
Welds only 3) Plates. Slabs.
Billets, Forgings 4) Castings

RT.UT.MT.PT.ET

General
Specific Applications

General (W) • Specilic (W)
• Practical
(By employer only)

NOTA BENE - (1) TABLE REFERS ONLY TO Q/C CONDUCTED BY A CENTRAL BODY WITH THE EXCEPTION OF
USA/SNT-TC-1A.
(2) INFORMATION IS LIMITED TO FIVE (5) NDT METHODS.

FIFTH PAN PACIFIC CONFERENCE ON
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING

ALTERNATE PAPERS
CINQUIEME CONFERENCE PAN PACIFIQUE
SUR DES ESSAIS NON DESTRUCTIFS
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MONITORING THE ACCUMULATION OF DAMAGE IN GFRP BY ACOUSTIC
EMISSION
«
«^ «,
Yang Guang»song, Shan Xiao<qiang

Paper: AIM

People's Republic of China

ABSTRACT
Acoustic emission monitoring provides a means for probing and keeping traok
of damage accumulation in GFRP, Data recorded here inolude the AS events,
line location and amplitude distribution. The load when AB signals start is
correlative with
the angle of off-axis tentlon for unidirectional specimen. Falioity ratio of laminates ia related to the load subjected to the
specimen wand its fracture strength. The results demonstrate the potentiality for the use of acoustic emission to locate the existing damage, monitor
damage initiation and progression, possibly distinguish between the major
failure mechanism of different laminates with the assistance of amplitude
analysis, and forecast the stiffness, strength and the life of the structure
of oompositea.
INTRODUCTION
QPRP is being widely used in aeronautical industries and space technology due
to its high modulus, high strength and light specific weight. In order to
use GFBP affectively and increase the safety and reliebility, it is necessary
to understand its rarious mechanism of failure and damage progression. A
wide range of non-destruotive inspection (NDl) techniques have been used to
detect various types of internal damage and damage grovth which are of the
most interest in composites, namely matrix craving, fiber failure and delamination. One of the recently developed technique of nondestructive testing is
Acoustic emission, which appears to offer a very praetioal procedure for detecting internal damage and tracking its progression. In the current study,
the application of aooustio emission as non-destructive evaluation tool for
detecting and locating the existing damage, tracking down the damage progression and identifying the potential failure sites are investigated. Special
attention is given to the potential of aoouatio emission.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
All specimens tested in this program are unidirectional off-axis specimens of
GFRP at angles of 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°, their nominal dimensions are of

240 mm x 20 mm x 1.0 mm for 0°, 240 mm x 20 mm x 2 mm for other angles. The
additional studies were performed on bundles of Glass fibers.
All mechanical tenting wag performed at stroke control at a rate of 1 mm/min.
Two types of loading functions were performed: 1. monotorieally increasing
load up to failure; 2, loading/unloading cycles at predetermined incremental
loads up to failure.
For all specimens tested in this program, acoustic emission was monitored using
Dunegan 3400 3eries AE instrumentation. Tbo operating parameters are: Transducer typea S9204, thre3hhold level of 0.1 v, fixed gain of 40 dB preamplifier.
Transducers were placed at both ends of the specimen with an interim instance of
60 nun.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig 1. shows the load and AE curves verse displacement of Glass fibers. The
total events increases as the load increases. While failure the total events
ri3es very straight. As a matter of fact, the number of events here is related
to the number of fractured Glass fibers. With the assictance of probability
analysis, the strength distribution of Glass fibers can be obtained.
Fig 2. shows the accumulation distribution of amplitude, it is nearly a straight line at the slope (-1.30), the range of amplitude is firom 45 dB to 65 dB.
Fig 3- to Fig 7- show the stress-strain curves, and AE total events curves in
tensile testing for unidirectional specimens at angles of 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and
90°. Before the load of starting AE, every one of the stress-strain curves
appears linear. Howeirer, it appears nonlinear beyond the load of starting AE.
Moreover, each AE total events curve appears apparently four stages. At first
stage, AE events increase quit slowly, which presents individual matrix crazes;
at the second 3tage, it increases quite »£uickly, the matrix cracks continually
increase; at the third stage, AE events increase steadily, which presents that
the fibers control the progression of matrix cracks; at the last stage, AE
total events increase very rapidly, while the specimens fractured. For the
off-axis specimens at angles of 30°, 45°> 6°°» *ha sejond stage is shorter than
that of the unidirectional, specimens at 0°, and 90°, however the third stage is
much longer, which is resulted from the delamination of the off-axis specimens.
At the third stage, the failure of delamination controls the damage growth un-»
til fractured, which is observed under microscopic observation.
Fig 8-12. show the accumulation distribution of amplitude. It is seen that the
range of the amplitude of AE events is 40 dB to 00 dB, there are two apparent
peak valures, at the first and second stages, the peak valure near 55 dB increases rapidly, but the second peak valure near 62 dB increases rapidly at the
third and fourth stages. The slopes of AE events are changed with the off-axis
angles, with the assistance of amplitude analysis, the failure mechanism can be
distinguished.
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Fig 13. shows the fracture strength, the load of starting AE and the ratio
between the load of starting AE and the fracture strength against off-axis
angle. It is seen that the ratio between the load of starting AB and the
fractured load ia approximately a straight line, which rises from 0,45 to
O.75 as the off-axis angle increases from 0° to 90°•
Fig 14. ahowa the location distribution histograms of events obtained for a
typical unidirectional off-axis specimen at angle 3^° • It is of interest to
note that a significant amount of activity ooourB throughout the speoiment
length* which can ha attributed to matrix cracking and crazing or interficial failure. The site of peak valure is the failure site. The location
distribution histograms of events for all other off-axis angles tested in
this program are very similar to that shown in Fig 14*
Fig 15. shows tha
clearly seen that
•lamage induced by
forecast the life

FaUoity Ratio (FR) against the applied stress. It is
FR decreases with stress, which presents the internal
the previous loading. Therefore the AS oan be used to
of composites during proof-testing.
CONCLUSIONS

1. The AE event3 obtained from fibers specimens present the number of fractured fibers and the damageprogreosion, the range of amplitude is from 45
dB to 65 dB.
2. A qualitative correlation between acoustic emission events and the
angles of the off-axis is obtained. With the assistance of amplitude analysis, A potential -ito distinguish between the major failure mechanisms is
obtained.
3% As a non-deatruetive tool, AE is effective to locate the existing damage,
detect initiation and track progression of the internal damage. The FR ratio can be used to forecast failure.
REFERENCE
1. 7..M. Yuan, Acoustic emission characterizations of internal damage for
GFRP. 5IAES. pp. 459-463.
2. N.C. Shippen and D.F. Adams, Acoustic Emission monitoring of damage
progression in Graphite/Epoxy Laminates, J. Reinforced plastios and
composites, Vol.4, July 1985 pp. 242-261.
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RESULTS, EVALUATIONS OF ACOUSTIC EMISSION TESTS APPLIED IN
INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
Pedro Feres Filho

Paper: AIM

Brazil

ABSTRACT
Work's approach is an analysis result obtained in 18 months of tests in
different industrial equipments.
In particular the presentation involves 5 cases histories, where Acoustic
Emission method is described, and the comparative results of complementaries
non destructive tests.
In the conclusion the most relevant aspects were pointed, as well as the
technique's potentiality.
1. INTRODUCTIONS
Acoustic Emission (A.E.) is the term used to represent stress waves spontaneously
released by materials when stimulated thermally or mechanically.
A. E. is a non destructive method which uses stationary piezoelectric sensors
settled on the structure to detect and localize ativity areas.These activities
represented and analized according to AE parameters are the discontinuities
indicator when the structure is stimulated ( Fig. 1 ).
The method detects discontinuity presence in initial stages, incorporating the
facility of covering in one test, the whole equipment's surface.
The innovation that A. E. technology introduces is that allows excecution during
equipment operation withouth taking it out of service.
It adds the concept of defect's activity, which allows the discontinuities
evaluation in periodical tests.
From this point of view, A. E. is the tool which allows a predictive maintenance
practice, concept which is present constantly in the industrial activity.
2. THE TECHNIQUE
A. E. as a non destructive test is a relatively recent technique (1970) and it
does not yet have, procedures and acceptances criterias adopted by the codes.
With exception of fiber reinforced plastic (FRP) whose code ASME ( 2 ) has
adapted the already consagrated procedure CARP ( 1 ) for FRP tanks and vessels.
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Besides the fact it's a recent technology, a brief analysis of the test's
filosophy presents inquiries of difficult interpretation for the person
perfoming the test.
During test, data acquired are the results of a natural phenomena represen
tativeof discontinuities behaviour submitted to operational equipment
conditions, which are the most diverse among the industrial universe.
To feel this problem's difficulties, to stipulate one procedure is the
same as to estabJLsh different behaviour phenomenos (fragilization by H2,
stress corroalnn), and the behaviour of differents deffects (cracks ,delainitiations, inclusions) when submitted to differents stimulus and differents
stress cycles.
It is here where the test's executor's experience becomes very important in
the result's perfomance, as well as the hardware and software's resorts
available for the test execution.
In spite of the difficulties presented, the potential of use and the techni
quu's efficiency have revealed a very promissing future which has encouraged
various entities to develop research , aiming procedure's regularization.
In FRP case we already have this as a reality ( 1 ) ( 2 ).
Metal equipment tests, references can be found ( 3 ) , and in some cases procedures with specific criteria are available ( 4 ).
Therefore it's the author's opinion that the codes endorsment refering to
criteria formalization, is a matter of time, where cases histories documentated
will provide a basis of this future documentation.
3. INSTRUMENTATION
As mentioned before the technique consists in distributing stationary sensors
settled upon a structure with the function of transforming the stress wave
emission into electrical signals.
This stress wave emissions now codified in electrical signals (Fig. 1), will
supply structural behaviour data.
With the development of this technique, A.E. is beeing requested to monitor
structures with large dimentions such as bridges,offshore platforms,reactors,
pressure vessles. The great quantity of sensors working simultaneoulsy have
been a major exigence.
The solution wns to use
microprocessors to control, and to file data of various sensors receiving information simultaneously.
This is the form which presently we can present instrumentation that attends
to the differents applications of this technique ( Fig. 2 ).
4. A. E. TEST'S METHODOLOGY
4.1- Methodology used for fiber reinforced plastic
For FRP equipments, the method, procedures and acceptances criterias
used is the consagrated procedure CARP ( 1 ) .
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AE applied at FRP will fill up the existing gap in the inspection of composed materials, specially in tanks and pipes which contain acid products
and corrosive solutions.
The typical composite fracture mechanism, have as characteristical factors
of the strutural degradation, the following phenomenas :
. Matrix crazing
. Fiber - matrix debonding
. Fiber fracture
. Fiber pull-out
The described mechanisms are A.E. sources, and can be characterized through
the amplitude distribution revealed during stressing sequence,
CARP criteria has as well, methods to evaluate defect's severity through the
Felicity ratio, and composite's avaliations as the creep phenomenon.The above
is a synthethis, which shows the method eficacy for the main problems evaluation presented by composites used in industrial field.
4.2- Methodology Used For Metal Equipments
Metal testing is a more delicate situation, because there are no proce'
dures endorsed by the codes.
Through the various field tests and destructive lab experiments, the author
developed a basic methodology for metal test execution.
This methodology was also based on ASTM 569/82 recommendations and many literatures (some quoted in references (11) (12) (13)), and fundamental concepts
of Fracture Mechanics.
The summary of these informations resulted in a 4 level classification of
active sources, identified as A, B, C and D.
The recommendations proposed by this methodology are :
. Sources A and B must be inspected by complementary NDT. Indicate presence
of discontinuities in evolution.
. Sources C should be registered for follow up in periodical tests.
. Sources D, irrelevant character.
The identification of those sources is done according to it's behaviour
during the stressing. Specially A type source present instable behaviour
when pressure or temperature increments are executed. The presence of activity
during load hold periods is added to the a type source identification.
The most reliable AE parameter for active source classification was found to
be "ENERGY" in the actual status of our application, and we aim to establish
correlation for determining acepetance criterias through numerical energy
values.
The graphical representation which has aided us best in active source locations is Figure 3, where they are represented simultaneously:
. Axis \ ; Numbers of hits
. Axis X : Sensor's identification
. Axis Z : Energy values.
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5. AE APPLICATION IN INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENTS
we will report test results done in industrial equipments, and the confrontation done by other NDT.
The reports, results and confrontations will refer to cases histories filed
by the author, about'done in various chemical and petrochemical plants,
5.1- Butaneuni Storage Sphere
Case History 038
5.1.1- Equipment Characteristics
.
.
.
.

Diameter : 11 m
Material : ASTM A516 Gr 70
Operating pressure : 2 to 6 kgf/cm2
Operating temperature : environmental

5.1.2- Test's Condition
. Environmental temperature
. Done in operating conditions pressurized by the process product with
5 minutes load hold at 2, 4, 6 and 6,5 kgf/cm2.
. Instrumentation settings: total gain 60 dB, threshold 45 dB.
. Sensor's distribution according to lay ou Fig. 4.
5.1.3- Test's Results
As a final result it was presented Fig. 4, where 9 active areas are localized and classified.
The confrontation with other NDT appear in Fig. 5, where complementary ultrasonic test was applied as well as magnetic particles for discontinuity's detailment.
5.2- Fluoridric Acid Storage Vessel
Case History 016
5.2.1- Equipment's Characteristics
.
.
.
.
.

Height : 9,9 m
Diameter : 1,9 m
Material : A283C and A515C
Operating pressure : 6 kgf/cm2
Operating temperature : 60°C
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5.2.2- Test's Conditions
. Temperature : 60°C
. Teat done in operating conditions, increased by 10% in the work's
pressure ; done by it's own process product.
. Instrumentation setting ; total gain 70 dB,threshold 35 dB.
5.2.3- Teat's Result
This particular test was done to evaluate A. E. technical perfomance
in the defect's location ( hidrogen blistening ) .
Figure 6 presents the sensors distribution ( traced with an X ) and the
active areas detected by A. E. test. In the same figure, hidrogen blistening
defects found by ultrasonic tests were charted done in 100% of the vessel's
surface ( darkened areas ) . ,.,,.•"
This way, it is evident that the coherence between the results of the 2 tech
niques applied.
5.3- Phosphoric Acid Tank
Case History 034
5.3.1- Equipment's Characteristics

.
.
.
.
.

Height : 6,4 m
Diameter : 4,2 m
Operating pressure : Atmospheric
Operating temperature : environmental
Material : FRP

5.3.2- Test's Conditions
. Environmental temperature
. Test during filling with process product, according to CARP procedure.
. Instrumentation setting: total gain 60 dB, threshold 30 dB.
. Sensor's distribution as shown in Fig. 7.
5.3.3- Test's Results
Through the tests results ( Fig. 8 ) , it was evidenced presence of
defects which endanger the structural integrity of the areas of sensors 3,4,
5, 8 and 15. After inspection follow up , these areas revealed the presence of
various fractured fibers, delaminations and corrosion ( Fig. 9 and 10 ) .
5.4- Cok Drum Reator
Case History 071
5.4.1- Equipment's Characateristics
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.
.
.
.

Height : 32 m
Diameter : 7,2
Operating pressure : 4 kgf/cm2
Operating temperature : 60 to 480°C

5.4.2- Test's Condition
. Temperature : 120 to 480°C
, On line test
. Instrumentation setting : total gain 60 dB, front filter
50
counts
10E6 and 30
ENERGY
10E5.
5.4.3- Reactor's Operation History
This reactor is subjected to severe operational conditions, occuring
nucleation and propagation of several cracks in support ring ( Fig. 11 ).
The operational cycle beggins with the heating up from 60°C to 120°C, in
approximately 2 hours. The cycle continues with another heating up,now from
120°C to 480°C in a shorter period ( 15 minutes ) . After this last heating,
starts the colt's loading from 0 to 80 tons.
The refered equipment has been operating for the past 20 years, occuring in
1984 deformation in the support ring. This fact caused long interruption
period of production. During 1986 there were built 2 new reactors,same as
the old one, which generated a series of studies due tp historical presented
by it's antecessor.
Part of the studies were A. E. on line monitoration with 3 basics objetives:
A. To use A.E. technique in detection and location of support ring cracks.
B. To analise in the operational cycle phases which is the most severe period. The intentions are supplying information to minimize defects incidence.
C. To start a comparative study of the old and new units, to establish
follow up analysis of structural degradation.
5.4.4- Test's Results
A. About crack's location, the test showed to be efficient.particular
ly in detecting weld cracks between support ring and reactor.
The major difficulty found was in the classification of localized areas. The
basic methodology presumes a controlled stimulation necessary to reasearch
the instability and intensity of the active source.In the present case ( online test ) , we can not interfere in operational conditions, so the analysis
of critical defects become a research work of the A.E. parameter's correlated
with observation done, over active areas by NDT and visual methods.
B. About analysis of the most severe cycle phase, datas were taken
each 30 minutes during complete cycle of 40 hours. It was observed that the
most severe period started 210 minutes after the beggining of operation,
reaching a critical point 240 minutes later. This conclusion was obtained
from figures 12 and 13, through the Energy value's evolution. After 400 minutes the Energy values retrograded and stabilised.
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C. The comparative study between the reactors, the old one operating
for 20 years and the new one for 1 month, was summarized in figures 14 and
15. In figure 14 are presented the results refering to both tests during the
same operational conditions. In figure 15 the same data filtered in the form
of I.000
Energy
10.000.
Again the Energy parameter appears as a fundamental information for analysis.
The expectancy of developing this research is to establish numerical values
which indicate the moment for predictive maintenance avoiding therefore long
production interruption.
5.5- Process Column
Case History 012
5.5.1- Equipment's Characteristics
.
.
.
.
.

Height : 20 m
Diameter : 0,8 m
Operating pressure : 13i5 kgf/cma
Operating temperature : 90°C a 105°C
Material : A516

5.5.2- Test Conditions
. Environmental temperature
. A.E. test during hydrostatic test at pressure of 39,4 kgf/cm2,with
5 minutes load hold at 14 and 26,5 kgf/cm2.

5.5.3- Test's Results
As final 2 active areas classified as type A sources were detected.
Ultrasonic tests done in those regions showed an accentuated corrosion with
40£ to 70% material thickness reduction. Figure 16 shows the sensor's distri;
bution, actives ac^za and the defects found by ultrasonic test.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The example presented in this paper, added to the author's experience in more
than 200 tests done in differents equipments and lab tests, takes us to the
conclusion that A. E. has the following potentiality :
i) Detect and localize active sources in metal and FRP equipments.
ii) Evaluate structural integrity.
iii) Correlate A. E. signal with type of defect.
At the present stage in which we are using the technique, the three above mentioned items have procedure and acceptance criterias in execution and data
Interpretation for FRP application.
Fcr metal equipments the last item is to be developed, promissing for the futu
re to complete the technique's potentiality.
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The first one is that conceptionaly A. E. technique is linked to the
presence of structural degradation mechanism, and not to the defect's as it
is.
The second is that A. E. brings with it not only the idea of one more
non destructive method for defect's detection.
Through this technique we can evaluate the active revealed by the defecC during operational conditions.
This fact will revolutionate the defect's concept, improving
the
actual knowledge about discontinuites behaviour when submitted to different0
cycle loads.
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SOME STUDIES OF MAGNETIC DETECTION
P a p e r Alt 8

Xu Jiazhen, Tao Xizhi, Wang Ende

"

People's Republic of China

ABSTRACT
This paper p r e s e n t s s t r i p mag»atic dipolecmodel.with which d i s t r i b u tion of s t r a y magnetic f i e l d i s q u a n t i t a t i v e l y computed, and also
presents t h e mechanical molel of the forced magnetic p a r t i c l e s as
well as d e r i v e s the a n a l y t i c a l e x p r e s s i o n , with which t h e influence
factors of d e t e c t a b i l i t y are analysed. Through the q u a n t i t a t i v e
computation the mechanism for forming magnetic p a r t i c l e s pattern i s
suaoesfully explained. The r e l a t i o n s h i p s of forces acted on magnetic
p a r t i c l e s , the width, depth and deoth below part surface of defects
are computed. The computed r e s u l t s correspond with our experimental
results as well as with foreign experimental r e s u l t s . On t.ie basis
ofquantum theory, the preparing study of modern magnetic t e s t i n g
theory i s carried out.
1.

PREFACE

Magnetic detection has become a common technique in nondestructive
testing field. Authors have worked in this field for more than 20
years. They have found that there are still some problems, such
as detection mechanism'.and theoretical problems. These problems
influence the raising of technique, scientific research and teaching. The main purpose of this paper is to study detection mechanism and some theoretical problems. The theoretical study results
are proved by experiments aa well as compared with foreign experimental results. The study is satisfactory.
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2.

STRI? MAGNETIC DIP01E MODEL

This paper uses strip magnetics dipole model to indicate the state
of magnetized defeat(l). The model and coordinate system are
shown as Fig. 1 * 2b is defeat width* h is defect depth.
3,

DISTRIBUTION OF THE STRAY MAGNETIC FIELD

Using strip magnetic dipole model proves xf y component of the stray
magnetic field as follows

•U)

Stg1 (h(x+b) ((x+b)2+y(y+h)} ~1

_ 2ti 1 [h(x-b) ((x-b)2*y(y+h)J -']
in {t(x+b)2+(y+h)2)'((x-b)2+y2jj
in {((x+b)2+y2j.((x-b)2+(y+h)2) }
H e n - normal component of external magnetic field
Here X g - magnetic susceptibility of part
N__ - dema^netism factor of part r-eeometric parameter h,b,x,y
Prom (l) , C2)((3),x, y components of stray magnetic field are related
to magnetic property and geometric condition of part, the size and
direction of external magnetic field, the defect width and defect
denth and space coordinate x, y. The right side Fig. from Fig. (2)
to (7) all indicate the changing law of peak value. The computed
results correspond with foreign experimental results. In respect'to
the relationship between the stray magnetic field and b, there arc
defferent conclusion at home and abroad, see Fig. 2 and 3 • In
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•fact these different results really may be obtained in the different
definate experimental condition. The quantitative study of the stray
magnetic; field has important theoretical significance for magnitio
sonde and nagnetic tape of modern magnetic leakage detection

4.

MECHANICAL MODEL OF FORCE iiCTiiD ON MAGNETIC PARTICLES

The paper advances a mechanical modelof force actedonmagnetic particle
By the model the interaction forces between magnetic moment produced by
defect make magnetic particles move to a definate direction, s» the
magnetic particles pattern i3 formed.
5.

THE ANALYTICAL i£XrRES;JIOW OF THE FORCE ACTED ON MAGNETIJ
PARTICLES

The magnetic moment of magnetic particle magnetized by the striy
magnetic field "? as follows

1

•

•

i

4

;

p - vnlume of magnetic particle
X - magnetic susceptibility of magnetic particles
N_ - demagnetism factor of magnetic particle*
ll - the intensity of the stray magnetic field
The energy of the magnetic moment I in the stray magnetic field
is W = P'H, so the force acted on magnetic moment of magnetic oarticle
in stray magnetic field is
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Through formulas (1) to (5) » formula (6) may he derived as followa

The magnetic moment is constant P when the magnetic particles are
magnetized to saturation, then the force is

F

I p - saturation intensity of magnetization
J - saturation intensity of magnetic polarization
Prow (6)
magnetic
magnetic
magnetic

, the mair. factors which determine the force acted on
partiole(detectatoility) p are property of part, external
field H e , geometric parameter of defect and property of
particles.
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6.

THEORETICAL COMPUTATION

In order to analyse the forced direction of magnetic particles, to
explain the mechanism for forming magnetic particle pattern anl
quantitatively to study regular nattern of changing of force asted
on magnetic particles, from formulas (7) and (2),F (r), F (r) »(r)
'

(Vr)2+P

( p ) 2 )^'

computed with computer.
7.

and

H(r) = (Hx(r)2+Hy(r)2J % are Quantitatively

The results are shown as Pig. 8 to Pij. 11.

MEJHAKISM FOR FORMIKG MAGNETIC PARTICLE PATTERN

Fig.11 shows the changing curves of H(x), so F,, = i £ - < °- p " n
y
ay
ID
Fir:.B(b),also the whole F < 0. Ic the region 0 < x ^ b , F,, . " > 0,
y
x ax
F = 0 when x = b, F < 0 when x ^ b . Fit^.B(a) indicates same
positive and negative chanpes of F when h> 5, so the direction of
the force acted on magnetic ^articles as Fig.12 shows that the coninounted force leans against b. Above the surface of specimen ind
within the region x> 0, then the force acted on suspended magnetic
particles leans against b. The right force attracts the magnetic
narticles •to b, at the point b the magnetic particle pattern is
formed. This isttiebasic me'jhansim for forming magnetic parti3le
pattern. The same mechanism is also proper for forming another
magnetic particle pattern at point -b. Our experiments prove that
there are really two magnetic* particle patterns at boundary surface
of stainless steel weldment and ferromagnetic parent material.
Through Fig.8, when b <1, BO F < 0, the forced magnetic particles
lean against original noint. Then only at the point where x = 0,
there is a tnegnetic particle pattern formed. In practical magnetic
particle detection usually b < l for crack, so one magnetic parti2ie
pattern is formed
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8.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETW3EN THE FORCE ACTED ON MAGNETIC PARTICLES
AND GEOMETRIC CONDITION OF DEFECT

Through Flg.8(e), F has maximum at x » b, when b>5, as stated above,
there are two magnetic particle patterns to be formed at +b, P has
maximum at x=O when b<l, and for any x value the increase of F
follows increase of b. Through Fig.9 for any x value , the increase
of F t F both follows increase of h value. So the compounded foroe
F will increase when h increases. Through Fig.10 F decreases when
y increases. If we presume above the surface of part, there is a
layer of nonferroraagnotioa, its thickness is y, so the influence of
to y-.to F is equal to the influence of nonferromagnetios cover layer to
y. In the magnetic particle detection, the thinner ferromagnetics
cover layer above defect may be taken to saturation magnetization.
So its magnetic property is the same with nonmagnetics. Therefore
the influence of y to F is equal to the influence of depth below
surface y1 to F. Therefore F decreases when y1 increases. The
indicative current (the magnetisation electric current with which
just the magnetic particle patterns are formed) of 61 natural defects
(they have same property and are alike in shapes)are measured as
well as the h, 2b and depth below surface y* of each defect are
measured by metalloscope. On the basis of 244 experimental date, the
unit triplet linear regression analysis is carried out, the obtained
equation is as follows.
1=10.20+15.30y» - 18.45h - 14.20b

8

Through formula [8},the obtained the influence of h, b, y* of defect
to F(detectabllity) by experiments corresponds with above mentioned
theoretical computations well. The influence of h,y* to F alsa
corresponds with foreign experimental results. But the influence
of b to F has different conclusions at home and abroad. Our taeoretioalQOmputations and experiment? both indicate that the increase of
F follows the increase of b when b <lmm.
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9.

THE INFLUENCE OP MAGNETISM OP PART TO P

Through formula (7), ^ f - > Ft, through formula (3), X s t — Xgt. O n *be
basis of teehniqeS magnetization theory, in each different magnetization prooedure, there areX<sci2K. ..X O C T ^ I H ^ ' Xj&J (\ rr i«-1
8
S
B It .; S
S*M
8
S '
respectively. Among them K 1 is magnetoerystalline anisotrope constant, X s is magnetostriction constant, 0* is stress. Therefore, In
any procedure of magnetization, there is X«el 2 . The influences <*f
K.,o ,X to X are related to magnetization condition and its
1

^

5S

prooedures, but K,,,\s are relaxed to heat treatment technology.
In accordance with Vonsofsky's binary alloy theory, Pe-C alloy is
in fullydisorder state, take y'=(I«,n- I )l"s!,,
then
y=
constant concerning crystal structure, K is Blxzman constant, ! is
adjacent atom number of atom, A Q a , Aafe are respectively exchange
integrals among Pe atoms and Pe-J atoms, n^'^b respectively
represent quantity of Fe,C(^). Therefore, when temperature goes

, K fe K
10.

A a Q | or A Q b ^ , then y f ^ ^ ^ y ^ ^ ; ^

P

^

THE PREPARING STUDY OP MODERN MAGNETIC TESTING THEORY

As above stated modern magnetic theory has been successfully used
in magnetic detection. Using Hersenberg's exchanging interactisn
theory to define the common exchange integral as . ^ ^ *

9> ^ . are the single eleotron vave function of different quantum
state. The obtained energy concerning magnetization is E m =^j—A ?
A=

^ » Agfi«-here m is whole magnetic quantum number.If the exshange
in-tegral A r>0, the more m increases, the lower energy decreases.
That means'when exchange integral among electrons is positive, the
energy of ferromagnetic state is the lowest. The positive excaange
interaction requires spin parallel for orientation to produce ferromagnetism. If % R ' < °, the system is stable
When m«=0.the negative
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exchange interaction requires apin antiparallel for orientation
to produce antiferromagnetism. The exchange integrals of some
elements are quantitatively computed, The results prove that the
theoretical oriterion of exchange integral concerning ferromagnetian ia correct. And the partition function and the free energe
of system are evaluated by statistical mechanics. Introducing
relative magnetisation intensity y«l*Ig. from the condition of
free energe minimum, then y3tanh(KX)~1(0.5A +.^11), the formula
also shows the influence of temperature and exchange Integral to
magnetization Intensity. This formula compares with Weiss's
theory of molecular field, then Weiss's internal field oomes from
exchange integral. The exchange interaction theory corresponds
vith results of experiments well in high temperature region. In
low temperature region the theory of spin wave corresponds wit a
results of experiments well.
11.

SUMMARY

(1) The results of computation of the leakage magnetic field aad
force acted on magnetic particles correspond : with results of
experiments, which prove that the strip magnetic dipole model is
successful.
(2) By the directions of forces acted on magnetic particles obtained from theoretical comnutation the mechanism for forming magnetic
particle pattern is explained very well.
(3) The theoretical computations correspond with results of experiments for relationships between the force acted on magnetic partio
les and geometric conditions of defects.
(4) t2)»(3) show that authors' mechanical model and analytical
expression are correct.
(5) Expressions almost include all factors of influence to forse
acted or. magnetic particles, and they are supported by a lot of
experiment data and practical experienrses.
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(6) I t i s oorrQ'-st that to tasra exchange integral us the theoreticu
criterion of fsrroma^netiara. Tho aodern Magnetic theory satisfactorily proves the influence of oiiflnetism of part to detacfcabi^tty.
Authors hope to open up a novr fiald of modern magnetic testing
theory.

aiPBRENCS
Xi-chen, Theory of Interactions of Leakage Ma/metis ?leld and
Defacta in Leagaae Magnetic PIiuc t e s t i n g . Hondestructive Testing
(Chinese Journal), Vol. 1, No.5, 1979f pp.9-15.
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TESTING RUBBERS TO IMPROVE TIRE PERFORMANCE
G.J. Briggs, R. Rahalkar, W.C. von Hellens
Canada

P a p e r : Alt 26

'

INTRODUCTION
The automobile tire is a very complex composite article. It consists of
several different rubber compounds as well as steel beads, cords and a wire
belt bonded into a single structure. Non-destructive testing is widely used
by the tire industry to ensure that the various materials are properly
assembled and balanced. Examples of some of the technniques used are
radiography, holography, ultrasonic and thermographic.
However, the principal objective is not so much the preservation of the
article being tested as to improve quality control. Usually every tire is
automatically mounted in a Tire Uniformity Grading machine which measures
various stresses when the tire is rotated. Variations in force indicate
discontinuities or misalignments in the tire. When variations begin to fall
outside an acceptble limit other non-destructive methods are brought into play
to isolate the problem and correct it.
Polysar Limited is a raw material supplier to the tire industry and as such is
not capable of making tires or carrying out tests on the completed product.
Nevertheless, manufacturers of tires would always like to see some
characteristics of their product improved without sacrifice to any of the
properties it already has. Therefore, there is a continual push on the raw
material suppliers to develop new and modified rubbers to satisfy the
ever-changing requirements and predict what their behaviour will be in
finished tires before a tire is ever built. In this sense, the testing is
non-destructive and its contribution tc tire development in recent years will
be discussed.
Prior to 1940, 'rubber' generally meant natural rubber, a product collected as
latex from the rubber tree. Natural rubber consists of long chain molecules
which behave in a manner analogous to a plate of spaghetti, being able to
experience large deformations with very little flow. During the war, a
shortage of the natural product developed and in order to meet the urgent need
for rubber, the synthetic rubber industry was born. Synthetic rubber is
produced by chemically combining small molecules, end to end, to make long
chains.
The small molecules selected for use by the synthetic rubber industry were
different from those combined naturally in the rubber tree. The synthetic
rubber, although it was still analogous to a plate of spaghetti, differed from
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natural rubber in certain details. These details make it possible to produce
rubbers that have differences in physical behaviour that can not be matched by
natural ~ubber.
Although natural rubber is exceptional in some ways, such as in tear
resistance, tack and its relatively low cost, other properties can be improved
by using one or more of the various synthetic rubbers that are available.
These properties are oil resistance, permeability, heat aging, weathering,
wear resistance, high resilience, quality consistency and a lower level of
impurities.
Over the years, the synthetic rubber industry, by continuously juggling the
building blocks from which its rubbers are made, has permitted tremendous
improvements in the quality and uniformity of the products made from them.
For example, comparing l'J4Q and 1986 behaviour, passenger car tiro life has
increased from between 10,000 and 15,000 miles to between 40,000 and 50,000
miles. Air pressure had to be checked weekly compared to two or three times a
year today. Honing resistance has been reduced by over 50%. Off-thc-road
tire sizes have increased from 6 to 14 feet diameter.
A wide variety of articles are produced from synthetic rubber. Examples of
some of the rubber products that contain elastomers made by Polysar Limited
are tires, blow out protectors for oil wells, hose, conveyor belts, protective
clothing, paper coating, carpet backing, chewing gum and pharmaceutical
stoppers.
Basically, there are an infinite number of possible rubber compositions from
which rubber articles can be made. Each would have a different balance of
properties resulting from the use of different monomers, their concentration,
the polymerization system, blending etc. In this way it is possible to be
very selective with respect to the properties required for a certain product.
Polymers for use in rubber compounds for tires have an exacting set of
performance characteristics to meet. The products are required to have a high
degree of traction in wet and dry conditions and they must remain rubbery over
a wide range of temperatures. They must also be wear resistant and have low
hysteresis (to provide low rolling resistance) along with other properties.
Some of the laboratory tests that have been used to predict the superiority of
certain polymers that have been developed recently are given below.
Ultimately, the prediction must be confirmed by manufacturing the article and
testing it in actual use.
ROLLING. RESISTANCE!
the oil crisis the rolling resistance of tires has taken on added
significance because it can be directly related to fuel consumption. Each
time an element of a rotating tire tread comes in contact with the road it is
bent, compressed and then released. In going through each deformation cycle,
a small amount of work is done on the rubber vulcanizate causing the
temperature of the tire to increase and effectively acting as a braking force
on the wheel. In order to estimate this effect (hysteresis) on a rubber in

the laboratory a small sample is used, approximately 0,03 x 0.4 x 2.5 cm in
size, mixed in the same recipe as is used for a tire tread and cured under the
same conditions. The small sample is clamped in a Rheovibron Dynamic Tester,
stretched in tension by a small amount and then subjected to a dynamic
deformation of known amplitude at 56°C and the resulting dynamic response is
measured. Because the imposed strain and resultant stress are not in phase a
certain amount of hysteresis will be present. This hysteresis can be measured
in terms of the tangent of the phase difference (tanb ). If tan1* is large,
the hysteresis and hence rolling resistance, and fuel consumption, will be
high.
The table below shows the values of tanS obtained at 56°C on a tread
compound, typical of those in use today, compared to a compound containing
vinyl polybutadiene (VBR), a polymer that is under intense development at the
present time,
TABLE I

-

COMPOUND
Blend of SBR/BR 75/25
Blend of SBR/BR/VBR-25/25/50

ROLLING RESISTANCE
TAN £ at 56°C. 110 Hz
.176
.152

This difference would be expected to translate into a fuel saving of about 3%.
At the present time, a new dynamic tester, the 'Mechanical Energy Resolver
1.100', is being evaluated. It will allow the energy consumed in deforming a
small rubber cylinder to be measured directly. There is a much greater
latitude in the conditions that can be imposed on the sample since the load
and deformation limits are much greater and either the dynamic load or
deformation can be controlled.
WIST. SKID RESISTANCE
Traction is a very important property for tires since it has an effect on the
control of the vehicle when accelerating, steering and perhaps most
importantly, stopping. It becomes particularly important when the road
surface is wet and stopping distances increase to about twice the value found
on a dry surface. Automotive engineers have found that there is a value of
wet friction below which the driving public tend to experience many more
skidding accidents. Therefore, tires must at least have this minimum value of
skid resistance.
However, it is generally recognized that there is a loose relationship between
wet skid resistance and rolling resistance. Usually, when rolling resistance
is reduced, skid resistance becomes worse. Therefore, it is very important
that, when vinyl polybutadiene is used to improve rolling resistance as shown
in Table 1, one does not move into an unsafe region with respect to wet skid
resistance.
Figure 1 is a conceptional drawing of the contact area between a tire and a
wet road surface. The length of the road patch shown would be less than 1
mm. Imagine the tire sliding across the road and the tread being forced to
conform to the shape of the asperities in the road surface. A point on the
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surface of the tire must move rapidly up and down as it enters hollows in the
surface and is then pulled over the high spots. Microscopic examination of
road surfaces and experiments relating sliding friction to sliding speed
indicate that the frequency of movement on the surface of a sliding tire is in
the order of 20,000 to 200,000 Hz and the temperature of the sliding surface
approaches 100'C.
The energy loss associated with the deformation of a rubber sample is
dependent on both the temperature and the frequency of the test as illustrated
in Figure 2.
As can he seen from a tan© vs temperature plot as produced on the Rheovibron,
the t a n £ drops rapidly at first as the temperature is raised aui then levels
out. The teat is run at 110 Ha and passenger car tires operate in the region
of 56°G. Therefore the tan £ at the point A in the figure gives a good
estimate of the losses to be expected from a tire under normal operating
conditions. Alternatively, the same curve could be generated by selecting an
operating temperature and increasing frequency as shown symbolically in the
lower scale.
There is no instrument available to us that will permit us to measure tano at
the required frequency of about 100,000 Hz as indicated by the point B.
However, one should be able to select a low temperature at 110 Hz that would
produce the same tan £ as would be found at the desired temperature and
frequency. In order to determine the correct conditions to be used in the
routine Rheovibron test, a series of compounds of known wet skid resistance,
as determined in tire tests, were, prepared and tested in the range -10 to
+10"C and it was found that tan £ at 0°C gave the best correlation with the
wet skid resistance of the known compounds. Therefore, the wet skid
resistance of new compounds is estimated by measuring tan £ at 110 Hz and
0°C. High values of tan £ are inferred to give improved resistance to
skidding on a wet surface.
TABLE II - WET SKID RESISTANCE
COMPOUND
Blend of SBR/BR=75/25
Blend of SBR/BR/VBR=25/25/50

TAN 6" at 0°C. 110 Hz
.277
.390

As can be seen, contrary to what is usually observed, the compound containing
VBR would be expected to develop improved wet skid resistance as well as
reduced rolling resistance in a tire tread.
ABRASION RESISTANCE
The number of miles that a consumer expects to drive his car before the tires
need to be replaced has risen over the years to between 40 and 50 thousand
miles. Tire designers are now thinking in terms of a tire that will last the
life of a car. Hence, as good as tires are today, it is anticipated that
advances will continue until tire life equals the life of an automobile.
The wear of tires is a very complex subject. In free-rolling the abrasion is
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very mild, resulting only from a small amount of squirm as the circular tire
re-adjusts as it contacts and passes over a flat surface. However, in the
transfer of force between the vehicle and the road as occurs in acceleration,
steering and stopping there is always an element of sliding introduced and the
amount of sliding is an indication of the severity of the wear. The severity
of the wear also depends on other factors such as driving habits, locality and
climate.
There is no known test that can predict tread wear accurately when it includes
so many uncontrolled variables. Nevertheless, although it is known that
compounds do not always respond in the same way to the severity of wear,
simple tests are carried out that are felt to be general indications of wear
performance.
In one of the tests that are used, (DIN 53516), a rubber cylinder under a
given load is drawn across an emery paper surface for a known distance. The
weight loss is measured and from this the volume loss is calculated. The
greater the volume abraded the poorer the abrasion resistance.
In another approach, the sample, a small solid rubber wheel under load, is
pressed against a rotating emery wheel. In order to obtain a measurable
amount of wear in a reasonable time, the axis of the rubber sample wheel is
held at an angle to the axis of the abrasive wheel. The severity of the test
can be altered by changing the wear angle. The weight loss after a given
number of rotations is compared to the weight loss of a control compound which
is run at the same time. The ratio of the performance of the experimental and
control are used to express the improvement as a percentage. Large numbers
indicate good abrasion resistance.

TABLE III
ABRASION
COMPOUND

DIN Abrasion

Akron 15"

SBR/BR=75/25
SBR/BR/VBR=25/25/50

(mm3)
105
96

(%)
149
159

Akron 20"
(%)
131
244

In each case, the test results indicate that the inclusion of VBR in the
compound can improve the resistance to abrasion. Of passing interest, note
the relatively high values obtained for all of the tests using the Akron
abrader indicating the general improvement in abrasion resistance over a tread
compound representative of that in use during the 1960's.
AIR PERMEABILITY
Some rubber tests that are important in the development of tread compounds
containing a newly developed polymer have been examined. Next we will look at
some of the tests that were used in the development of tire inner liners using
another recently developed polymer. This polymer, POLYSAR Bromobutyl 2030, is
widely used in inner liners today.
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The pneumatic tire, as its name implies, is highly dependent on contained air
under pressure to carry out its remarkable function. It would be helpful if
the tire could be mounted on the rim, filled with air and forgotten, but it is
characteristic of any rubber that the air will eventually leak out by
permeation. This permeation in a tire is reduced by applying an additional
layer of rubber on the inside of the tire and this is called an inner liner.
There are large differences in the permeability of the various rubbers and one
objective of tire makers was to make an inner liner with the lowest possible
permeability.
In the laboratory permeability is measured simply by placing a sheet of rubber
in a test cell and applying pressure to one side and measuring the volume of
gas passing through the sheet. The volume of air passing through the sheet
is, naturally, very small and can be calculated by measuring the movement of a
meniscus in a glass capillary.
TABLE IV - PERMEABILITY
COMPOUND

AIR PERMEABILITY at 65°C
X 1C

NATURAL RUBBER
BUTYL RUBBER
GHLOROBUTYL RUBBER
BROMOBUTYL RUBBER
Q is the volume of air in cm3 at NTP that passes through the sample per
second, per square centimeter, per centimeter of thickness when the pressure
across the specimen is one atmosphere.
Natural rubber had been the polymer usually used in inner liners and it can be
seen that its permeability is about ten times that of the three polymers from
the butyl family which represent a minimum value that can be obtained using
elastomers at the present time.
It was recognized that if a polymer from the butyl group could be used in
inner liners, tire pressures would have to be checked much less frequently and
there would be less tendency for the public to drive on under inflated tires.
Some reduction in permeability could be obtained by blending natural rubber
with halobutyl (either bromobutyl or chlorobutyl), as shown in Figure 3 but
when attempts were made to use halobutyl alone there were problems.
HOT ADHESION
In the manufacture of a tire a series of laminates are wrapped around a drum,
starting with the inner liner, then the carcass, followed by the sidewall and
tread. Each compound is different, optimizing the particular job it has to
play. The assembly is then forced into a mold which imprints the tread design
and gives the tire its final shape. In order for the tire to hold its shape
it must be vulcanized for several minutes at a temperature of about 160°G.
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Vulcanization is a process in which chemical bonds are introduced between
polymer chains to change the rubber from a high viscosity liquid to a highly
extensible solid.
After vulcanization, the tire must be stripped from the moid and the various
layers that make up the tire must remain adhered. In the case of butyl and
chlorobutyi, the inner liners often separate from the carcass which is
basically a natural rubber compound. This problem was solved with the
invention of bromobutyl.
To test for this property a sheet of inner liner compound is pressed against a
carcass compound and cured at the required high temperature. At a later time
the cured sample is heated in an oven, quickly transferred to a tensile tester
and the laminates pulled apart. From the load required, the adhesion to the
carcass is calculated.
TABLE V
HOT ADHESION
COMPOUND

NATURAL RUBBER
BUTXL RUBBER
CHLOROBUTYL RUBBER
BROMOBUTYL RUBBER

ADHESION TO CARCASS COMPOUND at 100°C
(kN/m.)
25.0
0.9
1.9
14.0

It has previously been established that a minimum value of about 6 kN/m is
needed to consistently prevent separations during tire manufacturing.
Bromobutyl inner liners meet this requirement.
AGED FATIGUE LIFE
During the life of a tire, the wheel makes between 40 and 50 million
revolutions. At each revolution any point on the tire is flexed and it is
important that the flex life should be long in order that the inner liner does
not crack during service.
In order to indicate this property, a Monsanto Fatigue to Failure tester is
used. Dumbbell samples are gripped in the instrument and stretched repeatedly
at 100 cycles per minute and the number of cycles to failure are recorded.
Since the life of a tire usually extends over a few years the samples are
submitted to accelerated aging conditions of 168 hours at 120"C before they
are tested.
It can be predicted from the figures in TABLE VI that the fatigue life of
tires containing bromobutyl inner liners will be greatly improved. This would
represent a coincidental benefit that would result from reducing the
permeability of inner liners using bromobutyl.
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TABLE VI
FATIGUE LIFE
COMPOUND
NATURAL RUBBER
BUTYL RUBBER
CHLOROBUTY.L RUBBER
BROMQBUTYL RUBBER

MONSANTO FATIGUE TO FAILURE
Cam #24 -(kc)
0.1
54
365

CONCLUSION
It has been shown that the manufacturers of rubber goods have continually
asked for raw materials that would improve their products. In response, the
raw material suppliers have continually modified or changed their products to
meet these expectations. The raw materials that are candidates for the
application must be screened initially and this is done using laboratory tests
that can be related to the response of the finished article. Several examples
of this type of advance have been described. Ultimately, a material that
shows promise in the laboratory tests must be proven by its inclusion and
testing in the final product.
There is every indication that progress will continue in this way. Engineers
are at present contemplating a tire that will last the life of the vehicle.
This means that treads must show further improvement in abrasion resistance
and side walls must show improved resistance to cracking. It is expected that
rubbers will be found that can meet these requirements through the use of
laboratory tests that are already available and through new tests that are
designed to predict the desired improvement in the finished article.
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Fig. 1. — Tire/Road Contact
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Fig. 3. — Permeability at 65 C
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ABSTRACT
This paper briefly dissects the nature of image forming mechanism
of macroscopic seam defects on a film under radiographic test of
a welded component with the aid of nervous science and from the
point of view of information theory. The transmitting, transforming, memorizing and processing of the defect information have
been given out physical exegeses, and further induced as an observable analogous relational chart of the defect information network. The modulation, demodulation and distortion of the information of welding defects have been briefly discussed, and the
authors predict that the introduction of information theory,
vision sen3e alienee and calculating techniques into radiographic
test will result in a technicality revolution in this field.

When expounding the classical principle of radiography, people
usually introduce the attenuation formula , i.e.
J = J o e~Uk
to explain the image forming mechanism of the seam defects occurred in a welded component under radiographic test. Then by means
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of photographing theory they make some physical exegeses on the
thickness difference between perfect and defect positions of the
aomponent, on the capability of capturing optical photons and on
the finally formed white-and-black defect image. This is a theoretical mode which has been accepted by vast numbers of nondestructive testing workers for a long time.
During the past decade in the development history of science and *
technology, the mutual infiltration and blending among various
subject3 have b?coae a fundamental feature of the current academic research resulting from the rise of frontier science and new
methodological subjects such as information theory, cybernetics
and systematology etc. It is more conspicuous that thought
science is also moving toward natural science and that some new
research fields will be explored and strengthened by the basic
elements expressed graphically with vision and sense. It can be
seen without difficulty that the mankind society is marching toward a highly developed informationizing one which brings the
creativity of people into full play. The ones who are in charge
of nondestructive testing will be inspired by the application of
information theory and the development of vision sense science
to achieve more progresses in their work.
In fact, it can be traced back to 1960s. It was reported at
that time that the concept of modulation and transmission functions in information engineering wa3 introduced into the radiographic system in medical science. The report objectively
evaluated the emerging rate of information images. Chen M n , a
Chinese visiting scholar to the United States, publishod in the
U.S. journal "Science" a paper titled 'The Topological Structure
of Vision and Sense', which reveals the functional hierarchy of
graphical sense divided by geometrical invariance and provides
the theoretical basis for studying information theory and
thought science. In the field of nondestructive testing, how-
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ever, no paper has been published till now on making inquiries
into the imago forming mechanism of seam defects occurred in a
welded component by means of information transmitting function
and with the aid of thought science.
Claus, a wellknown scholar of West Germany, stated that information is a result obtained from mixing substance together with
consciousness in a completely correlative way. This is a unique
viewpoint which combines natural science with thought science.
We shall mainly discuss it hereinbelcw. On the one hand the
image forming mechanism of the defects will be dissected from the
point of view of information theory and vision sense science; on
the other hand the transmitting, transforming, memorizing and
processing of the defect information will be given out physical
exegeses, and further induced as an observable analogous relational chart of the defect information network. As a result, the
radiographic testing workers will be able to get a better understanding of the image forming principle of the seam defects.
1. IMAGE FORMING MECHANISM AND DEFECT INFORMATION MODE IN
RADIOGRAPHIC TEST
Before getting into the content of this subtitle proper, we have
to make sure that sensitization occurred in radiographic test is
not caused directly by electromagnetic radiation and that the
whole electromagnetic radiation procedure should be considered as
an inductive excitation (i.e. an industrical X-ray detector is an
energy source), during which a high voltage is added to the both
ends of the X-ray generator and therefore a lot of free electrons
are generated from the filament to bombard the anode target with
a great kinetic energy and thus to excite the X-rays. Only when
the electromagnetic radiation with high energy penetrates into
the welded component, it may be absorbed by the three kinds of
mechanism (i.e. photoelectric effect, Kompton effect and genera-
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tion of electron pairs). Then the rest of atoms in the component
are also ionized or excited and finally the defect images are
formed in the sensitive materials.
Thus it can be seen that it is reasonable for us to use the radiographed component as the information source. Thereby we can have
such a concept that the whole procedure of radiographic test is
that of the transmitting, transforming, memorizing and processing
of the information.
1.1

Formation of Information Field in Three Dimensional Space

People live in a three dimensional space and all the macroscopic
substances in the world are of three dimensional structure. Without doubt it is the same that the microscopic structure (atoms and
molecules) of a substance also exists in the form of three dimensional lattice. When an energetic stream with high velocity
penetrates a corapoment and interacts with a dense substance, a
photoelectric effect, the Kompton effect and electron pairs will
be generated to form a energy field of three dimensions. (I«t
should be pointed out that the Kompton effect i3 prevailing in the
substance with median atomic number. The electron pairs will be
generated only by the bombardment of optical photon stream with a
power more than 1.02 mega electron volts, hence they will not be
considered in the case of the general industrial X-ray detector
used as an energy source.) If some defects exist in the component, the thickness difference of the energy carriers will attenuate the energy information indexically, resulting in inhomogeneous
distribution of the information intensity. The information transmitting function will depond on the beam quality (beam hardness,
exposure level and quantity of scattered rays) and on the property
of information carriers (atomic number and thickness of the components). In one word, the information field in three dimensional
space will appropriately give out a spacial description for the

moving locus of optical photons at the component defects.
1.2

Transmitting and Transforming pf__Two Dimonaional Information

1.2.1

Optical Intensity Distribution of Two Dimensional
Information

When the X-ray intensity infox'mation of three dimensions is transmitted to a fluorescent intensifying screen, it will excite the
screen to generate a fluorescent light and transform the energy
distribution of three dimensions into the optical distribution of
two dimensions; the same transformation will take place when a
metal intensifying screen generates beams and partial metal marked
X-rays while being excited, and the only different point is that
the intensifying factors are lower. This information transmitting
function is affectod by the intrinsic nature of the intensifying
material, i.e. wo should give more attention to the property and
granularity of the sensitive material in the case of using a
fluorescent intensifying screen and to the material density and
screen thickness when using a metal intensifying screen.
1.2.2

Latent. Inm/re Distribution of Two Dimensional Information

The optical intensity distribution of two dimensions is further
transmitted to an X-ray film with silver bromide (a sensitive
material) as the emulsifier and then causes it to form a latent
image distribution of the two dimensional sensitized silver grains
after the silver bromide crystals have been subjected to optical
absorbtion, photoconduction and light emission. It must be pointed
out that the latent image distribution is a concept of probability,
i.e. a random set of spot locus, and will entirely folio* the
Poisson formula. Therefore, what the X-ray film records i3 the
track of optical photons. And the response of the sensitive material and the optical and electronic features of the emulsifier
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play a loading role here,
1.2.3

Density Distribution of Two Dimensional Information

Obviously the "latent image" itself is of no visibility. How can we
transform it into anoptical density distribution of two dimensions?
It can be done with the aid of developing process. Its fundamental
mechanism is that the ''latent image" center inside the silver
bromide crystals is exposed and developed by a developer which can
solve silver bromide, so as to form a wonderful image of two
dimensional density. The information transmitting function in
this stage will depend on the developing formulation and the darkroom treatment technique.
1.3

1.3.1

Memorizing and Processing of Nervous Information and
Ideological Information
Transforming from Optical Density Information into
Nervous Information

After the "latent image" is developed we will obtain on the film
an image which, consisting of countless micro spots, is a random
set of sensitivity, optical photons and emulsifier crystal dislocation. Only with the aid of a film reader can we get the
hierarchy concept of defect image in the optical distribution
according to the optical intensity. Then the physical stimulus
of the optical information will act on the human sense organ and
the optical image will be concentrated on the retinas by the
dioptric system of the eyes and transferred to the cells of rods
and cones (The nerve cell is the element for transmitting information), so that the optical information has been transformed into
the nervous information. The optical intensity of the film reader
and the optical nerve resolution of the operator are the mainstay
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in this respect. (Here we can only make a general explanation
since it is a highly sophisticated physiological process that the
optical information is transferred into the nervous system and
memorized in the human brain.)
1.5.2

Transforming from Nervous Information into Ideological
Information

It is easy to imagine that the nervous information is memorized in
the human brain in the form of white-and-black image. The brain
nerves then begin to carry out a synaptic process psychologically
with more intenseness. Through memorizing, associating and thinking in images they analyse, integrate and process the visual
information and finally transform it into ideological information.
This thought feedback: mechanism is also a very sophisticated procedure and only depending upon the operator's knowledge and experience and the quality standards can the correct conclusion be
expressed in the form of literal information. Friedrich Engels
gave a brilliant exposition of it. He said that the thought procedure i3 a behaviour of high-level substance and can be expressed
by the substantial carrier in the form of literal information such
as language, code, etc. The whole procedure is called judgement.
As far as the content discussed here is concerned, the conclusion
report on a radiographic test is just an embodiment of the literal
information.
Obviously it is very important in a radiographic test to study the
transmitting function of the defect information and then to find
out the dominant factors which affect the transforming of the
defect information. All these are advantageous to the improvement
of the information usefulness, to the determination of the exposure
conditions and to finding out the causes that affect the information reproduction rate.
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1,4

Relational Chart of InformationJEransmittinfl Network

From the point of view of information theory we can decompose the
defect information transmitting procedure as the following steps;
Physical
information

Chemical
information

Ideological
Nervous
—•_
information
information

If the defect information transforming procedure is described by
the theory of the substantial carrier distribution, we can make a
quasi-ordering chart of energy transforming as follows:
Energy source

I

IEnergy distribution of three dimensional space|
Optical intensity distribution of two dimensions

I

[Latent image locus distribution of two dimensions
|Image density distribution of two dimensions
Terminal output (Literal symbols)]

If a relational chart of information transmitting
to illustrates the image forming mechanism of the
out exegeses on the basic elements of the various
will obtain a clear and visible conception of the
Fig. 1).

network is used
defects and give
procedures, you
mechanism (see

?.. DISCUSSIONS
The image forming mechanism of the seam defects on a film in the
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radiographic test is an extremely complicated process and it requires certain physical, chemical and geometrical conditions. In
order to increase the quantity of useful information and the reproduction rate of the defects, it is of vital importance to investigate the energy loss in the course of information transmitting, to match the different, exposure conditions, to reduce- the
information distortion and to enhance the information demodulation levels. Wow let us discuss these important things,
2.1

Modulation of Information Quantity

As we know, the information quantity is a function of the film
density, but it must be modulated through the radiographing voltage, current, time and focal distance, so it follows the density
formula:
(KV) n • mA • S
PE D2
where
PE
KY
mA»S
D

Film density
Radiographing voltage
Product of radiographing current and time
Distance from focus to film

Thus it can be seen that the film density effect resulting from the
radiographing voltage is directly proportional to (KV) n (here the
value of n is between 4.0 and 2.0) and that the density is inversely
proportional to the square of focal distance.
Another method for modulation is to make an optimization of radiographing specifications by means of orthogonal check design. Therefore the radiographing voltage(A), current(B), tiine(C) and focal
distance(D) are considered as the variable parameters, and three
levels are selected for each parameter. In this way, a code table
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checking the orthogonal design will be obtained and a
useful characteristic curve will Toe plotted out, so as to complete
the information modulation.
Code table Lg(34)
Checking code

Parameter

1
A
B
G
D
a.a

a 3

4 5 6 7 8 9

a a a 3 3 3
a 3 1 a 3 1 a 3
a 3 a 3 1 3 1 a
a 3 3 1 a a 3 1

1 1 1
1

Information Demodulation and Distortion

The clarity of information is an important basi3 for the identification of the defects. But it should be noted that the clarity
and the image disseotibility are two different concepts. The image
dissectibility indicates the film feature for displaying the
details of the defects and is just a threshold value. It completely depends upon the original properties of the film (including
granularity, reflectivity, grey scale and original unclarity).
But the geometrical unclarity is a variable parameter defined as

Of course the use of smaller focus and longer focal distance will
be able to decrease the informT \ T : ui-Stortion and increase the
geometrical unnlarity. In that case, however, the radiographing
voltage has to be increased correspondingly, thus resulting in a
certain difficulty in eliminating heat. A compromising method is
that the original unclarity value is employed to adjust the
limited value of the focal distance.
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3.

PROSPECT FQK THE APPLICATION OF IMFOIMATIQN THEORY AND VISION
SKNSJ2 SCIENCE TO ItADIOGRAPHIC TEST

To sum up, we believe that tho infiltration of information theory
and nervous go tonne into tho field of nondestructive testing is
an inspiring research subject;.

Making U3e of information theory

and vision sense science is obviously of great advantage for
revealing tho defaot image forming mechanism and law.

The authors

predict that the introduction of information theory, vision sentsu
acienco and calculating techniques into radiographic test will
result in a technicality revolution in thi3 field.
Since the optoelectronic image intensifier came out in 1949, the
X-ray industrial television has been widely used.

Today it is

even equipped with the television camera, video recorder and automatic: remote-control device and the televisual pictures are
colourlaed.

Nevertheless all the3e progresses have not cast off

trie very overelaborate photographing process.

It is possible to

acauiOB that the microscopic; defect information is directly changed
into an electric signal by means of the electronic scanning
technique and then analogously calculated in a computer after
Fourier transformation and micro colour coding.

We can set up

the fracture mechanics mode of various seam defects and make use
of the throe dimensional space function and Hilbcrt space theory
to deduce the numerical mode from the rejecting criterion.

Then

after being coded the proposition is memorized in the computer,
ana according to the programs tho computer will carry out a complicated logic decision and calculation.

Finally the quality

grades of the radiographed component will be printed or displayed.
In a word, we are optimistically looking forward to the future
when the information theory will bring more information for the
defect image forming mechanism and the vision sense science and
the calculating techniques will also make a contribution to the
development of nondestructive testing technology.
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-2 C M 1-0 UB-2

1. Network chart of image forming mechanism
of seam defects in radiographic test
IV: Information Carrier
I: Energy Source
(Sensitive Film)
(X-ray Deteotor)
IV-1: Sensitive material
II: Information Source
response
(Radiographed Component)
II-1: Atomic number of the
IV-2: Emulsifier property
component
J.V-3: Darkroom technique
H - 2 : X-ray hardness
IV-4: Developing formulation
II-3: Exposure
V: Information Mentorizer
I1-4: Thickness of the component
(Human Brain)
V-1: Optical intensity of
II-5s Scattered rays
film reader
III: Medium(Intensifying Soreen)
III-1:Fluorescent screen crystal V-2J Optical nerve resolution
property
VI: Terminal Output
(Radiographic Test Report)
III-2sFluorescent screen
granularity
VI-1: Quality standard
III-3:Metai screen density
VI-2: Operator's knowledge
III-4:Metal screen thickness
VI-3: Operator's experience
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RESEARCH ON THE APPLICATION OF X-RAY TV TO THE FORMING PROCESS Or
MACRODEFECTS IN THE CASTING
Paper: Alt-56

Wang Yan
People's Republic of China

Abstract

The X-ray TV is uned in the observation of the forming principle
of mncrodefectn in the productive process metal casting. Accordingly,
an efficient way can be found out to control directly the productive
quality of casting.
In the paper, it briefly expounds a concrete experimental way in
which by the application of X-ray TV, the aluminium alloy casting
of the mould with or without sand box cnn be irradiated through in
all directions in the casting and solidification process. According
to the principle on the change of the diagram at dynamic state
observed in the time at which the defects of casting have produced,
therefore, an efficient technology can be worked out to control and
eliminate casting defects in order to eliminate the macrodefects
produced within casting in their bud stages or to change their existing position. In thin way, the strength of the weak part of
casting can be strengthened and the quality of whole casting body
or the inner condition of the key part as an everlasting record in
store for check.
In this experiment, we still have made research on the reason
why casting macrodefects form and the production process. Besides,
we have also studied the relation between the defect existing position and the casting loading capacity. The research shows that X-ray
TV and other controlling means can be applied entirely to observation
and control of the change of casting macrodefects at dynamic state
of the whole process from casting to solidifying for metal liquid in
high temperature. According to the above showed, a set of technological measure is formed directly to check and control the quality of
cnnting production.
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INTRODUCTION
The nondestructive testing of casting is one of the moat puzzled
problems in nondestructive tenting field. Many important parts of
dynnmic mixchinen, htf»h temperature and hifih prennure oontainern,
and nir equipments are mude by moann of casting. In other words,
all the so-called raw materials are made into various types of
steel and iron by metallurgy through ignot casting and then rolling. After all, the microdefects in casting and other materials
puch as shrinkages, air ventn all originated from the procedure
of casting. If nondestructive testing technique is spread to the
procesB of raw mntorlnl production, casting microdefects are to
be controlled in bud stage and finally eliminated, which is quite
Important for controlling material qunlity and ensuring the safety
of materials used.
These years we have made a serial research on how to apply X-ray
TV end other nondestructive testing means to observation of casting microdefects from the procesn of casting to solidifying an
well as their condition of growing. In order to know why originated
defects form in casting end where they are last located and how
they affect earncity of material mechanics, the work of nondestructive testing should not be limited to rinding out existing defects
but should be applied to further understanding of the reasons they
originate in the process of raw material production. When casting
materials are made already, defects are formed too, so it is too
late to observe already-existing defects and scrap the casting
materials. The means we employed is more economically beneficial
to the scientific production of modernized casting, and its quality
management and control as well. Meanwhile, infiltration of various
branches of learning may be also promoted. In the research, we have
made a lot of experiments on fine castings, ignot castings and sand
mould which are widely u»ed in canting industry today. From the experiment, we found that if we improve n little on the used normal
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X-ray TV system, it can be used to test the process of casting
production. 'Phis means can be also used in individual casting
production and mann casting production. Tn addition, this means
ensures the productive quality completely, especially in production of key parts of castings which are required high in quality
and can bonr complex strength. At the same time, the process of
casting production is video taped aa an everlasting recordn on
which users can watch inner quality of canting directly, in this
way, capacity of competition in to be m i n e d in product production.
1.

THIS PRINCIPLE OF X-HAY TV SY3TKM AND THE PHNK3TUATION
M1ST11OD OP X-UAY

X-ray i3 a kind of electromagnetic wave made of different wavelengths from 100A" toio'A.In addition, X-ray is a powerful unseen beam of light which can pans through any substances in
different stages with specular reflection. Pnnetmting quantity
changes according to density of nubstances. By means of this
capacity of X-ray, inner form of casting mould is shewn.
After X-ray penetrates the casting mould, the image intensifyer
receives the signs and changes them into a visible image, which
is transmitted to the screen and focused for 10-millimeter diameter picture taken by the Image tube. After that, the picture
is changed into TV signal and transmitted to the TV. At last,
the whole pictures of canting process can nr» watched on the
screen. Tn order to wntch the whole process of liquid metal
changes in the casting cavity, we employed different ways to
X-ray casting mouldr. first at lovel and right angler, then the
whole moulds while they are whirling.
1.1

The penetrating method of X-ray

Put the ready-made canting mould in between X-ray machine and
the image intensifier. In ordi-r to protect clarity of x-ray
from affecting and diffracting of X-ray, cover the other sides
of the casting mould with a more than 4mm fheet leads, with the
efficient range of obfservation of 80 100mm . The perutrating
method is shown as below:
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a
b
c
d
A
f

X-ray machine
___ casting mould
— — image intensifier
—
image camera
—
monitor
... vedIotaper

Before casting, turn on X-ray machine to observe the image of
casting mould and see when there appears tmage of cracks, dropped
sands and defects, switch position of casting mould x-rayed properly, then intensify the voltage of X-rny machine until the Iran^e
of sand mould turns white, take notes the voltage at the moment,
the voltage is the voltage of the thickness of sand mould.
In order to make the image of casting process more clear, the
current in the voltage tube used in X-raying should be properly
adjusted according to the thickness of the casting so that it
makes the image best.
Table I. Voltage and current used when image of casting mould is
white
Voltage and current Voltage and current
Penetrating
thickness of used in observation used when image of
casting mould
casting is all white
Voltage

Tube
current

Voltage

Tube
current

(kv)
2*12

70 - 90

3 - 3.5

over 140

over 3.3

2X16

90 -110

3 - 3.5

over 160

over 4

2X18

110 -130

3 - 3.5

over 180 i over 4.5

Notes

image clear
In casting
image clear
in casting
image clear
in casting
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Table II. Voltage and current used In test-observing the casting
process
Penetrating Voltage and current Voltage and current
used after polidithicknesn of used in observing
Aluminium
the casting pronens fication of casting
Voltage
(lev)

!

Tube
current
(mA)

Voltage
(kv)

Tube
current
(mA)

40

240

5

270

5.1?

45

260

5.3

290

5.6

50

280

5.8

310

6

Notes

Clear image•
in casting
process
clear image
in casting
process
clear image
in casting
process

The experiment shows that the thickness of casting mould and casting
passed through by X-ray is in direct ratio with voltage and tube
current. That is to say that the thicker the canting mould and casting are, the higher the voltage and current in the tube used.
X-ray is harmful to human body. In order to prevent X-ray from harming man, the designed automatic casting device should meet the requirement according to the condition of casting mould.

1.2

Testing of casting removable flask

1.2.1

Top pour casting mould with casting system

From the image, it can be seen that metal liquid lifts, striking
the faced casting wall, reflected to the bottom when inflowing the
cavity casting system by one end of the casting. Just at the moment,
there appears a mass of whirling air. Since casting mould is airtight and permeability of sand mould is limited air in the cavity
that can not be pushed out. As metal liquid inflows into the cavity
continuously, the density of air in the mould gets high and the
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Image of air between the aurfaee of Iiqui4 and the top of the mould
becomes dark. In the experiment, we tried our beat to better the
permeability of casting mould, but the inverse pressure of the whirling liquid can not be eliminated completely. Meanwhile, the velocity
of overflowing air-bubble cannot be increased, either. So these airbubbles that can not overflow quickly to form air vents, groan nhrinkagea and defects. In such case, we inserted a venting pipe of a few
millimeter diameters in the cavity where air gathers according to the
image of fluid observed in the cavity. The air above the liquid can
be seen moving quickly in the direction of the venting pipe. And the
air within the liquid is accelerated to overflow. Since the velocity
of overflowing air within the liquid la too high, there appears a
phenomenon of boiling on the aurface of the liquid. In this way, the
quality of casting can not bring about the expected results. According to the on-the-apot observation, we changed the venting pipe for
a controllable one to make the velocity of overflowing air current
meet the requiramenta. In such case, shrinkages and micronhrinkages
are completely eliminated.
1.2,2

The casting system with a bottom casting mould

When liquid metal inflows into the mold cavity through the lowest
parts of the mold, metal liquid sprays, which can be seen on the
screen because pressure and flowing velocity are both high. The
surface of the going-up liquid is more stable by bottom gating than
by top gating, but still there continuously comes air vents overflowing from the aurface of liquid which brings out phenomenon of
boiling. Thi3 tells us that when casting, liquid metal has function
of aorption and draws certain amount of air, but originally liquid
metal ubuorba ltcielf some amount of air. Tho overflowing; velocity
of air in liquid metal is limited by the decreasing velocity of its
temperature. That is to say, the more quickly the temperature of
liquid metal decreases, the less the air flows out. So after metal
la solidified, the content of air increases in metal. Meanwhile, the
probability of forming air clowhole gets big, too. In the experiment,
we controlled the easting and solidifying velocity within a certain
range and eliminated the air absorbed in metal. Therefore, metaln
capacity for solidifying and feeding has been improved, which leads
to reducing the air source in casting, and its eompactibility and
stress strengthened too. AS a result, raicrodefects in certain parts
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of casting have boon nIiminntuU,
1,3

The experiment on casting thg removable flask

In X-ray the removable-flask mould, fix X-ray machine and image
reoeiver to two end3 of a removable and turning rack separately,
and keep the central line of X-ray beams in line with that of
image reoeiver. Then place the casting mould to be X-rayed in
the central part of the ruck, Aftor that, the oa.'itlrifl mould nhould
not be moved any more when X-rayed. Thin make;; nure that some key
parts of the casting mould are to be x-rayed by going the rounds
in order to observe the process of forming defects in liquid metal
casting and solidifying.
Before casting, in order to observe whether there are dropped
sands, sand mould is broken or sand core is in proper position,
have X-ray of the whole fixed casting mould. If there is something
worn, repair and cast it. Tn this way, the casting defects caused
by the designed casting mould are prevented.
2.

THE ATTENUATION OP X-KAY AND CONTROL OF CLARITY OF X-RAY
IMAGE

The power of X-ray over the distance through the casting mould to
the image receiver attenuates in direct ratio with the density and
efficient thickness of the mould as well as the changing density of
air in the cavity of the mould. The thicker the casting board is,
the heavier the density of air becomes, and the more quickly X-ray
attenuates an well. Attenuation quantity of X-r;iy, in even density
and normal temperature of air, which irw.'roftnon an dlu lance Incruutins
is a constant. Only after the beginning of casting, as the casting
cavity is heated suddenly, the density of air gets higher, with
massive particles within aerosol brought out. In aerosol, the attenuation quantity of X-ray increases, at the moment adjust voltage
high any time to make the image on the screen clear. The change of
X-ray power relies on the principle of index attenuation. The attenuating value of X-ray passed through nome distance can be indicated
in the following formula:
Iy = Iu<4-*y
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In the formula^ Iy — the strength of X-ray passed through y distance. X, — the strength of x-ray at the beginning of radiating.
— the tease logarithm.
a a 2.710.... — attenuation factor.
When the casting mould is placed into the place between X-ray
source and the receiving screen. X-ray changes in attenuation,
attenuation factor1^ at the moment in in direct ratio with average density if of casting mould. "V? is called X-ray coefficient
of X-ray. This shows that an long aa the density does not change,
X-ray has some attenuation quantity in penetrating the casting
mould, even in any liquid state. That is to say. the quantity of
X-ray power attenuating in X-raying the cnat mould is related
with the density and thickness of the casting mould and has no
relation with the state of mould. So the above formula may be
changed into:

But in the process of casting, the liquid metal in high temperature is canted into the casting mould in normal temperature, so
the change takes place in the density of the cavity and this change
also takes place in the process of solidifying the mould and it is
still going on continuously until the mould solidifies completely.
Therefore, with the above formula, the power radiated from X-ray
la needed to keep the image clear, when the mould is in the biggest
density. On the basis of this formula, the voltage and tube current
needed from the process of casting to solidifying should be properlv
adjusted in order to keep the clarity of image the same in the whole
process of casting.
3.

THE CONTROL AND I DUN TIKI CATION OF THB FORMING 1>ROCKS3 OF
CASTING DBPIiCTO

Since casting is sealed in the casting mould, the image of casting
defects in moving state we watch on the screen is much the same as
we watch a moving fish in the fish pond covered with a coat of net.
Although the picture of moving fished, small and big can be seen
clearly, certainly to some degree, watching activities of the moving
fishes is affected by the net. Therefore a certain method is needed
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to be adopted in watching and identifying the image of the forming
process of casting defects on the screen. To make sure truthfulness
of image indicated on the screen, sometimes it needs to make comparison of images and to dissect and verify casting.
3.1

Observation of the image of the forming process of microshrinkage

After cutting, on Lhu ncruun, on l.ho Lniugu of M m ddtfu of tho entiling
apnoars a cluster of dim flash points without clear boundary moving
to the center of the casting. After a while, the dim flash points are
changed into round flash spots. As the casting is cooled continuously,
the round flash spots move slowly to the central part and grow bigger
and bigger and so their shapes become irregular. Prom the moving image
on the screen is out of straight line but moves along circuitous line.
The result of research has proved that the flash point is a kind of
phenomenon in the gathering process of spread air in the liquid metal,
and flash spot is an image made up of gas-vents merged by air in the
metal liquid. This image is after all the image of formed shrinkage
after the casting is solidified.
3.2

The control of the existing position of casting defects

The change in moving state of forming casting defects is made known
through the X-ray system:-, observation of the forming process of casting macroscopic flaws. To make the macroscopic flaws gathers in the
expected part, measures must be taken in accordance with this case.
In the observation, we found, for simple geometric casting, tho
common defects nuch an macroscopic flaws, central porositius are
essentially to be gathered at the last moment and solidified in the
expected position. The defects are to be cut out with normal method
such as putting top and iron chill in place to make the casting solidified in order. But for Intricate core casting, the defects above
can not be gathered in the expected position with the above method.
The fact shows, to adopt such method as feeding top and keeping certain part of the casting cool with iron chill blindly is not good to
eliminate defects, but may arouse new defects such as cracks going
deep into top, and macroscopic rshrinkagen reproduced near iron chill.
According to the image of the casting forming process of observation
by X-ray TV. We have taken iiome measures for different cases. For
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instance, for intricate cored canting, to make macroscopic ahrinkageB move in the expected direction. When they form, we have taken
properly measures to keep certain parts warm to meet the need of
tiae for elements to form defects going through the intricate part
and to reach the expected gathering area. In very intricate cored
casting which are different in sUae, air-bubble defecta gather and
feeding channal is held up, when liquid metal goesi through the
narrow part. The channal ia atill trapped after proper measures of
keeping warm is taken. The defect.in macroscopic shrinkage ia the
part jam. In this cane, we transmitted certain frequency mechanic
nave to make the part jam vibrate so as to eliminate, and so liquid
metal is through and gate* to the expected position. These operations
perform orderly under the control and observation of TV image.
All in all, the macroscopic flaw in casting production can be controlled by nondestructive macroscopic flaw in casting production
can be controlled by nondestructive testing with observing system
of X-ray.
3«3

True and false pattern identification of X-ray TV and its
affecting elements

3.3-1

Identification of images of casting defects and mould wall

In the casting process of both walls, around their striking parts
and sand core surrounded by liquid metal, crack and dropped sand
may be caused by sand mould. These sand mould defects affected by
projection are folded on the casting defects. In order to identify
image of casting defects and sand mould defects, we have taken
photographs of casting mould image before casting and image in
casting process of forming casting according to its position in
casting mould. Then we analysed a typical case of taken out from
the flask to identify image with comparative method.
In comparison, it is found that snnd drops and cracks appeared in
casting process are all fastened in n part, even at least spread
to the middle of casting wall, but defects in casting form or change
along the geometric parts of the casting. The difference indicated
by image is in that casting board defects have stronger brightness
than inner defectB on the image.
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3.5,2

Identification of false image caused by work of X-ray TV
syatem

If the ionic pump of image intensified tube does not work in X-ray
TV system, light dark round points will appear on the screen. They
are usually more irregular in certain parts, in the experiment, if
this phenomenon is not noticed, the light dark points will be mistaken for floating dregs of liquid metal and sand wash defects
formed by metal liquid washing casting walls and car.ting core. If
ionic pump is turned on, the litfht dark points disappear, so they
are identified for false pattern defects on the image.
In vertical x-raying and tilting x-raying, the transmitting screen
of image receiver faces upward. If there are sand drops and impurities on the screen, the light dark points appear which are not
moving on the image of the screen. If the face of transmitting
screen is pre-cleaned, the light dark points disappear immediately.
3«3•3

The false image caused by parasitic of X-ray quantum and
mixed wave

The parasitic of X-ray quantum and mixed wave often appear as
shinning flash points on the screen that they can not be identified
with flash spot bubble and they affect normal observation of image.
In such case, the method we adopted is to increase the strength of
current and quantity of radiations of X-ray and shorten the distance
between X-ray source and image intensifier to decrease parasitic of
mixed wave, which has got some good results but can not eliminate
parasitic completely. In our opinion, to solve this problem from
root causes is to take measures with X-ray system itself. That is
to say, in the experiment, the X-ray TV system we used and designed
for nondestructive testing of solid defects in normal temperature
at static 3tate can not yet meet the need for the testing of the
forming process of casting defects at moving state.
4. CONCLUSION
To apply nondestructive testing technology to casting production
is very important and meaningful in raising production efficiency
because it can eliminate defects growing in casting production in
bud stage, therefore, H great warste can be avoided that is caused
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by macroscopic flaws found with nondestructive testing after the
casting ia made.
In the experiment, we found that the X-ray TV system designed for
testing of workplace in normal temperature and at static state,
some parameters and facility capacity of which can not meet the
requirement for X-raying casting defects at moving state completely!
auch aa voltage, tube current, image receiver and so on. This x-ray
TV system in X-raying casting mould seems not wide enough for vision
and high enough for aensivity. if special X-ray TV system equipment
could be designed to widen its vision, with the measures of monochromatic to raise its capacity, there would be a more understanding
of various cases caused by defects in X-raying the casting forming
process.
Me think, through experiment and study, if X-ray TV is widely used
to X-ray testing of casting production process, it is likely that
casting microscopic flaw 1B controlled in bud stage completely. As a
result, the nondestructive testing technology can be applied widely
to productive field to broaden application range.
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X-RAY RADIOGRAPHIC INSPECTION OF ROTARY WORKPIECE BY CONTINUOUS
EXPOSURE METHOD

.. „
Liu Yongquan
People's Republic of China

Paper: Alt-62

The theory of radiographic inspection of rotary workpiece
by aontinuous exposure method, its characteristic parameters and
the choice of technological condition are discussed.
The so called radiographic inspection of rotary workpiece
by Tontinuous exposure method is to penetrate workpiece continuously one time with a beam of x-ray along entire circumfernce.
As the rotation of workpiece is in constant velocity and the
/"jnomliued parted penetration is changed into continuous one,
a whole outlook bottom negative of the workpiece which densily
in uniform relatively can be obtained, thus it is very easy to
o::i. Lmatc tho negative.
The continuous penetration method not only improves the
inspection offi'vtency and makes estinating negative easy but
alao facilitates signing on workpieoe so that the condition of
surpnrvising and guamnteing product's quality offioently is
provided.
Tho method of continuous inspection can be used for testing
3ome kind3 of welded seam a3 following t circumference weld;
circle fillet wold; unregulated circumference and other weld
bcj'.nr, in the shape of circle; synchronous examination of many
worc-pieco; stinking film on the out part of rotary body.
Characteristic parameters and penetration parameter

A. Quality faclor
Tho penetration of rotary workpiecc will produce changes
of projection along circle on negative. This kind of change is
:onnurned with focal length. Window width and wall thickness of
workpiucc oct.
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( Pl;r. 1 ) That raouna the
ub-Uty of e n t i r e system for
t e s t i n g flows c m be i l l u s t r a t e d
by index spaQO condition of
being jsivem
K

db
h

(1)

Where:
d: the wall thicsknQ33 of workplace;
b: the window width of x-ray beams;
hi the distance frora window to focus.
It can t seen from equation (i)
that K ia directly proportional to
vulue >l-b and inversely proportional
to h.
'
In teneral, the loss the value K, the higher is the oenotmtion quality and value K choi3ed is less than circumference
longth(s) of nermissble defects in workiiece i.o.
(2)
K can be letermined by concerned technological requirement.
Index X is derivj<i from equation K'=^- . X is the distance from
derect to nogtitivo In workplecu. A statiortal oaramoter that fits
for :>rtictic:il application can not be obtained from It since x ia
ihungeabal. To f-ioilitates calculating and choiclng other conditions
as well us .'suurunt'iing penetration quality not to be affected
after parameters being siven, we may give x a maximal value, i.e.
determining K from d (the wall thickness of workpiece), then K 1
is maximal i.e.
K •* K'max = -dvbh
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This aquation states the equality factor sined when flaw
uro in tho nurfaco of workplace. The space nenetration condition
totQrmined from su^h quality factor can guarantee that the
penetration effect of flows inside workpicec is not worse than
that In workpiece surface.
fl. Unaharpneas Ug
when penetrating continuously, the flaws being oqual in
circumference thinckneaa from the density transition area of
Irua.io on negative that ia called detail part of image contour
" acute decree " i.e. unsharpnesa Up.
Aoiodin,': to the project theory of point light source for
runir.s object, whon the uniform flaws transfer from one side of
window to another one, its equation of exposure quantity is :

' "2+ "2h~~ y '

'"2~~ I F ^ y < T

+

2h~ >

'./here:
W: the exposure quantity on film when x-ray going througe
flaws ;
A: constant ;
h: distance from window to film ;
x: distance from flaw to film : If flaws are in workpiece
surface, there is x-=d.
Fi^.2 illustrates the state after flaws passing window and the
>;.. . ibution of projecting flaws by x-ray. In this figure, ^ooiinate
zero point in the vortical ooint of flaw ccntro to film find y
ivirunotor is the track toward of workpioce dotonts boin^
•>roj<."stod on film;- Li^ht sourcn is still, defects and film run
in non.'itaat apoud B O that this coordinate is a runing one.
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Having to atato, oquation(3) i s derived on the banis of
ideal mould, i . e . requiring the out circle of workpiece;
Tl» d, so, the surface of workpiece
nun bo considered as plane in
contrast to window. The intensity
of x-ray which penetrates workpiece
from window to film i s uniform.
Defects are in shape of ideal
piece, and their thickness in
every part is equal. The general
law obtained from t h i s model can
be popularised to other special
condition.
shows the density
distribution of the flow's image
on film. In this figture, vertical
coordinate represents exposure
quantity, image centre i s zero
uoint and y parameter is horizontal coordinate, s' equals the
maxinal si::e of flaw's image, s"
i s the area where density is equal.
If the uniform flaw'3 which length
is equ.il to s are in the surface
of workoiece, there i s :

d_b
3' - s + -h"
rz~-

(A)

dh
= s -

(5)

Pig. 2

Pig. 3

1. Unsharpncss with point light source :
Unahfimneaa of point light source, i.e. in the condition
mentioned as above, there is :
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Us = rtb

Ug = K

(6)

For examples d=2 . b=4, h=600 , then Ug=Q.Q13 , According
to this condition, penetrating by means of penetrometer, the
result watchecd shaws that its definition has no distinct difference
with parted exposure result and the unsharpness Ug is much less
than Q.lmm that ia estimated to be approximately 0.01-0.02mm .
2. Unsharpneas with line light source :
The unsharpneaa of penetrating with line light source is:
d b e^^^ \

irj\

Fi£,4 shows the image's verge state of flows under line
light source. <t resprents the length of line source along the
circle of workpiece. It may be seen that Ug is folded by
under point source. For instance, d=2 , b=4
UgpaO.027 . When detecting practically,
the size of light source ia less than
4 so that the unsharpneas of normal
negative getted generally are all less
than 0,04 .
The above-mentioned result is the
aase of window being pieced on workpiece surface than unsharpness of parted
penetration is Us=-~ .
Along central line on tube's surfaoe
toward, defect's image has no effect
change ^3uch ao in the inspection by
pj _ A
continuouns exposure method and only shows unsharpness'''" change
resulted from the oenumbra.
3. Influence on unsharpness by the change of window place.
(1) Keeping the distance of workpiece to light source from
trunsferins and letting it which window departs workpiece

- 559 uqual !i, then the change of unsharpness la shown as Fi.fr.5 with
point source:
Unsharpness after changing is Ug =-' h
1V,
Ug' - ^
(p)
Tho v.ilue increase of unshfirpness
minu3 equation (6), i . e .

. Beacuse b'=vp^

therefore

Since h » a, therefor

Ug i s equation (R)

^

If providing d=2 , b=4 , a=5 , h=600 , there is AUg=1.1x10*
Whith line light source :
The following equation can be obtained by proving briefly:

Ug.= d

(-^+-J-) d o )

Value increase of unsharpness is the balance of equation (10)
minus equation (7), i.e.

dba^
" hTh-a)
It may be known that the change of unsharpness resulted
from transfering window with line light source is the same as
that with point light source .
Tho above-mentioned conclusion has been verified by practice.
When the variation value of a is less than-yg-, Ug almost has
no distinct change and while value a increases continuously,
V.r. will enlarge granduately, when a is equal to 200mm and othor
ootvlition i:3 the same as above, Uft£*0.1 may be measured.The
cauno for Ms* increasing is excluding from the invotable result
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of nbove-montioneci conclusion, the appreciable curved s t a t e of
working surface and the gain in strength of s c a t t e r i n g ray,
these will also affect tho definition of penetration image.
(2) Keeping the distance from window to
light source being constant, unsharpness
changes a3 following when workplene
departs window for a.
Whith point light source , unsharpness has no variation, i.e. it
still ia
D 5

Jb_

h
Whith line light source, the following
equation can be abtuined by 3imply :
Where h represents the distance
from light source to window. The increase
v.ilue of unsharpness i s equation (11)
minus equation ( 7 ) , i . e .
flda jfii
h+d " h
tfiti
h(h+a)

Pig.5

(12)

In equntion (12), because h » a , therefore:

IT letting 0=4 , d=2 , h=600 , a=5 .there is Ug=-ix10'\
It may be seen that unsharpness lessens but very little when
vorkpicee departs window. The experiment result is fundamently
the same as above-mentioned conclusion but the distance which
workpieco departs window 3hould not be too long. Keeping it in
5 to 10mm is the best in general and cause for that is mentioned as
above in paragraph (1).
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4. Unsharpno33 affect by curvature and wall thickness
of workpiece.
The discussion mentioned as above is carried out on theoretical
mould but r.racttcal workpiece almost hus some curvature and wall
thickness Fig.6 .
When the outside diameter of
workpiece is R, inside diameter is r
and wall' thickness is equal to d,
curve lengh 1 can be calculated by
the following equation :
. (h-M) b
1 -

(R+h+r)

We can find out that the curvature
of workpiece will result with scatter
of image density. Because the part of
workpiece below window is very small
in conparision to circumference, so that
we may aurp.ios

Fig.6

the scatter is uniform

thus scattering lengthAI in the density transition area of flow's
1
ima^e is :
db
, letting s maximal, i.e. s=b
db
therefore
2dl
Al =
h+d
Then unsharpness Ug is equal to

i.e.
(13)

The increase value of Ug is equation (13) minus equation (6),
i.e.

...
AUg

db3

*(R+h+r)
1

-i

If R=100 , r = H 8 , h=600 , b=4 , therefore Ug=1*10

It o.in be known from the above-mentioned analysis that for
the inspection of thin-wall tube, if the condition is suitable ,
unshaupne33 can be minimal so that it is difficult for people's
eyes distinguish. On the other hand, we may discover from equation
(15) that the image of flows has changed when the wall, thickness
of tube is greater than iomm (outside diameter is equal to 120mm),
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but far thin-wall tube, the image quality of inspection will not
be daffacted as long as value b choieed is suitable.
G, Image distortion A S ;
The distortion we call is balance of flaw's practical length
along circumference minua flaw's image length on negative.
A3 = 9'-3

(14)

1. With point light source
s

1

liquation (14) representing a' has been obtained as above, i.e.
= s + -TT- i putting it in equation (14) then deriving :
AS = s+

j^"-3 ""if-'

i%e

K

2. With line light source
The maximal size 3' of defect's image can be derived from
fig.4 and equation (7).
a1 = s +2 Vive) = s + u g
Because Ug = £ (b+0) , therefore :
a* = a +-|-(b+0)

(15)

Putting equation (15) in equation ("4), then can obtaining

A S a-jL(b+«)

(16)

Thi3 equation can ba proved t6 be corred by the contrast
of object anatomizing to detect's image on negative. It is discoved meantime that the relative distortion is little and the
quality of defect's image is also good when the lino length of
defects is great.
D. Sensitivity L :
The sensitivity concept of inspection by continuous exposure
method is the seam as that of parted penetration and both of them
aru relative one. The formula representing L is I»=-4-xi00/£ , 5 is
thicknos3 of discovering the minimal flaw. The S in this formula
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is the ilL-imotuv of the thinost uteel wire being found out when
steel wire penetromuter is used. If the inspection of thin-wall
tube by continuous exposure method which diameter is equal to 2
is curried outf it is clear-cut to distinguish 0,07mm diameter
atool wire therefore its sensitivity L ia less than three percent. (3/0
E. \'n\ Formity of density Y
Y represents the balance of maximum minus minimum of negative
density when workplace which thickness is equal are penetrated.

Y - A log-fiJJ-

(17)

V/horo A : constant , i t i s relative to the slope of exposure
feature curve of film used. N : the rotation number of workplece
in given exposure ti'.-ie, providing IT with natural number.
Letting the rotation number of workpiece equal to n, n=N+P,
t'-l ,2,5. . .; P •: 1 ,

that represents the rotation of workpieos i s

not in c i r c l e integer thus two parts defforence in penetration
tine exhibit on circumference. One i s Integer circle and exposed
'.I times, the other om; i s rotary expourse of M+1 c i r c l e . Thin is
why negative density in not uniform.
In o<;uation (17), if A=4 , N=5 , thereforeY=0.3i6
A~4 , M=10 , thus Y-0.167
I t ia obvious that the greater the rotation number of workpioco, the less is the non-uniformity and the more uniform i s the
density on negative. Letting N=10 may then meet the testing
roquirmont in general. The negative can be obtained ouch time
which balances of density in the jjarts of equal thickness are a l l
luso than 0.2 .
'•'.

Influence and choise of penetration time parameters.

As we know, the exposure quantity of inspection by x-ray W
iu rolativi.- to the following factors :
W -= li VlT A/h1

'./here B : constant; V : voltage of x-ray tube; I : electric
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or x-ray tube? T : penetration time; / \ : itensifying
QOefficient; h : foous.
1, The proportional relation of time of parted penetration
to continuous inspection by exposure method under the condition
that I , U , A . h are a l l equals
Stating Vi\ =* Wj when obtaining equal density, W,, Wt represent
tJDiurutingly exposure qantity of parted and continuous inspection.
Therefore ;
11

J

l

h

"" ~ u la 2nR

i '

Whore &* i s n proportion constunt, T,, T.. reprRsent sopamtin^ly
penetration time of parted and continuous inspection. so there JS
I'^-^-T,

(10)

2. Under the equal exposure condition, the density balance
D obtained from continuous and parted inspection is:
A D s A l0S-^7 •
Putting the equation illustrating W 2 , W, , in above one thereforA) =» A log S—— , in comparision to AD when the exposure time
ia 'jqual, there i s T2= T( so
AD = A l o e - g ^ -

(19)

3. Under tho condition of changing electric current voltage
distance and adding intensify, the relation of required time with
density in continuous and parted inspection.
Time r a t i o n * :
T

2KRVfl.^
" V^Ab

If lotting R*6O,-J-=1.5. "I1 =1.5,-^=1.2. b=4f A=10 then
density relation
The negative density balance of equal penetration time :

* "j-ifp

(21)
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If letting A=2, other vulue and propertion are mentioned
as above, therefore A D = O . 5 6 .
G. cholse of window value b
1. Prom equation (i) ( K = - ^ ^ - ) , it can be known that there
is b = - ^ - if value K is given.
Value is determined by the requirement for sensitivity in
relative technical standard. If the length along circle toward
ia 0.1 which require to be discovered, then K « 0.1 can be
ohoisod. Lotting K=O.O1 , h=600 , d=2 , therefore window value b=3.
2. For a kind of tube materal with curvature and thickness and
after penetration window being determined, to get the negative
density of another kind of tube with curvature and thickness
which is the same us that of former one, value b of nenetration
window is calculated by the following equation :

Whore : b, , bA , R, , Ri, d, . d, , roprecent separatingly window.
Outside diamotor and wall thickness of two kinds of tube. Decay
ooeffi lientXi can be measured by testing.
Technical condition
A. Radiation machine
The focus of radiation source is renviirod to bo small, then
tube electric currant can be adjusted in larger scope and expoao re
time in longer.
B. Lead window
1. Choice of width out to meet the requirement for Ug, it can
not bo too norrow in case of increasing exposure quantity and
nogativo density may be not uniform resulted from mechnical
vibration of workpiece. The window value cholse is greater than
•y.nv. in general, its U'per cimit fits for the requirement of T'g.
2. Choice of window length should guarantee that detecting
area and sing area along the toward of central line on tube's surface.
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3. Window out to oome close to workpieoe as near as
possible, interval distance is not greater than 10mm in general,
4. Window should*be placed firmly and orientation must
be accurate.
C. The requirement of workpiece rotation
1. The rotation of workpiece dhould be peaceable.
2. Rotation speed must be adjustable, two rotation per
minute in general and total rotation number is approximately
10 times.
0. The requirement of workpiece inner
1. Surrounding the opaque bag equiped with negative and
making it in shape of barrel and adherring it to whole
Gircumference of internal side of the part in tube required to
be tested.
2. Placing, lead board on the internal side of opaque bag
which is used as absorption and pad mateml.
3. If intensify is required, the back screen intensify is
only used in guneral.

In above equation, the foot coordinate 1 , 2 of eaoh
parsuh 'for represent separatingly parted or continuous inspection.
For instiuioo, T is the penetration time for continuous inspection
and T for parted inspected, ect.
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NEAR-SURFACE FLAW POSITIONING USING ULTRASONIC PHASE INFORMATION
D.K.Mak
Canada

Paper: AIM 00

ABSTRACT

The phase spectrum analysis method for depth determination of near-surf'ncp
defects is described. The results obtained were compared with those calculated using the center-of-mass and the time correlation methods. The oenterof-rnar.s method was shown to be the least accurate. The time correlation method searches for a certain time delay when the correlation function between the
defect response and the surface response achieves an absolute maximum. Tho
method is more intuitive than that of the phase spectrum analysis. However,
thi? linearity of the phase plot of the phase spectrum analysis can illustrate
hnw reliable the results are.

INTRODUCTION

In conventional ultrasonic testing, amplitude information is used for structural investigations concerned with A-scan flaw detection. A certain type of
envelope detection is applied to the radio-frequency (rf) signal received
'i'hp envelope detection process essentially destroys all phase and spectral
Jni urination which is available on the rf waveform. Ultrasonic waves resolved
into their Fourier frequency components were later discovered to yield additional information. Quite ofton it is only the amplitude and not the phnse
information of the frequency components that are used. As all additional data
offer new dimensions of information which can be useful for quantitative flaw
and material characterization, phase information should be carefully studied.
Nabel and Mundry f 1. ] have calculated the phase spectra of the impulse response
of various reflectors and have shown the value of retaining phase information
during deconvolution. The .scattered phase spectra from spherical cavities in
motals were calculated by Adler and Lewis f2]. The experimentally-obtained
phaco spectrum compared favourably with the theoretical calculation.
R-nc\in imaging using the phase of the echo waveforms was attempted by Ferrari
i-'t al. M l . Several applications using phase information in the development
of ultrasonic inspection methods have been reviewed by Chivers f '41 . A method
of dfitermining the depth of n near-surface defect by exploiting ultrasonic
phase information is described here.

The depth of defects, whose ultrasonic echoes are well-separated from frontsitnfaoe reflections, can be determined by measuring the time dit'ferenow botween the front-surface eeho and the defect echo. However, for a shallow defect, the front surface response overlaps significantly with the response t"r->m
the defect, and the defect depth determination becomes a problem, A solution
using time-domain analysis f5,61 has been attempted with reasonable success,
A reference front-surface response was recorded with the same transducer1 on n
material known to have no near-surface defect, This signal was then auht-rioted out of a composite signal which contained a near-surface defect response-,
thus separating out the defect echo. It was then assumed that the defect poho
v>
ti ^ similar pulse shape to that of the surface echo. By eomputinp n time
correlation function between the defect response and the surface response, the
time delay between the two can be extracted.
Frequency spectrum analysis for defect depth determination has also been proposed f?l. The power apeot^um of the composite teat signal consisted of the
power spectrum of the front-surface signal modulated by a fluctuating torm
whoye period in frequency yielded information about the defect depth. Howover, the method required the transducer being used to have a very wide bandviitri. As transducers usually have a limited bandwidth spectrum, the results
H--.r. it'iated by this method are not very accurate.
*, .method using the phase spectrum of a Fourier transform of the time signal
•'.'ill be described here. This method can even be applied to transducers with
i r i^r-ow bandwidth. By measuring the phase shift of the defect response from
•'•i3 p'mae of the front surface response, the near-surfaoe-defect depth oan be
;..;•, .;.,-!•! \ n o d .

•'••• reflected s i g n a l from the surface and the near s u r f a c e defect can be modV l-M by
xft) = s ( t ) + s ( t ) * h ( t - t 0 )

fll

vhere :-<(l) is the front surface echo, h(t) is the impulse response of the
riiv, >nr! "o is the -ound trip travel time between the surface and the flaw.
•;'!->« P'ourler transform of Eq. fl] nan be written as

X(f) s S
'Nf> hi not Bientfilly known. However, aa 9 first approximation, It can be
•i:^!fn»-d that the a pent rum tl(f) is of unlimited bandwidth with constant arnplit.u.!(= .^nd no phase shift -it any frequency. In that case h(t) becomes a
H(f) will he replaced by a constant a^.

-j?irrt
f) = S(f) 4. n.,S(f) e

°
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which cf»n ' 2 rewritten as
-jStrft

from which ft 0 can be written as
*=

t<¥ J Ltan
fanml 1"-Im Z(f
V 2*
Re Z(f) I

r

If y is plotted vs f, it yields a straight line with slope given by t 0 and
an intercept equal to zero# As computational procedures output only the principal value of the phase, i.e., the value lying between -IT and +TT , the value
in Eq. f5] ranges between -0.5 and 0,5. 0.5 was arbitrarily added to the
phase to yield values that ranged from 0 to 1. This yields an intercept of
0.5. As V increases, the integral value of the number of cycles has to be
added to ft 0 such that it increases monotonically. A number e (0.5 used in
this program) can be used.
If

(f-Af) t 0 - ft 0 >

e,

then

1 should be added to ft 0 .

In principle, e should be equal to 0. However, as seen later (Fig. 6 ) ,
(f-Af) t 0 - ft 0 > 0 does not necessarily imply that 1 should be added to
ft 0 . 1 should not be added to ft 0 when the scattered points on the defect have
slightly different depths from the front surface, thus causing the phase plot
not to increase monotonically for increasing frequency. In this case, the
slope of the phase plot will yield the average depth of the defect.
This method was found to suffice for our experiment. A more advanced phase
unwrapping algorithm f8], which employed an adaptive numerical integration of
phase derivative was therefore not used.
For a,j < 0

-J2irft

-JTT -J2irft
O

ade

O

= ad e

e

r ei

F6]

The intercept will thus be changed from 0.5 to 0.
As the magnitude of frequency spectrum is accurate only within its bandwidth,
a Brute Force transform was used and the frequency spectrum was calculated at
a specified frequency band. As an arctangent (after 0.5 is added to it)
yields values between 0 and 1 only, the intercept will be either an integer
or- (integer + 0 . 5 ) depending whether a<j is negative or positive.
To employ the above procedure, a reference signal containing the surface-only
response is required. This data can be taken from a reference piece. If this
reference signal has no time shift with respect to the surface response of the
test piece, Eq. Fl] can be used to analyse the signal. Otherwise, it has to
be modified to

x(t) = a 3 s(t - t g ) + 3 (t) * h(t-t d )

171

where t 3 and t d are the time-shift of the surface response and defect response
from the reference signal. Assuming the impulse response from the defect in
in the form of a Dirac Delta pulse. Equation C?l can be written as
x(t) s n s 3 (t - t 3 ) + a d a(t.t d )

1*8]

t s nan be found by computing a weighted correlation function between x(t)
and s(t) to time align the two signals fr'l. a 3 can be determined by using
£.-]• fUO] from. Hef. ^.
Given the surface parameters t 3 and a 3 , the defect 3ignal can be separated. Prom Eq, ffi], the front-surface signal is subtracted out
q(t) = x(t) - a s 9(t - t a ) s a d 3(t-t d )

f9]

The Fourier transform of Eq. '<)] is
-j2nft
Q(f) = a d S(f) e

flO]

From ^q, f10]
ft. •

l

d ~ 2nt

[ Re (O/S)J

t,| oan be found from Eq. fill by plotting Ft$ vs. f.
l o oan be determined
t 0 = td - t s

Knowing t s and t d ,
T12]

EXPERIMENT
Four flat bottomed holes 2.5 mm in diameter were drilled in an aluminium
block, the holes were approximately O.1^, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 mm from the surface.
Two transducers, having resonance frequencies of 5 MHz and 10 MHz were used.
The 10 MHz transducer had a shorter pulse width than the 5 MHz one. Except
far the hole closest to the surface, the defect response can be visually separated from the front surface echo for the 10 MHz transducer. It was observed
that the defect response was inverted compared with the front-surface response. After inverting the defect response in the oscilloscope and timeshifting and amplifying thn signal (also in the oscilliscope) to coincide with
that of the front-surface echo, it was found that the depths measured by this
method agreed with those measured using a pair of vernier calipers to within
0.01 mm.
The rf signals for all holes using both the 5 MHz and 10 MHz transducers were
digitised. a s and t s were determined and the defect responses were separated out using Eq. fQ1» Figure 1 shows (a) the time-centered front-surface
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reference response, (b) the front surface plus defect response and (o) the
defect response alone. Figure 2 shows a phase spectrum plot whose slope
yields t,j. The 10 MHz transducer was used to detect the 0.92 mm deep hole.
Figures 3 and >i show the test signal and its phase plot when the 5 MHz transducer was used. t 0 can be calculated from Eq. fl2] and then converted to
depth. The phase spectrum results were compared with values calculated using
the center-af-mass method and the time correlation method described in Ref. 5.
All results using both the 5 MHz and 10 MHz 'transducers are listed in Table 1,
They were compared with those measured with a pair of vernier calipers. The
results were also plotted in Fig, 7 and 8 for the 5 MHz and 10 MHz transducers
respectively. Other than the 0.5 mm deep hole, results from the time-correlation method and the phase spectrum method agree with those from the caliper
measurements quite well. Because of difficulty in machining, the 0.5 mm deep
hole was not exactly a flat-bottom hole, and its impulse response was not a
delta pulse as assumed (Fig. 5 ) . Its phase plot was not linear (Fig. 6) and
the results were not considered to be very reliable. The center-of-mass method always yield results which are smaller than those obtained from other methods. This can be accounted for in part by the zero offset of the signals when
they were recorded which produced a zero offset on part of the defect response
after the front surface was cancelled. Another source of error is the noise
that remained at the front end of the defect response after the front-wall
response was cancelled. All of these factors caused the center-of-mass of the
defect signal to be shifted.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

A phase spectrum analysis method is described here to measure the depth of a
near-surface defect which might not be separated visually from the front-surface echo. The linearity of the phase plot illustrates how accurate and reliable the results are. The results compare well with caliper values and the
results of the time-correlation method. The center-of-mass method has the
disadvantage that a small zero offset of the signal can cause considerable
inaccuracy in the calculation. Furthermore, errors can occur if the front
;3urface echo is not completely cancelled from the composite signal. Results
from the center of mass method are systematically lower than the others.
In the present method (as in all previous methods), the defect response is
assumed to have the same pulse shape as that of the front surface echo. If
this assumption is not true, the method can be modified providing; a reference
defect response is known. t^ can be found by using the same procedure as
described above but using a reference defect response instead of the frontsurface reference response.
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Table 1 - Near-surface defect depth calculated from the phase spectrum,
time correlation and center of mass are compared with the
caliper values, both for the 5 MHz and 10 MHz transducers.

Callper
values
(mm)

0.5

Center
mass

0.02

5 MHz transducer
Time
of
Correlation
0.56

10 MHz transducer
Phase
Spectrum
0.47

Center
Mass
0.23

of

Time
Correlation
0.30

Phase
Spectrum
0.30

0.92+

-0.02

0.93

0.88

0.46

0.92

0.P5

1.59f

0.89

1.57

1.59

1.37

1.57

1.58

1.88
1.90
1.87
l.B7t
1.19
1.87
1.59
t Using the 10 MHz transducer, inverting the defect response and timeshifting and amplifying it in the oscilloscope to coincide with the frontsurface echo yields the same results.
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Fig. 1

Shows the time centered reference signal, the composite test signal
and the defect only signal. The defect was approximately 0.92 mm
deep. The 10 MHz transducer was used.
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Fig. 2

Phase plot of the 0.92 mm deep defect. The 10 MHz transducer was
used. The frequencies analysed span from 4 MHz to 19 MHz in steps
of 1 MHz.
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Fig. 3

Same as in Fig. 1 but using the 5 MHz transducer.
The defect echo
i s completely contained within the front-surface reflection.
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Fig. I

Phase plot of the 0.92 mm deep defect. The 5 MHz transducer was
used. The frequencies analysed span from 3 MHz to 8 MHz in steps or
0.5 MHz.
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Sams as in Fig. 1. The defect was approximately 0.50 mm deep. The
10 MHz transducer was used.
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Fig. 6

Phase plot of the 0.50 mm deep defect. The 10 MHz transducer was
used. The phase plot was not linear and the result was not considered accurate.
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Defect depths calculated from the phase spectrum, time correlation
and center of mass were plotted against the caliper values. The
5 MHz transducer was used. Points in exact agreement would fall on
the straight line with gradient = 1.
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Same as in Fig. 7, but using 10 MHz transducer.
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WORKPiECE CORROSION CAUSED BY PENETRATING INSPECTION LIQUID AND
MEASURING METHOD FOR THE CORROSION
Chen Shi-zhong
People's Republic of China

1.

Paper: AIM 01

GENERAL

The liquid penetrating inspection has got ever more noticeable, as it can effectively detect dangerous defects on workpiece surfaces. Recently, this method has
been developed greatly and also the variety of liquid penetrant (herein after
referred to as "penetrant") has increased dramatically. More and more manufacturers are producing the penetrant. People in this field pay more attention to a
common problem, that Is, how the penetrant does with the workpiece in corrosion
and how to evaluate corrosion caused by the penetrant correctly.
The corrosion discussed in the field of penetrating inspection means how organic
liquid phase, organic solid phase and inorganic solid phase corrode metals. Tn
some common books, people only concentrated on discussing the metal corrosion
caused by inorganics, paying little attention to corrosion by organic liquid
phase. However, most experts think that some rules and viewpoints on corrosion
are basically the same, only that inorganic liquid phase has a very high conductivity and distinct reaction of electrochemical corrosion.
As a matter of fact, corrosion is a very extensive science which concerns many
aspects. This article intends to discuss only the corrosion in the field of
liquid penetrating inspection.
Corrosion can take a number of forms. For example, it can be uniform, i.e., corrosier appears uniformly on metal surfaces; or there is the local corrosion,
limited to a localized space. The latter is more destructive than the former.
The local corrosion will form defects, grain boundary, segregation, stress concentration, etc., on metal surfaces.
2.

POSSIBILITY FOR CORROSION CAUSED BY THE PENETRANT

In the course of inspection, the penetrant, detergent and developer probably will
result in corrosion for metals. The corrosion appears in two forms, which have
been found in production. One is acute, that is, the colour on the surface of
the workpiece coated with the penetrant will change abnormally before the insy.eerion is finished or when it is just finished. The other is obtuse, that is,
during the inspection no obvious corrosive mark can be found, but the inspected
workpiece will be found damaged after a long time, which can only be detected
with the help of precision equipment. According to experience, the latter is
more dangerous than the former because for the latter there is no omen in the
case of damage to the workpiece in general.
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The penetrant, in addition to its contact with the workpiece during the inspection, will leave residue on the workpiece under the following conditions:
(1) The molecules of the penetrant will be firmly absorbed on the rough surface
of the workpiece where there are scratches, pits, etc.
(2) The penetrant will remain in some workpieces with defects such as sandholes,
blowholes, e t c , which are allowed to exist according to the specification
for the workpiece.
(3) The penetrant can easily remain in werkpieces with low density, such as
power metallurgies, castings, etc.
(4) The penetrant can easily remain in some workpieces with very complicated
geometrical shapes which have many grooves, flutes, crevices, narrow slits,
etc.
(5) For local inspection of a large-sized workpiece, once the penetrant has been
moved to the non-inspected area of the workpiece, no penetrant cleaning will
be conducted.
After the penetrant coming into contact with a metal, chemical and electrolytic
corrosions probably will occur in various forms under certain conditions. Since
the penetrant is compounded with chemical reagents of different constituents, it
is very important to make sure how the corrosion is caused by each constituent or
inter-coordination or coordination with each other. During the inspection, the
specimens to be corroded are made of carbon steel, low-alloy structural steel,
casting, Al-Mg alloy, cobatic alloy, copper alloy, Ni-Chr stainless steel,
zinc-tin-ti alloys, etc. The result of inspection shows that the following
factors stimulate the penetrant to corrode the workpiece:
(1) The Function of the Polar Molecules in the Penetrant
The penetrant comprises many constituents, which molecules have very high polarity. When they contact the metal the latter will become movable ions. This
function is called solvation, which will be accelerated on the condition that
oxygen exists(2) Conductivity of the Penetrant
In respect to electrochemical corrosion of workpieces by the penetrant, three
conditions are generally requisite:
a) metal has a polar potential,
b) respective parts of metal with potential are in contact with each
other, and
c) respective parts of metal with potential are immersed in the same
communicating electrolyte.
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This forms Che baste process of electrochemical corrosion. As far as the penetrnnc Is concerned, corrosion will be effected provided that the above mentlimed
conditions arc met regardless uf the penetrant pH value. In fact, acid, alkaline
and neutral solutions are all liable to be conductive.
The Inferior ruw material, poor manufacturing workmanship, and deterioration
(caused by overdue storage) of Che penetrant may increase its conductivity. As
sometlues ^ome conductive or electrol>tlc substances are solved In the penetrant,
conductivity Is enhanced. The substances are C, NaCl, and H 2 S^ and
(NH^), SO4 In particles, any conductive dusts, C0 2 , SO2, H2S" NO21
MH3, Cl-> in gas form, and brine metals as magnesium, potassium and calcium.
Another" la that some constituents In the penetrant are brine substances.
Ry tests, we have determined more than thirty kinds of penetrants made In several
different foreign companies. The result shows that all the penetrants applied
possess conductivity of various ranges. It is noted that when the penetrants
fall Into contact with metal the absolute values of non-balanced potential are by
no means too low. From a result of the inspection, one thing is quite sure, that
these penetrants can be treated as conductive solution under certain conditions.
Therefore, the penetrant remaining on the metal surface will corrode the metal
the electrode potential is low.
(t)

Corrosion by Oxtdatton

ilenervi! 1y, during the detection, can be satisfied conditions of corrosion by
ton, such as ionized overvoltage of oxygen, cathodtc and anodic balance
ls, film vibration caused by the penetrant contacting the metal surface,
etc.
While the penetrant contacts the workplace longer than necessary, concentration
corrosion of oxygen will arise, which we found in tests.
(\)

Corrosion by Pitting

The liquid penetrant Inspection applied too many kinds of materials. Among them,
eho surface of aluminum-magnesium alloy has a very good protective film, protecting metal from outside corrosion. However, some tiny pores, i.e., film pits,
will be produced due to vartous factors during the film formation. Although
these pits are very small In quantity, the penetrant will deposit In them to form
local corrosion.
(5)

Corrosion by Harmful Elements

Elements such as sulfur, halogen and others can damagn the passivity of metal
surface, decrease overvoltage In the metal cathodtc process and hydrollze or
solubilize the metal ion, resulting that corrosion is accelerated. Most of such
corrosion Is perfomed In local spots.
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(6)

Corrosion by Water

There is bound to get wet for the workpiece in the course of the penetrating
inspection and some water will happen to enter the penetrant as well. Since the
water and the penetrant will wash away the antl-rusting agent coated on the
surface of the workpiece and the working circumference is under very high
humidity, the water will cause corrosion for the workpiece.
In addition to its conductivity as described above, water is also one kind of
solution with very strong polarity acting as solubilization. Take iron as an
example, when the bivalent ion is immersed into water it will become ferrous
hydroxide (white); adding some amount of oxygen into it, it will turn into Iron
hydroxide (brown), which cannot protect the metal from corrosion. The iron
hydroxide will go on to act with oxygen and water to form rusting, that is, NFeO
m e
^ 2°3 ^^2^' This reaction will not stop until the metal has been completely corroded up, on the condition that oxygen exists. It is known from
Fe-H20 system potential-pH diagram that any water solution with any pH value
will make iron corrosive. Since iron element is widely used in industry, the
liquid penetrant inspection is commonly applied.
Aluminum alloy also has a similar reaction with water. It is well known that
corrosion caused by water is a very common corrosive phenomenon.
3.

MEASUREMENT FOR CORROSION CAUSED BY THE PENETRANT

To correctly evaluate corrosive properties of the penetrant, the following
methods for measurement are put forward based on practical means:
(1) Weighing
This is a method to evaluate uniform corrosion. Use the inspected workpiece
material as the standard weight specimen with weighing accuracy to
IO~4 grams. Then put it again into the penetrant and carry out the corrosion
test according to the specified method. After that, weigh the specimen once
more, calculate the change rate of the weight and converse it to the change rate
of the unit area and unit time as the index for corrosion by the penetrant.
(2)

Low Power or Micro Observation

It is a method for detecting non-uniform corrosion. According to the specified
condition, the corrosion experiment will be carried out with specific specimen.
After the experiment, the characteristics of the specimen surface, depth of puts,
corrosive substance, corrosive central numbers on the unit area, occupied area
ratio, etc., will be observed with a magnifying glass or a microscope. Grade
evaluation will be made according to a reference diagram.
(3)

Resistance

Non-uniform corrosions under the workpiece surface, such as the grain boundary
corrosion, intracrystalline corrosion, e t c . , will result in change of the metal
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conductivity. Some non-metal corrosive substances will fill up the grain boundary or make the effective section of metal decrease.
Let us select some kind of metal making it Into a very fine wire with a diameter
of 2 mm and a length of 2-3 meters. First, measure Its resistance with an
accuracy to IO"*6 ohms; after that, carry out a corrosion test for the wire
according to the specified method. Then, measure its resistance with the same
accuracy and calculate the change rate of the resistance in unit time. This
change rate will be specified as the index for the corrosion by the penetrant.
(4)

Measurement on the Penetrant Conductivity

Whether the penetrant will result in electrochemical corrosion for metals depends
on the size of the penetrant conductivity. Apply the specified method to measure
the penetrant conductivity, which will be specified as the index for the corrosion by the penetrant.
(5)

Measurement on Harmful Elements in the Penetrant

The harmful elements herein generally denote F, Cl and S, which quantities in the
penetrant should not be too many, otherwise they will cause various kinds of
riH-rnsIons to metals. The content of these elements shall be measured with the
specified method and specified as the index of corrosion by the penetrant. One
thing should he remarked, that only free condition is dominant In the measurc-
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF EDDY CURRENT TESTERS FOR
INSPECTING STEEL MILL ROLLS

Paper: AIM 02
Wm.S. Tait
Canada
ABSTRACT
In the early 70's, Dafasco developed it's first eddy
current tester for determining work hardening in steel
backup rolls used in Hot Strip Mills. Following that
development, a series of DECRM (Dofasco Eddy Current
Roll Monitor) testers were developed to perform a variety of inspections.
The current "SFe" Model is a multifunctional unit with a
computer data acquisition system.
It can inspect both
irrin ami steeL rolls with equal sensitivity for all
m - a e r v i w typo of defects and simultaneously measures
i-jll chape profile with an accuracy of .127 mm. The
on-board computer displays the information directly to
t.hw giinder operator and the system with inputted mill
da).a can be networked to a base computer for statistical
analysis of roll performance.
IHTTinnUCTIpN:
hniasco iss an integrated steel plant, located in
HamiLton, Ontario. We produce approximately 4.5 million
Tons of flat rolled products, which include cold rolled
shyet, galvanize sheet and tin plate. Our basic equipment is comprised of four blast furnaces, two B, 0. F.
Melt shops, producing both Concast and ingots, two hot
Htrip mills, two 5 stand tandem cold mills, seven single
& double stand mills, four galvanize lines, two tinning
lines and a variety of auxilliary equipment. We employ
approximately 12,000 people.
The M.D.T. Lab is comprised of four sections, as shown
in Fiqure 1. It is staffed by thirty N.D.T. Testers,
Technicians and Engineers.
It's function is to inspect
eind/or test all equipment in the plant, to ensure safety
•diid continuous operation, without plant equipment failures or breakdowns. The Lab is well equipped to perform
this function, with a wide scope of N.D.T. equipment. It
performs a wide variety of testing, including such
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things as advanced vibration analysis, dynamic strain
tiauqinq, and computerised infrared inspection, in addition to the traditional methods of nondestructive test.•* nrj. Over the years, we> have designed and custom built
N.D.T. equipment for specific; requirements The Eddy
Roll Tester was one of these projects.
ROt,L_ INSPECTION;
Nolls i.ft wteel plants are used in a vai lety of applications, from hot mill vailing, where they are in direct
t:onta.:t with steel strip, at 1100 deg. C. to high speed
taniieu cold mill, with line speeds of 1500 metres per
mnuts». Figures 2 & 3. In addition to the demanding op
t-i ating conditions rolls are subjected to damage abuse
of accidents such as strip breaks. Due to the require
•n»?nta of strip shape and surface finish, the rolls are
t r •=•••)m3>nt ly changed and reconditioned by grind dressinq.
This operation requires removal of the wear and any damacjs, and then grinding the roll with a variety of exact
111(3 <sh»pe profiles, depending upon mill requirements.
•"' .in in--., n shap* profiles vary from grinding .05 mm - .15 mm
•rowris or concave shapes up to .5 mm. Dofasco grinds
• ipproximcitely 95,000 roll dressings per year on thirteen
rij i mi ing machines. Figure 4 shows a typical work roll
^Ci'nq ri?i:ondi tioned by grind dressing.
The .first eddy current roll monitor was designed in
107,':, to study the cause of spalling in the hot mill
..-•»st st-?»?l backup rolls. Spalling is a condition where
part- nf the roll surface breaks away, requiring that ex
*,i?fisiv(i machining be performed to recondition it, or
that '.he roll be completely scrapped, resulting in high
' oats. Our first custom designed E. C. unit enabled us
*<> :can the entire i ol 1 surface? for metallurgical chanqe
ic-, hardness differences and for physical flaws. The
'••>ubhi>?iiueoI investigation revealed circumferential rontinuous bands of varying work hardening, around the roll
1
. Fiijure 5*. By taking a transverse E. C. profile across
*h~ roll and measuring
the ramp rise of eddy current
hetwppn the bands we found the ramp rise correwith the probability of spalling. The output
Has plotted on an X-Y recorder.
Figure 6 shows the
sinrjle line scanning units Figure 7 shows the recorded
output of the hardness variance across a backup roll.
Thio unit used 12 mm diameter absolute probes. One
probe actively scanned the roll surface and the other
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was used as an internal reference. Probe unbalance,
temperature and lift-off were compensated for manually.
Based on the success of the backup roll tester, in 1976,
the cold mill requested that the N.D.T. Lab. design a
unit to inspect forged steel work rolls for the- new high
speed 5 stand tandem cold mill. The mill requirement
for the instrument was for a 100"/. inspection of the surface of a 616 mm diameter x 1830 mm long roll. Allowable inspection time was to be approximately two minutes. It was to be installed on the grinder and operated by the grinder operator. The design had to include a simple yes/no output signal. The initial model
called the DECRM (Dofasco Eddy Current Roll Monitor) was
designed and field tested in three months, and met all
the design requirements for shop use. Figure 8 - Photo
DECRM inspecting a roll. We designed our own differential coils to operate at .25 mm gap and maintained the
gap by two wear pads riding the roll surface. Shop investigation of the E.C. signals was performed by correlating the output signals on a recorder and etching and
MPT inspection with magnetic ink of all the defect signals. This investigation along with studies of mill
use, lead to an optimum acceptance/repair criteria that
improved roll efficiency. All roll grinders were
equipped with DECRM Units.
The defect investigation revealed that the rolls were
subjected to in-service damages of pinch/bruise, fire or
spall cracking, tail end marks, skids and chatter defects. All of the defects had a characteristic of being
soft and either having fine, minute cracks within the
soft area, or were soft only areas. Figure 9 - Spall
tracks (soft and cracked area)! Figure 10, Pinch/bruise
(soft area only). The defects ranged in size and shape
from 6.5 mm diameter spots to diagonal streaks 6.5 mm
wide by 98 mm long, or 25.4 mm wide full width bands
across the roll width. Repair studies revealed that the
defects with cracks were normally three times deeper
than the pinch/bruise soft areas. It was apparent that
two different repair procedures could be used, if we
could distinguish between the defect types, ie. soft areas with cracks or soft areas only.
Considerable investigation was performed using phase
analysis for sorting, but only a 50*/. confidence level
was achieved. From the data, we found the soft area
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only was at a lower frequency compared to the signals
from soft and cracked areas. Based on this, we designed
a circuit, using a low pass filter to process soft only
signals, and a band pass filter for the soft/cracked defects. The unit was equipped with different visual and
audible alarm signals for each defect, allowing the
grinder operator to distinguish defect types and to have
the appropriate repair procedures.
Shop verification with chart recordings and etching and
M.P.I. inspection, showed a 99*/. confidence level in dis
tinguishing between defect types. The revised model was
called the DECRM Model S for sorter model. Within one
year, the roll efficiency improved an additional 20% be
cause of the capability of doing selected repairs, for
the different defect types. Considerable effort was
made to try and measure defect depth on forged steel
rolls, but the confidence level in measuring crack depth
was at only 66%. This was attributed to the variations
in angle of the crack to the roll inspection surface,
because of the forging of the roll.
Both DECRM and DECR11-S Models of roll testers had approximately 1.0% unverified defect signal that could not
be confirmed or analyzed by other NDT Methods, or metallurgical investigation. We discovered, in 1981, that
these signals were isolated magnetic pockets in the
rolL, which triggered the defect circuitry. The design
to eliminate this problem included the installation of
Hall generators, preceding the E.C. transducer to distinguish between magnetic spots and actual defects.
This war: 100% successful. During this modification, we
upgraded the entire instrument by adding a proximity
probe to measure gap distance with the output signal
meter showing the acceptable gap range, and built in a
volt meter for ease of calibration. This upgraded unit
was called the DECRM-S-1. Figure 11 - Close-up of front
panel and transducer head.
Because of the success of the roll tester on cold mill
forged steel rolls and the improved roll efficiency, the
hot mill requested a similar programme for their rolls.
The condition in the hot mill was considerably differ •
ent. Both cast iron and cast steel rols are used. The
surfaces can become severely worn and the defects are in
the form of clusters or networks of fine interlocking
cracks. These rolls did not appear to have the
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bruise/soft condition around the cracks, similar to the
cold mill roll defects. It was necessary to measure
crack depth within . 127 mm, to be economically feasible,
because of grinding constraints.
A completely new unit had to be designed because of
these requirements. We decided at this stage, that
rather than have two different designs, we would build a
unit that was capable of inspecting both iron and steel,
with features to satisfy both requirements. This unit
was to be called DECRM Model SFe, meaning that it was an
iron and steel roll tester with the capability of inspecting all iron and steel rolls, regardless of type or
size, with equal sensitivity.
Two basic items were researched: The frequency required
to achieve equal sensitivity for the different defects
on different material and, which transducer design, differential probe or absolute coil gave the best response.
Metallurgical investigation had revealed that the
firecracking in iron rolls was basically straight and at
nrjhL angles to the surface, indicating a good possibili t. y for reasonably accurate crack depth measurement.
The v.irious investigations lead us to use a sensor package' of an absolute coil, two Hall generators and a proximity probe. The basic difference from the 5-1 was the
change to an absolute coil. It appears to have greater
repeatability in measuring crack depth in iron and, because of size, has better resolution on fine cracking.
A block diagram of the final configuration is shown in
Figure 12. Experiments with a non-contacting mode of
the sensor block in the S-l package, had shown that the
proximity probe was capable of showing both the gap distance and/or the roll shape ie. contour on a roll.
Based on this experience, it appeared beneficial to design the probe head to a non-contacting configuration,
with an automatic transport system (ATS). The function
'•if the noncontacting ATS, for measuring roll contour, is
nhnwn in Figure 13.
Initial field trials were excellent and the tester performed equally well on both the iron and forged steel
rolls. Crack depth measurements on iron rolls were acL'ppt.abli? within the .127 mm range. The output signals
for both defects and shape measurement were verified on
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a multi-channel strip chart recorder. The Production
Department was enthusiastic over the additional benefit
of being able to measure and verify the contour of the
rolls. Almost immediately, the equipment was used to
investigate wear shape profiles of the rolls for comparative studies. It was readily apparent that the use
of a strip chart recorder was insufficient ;Cor the dnta
collection on a production tost basis, and that a com|jviteri2t»d data collection system was necessary.
The Hot
Mill Process Computer Maintenance Group was approached
t.o assist in developing a suitable package for collect
ing and displaying the roll data, surface defects and
.•ontou.-s. The project was completed in September. 1986.
utter six months of system evaluation with on-line trials.
A block diagram of the complete package is shown
i n Fujure 14. The hard copy output of the computer data
acquisition system is shown in Figure 15, It is basically divided into three sections, which are
1. roll
''•perated. mill inputted d=ita> '.•'.. defect inspection showing type* of defect, location along the axis, severity oi
d^iMct (depth of crack in iron rolJs)« 3. measure of
ihapf^ prof Lit1', either wear and confirmation of required
Etniwhed shape crown or concave. Currently, a Stat-istii.-i! Frocess Control package is being desiqned tc network
1
h>? voil tester computer system with a base computer,
iiT on-line control charts, data analysis and roll in-

AI •• homih the- development of the complete system took
.sevr-ral year;1:, each stage of development was verified
for both technical and economic justification.
In-house
Lif N. D. T. equipment for specific applications res a wide range of capabilities ie. detailed knowl(if the production operation, analysis of economics
if operation's problems, as well as the expertise to design the N.D.T. equipment.
Pofasro Eddy Current Roll Tester presently being
used is a multifunctional N.D.T. tool, capable of de'.v»ctiny in-service defects in all steel plant rolls and
for measuring roll shape profiles. The unit, in conjunction with a computer, provides the information required for a Statistical Process Control Programme.
The
benefits of such a system are the improvement in roll
efficiency and consequently the diminished roll costs.
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